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1. Unknown, IFoS Interview. 

 Chairperson: B.S.Bassi 

 

Chairperson: So, you play tabla, tell me about some raaga, chickens neck of India, asked 

to tell spatial arrangement of North eastern bstates, state of forest report 2017, Arunachal 

share border with which countries, asked about few passes, only knew Nathu la,Yemen 

crisis , Calatonia-Spain referendum, Nepal crisis, Disaster management. 

Member 1- Forest fire- hypothetical question where I was a tourist and if fire happen 

what will I do, forest conservation act 1980, do lakes come under forest, taungya and 

jhuming and difference between them, what is ecotourism, should we promote it and why, 

how you can ensure minimum impact of ecotourism on environment? 

Member 2- Question on tabla taal asked some factual question, how many population in 

informal sector, why people in informal more than formal, how can you ensure movement 

of people from informal to formal, do you know about Yugoslavia what happened to it 

Member 3- Questions on chemistry very basic- what is CO2 CO3 and CO, why CO is 

harmful- explained it, supplementary question on haemoglobin, where it is found, 

grassland its animals- ostrich and emu, name some animals of desert ecosystem, IUCN, 

and question on zoological survey. 

Overall experience was good. Questions on IR were tough, can provide rough idea on 

which areas to cover for civils interview. 

 

2. D L L: 

Chairperson: B.S.Bassi 

Sex ratio in Haryana, how it can be improved, Saraswati river location, green revolution 

benefits, cancer train from Bathinda to Bombay, Yamuna Nagar school principal murder 

issue. 

 

3. Unknown 

Chairperson: B.S.Bassi, 20 Feb 2018, AN 

Chairperson: 

1. Meditation (just mentioned this word - no question) 

                                          BOARD- BHIM SEN BASSI SIR 
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2. You listen to music, why don't you sing? 

3. Internship at a, working at b what was nature of work? 

4. Could the bank fraud have been prevented? (I asked PNB? He said yes, gave answer) 

5. IT in service - applications - stress question as wanted me to speak for 2 minutes on 

this, he kept looking at wall clock. I couldn't see the clock.  

Member 1: 

1. Situational question regarding being poll officer and violence in booth 

2. Creativity Vs efficiency 

Member 2: 

1. Financial inclusion 

2. What schemes for financial inclusion?  

3. What are startups? 

4. Some Indian startups 

5. Govt initiatives for startups 

6. What is GHG effect? 

Member 3: 

1. What is green chemistry in pharmaceutical? 

2. What are virtual organisations? 

3. Relation between virtual organisation and venture capital 

4. Some question on OOP programming (CSE) 

5. Some more - can't remember. 

Member 4: 

1. Npa issue 

2. Your suggestions for npa prevention  

3. Re-capitalisation of banks - impact on banks, on economy and need 

4. Should public money be used for re-capitalisation 

5. Rural banking in India 

6. Should banks be part of secondary equity market in India? 

7. Most pressing problems in banking sector at present 
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8. Banks that don't lend? Any example 

9. Creative accounting. What is it? Done in banks? 

10. Asked about some book. Didn't know about it. 

Chairperson: 

Showed my picture - covered face with thumb. Is it your picture? 

Your interview is over. Thank you.   

Stress test in beginning. Largely opinion based. "What do you think" in most questions. 

 

4. Ajay Kumbhar 

Chairperson: B.S.Bassi, 19th Feb 2018 Morning Session 

Background- Mechanical Engineering, Sociology optional 

Chairperson: 

1. What is IC engine? 

2. Do you think this age is an obituary to IC Engine? 

3. Who should be eligible to donate blood? (organised BD camps in college) 

4. How many camps you organised? 

5. How did you organise them? 

6. What is the procedure for blood storage? 

Member 1: 

1. You were actively involved in organising events in college. Did you come across any 

situation where you differed with your junior? 

2. Did you listen to him or you imposed your view on him? 

3. Will you please make it brief. 

4. What are you views on reservation? 

5. Is reservation a panacea for all problems? 

6. What steps would you suggest other than reservation? 

Member 2: 

1. What is sanskritization? 

2. Tell me names of caste who sanskritization themselves. 
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3. Do you know Dhangar caste in Maharashtra? 

4. What steps did Maharashtra govt take for Nomadic Tribes? 

5. Question about soil health card 

Member 4: 

1. What is digital currency? 

2. What is impact of it on Indian economy? 

3. What is Artificial Intelligence? 

4. How it can be used in Production? 

5. What is sensor? 

6. How will you use sensors in agriculture? 

Chairperson: 

1. Recently there was a news regarding Turkey's attack on Syria. Will it complicate the 

issue? 

2. Are US and Russia on same side? 

Member 5: 

1. You have mentioned that you like to read non fiction and soft science fiction. What 

kind of books do you like? What is soft science fiction? 

2. Do you think Aadhaar is bringing mass surveillance state and infringing privacy of 

citizens? 

Chairperson: Thank you your interview is over 

 

5. Rojith Jones 

Chairperson: B. S. Bassi 

Chairperson:  

1. What exactly was your role in Deloitte (company I worked in)? 

2. What is Enterprise Resource Planning? - work related 

3. Can you divide Asia into regions - South Asia etc. and name the countries that are part 

of these. 

4. Which is the most important region for India? 
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5. Name the most important country that India needs to focus on. Also name one country 

which is a headache for India. 

Member 1: 

1. How is China a competition for India? 

2. Where is Diego Garcia Island, Coco Island? What is their significance? 

3. Define integrity. Give a practical example of a person maintaining integrity. 

4. How does Autopilot mechanism work? Have you heard about Control Systems 

Engineering? 

Member 2: 

1. Tell me about your interests. 

2. Where all have you travelled? Favourite trip and why? 

3. Usually people prefer jogging, why do you prefer walking. 

4. What do you mean by Gods own Country and Is Kerala still a God's own country? 

5. How you take forward the tourism sector in Kerala. 

6. Have you heard about Loya case. Why was it in news? Who should be held 

accountable in fake encounters 

7. Have you heard about forensic auditing? 

Member 3: 

1. What are the latest trends in HR Management? 

2. What is Lean Management? 

3. What is soft computing? What is cloud computing? 

4. What does the current Budget have for Health sector? 

5. Inspite of so many flagship schemes, the objectives are not being met at the ground 

level. Why? What can you do to address this especially in case of tribals? 

Member 4: 

1. What is difference between data and information? When is data converted into 

information? 

2. Difference between information and intelligence? 

3. What is emotional intelligence? Is it helpful in an organisation and how? Any relation 

between Emotional intelligence and Behavioural studies? 

4. What is the concern in Mullaperiyar? Which river is known as Dakshin Ganga? 
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5. Kerala is Gods own country? Name few gods and temples in Kerala. Why women are 

not allowed in Sabarimala? 

6. Where is Mongolia? Do you know about any gift our PM received when he visited the 

country? Why was it returned back? 

Chairperson: 

1. Regarding Brexit, has it happened? Why is it getting delayed? Do you know about any 

financial commitments UK has towards EU? 

Thank you. Your interview is done. 

 

6. Mithun Volunteer. Warangal: 

Optional Telugu literature, B.Tech aeronautical  

PGDRDM 

Hobby- Cooking 

Working presently 

Chairperson: 

1. Where are you working?  

2. Do you know mla pesarattu? 

3. Recipe? 

4. Life is mla pesarattu talk about it for 2mins. 

Member 1: 

1. Defense and MSME collaboration in hyd 

2. Asked about some lacunae 

3. Situational Case study of a civil servant 

Member 2: 

1. Max governance min govt 

2. Where can govt reduce it's role 

3. Railway and privatisation 

4. Air India and privatisation  

5. Role of PSUs.  
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Member 4: 

1. Banks and privatisation PNB issue  

Member 3: 

1. Performance audit 

2. Civil servants and performance appraisal  

3. Food fortification 

4. Probiotics 

5. Tribals and food fortification  

Member 4: 

1. Micronutrient foods 

2. Disaster management in Andhra....  Both cyclone and drought 

3. Contacting and warning fishermen 

4. When do you cook? 

5. When you don't have food for thought or thought for food? 

6. Agriculture  

Chairperson: 

1. Spain issue  

2. Talk about chahbahar for 2 mins 

Thank you. 

My interview was interesting, intellectual (their questions), engaging and had doses of 

good humour..it was as natural, honest and unfiltered as it could be. 

 

7. Mahesh Mangure  

Panel Bassi Sir. 

Chairperson: 

1. What you did after leaving your job 

2. Consider me as CM you and Chief secretary and convince me to form state run agency 

for tourist vehicles  
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Member1: 

1. What is different in Bhim and mobile wallets like Paytm 

2. Convince me to use Paytm 

3. Convince me to use Bhim 

4. Does patch update of both Bhim and mobile wallet happens at same time or different?  

5. Choose between two (i) job satisfaction or (ii) career progress  

And justify why 

Member 2: Very rude eyes but not so in reality  

1. Is Swach Bharat has relevance with tourism 

2. Whats Swach Bharat Abhiyan 

3. What you will do to improve lacuna in it  

4. Attitudinal change or regulation what u will choose and why  

Member 3: 

1. Why brain and we import the electronic hardware  

2. Whats superconductivity and its use  

3. Suggest improvement in education to change above 

Member 4: 

1. You are an incharge of discom suggest the plan for fullfilling demand  

2. Whats ISA 

3. Suggest ways for renewable energy 

4. Relevance of sociology and census 

Chairperson:  Explain me Maldivian crisis 

Thank you thank you Mahesh. 

 

8. Unknown 

Background- Medical Science. and Anthropology. 

IRS-IT. 

Panel: Mr. B S Bassi. 
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Chairperson: Are you happy being here? 

1. Why are you leaving medical field? 

2. Have you worked anywhere as a doctor?  

3. Situation- 

Polio vaccination in remote area, one vial-4 dose but only one child what would u do? 

Member 1: 

1. Magnetic Maharashtra-you have to prepare press note after conclusion of event. 

2. Which countries how much investment has come in MAGNETIC MAHARSHTRA. 

3. Bariaric surgery, its origin and related details. 

4. How to reduce obesity without surgery. 

Member 2: 

1. HOW BIO WEAPONS ARE PRESERVED. 

2. Embryo transfer technology and its significance in endangered species and humans. 

3. Concept of tweens-how they are formed. 

Member 3: 

1. Budgetary management. 

2. Role of Technology in reducing corruption- related examples. 

3. Medical tourism and its relevance to globalisation. 

Member 4 case: 

1. Presenting technical thongs to common people. 

2. Bridge course debate and my views. 

Chairperson: 

Tell me about Indus and its tributaries. 

 

9. Akshay Gondewar 

26 Feb FN 

Bassi Sir 

1st to go, 30 minutes 
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Chairperson:  

1. What kind of poem do you write? 

2. How frequent do you write? 

3. What was the last topic? 

4. What is artificial intelligence and virtual reality? Any example? 

Member 1: 

1. More questions on AI. 

2. How GPS works? 

3. How to make Bus transportation more effective (he was particular on bus only and not 

public transport!) 

4. How to stop bus through an app (consider 'I am' seating in my room) 

Member 2: 

1. What is NCC? 

2. Qualities of NCC cadet? 

3. Which quality of NCC you cherish the most? 

4. How significant emotional intelligence is for you? 

5. What makes you calm and poised? 

Member 3 (lady member): 

1. Education sector reforms? 

2. Questions on reducing the size of syllabus 

3. You being IAS. Which ministry would you prefer to work in? Why? 

4. Questions on rural development 

Member 4: 

1. What is a newspaper? 

2. What is social media? 

3. Is newspaper a social media? 

4. Why it is not? 

5. 2 qualities of social media 

6. Name 2 social media 
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7. Is the quality of social media deteriorating? 

8. These days newspaper editorials are not up to the mark what is the reason? 

9. Question on arrangement of digits (only method) 

Chairperson: 

1. Role of education in tribal upliftment? 

2. What are the problems of tribals? 

3. How to remove them? 

Thankyou. 

 

10. Fazil mohammad 

Board: Bhimsen Bassi. 

Profile: B.Tech metallurgical and material sciences engineer + MBA 

Optional history 

Hobbies: football, reading and writing answers on Quora 

Chairperson: 

1. If I were to tell you that there is a plant and its parts are made of gold, what would your 

reaction be? 

2. Who is your favourite footballer? 

3. Do you know the signature move of Pele? 

Member 1: 

1. Amongst all the sources of energy other than coal, which all have the most potential in 

the next ten years? 

2. Why? 

3. What is ISO4 (dnk) 

4. How is material sciences used in mining. 

Member 2: 

1. How is material science influencing human life? 

2. What is the geography of Bahrain? (I grew up there, schooling as well) 

3. How does India have to behave in the Maldivian crisis? 
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4. Don’t remember two more  

Member 3: 

1. What are the problems faced by Indian workers in the gulf region?  

2. How does the Indian community help them?  

3. What steps has the government taken to aid these workers?  

4. Does the Sri Lankan issue still exist?  

5. What is the opinion of the government of India on it?  

6. Doesn’t the state government have another opinion?  

Member 4: 

1. You are a management graduate, what kind of advice can you give to a company which 

wants to invest in another country?  

2. We have improved our ease of doing business, what are some of the parameters on 

which it is judged?  

3. Salient features of India-Bahrain ties? 

4. Present to me a holistic description of the country you grew up in, I don't have any 

knowledge about it.  

Chairperson: 

1. Is the LTTE irrelevant today?  

2. Is this your photo?  

Thankyou. 

 

11. Rohit Shinde  

Optional -Agriculture 

Board -B. S. Bassi sir 

Chairperson:  

1. You have done BSc. Agri and your hobby is seed collection it's very interesting. 

2.  How many seeds you have collected? Which seeds?   

3. How do you store bajra seeds?  

4. How long can the seeds be viable?  
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5. What are orchids? Where are they found? Are they found in western Ghat? Are they 

epiphytic? Parasitic? 

6. What is tissue culture?  What are its advantages?  

Member 1: 

1. What is contribution of M. S. Swaminathan in Indian Agriculture? 

2. Why farmers suicides are happening? And give solutions?  

3. How digitalisation can help to overcome security?  

Member 2: 

1. Tell about BT cotton issue.  

2. What are your views on GM crops? 

3. In which country GM food is grown?  

4. What happened to GM mustard and GM brinjal? 

Member 3: 

1. Interlinking of rivers and its technical problems  

2. How role of farmers can be increased in markets chain?  

3. How can food adulteration can be controlled?  

Member 4: 

1. What is emotional intelligence? Example of how it can be used in administration. 

2. How u will motivate yourself and your team 

3. Many people do well in the studies but not in life. Why does it happen?  

Chairperson:  

1. Tell me in detail about PM Fasal Bima Yojana  

Thank you, Rohit. 

 

12. Vivek Reddy N 

Optional -Medical Science  

BS Bassi board.  

30min  
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Chairperson: 

1. What is Tympanic reflex??  

2. Suicidal and homicidal hanging- difference 

3. Zika, Chicken Guinea, Dengue.  

4. Suicidal and homicidal fire arms 

5. Super bugs  

6. Alprazolam poisoning 

Member 1: 

1. Why IAS after medicine?  

2. Future of SAARC in the next 5 years?  

3. What is your vision for India 2030? How to achieve it?  

4. Why poor quality doctors from medical colleges? (Two supplements on this)  

Member 2: 

1. What did u do from the scholarship u got from depts of biotechnology? (DAF)  

2. Do you think reservations for women at Gram panchayat working?  

3. Tell me about eBhoomi project of Karnataka?  

4. Do you think division of Assam into small states was a right step?  

Member 3: 

1. Why not Mysore state why Karnataka?  

2. What is difference between brain dead and mercy killing. What is the supreme court 

ruling on Euthanasia?  

3. What are the benefits to India from joining to NSG? Why is China opposing it?  

4. What is the reason for excessive prices in private medical hospitals? How can we curb 

it.?  

Member 4: 

1. Budget, Health.. Can the existing infrastructure is sufficient to roll out NHS?  

2. What is RSBY?  

3. You have very good marks, do you think IQ is all enough to judge a person?  
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Chairperson:  

What is the present status of the EU and Britain relations? 

Thankyou. 

 

13. Unknown 

Board bassi sir  

Block chain, cross questioning and conversation on the same topic 

M1: 

Role of RBI in monetarily policy? 

How things are done? 

What are the tools? 

How all this affects growth of the country?  

Role of RBI in banking sector? 

PNB fraud who all responsible? 

Role of RBI?  

Diff btw LoU and LC? 

Chabahar port and its importance?  

M2:  

What is the issue with land records modernisation program? 

How tech can help? 

M3: 

What is sir creeks issue and counter questions?  

What else can BSF do etc? 

What is the siachen issue and related questions?  

Size of siachen glacier? 

Malacca strait? 

China’s importance for it?  

What percentage of chinese goods pass through it? 
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M4: 

Question on a recent railwat committee (debroy) and it’s recommendations  

What is the biggest challenge for railways among the recommendations?  

Chairman:  

Related to merger of services in railways...long conversation and grilled me a bit on this 

Thankyou 

 

14. Amit Punde 

Date of interview 27th February  

Graduation: B Tech Production  

PG: MA Sociology  

Optional : Sociology  

Hobbies: reading, trekking, traveling  

Chairman Bassi Sir 

C:  

so u r a production engg. What is mechatronix? 

Applications? 

As a shopfloor manager, what are your priorities?  

Who will benefit with the increased efficiency? 

M1: 

He talked some 2 points about efficiency and then then questions abt trekking. 

Where do you trekked recently? 

Some discussion on Youth Hostel trek at Manali. 

If anything happened where you could not complete the trek? I gave example of Alang 

fort. 

M2: 

Iran president visit to India and the message India gave through this in the light of various 

sanctions imposed by US? 

Why farmers suicide in Maharashtra? 
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Dose present budget provisions would impact positively? 

Maharashtra Karnataka boundary issue? 

What can be done? 

M3: lady member. 

Role of Pune in 1857 war.?  

What about other Maratha sardars?  

Rani of Jhansi and her relation to Pune.? 

Love hate relationship of Pune with Rajneesh(Osho) in 1970s? 

china's policy in South Asia.?  

Is china aggressive towards India?  

Why China aggressive towards India.?  

What do you think whether China become superpower?  

Plus points of China and USA to become superpower?  

US relations with South America states?  

Impact of lower sex ratio?  

After Nirbhaya case, what change do u find in Indian Society?  

M4: 

Indo Japan relations.? What are Japan's interests in India?  

In the present scenario what is the probability that India will win a war against Pakistan? 

(He wanted answer in a mathematical probability range from 0 to 1)  

Where is Tista river?  

What is the issue?  

What are the immediate benefits and to whom?  

Thank you. 

 

15. Unknown 

Bassi Sir Panel  

27th Feb Morning  

Around 30 mins 
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Ch: Mangesh , You have done electronics engineering an having political science 

optional also currently working in Bank. ( And Looked at me)  

I said "Yes Sir" ( I thought he is checking my confidence). 

Tell me about Venezuela crisis 

Tell me about Yemen crisis 

Developments in Nepal. Why Nepal important for us ? 

M1 : different frequency band in communication ? Many subsequent technical questions 

1G 2G 3G 4G difference  

GSM vs CDMA ? Why CDMA not popular over GSM . Anything to do with licencing ? 

M2 : use of robotics in Army ?  

Introduction of robotics vs job losses. Opinion 

Why Afghanistan unstable? What are sectarian divisions ? Why not normalcy restored 

M3 (Madam): why demand for Marathwada statehood? Reasons.  

Difference between Marathwada movement and Vidarbha movement for statehood . 

Similarity between Marathwada and Telangana demand. 

What are disadvantages of adverse sex ratio ? To men and to women?  

Why development in Bangladesh important for India?  

Role of India diaspora. 

M4 : what is exposure of SBI in recent PNB fraud?  

Tell me about PNB fraud ?  

Who should bear loss of it ?  

What was wrong on part of other banks ? Their mistakes 

Difference between LC and LoU . 

What is NPA ? Steps taken for its resolution ?  

What is insolvency and bankruptcy code ? Detailed discussion 

Ch : tell me about Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana ? Details of it  

Talk on MSP . Talk more. Any committee on it  

Is this your photo ? It's lovely photo Mangesh.  
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Thank you. 

 

16. Mithun - Warangal: 

Board: Bassi 

Optional: Public Administration 

Chairman: 

What is Darwin theory? Do you believe in it. 

What is China's cultural Revolution? 

What is the basis for Hitler's rise in Germany? 

M1: 

Why pharma industry has recently seen downfall in exports? 

Issues with USA in pharma sector. 

M2: 

What is difference between Yog and yoga? 

What is the role of NGO's in India. 

What are the issues with NGO? 

M3: 

What were you doing since 2013? 

In Telangana districts are divided from 10 to 31, did people accept it. 

Is it not a financial burden on the state? 

M4: 

India-canada relations 

India-japan relations 

India- Bangladesh relations 

Tell me some flash points that war could happen bin the world? 

About quad group in Indian and Pacific ocean, to ensure maritime security? 

Are leaders born or made? 

Is mahatma Gandhi a born leader or the made one. 
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Chairman: 

Chairman took the lead of last question and tried to grill, saying leaders are born based on 

DNA memory. 

According to DNA memory theory leader are born not made. What's your opinion on it. 

Data is the new oil. Can you tell me why data is new oil. 

Asked twice about photograph of mine ( is it yours?) 

Thank you 

Interview went for around 20-25 mins. 

 

17. Sadanand Kasallu- IRS IT. 

Btech IT.. 

B S Bassi... 

3rd to go...noon session.. 

Here are some questions I can recall right now.. 

Italian election explain 

Turkey sent forces in Syria..why..? Violated sovereignty..?  

Surgical strikes..? Did India violated pak's sovereignty.? 

Hot pursuit..?  

Catalonia referendum, was it legal..? Should international community recognize such new 

countries..? 

Bangladesh migrants, how to deal with it, steps taken...? 

Latur earthquake steps taken 

Nanded famous for..? 

RTI benefits..? 

Indian judiciary problem..? 

World war 2 battle explain.. 

Overall cordial board, 

But lots of unexpected questions 
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18. Interview Transcripts 2018, [13.03.18 19:47] 

Name: Mansi 

B.tech(electrical and electronics  engg) 

Interest: yoga and meditation, 

Dancing, drawing mehendi 

Optional: Geography 

Board: Bassi sir 

Chairman: you took professional training for dance? 

Difference between bharatnatyam and Odhisi 

Name all classical dances. 

M1: problems faced by women in present policing system. What should be done to 

resolve the issues? 

M2: difference between bay and sea, isthmus and strait, island and peninsula 

How to strengthen relation with Indonesia? 

M3: what are the pollutants from brass industries? 

About swachch bharat mission 

3 Benefits of women participation in sports to the society 

M4: when did you start yoga? For how much time you practice in a day?  

India -Nepal relations 

Does India interfere in neighborhood countries? 

Agriculture subsidies 

Why farmers are not getting remunerative prices? 

Chairman: India- Canada relations 

Your interview is over. Want to have tea? 

Member: no she must not be drinking tea, she practice yoga 

Chairman: no,she must be habitual of taking tea 

I said: i take tea once a day 

Chairman: dekha 
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And everyone laughed 

 

19. Prakhar Singh: 

Date - 13th March 

Afternoon Session 

BS Bassi Sir Board 

5th one to go 

B.Tech. in Chemical Engineering 

Optional Chemistry 

Father is in Indian Railways 

<Interview> 

Chairman: 

 1. Are you working? 

 2. What is this company you have worked at? 

 3. Is this a startup? 

 4. What is Startup India and Standup India programme? 

 5. What is the procedure to get funding from the government? 

 6. How will dedicated freight corridors help Indian Railways? 

Member 1 

 1. How can private capital be infused in Railways? 

 2. Should we not privatise Railways? 

 3. In current system, taxpayer is paying for inefficiencies of Railways. Thoughts? 

 4. What have been various programmes for cleaning Ganga? 

 5. Is Zero Liquid Discharge possible? 

Member 2 

 1. Is the time ripe to move towards Cashless economy? 

 2. How much is the internet penetration in India? 

 3. How much is the digital literacy in India? 
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 4. Does Israel play any role in Syrian war? 

 5. Has it overtly attacked/bombed any place in Syria? 

 6. Is the threat of ISIS over? 

Member 3 

 1. What are various organs of UN? 

 2. What is ICJ? 

 3. Who can approach ICJ? 

 4. What kind of disputes are dealt with in ICJ? 

 5. Are there any other such international courts? 

 6. What is ICC? 

 7. Is India a signatory? 

 8. Who can approach ICC? 

 9. What kind of matters does ICC deal with? 

Member 4 

 1. What is a catalyst? 

 2. Does it always increase rate? 

 3. What is catalytic poison? 

 4. What are different types of catalysts? 

 5. Give examples of each of these catalysts 

 6. What is catalytic converter? 

Chairman again 

 1. How does one distil products from crude oil? 

 2. What is the significance of Himalayas? 

 3. Give only geographical significance 

Thankyou. 

 

20. Raahul: 

Bassi sir's board 
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14/03/2018 

Btech-CSE,pol sci optional 

Home state-Arunachal  

Ch- tell me about brahmaputra anything and everythng that u know in three minutes 

(Interrupted me and asked the alexact meeting points of the local river tributaries) 

2. How can AI revolutionise our lives(give 5 points) gave it. 

3. What are orchids. Tell me the actual botanical classification...said sorry sir 

M1: 1. Which country is taking up rte type provision 

2. Are we living up to the mark regarding right to education 

(Discussion regarding it) 

M2: 1. problem of teacher absenteeism and how to solve it 

2. what are diplomatic priviledges and do you think golf club membership comes under 

it.. 

3. India-russia relations 

M3: 1. Why teacher consider their job as commerce and not as service. Is it not valid for 

all governmental service( discussion regarding it) 

2. Hobbes idea and are we living in tht world. 

M4: 1. india-russia going away what is your view on it. 

2. Again discussion on india russia 

Ch: tell me about russian elections 

Name the opposition leader 

Date of election( i said sir i think today or tomorrow but i am not sure of the date..it was 

on 18th..big mistake i should have said sorry)  

2. Biggest question of the interview: if you are the head of spy agency..and one of your 

guy has gone rogue..so given the situation will you kill him or not.  

I said given the situation if the national interest demands and if there is no other option as 

he is having secrets relating to national security. 

 

21. Pankaj Tiwari 

15/03/2018  Afternoon 
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B.S. Bassi 

Ch: 1. You are working at Ankleshwar. ONGC has also bases at North East? 

1st oil well was drilled at which location ? When? 

Cities near to Digboi 

District of Arunachal near to Digboi 

Tell me about Brahmaputra 

Rivers originating from Lake Mansarovar 

Lohit, Dihang, Dibang merge at Arunachal or Assam? 

Till How many years the oil at Ankleshwar would be there 

Till How many years the oil at Mumbai offshore would be there 

M1: Is Iran our neighbour? 

Significance of Iran for India? 

USA-Iran enemity. Why it is? 

ONGC ha something to do with Vietnam ? Is our stand right? 

M2: Tell me of any development program of Modi govt ? 

Apart from agriculture? 

Tell me about Energy Policy of Govt? 

What is target of fossil fuel energy in New Policy? 

Private sector role in Energy  

M3: Recent news of a chopper is being called as flying coffin? 

Whose fault was it? 

What should ONGC do to transport their employees. Private players? 

Should be add new fleet? 

Highest point on the surface of earth from the centre of earth 

Don’t you think RBI is blaming the govt for its regulatory failure? 

M4: Why fisherman cross the marine boundary to fish into territory of other countries? 

Till now to which country India has given maximum fund/assistance. Why? 

You are already working in ONGC. Its paying you a lot. Why do you want to join CS 
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The problem & challenges of Civil services. 

How will you be able to stand up against these challenges? 

concept of needs BY Maslow 

Chairman ! Thank is it you (Showing photo) 

Your interview is over! 

 

22. Rango: 

Chairman: Bassi 

Telanagana 

Badminton 

14 march  

You play badminton. Singles or doubles? 

What is fly by wire system? (DAF) 

What is jyotirlinga? Does Telangana have any? 

Pilgrimage places in Telangana? 

Historical significance of warangal? 

Where famous balaji temple is located? Is in AP or Telangana? 

What is non aligned movement 

What is multipolar world? 

Is India one of the pole? 

How you are saying India is a pole? 

What is LoU and LoC? 

What are the foreign forces present in Syria? 

What is the justification for Russia intervening in Syria? 

What about USA? 

If there will be no constitutional safeguards for civil servants. What happens? 

What is NAPCC? 

What are the missions under it? 
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What is forest rights act? 

What is wild life protection act? 

What is the forest cover area? 

How much population live in forests? 

Bassi  is expression less but he is ok 

 

23. Name: vivek chavan  

Electronics engg  

Worked in infosys for 2yrs  

Home town: nashik  

Optional : pol sci & ir  

Panel : sujata mehta madam  

Date : 16th mar 2018  

Chair:  (Showed photo)Is this your photo?  

1.lets start by telling about your self.  

2.what have you been doing since you keft job? 

3. Why civil service?  

4.why people want government jobs?  

5.if we remove the security and permanent nature from govt job, will people prefer govt. 

Jobs?  

6.people like baba amte have done so much good work being outside government. Is that 

better?  

7.who should come first family or society in carrying out responsibility.(ref from earlier 

ans. )  

8.so what are your interests/ hobbies?  

M2:  

1.what is this happiness index?  

2.what is india's performance?  

3.is it good scale to judge progress? Or we should go for gdp?  

4.what is india's rank?  
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5.why such a bad performance despite increase in gdp?  

6.how we can increase happiness?  

M3:  

1.your name is vivek. So tell me about vedant philosophy of vivekananda.  

2.so much of depression and negetivity is there. Our happiness index is not good so can 

thos philosophy help?  

3.should we remain bound by some ancient scripure? Considering everything is there in 

it?  

4.what is difference between vedanta and siddhanta theory?  

5.what did you get from your hobby coin collection?  

6.what is numismatics?  

7.should we be collecting coins in digital age when we can store images?  

M4:  

1.okay vivek , tell me about rohingyas.  

2.are they citizen of any country?  

3.why should myanmar accept them?  

4.is there any un treaty for stateless peole?  

5.why russia is in news recently(uk expelling russian diplomat, usa sanctions on russia)  

6.will sanctions have any effect on russia or any particular group ?  

7.what are the problems faced by children of migrant labourer?  

8.what can be done?  

9.if you are collector of a district what would be your priority?  

M5:  

1.So you are from ahmednagar?  

(Another panel member said no that is his birthplace)  

2.but still tell me something about ahmednagar.  

3.tell me about your hobby painting.  

4.tell me about warli painting. (Mentioned in daf)  

5.what is different in warli painting?   
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6.what do the shapes in warli painting depict?  

Okay it is done from my side.  

Then same member said okay last question.  

8.what were the causes of world war 1?  

Chair: Okay we are done from our side.  

Do you want to ask anything?  

Your interview is over.  

Over all cordial and helpful board. Did not pressurise much.  

I said i dont know at two places they immediately went to next question.  

Overall good experience.  

People at document verification were also very helpful.  

 

24. Parmanand Darade 

Board: Bhim Sain Bassi 

Graduation MBBS 

Optional Geography 

Hobbies cooking and bird watching 

Interview time 4:00 to 4:30 

Chairman sir: 

Kokum made from which part of tree? 

What is kokum curry? 

Bird watching sites in Mumbai? 

How many bird species in Mumbai? 

How many bird species you can identify? 

Difference between kite , falcon and eagle? 

Member 1: 

Treatment of hepatitis in  

Pregnant women? 
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Treatment of anemia and hypertension in pregnant women? 

What will you advise if she can't afford treatment? 

Work profile if posted in consulate?  

What is charge de affairs? 

Member 2: 

National health policy 2017? 

Budget expenditure target for health? 

Full form of AYUSH? 

Difference between various medicinal systems? 

Member 3: 

Highlights of budget 2018-19? 

Special provisions for senior citizens? 

Regulation of stent prices right or wrong? 

What to do when hospital refuse to hand over dead bodies to relatives on non payment of 

bills? 

Are big hospitals cheating common people?  

Role of govt in such cases? 

% of renewable energy in total energy mix? 

Member 4: 

Do we need health ombudsman? 

Have we achieved malaria eradication? Why not? 

Why Sri Lanka and Bangladesh achieve their health targets faster than india? 

Why civil services after MBBS? 

How MBBS will help in civil services? 

Chairman again: 

Tympanic reflex? 

Medical jurisprudence involving case with domestic violence and resultant 7 week 

miscarriage? 

Thank you, your interview is over! 
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80% questions on health. 

Cordial board. Supportive members. 

 

25. Rango: 

Chairman: Bassi 

Telanagana 

Badminton 

14 march  

 

You play badminton. Singles or doubles? 

What is fly by wire system?(DAF) 

What is jyotirlinga? Does Telangana have any? 

Pilgrimage places in Telangana? 

Historical significance of warangal? 

Where famous balaji temple is located? Is in AP or Telangana? 

What is non aligned movement 

What is multipolar world? 

Is India one of the pole? 

How you are saying India is a pole? 

What is LoU and LoC? 

What are the foreign forces present in Syria? 

What is the justification for Russia intervening in Syria? 

What about USA? 

If there will be no constitutional safeguards for civil servants. What happens? 

What is NAPCC? 

What are the missions under it? 

What is forest rights act? 

What is wild life protection act? 

What is the forest cover area? 

How much population live in forests? 

 

Bassi is expression less but he is ok 

Parmanand Darade 

Board: Bhim Sain Bassi 

Graduation MBBS 

Optional Geography 

Hobbies cooking and bird watching 

Interview time 4:00 to 4:30 

Chairman sir: 

Kokum made from which part of tree? 
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What is kokum curry? 

Bird watching sites in Mumbai? 

How many bird species in Mumbai? 

How many bird species you can identify? 

Difference between kite , falcon and eagle? 

Member 1: 

Treatment of hepatitis in  

Pregnant women? 

Treatment of anemia and hypertension in pregnant women? 

What will you advise if she can't afford treatment? 

Work profile if posted in consulate?  

What is charge de affairs? 

Member 2: 

National health policy 2017? 

Budget expenditure target for health? 

Full form of AYUSH? 

Difference between various medicinal systems? 

Member 3: 

Highlights of budget 2018-19? 

Special provisions for senior citizens? 

Regulation of stent prices right or wrong? 

What to do when hospital refuse to hand over dead bodies to relatives on non payment of 

bills? 

Are big hospitals cheating common people?  

Role of govt in such cases? 

% of renewable energy in total energy mix? 

Member 4: 

Do we need health ombudsman? 

Have we achieved malaria eradication? Why not? 

Why Sri Lanka and Bangladesh achieve their health targets faster than india? 

Why civil services after MBBS? 

How MBBS will help in civil services? 

Chairman again: 

Tympanic reflex? 

Medical jurisprudence involving case with domestic violence and resultant 7 week 

miscarriage? 

Thank you, your interview is over! 

 

80% questions on health. 

Cordial board. Supportive members. 
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26. Shishir: 

B.S. Bassi board (15th March, first interview in afternoon slot, board came half an 

hour late) 

 

B.tech (chemical engineering IITB) 

Job Ex - Process Engineer (Abu Dhabi) 

Optional - Mathematics 

Hobbies - Shayari, Cricket 

 

Didn't even ask me to sit and the questions started 

 

Ch- Is this your photo? 

And then after few seconds he asked me to sit. 

Ch- So you are a chemical engineer (in my head I was like I am process engineer) 

Me- Yes sir 

Ch- There are two types of crude. What are they. Which one is better and why? 

Me - Answered 

Ch - Suppose you are working in a plant and one of your colleague inhales toxic gas and 

there is no safety mechanism and no medical facility in the plant. How will you help him? 

Me- sorry sir, I don't know. 

Ch- Give him a bath 

Me - after a long pause. Thank you sir. I didn't know that. 

Ch- Do you think it will work? 

Me - Sorry sir I really don't know. 

Ch- asked me my job profile 

Me- answered and also clarified that mine was office work and never worked in any 

plant. He said okay. 

Ch- why the price of crude oils are different. Before I could answer he said oh you were 

in the office, you must not be following the financial aspects. (Sarcasm) 

Me - I follow it but I don't the various reasons which are considered while pricing the 

crude oil. 

Ch- I give you 3 min, tell me everything what's happening in West asia 

Me - answered 

 

M1 - Why gulf countries are called gulf countries? 

M1- How many countries are there in the gulf? 

M1 - Why Iran is not a gulf country? 

M1- So you are a chemical engineer (I am process engineer), tell me what will you do if 

someone throws acid on a woman and you are standing there. What will be your first step 

as a chemical engineer and as an IPS officer? 

Me- Remove her jewellery or other such stuff which might cause further harm. Try to 

keep the wound open. 

M1- See it's a chemistry concept. (In my head-Chemical engineering is not about 

chemistry :P) 

Me- I will try to neutralize the acid and will pour milk on her. 

M1- But your first step would be that you will have to buy milk first. (By that time I had 

understood they are there to grill me) 

Me- long pause 
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M1- Okay tell me what will be your first step? 

Me- Sorry sir I cannot think of anything else. 

M1- How many Emirates are there in UAE and name them? 

Me - answered 

M1- So what to do when so many aromatic hydrocarbons leave the plant. It is harmful for 

the environment? 

Me- answered and told him all the technical details how it works in a plant. But still he 

didn't seem to be satisfied 

M1- So you read and write shayari. Recite one. 

M1- what is the difference between shayari and wazm? 

Me- sir if I may clarify you mean nazm 

M1- no I mean wazm 

Me- sorry sir I don't know 

M2- Why chemical engineers are called big bucks engineer (heard this term for the first 

time). Is this bcoz they earn more than other fields like IT or is it bcoz they are in demand 

in lot of industries. 

Me- answered 

M2- Tell me some schemes of women empowerment 

Me- answered 

M2- What is beti bachao, beti padhao 

Me- answered 

M2- You just said ujjawala, what is pahal scheme 

Me- answered 

Asked me some more questions which I cannot recall 

M3- Who invented zero? 

Me- answered 

M3- But Mexicans claim they did it? 

Me- sorry sir I don't know 

M3- you talked about ujjawala, how many people refill the LPG cylinder once it is 

empty? 

Me- sorry sir I don't know the number 

M3- okay tell me some approx number 

Me- after thinking for sometime said sorry again 

M3- okay what is CPEC. Why does India oppose it? 

Me - answered 

Asked me some more questions but unable to recall 

M4- why people are so antagonistic about civil servants? 

Me- due to lack of trust and communication between people and bureaucracy 

M4- But it is the job of the political executive coz vote maangne to wo jata h. Why should 

a civil servant go and talk to people 

And he didn't give me anytime to answer it and moved on to the next question 

M4- Who do you prefer, generalist or a technocrat? 

Me- said something but he stopped me and changed the question.(But heard that I was 

favouring the technocrats when any specialises know Interview Transcripts 2018 edge is 

required) 

M4- what are your views on lateral entry? 

Me- told both positive and negative sides (in negative side I told him how private sector 

people are unaware of the ground reality of the country and so on) 
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M4- after hearing the negative aspects of lateral entry (Oh just because you being a 

technocrat have now applied for civil services you have learnt to be positive about 

bureaucracy) (sarcasm again) 

Me- didn't react 

M4- okay what do you think are bureaucrats corrupt? 

Me- Sir not all but some might be 

M4- When did I say all are corrupt. I didn't say that and started looking at other board 

members. 

Me- sorry sir  

M4- okay tell me are they corrupt 

Me- long pause and didn't say anything 

M4- okay tell me who do you prefer generalist or a technocrat? 

Me- I again said what I said earlier about specialisation in a field and so I prefer 

technocrat for such job 

M4- I think you are not understanding what I am trying to ask you. 

M4- okay thank you. 

Me- thank you sir 

M4- okay I last question. What is EIA? 

ME- answered 

M4- Do you really think we love our environment? 

Me- yes sir 

M4- really then why there are so many land clearances given without any proper tests and 

all? 

Me- told him how private sector is guided by profit motive and other technicalities 

involved and he finally noded and seemed very happy with the reply. 

(The only time when someone actually reacted to my answer in a positive way). 

Ch- Thank you 

 

(Chairman after asking his part, relaxed his chair and slept for sometime. He tried to 

break my eye contact many times as every time I tried to include other members I had to 

cross him in between. While he was asleep I could not do that and when he woke up he 

refrained from making eye contact every time although he was observing me the whole 

time) 

 

No questions from optional except one, no questions from my home state, nothing related 

to IIT, No questions on cricket, it was very factual and my most confident and most used 

answer was sorry sir I don't know as can be seen from the transcript) 

 

Good luck to others. :-) 

 

27. Dinil Thomas 3/22/18 

Dinil Thomas 

Board: Bassi 

22/3/18 aftn session 

Optional: Geography 

 

Chairman:  
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1. U born in Mizoram? Heard about Kolasib? (District) tell me something about that 

district 

2. Geographical feaatures of the place?( not answered) 

3. Name the autonomus district council of mizoram? 

4. What is autonomus district council?( not answered? 

5. Recent Chakma- Mizo ethical conflict? Reason? 

6. Any such conflict with other tribes?( dnt know) 

7. Gateway to mizoram( dnt know) 

8. Tell me about himalayas. ( told about it parts etc) 

9. Tell me about its adavantage only. ( told many but he said i miissed one important 

thing) 

 

Member 1: 

1. U were in Career Guidance unit in your college? What was u r role? What all 

companies? How mucj got selected? 

2. What about for the rest who are not selected? ( mentioned about Gate coaching & 

working in abroad) 

3. Do u r college do not promote entrepreneurship? If no as a Career guidance cell why no 

promotion? 

4. Differnece about. Stand up and start up india progrms 

5. Type of agriculture in north east? ( shifting). 

6. Explain it ? What all cropes are they growing? What land are they using? What tools 

are they using? Is it beneficial? 

7.What is ringt and left wing parties? What will u prefer?  

 

Member 2:  

1.3 maim source of income for kerala( told remiitace, service, exoport ) 

2. What all is kerala exporting ? 

3. Who export more private or public? ( dnt know) 

4. Issues with banking sector 

5. What is NPA 

 

Member 3: 

1. What is interstate water dispute? 

2. Recently a dalit priest were appointed in temples. Which are the temples? ( dnt know) 

3. Which section of women are allowed in Sabarimala 

 

Member 4:  

1. What all NCC gave to you?  

2. What all activities have u done in NCC 

3. One situation question 

4. Do you think that China is a treat for india?( said no and told that india have the 

capacity to contain it) 

5. So u r saying that recent boarder aggresions were not a treat to India?( got confused but 

stood by my point) 

6. How many times China crossed border last year? ( dnt know) 

7. What is the ration between indian army and chinese army( dnt know) 

8. Is bullet trains essential for india( said no , go for upgradation of existing system rather 
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than suddenly moving to new one) 

 

Chairman: 

1. 10 years back when metro wad introduced in Delhi there was huge appror against it but 

now everone here want it. So dnt u think that new technoly for bullet traim will bring 

such change?( dnt know what to say, i told that Delhi have high population so it became 

affordable to all but bullet train tickets are very costly for common man). 

 

 

Comment: no questions from hobbies, service preference, only 1 IR question even though 

i opted for IFS, no facial expressions on part of board, bassi sir was laying after he 

finished his questions. I think he didn't like my stand on bullet trains 

 

28. Dheeraj3/24/18 

Bassi Sir board, 23 march 2018, afternoon slot, ECE graduate, optional- Economics, 

worked in Samsung for 2.5yrs: 

 

Ch: 1. why leave rbi and join civil services?  

2. Business community complains that credit growth is slow in market. why ? What can 

be done? What can RBI do ? 

4. Nirav modi wiped off 1000s of crores from the market, that money isn't going to come 

back. What can be done? 

3. how to use knowledge of economics if you're posted in some random dept or in IPS ?  

 

M1: 1. what actually happened in PNB scam? 

2. What are functions of rbi ? 

3. What penal actions RBI took against PNB? 

4. What is the eligibility for a company to be given a banking license? 

5. Difference between microfinance bank and scheduled commercial bank?  

 

M2: 1. Difference between investment banks and commercial banks? 

2. What is happening to disinvestment of air india? Why its not yet completed? What 

action govt has taken to facilitate this ?  

 

M3: 1. Puzzle: 4 brothers are born when earth is born, one drinks but is always thirsty, 

one sings but is not good, one runs but is never tired, .....  

2. What is role of RBI? Why it couldn't stop PNB debacle?  

3. Under BR Act, RBI has many powers, why didn't it use them?  

 

M4: 1. what work did you do in Samsung?  

2. What is status of R&D in India ? 

3. Why no big technology breakthrough coming from india? 

4. Why entrepreneurs not doing any work towards improving communications between 

airplanes, ground station so that accidents are less?  

5. Optical fiber attenuation, is it low? Can someone listen to the data from in between ? 

How can we detect that someone has intruded the transmitted data?  

6. What frequency would you use in satellite communications where atmosphere is not 
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involved?  

 

Ch: 1. What is public perception of civil servants?  

2. What if there is conflicting interests between you and your superior in services, how to 

tackle the situation when you know superior's self interests are involved in some case? 

3. What guarantee do we have that you won't be a corrupt person once you join the 

services? 

 

29. Date -23/03/18 

Interview panel- Bassi sir  

Session -afternoon , first to go 

 

Chairman : 

-You play kho kho ? Presently playing ? 

-How many coins you have (hobby numismatcs) 

-Which is your oldest coin , describe it -denomination , composition, period  

-What you understand from coins ? 

-Where is the black soil region ? 

-which states comes under Deccan ? 

-Does soil tell us abt rock beneath? 

-In which state does Nilgiri biosphere reserve lies ?what  unique wildlife we found there. 

-Nilgai comes under cow ? What is the issue of there regulation 

 

M 1 (job -city Engg. Water and sanitation) 

-What are the issue of sanitation ? 

-what is the solution you would suggest for sanitation 

-why there is water problem ? 

-how would you tackle it 

 

M3- 

-What is STP ? 

-What is the status or sewage 

-how you check the purification status of treated water ? 

- Sewage treatment capacity of Mumbai ?(I told abt Nagpur) 

-why people do not pay water tax ? 

What would be the solution ? 

 

M3  

-what is the difference between truth and justice ? (After I request for elaboration 

...criminal justice system) 

-what is the role of election commission 

-what was the contravercy of cartoonist in south India? 
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-Where is the mineral wealth of India 

 

M4 - 

-what is the difference between GAGAN and IRNSS  

-What is status of operationality of IRNSS 

-what are the challenges for postal department? 

-what is the height of mount Everest? 

-how  height of it is calculated? 

What would you do for change the situation? 

-what you were doing after graduation till you get the present job ? 

 

30. Karthik 4/3/18 

KARTHIK 

OPTIONAL: ELECTRICAL ENGG. 

BASSI SIR 

15 MARCH 

 

CHAIRMAN: 

PLEASE HAVE A SEAT. NOW STAND UP AND TAKE A GOOD LOOK OF THE 

ROOM AND MOVE AROUND. TAKE YOUR TIME AND TAKE A GOOD LOOK. I 

WANT TO REWIRE THE ENTIRE ROOM. HOW MUCH WIRE DO YOU NEED? 

HOW WILL YOU DO IT? 

BUT THE ENTIRE WIRING IS INTERNAL AND NOTHING IS VISIBLE OUTSIDE. 

HOW WILL YOU REPLACE THE OLDER WIRE AND INSERT A NEW ONE? 

 

MEMBER 1:  

WHAT IS RULE OF LAW? 

WHO GAVE IT AND WHAT ARE ITS COMPONENTS? 

SINCE WHEN DO THE BRITISH HAVE IT?  

DO YOU THINK WE HAVE RULE OF LAW IN INDIA? 

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF CONSTITUTION IN IT? 

HAVE YOU HEARD OF TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL? 

WHAT IS INDIA’S RANKING IN IT? 

ARE WE IMPROVING? 

ARE WE SOFT ON CORRUPTION? 

TELL ME ABOUT KURDISTAN. 

 

MEMBER 2: 

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT STING OPERATIONS? 

DOES IT HAVE LEGAL BACKING AND IS IT MORAL? 

DISCUSSION ON RIGHT TO PRIVACY. 

WHY IS WTO’S DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISM NOT EFFECTIVE? WHAT 

IS THE UNITED STATES ROLE IN IT? 

 

MEMBER 3: 

IS INDIA FEDERAL OR UNITARY? 
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SUBSTANTIATE. 

HAVE YOU SEEN TODAY’S NEWS ON FRANCE TAKING ACTION AGAINST 

GOOGLE AND FACEBOOK? 

 

MEMBER 4: 

TELL ABOUT TRADE BALANCE. 

INDIA CHINA TRADE. 

IS CHINA PURSUING ANY OTHER MEASURES TO FURTHER ITS TRADE 

BESIDES WHAT IS RECORDED . 

SHOULD NCC BE MADE MANDATORY? (DAF) 

RUPEE AS CURRENCY IN WHICH OTHER COUNTRIES. (DAF) 

TELL ME ABOUT THE APP YOU MADE. (DAF) 

 

CHAIRMAN: 

TELL ABOUT GOVERNMENT SCHEMES TO DOUBLE FARMERS INCOME? 

HOW WILL YOU IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN GURUGRAM? (DAF) 

 

THANK YOU. YOUR INTERVIEW IS OVER. 

 

 

31. Manoj 4/4/18 

4th April , Forenoon 

Board-BS Bassi 

Computer Engineer 

Sociology Optional 

Cricket,Football,Cooking 

From Kota,Rajasthan 

First Attempt (Graduation from NSIT,Delhi) [2017 Batch] 

25 minutes 

 

Chairman: 

Showing my picture. Have u changed your hairstyle. 

What are te benefits of desert ecosystem. 

What kind of programming u did. Did you made any application (I said yes) so he asked 

about its functionality. 

 

Member 1: 

Is success incidental ? Your opinion. [I requested him 2 times what he said.....did not 

understood his accent] 

What problems would you like to address in your village. 

Views on eGovernence. How is it beneficial. 

 

Member 2 (Lady) 

You said eGovernance is good. But literacy in India is very poor...people at lower levels 

do not understand what is eGovernance. How should we go about it. 

You might have seen "Blow Horn" written behind the trucks. But then we talk about 

noise pollution. Is it a cultural problem? If you get a chance what will you change this 

to? (I said "Wait for Side") 
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Difference between site and perception ?  

 

Member 3: 

Human beings have a power to make choice. You can either give this interview or go out 

of this room. But social media has bounded our choices. What do you think. 

....Other Questions I am unable to recall...... 

 

Member 4: 

What do you cook ? If you want to put a hoarding in your village to convince people to 

come and have food there. What will be the tagline you will use? 

Opinion on dowry. How will you convince your parents not to take dowry. How will you 

convince your in-laws for the same. 

 

Chairman: 

You will earn 70k. Out of which 20K will be taxed. Then you will have 2 children and 

15k each for them. So you will have very less money. 

So you have 2 choices : Malpractice and Dowry. What will you choose !! 

 

Note : No current affairs. Very creative questions. Cordial board. I am not able to recall 

few of the questions. 

All the very best. 

 

31. Ashish Yerekar, B Tech (Civil) 

04/04/2018 

Bassi Sir 

 

CM: is this your photo ? 

Tell me about Guru Govinda Singh ji ? ( Hometown Nanded) 

His contribution? 

His family history? 

Where did he compile Guru granth sahib ? 

( Gave hint; I could then answer) 

 

You do vipassana. You are too young to do that. Why do you do it ? 

But people get happiness from many things, some dance, some smoke. How is this 

different? 

 

M1: why is Mumbai called the financial hub of India? 

X % of country' s revenue come from Mumbai. Why do you think such high proportion 

from Mumbai ? 

What are the transportation problems of Mumbai ? 

What is your top service preference? 

What of you get IPS? 

What is the best practice of project management? ( My job profile) 
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M2: ( lady member, very soothing expressions ) 

Do you think bureaucrats are leaders or managers ? 

Should a leader be a doer or dreamer ? 

Solid waste management problem, what can be done ? 

What are top 5 cleanest cities in India ? 

 

M3: Which books did you read for international relations? ( Optional PSIR) 

Any Indian author ? 

Listen to this very carefully- said something in Chinese  " #$&$+$($))@@#&$", said 

what is this ? 

I said I don't know. 

He said its quote by Deng xioping. Can you guess ? ( I guessed it right- " bide your time, 

hide your capabilities") 

Then he asked: what does it mean ? 

Is it right for China to flex it's muscles? 

What can we do about it ? 

Regions in Maharashtra? 

What's the status of vidarbha?  

 

M4: What important happened in 1993? 

Why are engineers coming to the service? 

( Here Bassi sir intervened and asked me in Hindi- Yar ye sab interview bhul Jao, Sach 

batao kyu ana chahate ho? ) 

* All smile- some lighter moments * 

Bassi sir explained- people have such a bad image of bureaucrats-incompetent, corrupt, 

inefficient. Still you want to join ? 

Are not the people working in construction sector serving the nation? 

Can we say that this is the case of technocratic sanskritisation? 

 

CM: Ty, your interview is over. 

 

32. Supriya 

Worked in TCS 

Hobby: Quizzing, Singing, Taught Visually impaired children in TCS Maitree. 

Panel :-Bassi Sir 

Last candidate in morning session(entered at around 12.50 PM) 

 

Bassi sir:- Is this your photo? 

1.Recently Pakistani Hackers attempted to hack NIC website. What precaution/security 
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measures should be taken to prevent that? 

2.Should government sites be hosted on internet as its risky? Or can government use 

intranet.. What are its limitations? 

 

M1:- 

1.do you sing?what songs do you sing?any training? 

2.Can you sing a song for us?  

3.who is your favourite actor? Told (he insisted) no specific but liked shahrukh in 

Swades(no idea why he asked this) 

4.storyline of swades? 

5.So you liked it because of story or acting?  

6.Do you know the recent celebrity marriage trends? Told anuksha and virat but he asked 

with whom Deepika Padukon is engaged then he asked about Ambani's Son 

(I realised that We shouldn't skip these type of news while reading newspaper) 

7.do you know how much money was spent on his engagement?(No) 

8.Why people spend huge money?status symbol? 

9.Are you married? Will you go for extravagant one or Simple one? What if your mother 

want to spend money on marriage? 

 

M2: 

1.Do you have any connection with Bengal? (Because of name) 

2.What are divisions of Maharashtra? Which has most farmer suicides? 

3.Why is divide among these region?  

4.How many districts in marathwada? 

5.why marathwada less developed 

6.Nagpur? Is it winter or summer capital? Why? 

7.Why vidarbha backward?only Nagpur developed 

8.why marathwada naxal affected (had to correct him) 

9.Are naxalites from Maharashtra or other states also?boundary states. 

10.What TCS is doing in Tel Aviv? 

 

M3(Lady) Very keen observer of your body movement and expressions. 

1.What is difference between JNV and kendriya vidyalaya? 

2.what is difference between ethical hacking and unethical hacking? 

3.Difference between reaction and response? 

How will you use them in administration 

 

M4. 

1.Work experience in TCS?  

2.projects worked 

3.what are the areas in which TCS works. 

4. How healthcare should be provided for girl child? 
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Bassi Sir: 

1.tell me total number of people who will be benefited with FRA? (Didn't know number) 

2.Tell me approx number 

3.How they will benefit? 

4.why they lost their lands? 

5.Which laws led to loss of forest rights of these people.. tell laws from British times?( I 

couldn't recollect)  

6.So is FRA good or bad? 

 

Again is this your photo? 

Overall the board was coardial. 

Thank you so much @Mahesh Bhagwat IPS for your valuable guidance and 

motivation. 

Could recollect these questions only. 

33. April 5th morning session 

Last one to go 

Optional: law 

Hobby: travel, tiger enthusiast  

BS bassi sir 

 

Ch: you are not an engineer thats good 

1)how’s your health? 

2)Whats the use of preamble? 

3)Have you attended moot courts? 

 

M1:  

1)jaipur whats the problem gahshsggdhdbdsnsvdvgdh 

2) so how will you ghdhdhdbshsvav 

3) i am saying gshshfddhddbdb 

{lady member intervenes smiling} how will you improve the situation he meant.  

3) have you been to rural areas hdgdgsgsgsgsb problems? 

 

Lady member 

1) which country will you travel if given funds 

2) why?  

 

M2 

1) law is an ass? 

2) is it? 

3) long statement about pendency 

Why is there pendency. Didn’t give time to respond.  
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4) undertrials dying is it wrong? 

5) long statement again 

6) you had commerce in class 12. Tell me bacisc of accountancy (no idea) 

7) essentials of financial impropriety? (No idea) 

 

M3  

1) how many tigers in india? Steps taken to protect them? 

2) whats mens rea? 

3) canadian pm came. Do we have a good relationship with canada? 

 

CM 

1)What are biodiversity hotspots? 

2)Sariska problems? 

3)Recently saudi said something about Israel. Analyze. Good or bad? 

 

34. Himanshu VermaFri 

Board - Bassi Sir 

Optional- Law 

Background- Civil Engineering, IIT Kanpur 

Date- 3/04/18, forenoon 

 

Ch- 

1. Why law optional? 

2. Preparation vs attempt ( and related cross questions) 

3. UP population? 

4. If UP were a country, at which number in world would it be?( said i can guess) 

6. South china sea? 

7. disputes in south china sea? 

8. PCA verdict? Which country against china? 

9. islands in disputes? 

 

M1- 

1. Do you have any Role model? Who? 

2. Four principles in your life 

3. tell two more 

4. how will you use these principles in daily life? 

5. hobby- puzzle solving.. what do you do? 

6. anything esle 

7. what type of music? 

8. do you sing as well? 

 

M2- 

1. what will you do if you not able to use these principles in field? 

2. What did your father say about your preparation as you are preparing since 2015? 

3. govt wasted money on you in IIT, now why are you coming here? 
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4. how will you use your knowledge of civil engineering when the mob is out there doing 

violence? 

5. what type of puzzles? ( Hobby- puzzle solving) 

6. What is special with cubes? 

7. does knowledge of engineering helps in puzzle solving? 

 

F- 

1. What is sardhana area in your district famous for? 

2. should we divide bigger states into small states? 

3. how problems of small states are different from bigger states? 

4. how will you show humility in field? 

 

M3- 

1. Planning commission is not there now.. Niti aayog is not that good..what do you think 

of this new institution? 

2. Is it better than earlier position? 

3. Do you believe that poverty is at the core of all the problems? 

4. Steps taken to reduce poverty? 

4. solve a puzzle-- if a :monkey: climbs, a pole of 100m, 3m in one step and then slides 

2m then how many steps will he take to reach top?(answered) 

 

Ch- 

1) How will you as CEO of Niti Aayog improve the lot of women? Tell 4 things? 

 

 

35. JayeshFri  

Jayesh Rathod 

4th April 2018  

Aprox 35 minutes 

Philosophy 

Electrical Engineering+Executive-PGDM with Finance 

9 & Half Years Experience in Power Sector 

Teaching+Cricket+ Event Organising+Blood Camp+Safety & Environment 

Awareness 

B S Bassi Sir 

1st to go at 2:05PM 

 

CM: Picked up my photo and asked is it you? 

Me: Yes Sir, It's me Jayesh Rathod.  

CM: Oh y not Jayeshkumar 

(10th Mark sheet). Ok Jayesh can we call you Jerry...or Jack. 

M3:-Added sir there must be someone Tom also then.  

CM: Is it so Jerry I mean Jayesh? 

Me: With Smile Replied yes. I call my wife Tom and me Jerry. I said it happens in 

married life. All laughed for 20-30 Sec. I told my self control majnu it's not a party but 

PT (as laughing with all). 

CM: Jayesh u hv done MBA with Finance? 

Me: Sir, Executive PGDM.  
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CM: Ok, anyway it's MBA. 

CM: What is your profile in your current job? 

ME: Sir, Technical profile in Power Sector-Generation(Gas Based and Solar Power). 

CM: So don't you have Finance profile work exposure.  

Me:No sir, Technical profile but use finance while performing my duty as direct assistant 

to MD (who is IAS) & CEO. 

CM: So what have u done in 9 years.  

Me: 6 years Green Field Projects Development at various site & now reporting directly to 

MD & CEO for upcoming projects and Gujarat state policies implementation in Power 

Sector Especially.  

CM: But I think we can talk more on Finance as you have done MBA. 

ME: Reminded Politely to Sir Executive not MBA and also not expert of Finance). 

M2: 

1. You worked in Ultra tech 

Cement plant for 3 months so what is OPC? 

Me: OPC?????? I have no idea about it sir. 

2. Ok, U have been events organisor in your college life what you deed, name events to 

me. 

3. Oh you had organised blood donation camps too. Now suggest me in 10 points as I 

want to do the same 

4. Ethics In Public Service -tell me 5 core purely ethical qualities requires in CS. I don't 

want to hear what have you read in GS4 paper. With example ok? 

M3: 

1. RAPID fire round 5-7 minutes. 20-30 questions on job my profile, organisations share 

holding pattern, y called semi-government and not fully government.  

2. Gas fuel component, GAS Turbine technology. Financial Regulators and their Roles.  

3. Power sector regulators nd their roles.  

4. Few other 2-3 questions not able to recall now. 

M4 Madam: 

1. What is debt servicing and how your organisation a psu does it.  

2. Invoicing , Accruals, Payments, Payback period, avoiding NPA - Financial technical 

terms and real time functionality. In sort how to avoid NPA and Servicing the Debt taken 

from Bank as a loan. CM was more focusing on how I was conveying the information. 

Satisfied as given comprehensive answer of this point as all members were listening what 

I was talking about.  

4. CSR criteria, what abt my organisation, voluntary not obliged, then wt in voluntary 

case, Then depth came y CSR wen welfarism is evident. 

5. WHC-Ahmedabad - y , wt quriteria, wt components- given examples of architecture 

and polls and walled city. Also talked about 2 quriteria of UNESCO. 

6. Any other city u want to name, which sud be given such tag. Replied mam no idea but 

insisted to name one or two.  

M5: ASKED 3 QUESTIONS But didn't get two and asked him to elaborate further with 

polite tone with some tailed answers.  

1 What were the reasons for 11-12% Agriculture growth in Gujarat state even when over 

was 3-4% (India)  

2. Gave most of the measures taken by GOI for Simplify the process to attract more FDI, 

then asked give me more or most important solution for further simplification.  

3. What steps do you suggest to improve Tarrif of Electricity as we see States use 
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lowering Tarrif as populism measure at the time of state election. Said Uniform Tarrif 

Policy One nation One Tarrif & Proper Regulation by Central Electricity Regulatory 

Commission which is not happening at this juncture 

 

Positives: 

1. Overall cud handle the pressure, gave answers in depth with real time analysis and fact 

based. 

2. Cud create harmony with chairman and members. Smile on few moments.  

3. Even was Technical and Finance related (had little bit hesitation in beginning) 

Negatives: 

I was damn cool and calm composed had thought it's just a process and will not get 

pressurised but happened in between for quite some time. Don't know that was because of 

Grilling-Technical quality of questions or Part of My Personality. 

 

36. NidhiSun 

Interview on 6/4/18, Last one to go..5:05pm.. BASSI sir board.. 

Chemical engineering, IIT Delhi,  

Optional: Sociology..  

State: Rajasthan 

 

Chairman:  

Q1. you have played kabaddi (surprisingly)  oh sorry you follow kabaddi, so why only 

kabaddi, why not other games?(DAF) 

Q2. What is this doooo-it- yourself craft?(DAF) 

Q3. Pointing towards the plastic/thermocol cup from which he was drinking the tea, what 

can you made out of this? 

Q4. why to put so much of hardwork, why can't we simply recycle it? 

 

Member 1: 

Q1. How to improve tourism potential of Rajasthan?  

Q2. Water scarcity in Raj, what would do?  

Q3. If you posted in Naxal area, what would be your priorities? 

 

Member 2: 

Q1. I'll tell you 3 terms, you have explain the meanings and difference between them? 

धारणा, ध्यान, एकाग्रता  

Q.2 And what is difference between dhyan and ekagrata? 

Q.2 Can you identify someone from epics(mahabharat, ramayan) who could fit in all 

these.? 

Q.3 what are your views on "dignity of labour"? 

Q.4 what can be done to improve this? 

 

Member 3: 

Q.1 2 developments in chemical engineering? 

Q.2 No, tell me something related to technology ,process.. 

Q.3 why bishnois so happy today? 

Q.4 but why salman khan jail judgement making them happy? 
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Q5. What is so wrong in killing a black buck? 

Q6 is it a deer? 

Q7 black buck has horns or antlers? 

Q8. What is the most striking feature of madhubani?(DAF) 

Q9 how it is made? 

Q10. What is special in Tanjore paintings? 

 

Member 4: 

Q1 Has establishing new IITs diminishing brand value of IITs? 

Q2. Your views on dowry and live in relationships? 

Q3 what is your back up plan? 

Q4 So, what options you are left with? 

 

Chairman after his part went for a small nap of 5mins,then he was roaming behind his 

chair for the whole time. for 3-4 times, he just stood behind his chair, judging me. 

Then he again asked me, have you read anything in chemical engineering? Think of 

something. (Regarding the development wala question)I asked for some time to think 

upon. He said if you dont have any flight today then you can think, otherwise our.time is 

over. I said sorry, I can't think of any thing right now. I would.look into this for sure. 

Then he said You could atleast have told about the neem coated urea, I m sure some 

chemical engineer must have done that... 

 

Your interview is over. You may go now. 

 

All in all, Sir was not that rude. :D 

 

 

37. GalileoSun 

Chairman: BS Bassi sir 

Graduation :Mechanical engineering  

Optional: PSIR 

Interview was mostly DAF based 

 

Chairman: Are you ditching mechanical engineering? 

Wouldn't mechanical engineering become obsolete with the advent of robotics and 

AI?(continued questions on this) 

How does mechanical energy improve efficiency? 

Tell me about suspension system. 

 

M1: You participated in a paper presentation as mentioned in your DAF. Tell me about it. 

What are the reasons behind agricultural distress. 

How should we go about solving it? 

What is the government doing about it? 

What is national power? 

How will you deal with a country like Pakistan and China? Does soft power work on 

them? 

Discussed Balance of power. 

In what year did Iraq invade Kuwait?  
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Iraq had to pay heavily for its invasion. There was comparatively little reaction when 

Russia annexed Crimea. Why do you think that happened? 

 

M2: Have you read the books of Robin Cook? 

Any author you have read other than Indian authors? 

Who wrote the preamble to our constitution? 

What essential things does the preamble tell us? 

Tell me about basic structure? 

What are the components of basic structure? 

Which amendment introduced Fundamental duties to our constitution? 

 

M3: What was the cold war? 

What was the flash point of cold war? 

In what year did Cuban missile crisis happen? 

 

M4: 

Difference between public speaking and private conversation (DAF based) 

Is there anything special about today? 

Was there anything special about yesterday? 

Suggest three ways you will conserve water as an administrator and as an individual. 

Why do you think people waste water in irrigation? 

What do you think about Aadhar linking? 

How does aadhar prevent ghost accounts and fraud? 

How can it compromise privacy? 

 

Chairman: Give a speech on "In international relations, there are no enemies and no 

friends." 

 

38. Name:- Vikas V 

Date:- April 06 

Board:- Bassi Sir 

Optional :- Pub Adm. 

I was the third guy to go inside in forenoon session. 

 

Chairman:- showing my photo asked "whether is it you, if so, I will sign over it" 

By seeing my DAF and came to know I am working in RBI. 

Q1: for this financial mess in the country, rbi is responsible.(If yes speak 30 mins, if no 

speak 30 mins) 

Q2:- How it is systemic failure? 

I started explaining. He signed other person to ask the question. 

*M1* 

Q1:- what is happening in J & K? 

Q2:- what should be done to contain the violence in Kashmir? 

Q3:- why we are tolerating Hurriyat? 
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Q4:- Can v go stringent against Protesters. 

Q5:- what good the demonetisation has achieved? 

Q6:- Whether RBI was ready for demonetisation? 

*M2* 

Q1:- why RBI has failed as a regulator? 

Q2:- How notes are printed? 

Q3:- BRBNMPL VS SPMCIL 

Q4:- What is your roles & responsibilities in RBI. 

Q5:- Don't you think RBI has failed 

Q6:- U r shifting onus on govt instead of RBI. 

*M3*(Lady member and most attractive in the group) 

Q1:- Tell me the steps taken by govt to control pollution. 

Q2:- Why we are not going for non Gandhi bank notes. 

Q3:- Tell me how you control the usage of plastic. 

Q4:- How u conserve the water.(Give me new and innovative answer) 

*M4* 

Q1: How is tester different from developer? 

Q2:- First in IT, again in Banking and now into civil Service. Why is this? 

Q3:- Why you want leave RBI and take civil services. 

Q4:- What needs to be done to improve the working of NBFC. 

 

Finally *Bassi Sir* again came again with last question. 

" There is a general perception that the police are too corrupt, but I say RBI is too corrupt 

than police". 

Finally chairman cracked a joke like. I think he has received instruction from his 

Governor that. " Deko beta koyi kucch be kahe, tuu RBI ko defend karna " 

He told your interview is over and offered and insisted to have biscuits. 

 

39. Name : Archana  

Optional: Pub Ad 

Panel: Bassi sir 

 

Immediately after entering chairman asked if I had cookies kept outside for candidates? 

are others having cookies? 

what are they talking about quality of cookies and are candidates tense. 

Then he asked how would I feel if they finish my interview within 20 minutes. 

Will you be happy and if yes why? 

Chairman: 

1. Do you think you would be a good administrator? 

2. What qualities of a good administrator do you posses? 
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3. Tell me in recent past what sensitivity you have shown towards others problem 

(supplementary que to my ans) 

Don't remember rest of the questions 

M1: 1. You had permanent job (Assistant professor) 

Why did you leave it? 

2. Why civil services? 

3. How will you handle pressure from politicians? 

4. Will you give houses to people recommended by local policitician if they fulfill 

eligibility criteria? 

5. Why employebility is very less amongst graduates? 

 

M2: 

1. What is the use of open universities and distance learning? 

2. Aren't they just printing degrees? 

3. Government is wasting much on sending this material? 

4. Should these degrees be stopped? 

5. An IIM student study hard n open University candidate get degrees without much 

efforts? What's the difference? 

6. Solutions? 

7. Proliferation of private colleges without quality n solutions over it. 

 

M3: 

1. Where is buldana (which part of Maharashtra) 

2. How far it is from Amravati 

3. Why did you move from Pune to Mumbai? 

4. Will you again leave job if you get one? 

5.now a days there is lot of home education (parents and grandparents have to teach their 

children) before even taking admission.what are your views on it? 

I didn't get question properly then Bassi sir re-explain it. 

6. Why so much of competition? 

7. If you open a school how would it be (admission process) 

8. In which division of Maharashtra Pune lies? 

 

M4: 

1. What are your views on standing in theatre for national anthem. 

2. Should it be made compulsory? 

3. Why not? 

4. Will you stand?and why? 

5. If it's fundamental duty then why aren't all following it? 

6. Do you know all people stand when national anthem of winning nation is being played 

in Olympic games? If they can why don't we? 
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Then Bassi sir again asked questions 

 

If I am standing for Anthem and not my neighbour Why should I consider him? 

Why majority should respect view of few who are not standing 

Can't sitting minority respect view of standing minority? 

Then he asked is this your photo and said that your interview is over.also ask me to tek 

'barphi' kept in front of me. 

I took it n wished them:relaxed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Kasturi Sule , IFoS Interview 

5-2-18  

                                       BOARD- SMITA NAGRAJ MAM 
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Nagrajan madam  

 

Chairperson: So, Kasturi seeing your DAF its so varied…we saw you do so many 

things. So why DON’T you tell us about yourself in your own words.  

Chairperson: apart from your nature trekking and bird watching what interests you to 

join the IFoS 

Chairperson:  OK, so the people have attracted you to it. But DON’T you think the 

people itself are sometimes at conflict with forest dept. Where do you think can the 

people be at conflict?  

Chairperson: what are the reasons of such conflicts (she sighted many like attitude , land 

etc and then came back to original question) ..what do u think is point of conflict ?  

Chairperson: so what steps do u think can be taken?   

Member 1: you said that colonial mentality is there, do you think it can be changed?  

Member 1: indigenous people only harm forest then how forest can be conserved   

Member 1: You think you can change the mentality of people n forest dept? To get 

coordination.  

You will have to face lot of opposition and pressure from up..do u have conviction?  

Member 1: if you have to do urban forestry then what steps you will take?   

Member 1: so first thing you should do is xompre with best practices world wide. OK?  

One last question- why u did pub ad after engg  

Member 1: ok have h qualified for civil mains.   

Member 1: what new u learnt through pub ad?  

Member 3: you did lot of trekking. What are eight thousanders?   

Member 3: any peaks in India?   

Member 3: which rare bird that you saw and you felt very great after seeing it?  

Member 3: so do u Cary binocs?  

Member 3: so you play keyboard n guitar. U sing n play or only play  

Member 3: keyboard is easy or guitar  

Member 3: what music you play lead or chord?  

Member 3: in keyboard what music you play?  

Member 4: what is in situ and ex situ conservation  
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Member 4: what is community reserve then   

Member 4: wat is climax vegetation?  

Thank you. 

 

2. Shashank Agarwal 

Smita Nagaraj maam 

Are Yoga summits good for promoting yoga?  

Why lack of education in india?  

Is education quality similar across india?  

What values in education are needed? Who decides it?  

Why ifs?  

Is india still backward?   

Why is ganga still dirty?  

Most polluted stretch in ganga?  

Causes of pollution in kanpur?  

M1: 

Why up backward, is it changing?  

Guitar: type u play? How u started it? 

What have you been doing since graduation?  

M2: 

Forest policy 1988, 

Few more technical questions on forestry.. Can't remember.  

Effect of deforestation?  

M3: 

If selected in civil services too? Will you be giving exam again?  

How to teach a child to respect elderly when so many child abuse cases by known are 

there? 

Role of robotics in future.  
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Overall mam had a constant smile on her face which was encouraging  and she looked 

satisfied... Rest God knows .  

 

3. Deshal Dan,   

Btech(ECE), Jaisalmer 

Ms. Smita Nagaraj Board (5th Feb 1st candidate for the board) 

CH: 

Pronounciation and meaning of the name 

Tell about yourself 

wild life of jaisalmer 

Camels, schemes about them, numbers, now what is the use 

have u seen GIB 

Why IFS 

What does DFO do in jsm 

Given choice which part of natural india would u like to visit 

have u been to ranthambhore/sariska 

give suggessions to adress dvpt vs env issue 

Balance b/w dvpt & env in india if no then which region of india balaced both 

M1: 

Manganiar music(my hobby) what, where, how 

Yoga what, basics why 

Which kind of movies 

Electonics uses in forest 

have u design electronic device of that sort which can be used in forests  

M2: 

Kota, Engg.(I took coaching from kota) 

Civil and forest as option 

Artistic freedom(film ban, protests) scenerio going to worse or better 

Bishnois 
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M3: 

goal of life 

non forest wood 

Bio diversity, CBD, EArth summit and subsequent actions, National biodiversity law 

Managing tribals, mining, forests, wild life 

Social forestry 

CH: 

Tribals vs forest 

Naxalite vs IFS 

Why naxalite in tribal belt 

do u want to ask something to board 

Thankyou 

(HIS IFOS RANK  WAS  AIR 5 !) 

 

4. Shashank Mane, IFoS interview 

B Tech(CSE) 

Optionals : Forestry + Geology 

15th Feb(Morning session- last to go) 

Ms. Smita Nagaraj board(Time - around 30 min) 

CP: 

Do you know any tribe which still lives in almost complete isolation?(I explained her 

about Jarawa tribe of Andaman) 

How to deal with such types of tribes if they are not even allow people to land on there 

island? 

How to achieve right balance between protecting their identity & addressing their 

developmental needs? 

If they become hostile how to deal with them? 

What should be threshold to use the force? 

What should be the guiding principles to use the force? 

Then...she explained me about naxalites problem...how to address this?... 
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Do you know any successful attempt by any state to address the issue? 

Is there any need to audit security forces?(context...human rights violations) 

Is there any existing mechanism present for this? 

M1: 

Why people generally dont want to enroll their children in government schools? 

What are problems of gov schools? 

What you would do to address these problems? 

What government is doing in this respect? 

M2: 

Tell me about big announcement regarding agriculture in recent budget. 

How to achieve MSP 1.5 times higher than cost of production? 

What formula gov have proposed?(he is asking about A2 + FL formula) 

According to you which national park is better managed in your state?....What should be 

parameters to assess management of national parks? 

Tell me about core, buffer & transision zones. 

Do you know about JFM? (Joint Forest Management) 

How much it is successful in your state?...What should be criterias to assess success? 

M3: 

Very long questions... 

What is this social awareness group of engineers?(DAF)...he explained about issue of 

irregular water supply...how awareness will help to solve the problem? 

He explained about problems of rural...semi urban areas...how to solve these?...what gov 

is doing? 

Why you want to join administrartion? 

Do you think accountability and transparency will help to solve all problems? 

CP: 

Have you filed RTI? 

Tell me about positives & negatives of RTI. 

Do you see any change in psyche of administrators after RTI?....then why still cases of 

corruption? 
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Long term effects of RTI. 

 

5. Unknown 

Chair: Smitha Nagraj 

Background = law, born in kerala brought up in rajasthan,  

Chair: 

1. Prabhat you must have read many judgments. Tell me one judgment which you read 

and felt you should have written it because it was so good? 

2. Now tell me one area or areas of law that would want to be removed or amended. 

M1: 

1. So many iits being created, do you think it is good?  

2. But aren't they diluting brand value? 

3. What do you think about start-ups. Tell some steps govt has taken.  

4. What is Angel investment.  

5. What is Angel tax 

M2: 

1. 5 min long question on what we should do about so many labour laws 

2. Question on power of governor and should chiej justice be made governor. Do you 

think it is good idea? 

M3: 

1. What is difference in kerala and raj culture.  

2. What about position of women. 

3. Can we call usa the police of the world. Follow up questions on its contribution to UN 

4. Do you think human enterprise must be allowed to run free?  

5. Is profit a bad thing.  

M4: 

1. Do you think water issues can lead to next world war. 

2. Do we have water issues with China. 

3. How will you ensure rainfall falling in rivers does not go to waste. 
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4. Do you think niti aayog is a good step 

Chairperson again: 

1. On profit and national interest some clarification sought visavis indo pak war. 

 

6. Name: Jitendra 

Interview date . 26 feb 

Optional. Pub ad 

Board. Smita Nagraj 

Ch: 

1. what do you think of encounters in UP. 

2 Should human rights agencies have a role in encounters.  

3 what should be the way out 

M1: 

India's performance in south Africa tour DAF 

Which country PM visited lastly.  

Strategic significance of visit. 

M2: 

Status of Lokpal bill 

Issues with appointment 

What the govt is doing with lokpal right now 

M3: 

Performance of ISRO 

One biggest achievement of ISRO 

Why ISRO is performing well.  

Comparison with DRDO 

 

M4: 

If you are made DM of Bundelkhand region what will be your priorities. 
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PNB issue 

Media..is it biased 

Why media is giving some news and ignoring the others.  

Chairperson: 

just carrying forward the argument. Should there be govt ownership of media.  

Why is unbiased news.  

Thank you very much. 

 

7. Praveen: 

Smitha Nagaraj mam board  

Date 28-02-2018  

Background - Public administration optional, civil engineer by graduation ,  work ex 

nill,  native of coimbatore,  tamilnadu, cricket as playing sport.  

Chairperson - Tell me what coimbatore is famous for?  Palghat gap?  Wind energy in 

TN?  Wind energy negatives?  solar energy potential? Status of roof top solr?   How to 

make it effective?  Fossil fuel vs green energy?  ( all these were either from DAF or based 

on follow up questions)   

Member 1 - why are engineers in india not of good quality? How to improve 

employability? Why engineers dont want to do low level jobs?  Do they think they are 

over qualified?   Should diploma make mandatory before engineering?  Why is there 

craze for white collar jobs?   

Member 2 - status of agri R&D in india?  Why no investments in research?  Can GM 

help food security?  Take on GM food crops?  Politician bureaucracy face off? What 

should a bureaucrat do when he is coerced by politician to do him a favor?   

Member 3 -  name 3 leading FDI contributors to india last year?  how such a small nation 

like maldives can pump in FDI?  recent move by govt to plug round tipping? How does 

DTAA work?  name two changes in present Indian cricket culture to make it win the 

world cup?   

Member 4 -  Honesty or efficency,  which is desirable for civil servant? How is stand up 

comedy spreading in india?   Can BCCI give up 25% of its revenue to support other 

sports?  Will india win world cup?  Name 3 pace bowlers for world cup ? Why didnt you 

include Umesh yadhav ( purely DAF based)   

 

Chairperson - what is your take on identify politics?  Should it be encouraged?  Why is 

it still thriving in the era of globalization?   
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Thank you.  You may leave.  Let's hope india wins the world cup ( everyone were 

laughing for that  statement including myself ) .  

Interview time - 35 minutes approx.  

Very cordial board but wide range of questions really tested my resilience and 

spontaneity. Fumbled at times but managed to keep it going. 

 

8. Board  : Ms Smita Nagaraj  

Vijayendra R  ( interview date 28/02/2018)  

serving currently in IRS IT  

Optional : Anthropology  

Time around 5:15 to 5:50 pm  

Last to go among all boards 

Chairman:  

It's already two years in Service don't you think going to IAS you will have career 

disadvantage ? 

Where you posted currently ? Don't you think compared to department , private people 

have better competence in AAR ?(job related ) 

What did you do in social welfare activities ?  

M1: 

How many genes avg human have ?  

Which is smallest and largest gene ?  

How do genes vary ? ( he was particular about SLP ) I knew a bit , it was more technical 

so did not venture into it .  

Who is No 1 tennis player now ? What's so great about federer even now ? Why is tennis 

not that popular in India ? What challenges it face ?  Do you think politics in apex tennis 

association is affecting its development ?  

M2:  

What is AFSPA ? Do you thing it's violation of human rights ? Do you think it's needed 

in j&k ?  

Police reforms ? Do you think police has colonial mindset ? Why no reform taken ? 

Prakash singh police reforms ? Do you think police is more of political service than 

public service ?  
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M3: 

Why is today special ? ( It was national science day )  

What is your view on Karnataka flag issue ?  

M4:  

What is APA ? ( job related ) 

Why do we have APA n AAR is it not overlapping ?  

What is your view on women's cricket ? Who is the women cricketer who made a 

difference in semifinal in women's world cricket ?  

Chairman ( last )  

In Bangalore so many issues Gauri lankesh , Tipu sultan , and so on ? Why is it , what is 

your view ? 

Then tipu sultan ? What you view ? Do we need to have critical thinking in school two to 

three views? We just follow what is taught ?  

Do you think we need critical thinking in department as well ?  

You interview is over .  

It was overall balanced and mix of daf, job and gs , both opinion and issue based !! 

Goodluck those still left with Interview ! 

 

9. Promoth P: 

Board : Smita ma'am 

Date. 28. 2. 18 

Optional and grad: law 

Chairperson:  

1. What are the problems a civil servant faces while in office?  

2. What kinds of resource crunch? (Follow up ) 

3. Give an example where officers have worked out these problems? 

4. Why do national law university students prefer working in corporate sector?  

5. Have national law unversities failed in their mandate? 

6. Lawyers bill a lot so why not practice law? 

M1: 
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1. Female models being used in auto expo. Views  

2. Should we bring in a law to ban such practices 

3. Define son of the soil doctrine  

4. Which indian state never had such a doctrine 

M2: 

1. Will the us japan help india if China attacks us today  

2. Should CJI accept posts after retirement  

3. Transparency and public office holders 

M 4: 

1. Measures taken by government to curb black money in real estate  

2. Amendments to benami act 

3. Why was IT act not amended to achieve the same ends as benami act 

4. Is retrospective tax good  

5. What was the nature of the 1024 obsolete laws repealed, name any 3.  

M 5: 

1. What is medical tourism  

2. Why is it called tourism  

3. What is surrogacy  

4. Should it be allowed  

5. What is the legal status of single parent family 

6. Legality of police encounters  

7. What will you do if you were sp and what will you do to reduce police encounters. 

 

10. Anuj Sharma: 

27th February, Forenoon 

Smita Nagaraj Board, 5th to go. 

Optional: Sociology 

Grad: Electrical Engineering. Worked in private firm for 2 years 
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Home State: Delhi 

 

 

Chairman:  

Q1. What did u learnt from your job? It is not same in government sector why come here? 

Q2. Should we go for nuclear energy? Why protest in Kundankulam? 

Q3. Why low sex ratio and areas? 

M1:  

Q1. What did u learn from social documentaries? (DAF) 

Q2. Should India increase its navy budget to 30% on account of China’s presence in IOR? 

Q3. Should Delhi be made a state?  

M2: 

Q1. What do u think of IPS? 

Q2. Is police accessible only to the influential? 

Q3. Two reforms in police service? Should they be armed?  

M3: 

Q1. Problem in sports in India. Why only cricket and badminton are doing well? 

Indicated playing sports as hobby in DAF 

Q2. Politicisation of federations is it right. BCCI issue? 

Q3. Your steps as sports secretary. Sports Policy of India? 

M4: 

Q1. How to increase exports to China? Problems in manufacturing sector? 

Q2. Steps on Delhi Pollution? 

Chairman: 

Q4. How caste affects daily interaction in people? How reservation policy and protests 

against it has changed it? 

 

11. swagat patil  

( 28 Feb. 2 nd to go) 
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board- mrs.smita nagraj (IAS) 

hobby- writing letters and articles to newspaper  

optional- public administration 

graduation -B.Tech. Information technology 

ch-  

-which newspaper you like the most and why? 

- recent article on which you have written( told c raja Mohan's article on India - 

Afghanistan - Pakistan relation) 

- counter questions on recent grey list where china hasn't supported Pakistan. 

-should officers use social media  

- what are the grievance redressal mechanism infront of district collector? 

M1-  

-what' new in real estate sector? ( told about real estate regulatory authority.) 

- benefits to customer and builder? 

- what is investigative journalism? 

-should media be regulated? 

M2-  

-Explain with example think global and act local. 

- what are 5 important things for democracy? 

- explain recent crisis in judiciary? 

- what is federal reserve? 

- federal reserve vs RBI ( how both are different) 

- about crisis in judiciary 

- is chief justice of India first among equals 

M3-  

-why Maharashtra is socially progressive state? 

-even after murder of Dr. Dabholkar still do you feel that it is a progressive one? 

- contribution of karmveer bhaurao patil?( told them about him earlier) 

- about bhakti movement 
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- who is famous saint who is very famous in Maharashtra and Punjab?  

- what is Belgaum issue? 

- what is your view? 

-should it be included in Maharashtra? 

M4-  

-which city is known as turmeric city? ( sangli) 

- about Delhi CM and chief secretary crisis, what is your view on that? 

-why mangolia is important for India? 

-still practices like devdasi is prevalent in Maharashtra? And why? 

chairman-  

-tell me , what do you think should we celebrate historical events?( bhima-koregaon 

conflict) 

- If you are the police officer , then what steps you would have taken? 

 - thank you. your interview is over 

 

12. Sarvadnya Ajinkya Thakare 

05/03/2018 

BTech Mechanical COEP 

Pol Sci & IR 

Hobby-trekking 

Smita Nagraj Board 

Chairperson: 

1. So you are from Malegaon...it is in news many times. Tell me some famous things 

about Malegaon 

2. why it is infamous? 

3. has situation improved? How? 

4. compare Malegaon with other places with similar situation 

5. what is role of Indian politics in media? Should we regulate media? Why not? +2 more 

questions 

M1: 
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1. Causes of farmers distress in Maharashtra 

2. solution.  

3. tell about some systemic causes for distress 

4. what is in budget for agricultural 

5. tell us about onion issue. Why volatility in price? What can be done?  

6. can food parks solve issue? What products can be made from onions 

 

M2: 

1. Malegaon must have large police presence. What according to you are problems of 

police constable? 

2. if a situation arises in a sensitive area will you use force or talk with mob? 

3. what is MMR? India's MMR 

Solution to improve 

4. Issues with primary health centre 

5. why iit are give so much importance? No of IIT in India 

6. Difference in IIT and nit? Name IIT I'm Maharashtra 

M3: 

1.if a calamity happens let's say earthquake, so as a district magistrate what will be your 

course of action 

2. What about your family? 2/3 follow up questions 

3. (looking at my daf) you are a brilliant students and also have interest in technology. So 

by joining civil services wouldn't you be depriving yourself of evolving technology. Then 

why civil services 

4. Comment on changing world politics 

5. how should we see China? 

6. Earlier USA supported China but now China is challenging USA. So should we follow 

USA strategy of countering Russia as they were successful in it? 

M4: 

1. You have guiness world record & also a mechanical engineer. So what do you think of 

artificial intelligence? 

2. Define AI and tell us about ongoing debate around it 
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3. do you support AI? 

4. Given full authority how will you implement AI? 

5. define internet of things 

6. last questions what is internet of things? Can we control communication between 

computer systems?? 

M2:  

One last question, should we join obor? Why not 

Cp: thank you Sarvadnya 

M1: interrupted in between. 

So don't you think we are missing an opportunity? What should we do to counter this? 

M4: one last thing 

Should we allow investment (FDI) from China?? + 1 follow up(can't remember exactly) 

CP: Should India really worry about China? Can't we cooperate? 

Thank you your interview is over 

Cordial board 

Very supportive 

Interview lasted 30mins approx 

 

13. UNKNOWN 

Board: Smita Nagaraj 

Date: 05/03/2018 

Forenoon session 

Last to go 

Time 1:00 to 1:30 pm 

Work experience: 3 year (Mahindra, Chennai) 

Chairman: 

Did you learn Tamil? 

How many languages you can understand?  

How learning language helps you? 
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Cultural difference between Maharashtra and Tamilnadu. 

Is anti-Hindi movement still relevant in Tamilnadu? 

Opinion on son of soil movement. 

M1: 

Being mechanical engineer, which department will you like to work? Why? 

How language can become barrier in education? 

M2: 

What was your job profile in Mahindra and follow up questions. 

Reason for farmer suicide and solutions. 

 

M3: 

Why we are moving from IC engines to electric vehicles? 

How agriculture contribute to global warming? 

What is green house gas? 

M4: 

What are challenges for electrical vehicles policy? 

How will you use your mahindra experience to improve performance of old fleet of state 

transport buses. 

When police commemoration day is observed? Why? 

What is blue moon? 

Chairman: 

Tell me one biggest challenge in front of India and two solutions for it. 

Thank you. Your interview is over. 

 

14. Mayank Manish 

Board: Smita Nagraj 

Date: 05/03/18, Forenoon Session 

Went for 35 mins 

B.Tech Comp. Sc. 
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IIT Kgp 2016 batch 

Interned in a tech startup 

Ranchi, Jharkhand 

Maths Optional 

Not much focus on DAF. No ques from graduation, hobbies, achievements etc. Almost 

every ques was opinion based with follow up questions. It did not require any preparation 

as such. 

Chairman: 

1. Why more startups in IT sector and not in manufac 

2. Why IITs rank low in world rankings 

3. Compare IIT and IISc 

4. Why we Indians lack innovation. Instead of new ideas why are just copying western 

startup ideas 

5. Why we people are risk averse 

6. How to increase institute-industry collab 

M2 : 

1. Give five qualities of civil servant 

2. Hyperloop Tech 

3. Bullet Train. Do we need it. Compare it to air travel. Why shouldn't we spend on 

improving existing infra instead of wasting money on it. 

M1 (Lady member) 

1. As a policymaker how would you improve primary, secondary and tertiary sectors 

2. Is MSP a good policy. How to improve its implementation. Give some technical 

solutions for it 

3. Name some countries which have good manuf base. Give reasons for their success. 

4. Discussion on issues of land, labour, capital in manufac. sector. 

M3: 

1. Should we give more preference to desi e-commerce like flipkart against say amazon. 

Why not 

2. Discussion on regulatory hurdles in opening a startup 
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3. Biggest issue in Jharkhand (Naxalism). Reasons for same. How to tackle. Why not use 

complete muscle power to eliminate it 

4. Issue of Pathalgari in Ranchi. Reasons why it is happening. As a DM how will you 

tackle it. 

M4 : 

1. China does not allow amazon, fb, google to operate there. Why shouldn't we follow 

same policy and encourage home companies?  

2. Discussion on democracy in india/china and how this strategy is not very good in long 

run 

3. Preference bw competition vs increasing industrial base by any method possible 

4. You talked about democracy, competition but US being model of democracy is talking 

about "Ämerica First". Your views 

M2: 

1. Role of frontal org (media, ngo) in helping naxalism 

Extremely cordial board. All members smiling throughout the interview and cracking 

jokes in between. They even were very helpful and gave hints in between. 

 

15. Prayas Kaushik: 

Smita nagraj board 

Psychology, delhi, instrumentation control engineer. 

Chairman:  

[ ] Tell me about yourself 

[ ] Difference between studying in Delhi and haryana 

[ ] Which is better individualistic or collectivist society 

[ ] What are khap panchayat 

[ ] Why people give social sanction to khap panchayat and donot oppose 

Member 1: 

[ ] Why india took socialism after independence 

[ ] What changes happened after 1991 liberalisation 

[ ] Is inequality good or bad 

[ ] Planning or privatisation... what should have been the choice at time of Independence 
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[ ] Is globalization good or bad 

Member 2: 

[ ] Brexit and trump policy..are the socio cultural factors behind these justified...also some 

counter questions to it  

[ ] Usa imposing import tariff on steel aluminium from china 

[ ] Who is winner and loser in these trade wars 

[ ] What are the tariff barriers imposed by china on usa 

[ ] Biomedical instrumentation and the companies involved in it 

Member 3: 

[ ] Famous person from nazafgarh..sehwags record about triple century 

[ ] Can india become superpower in next 10 years 

[ ] What are the roadblocks 

[ ] What is cognitive behavioral therapy and treatment of depression 

[ ] Difference between psychology and psychiatry 

[ ] Schizophrenia and depression 

Member 4: 

[ ] Situation based..as dm how will you control khap panchayat and increase awareness 

and empower people....some more counter question in this situation only 

[ ] Why people are opposing globalisation these days... psychological changes in society 

regarding this change 

[ ] Few more regarding khap and globalization things.. don't remember 

Chairman again: 

[ ] Perception of indian society regarding china... correct or different from reality 

[ ] Same for pakistan. Opinion on future of india pak relationship. 

 

16. Shival Tiwari: 

Ms. Smita Nagaraj Board, AN session, 

Optional: History 

Grad: Electronics Engineering 
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From Allahabad, U.P., working as a Divisional Accountant with C.A.G. in 

Keonjhar, Odisha 

CP: 

1. You're working with cag, how is your experience..  

2. Do you perform audit functions also? 

3. Cag has been criticised recently.. Your view? 

Follow up: but the recent court judgement on 2g suggests otherwise.. 

4. Lapses in audit.. What went wrong, do we need an audit regulator.. Some discussion 

related with that 

5. did u come across any irregularities while working (I said no, she was surprised said I 

have heard every file contains some irregularities) 

6. cag ko lagta hai sab chor hain.. Do you think it's the right way to think for an auditor (I 

said yes, the task of an auditor is to find irregularities so he must see everything with 

suspicion) 

M1: 

Asked a long question on how India was conquered by few persons coming from outside, 

asked me to connect this with electronics.. I started by emphasizing the role played by 

science and tech in war for example in 18th C, British had better navy.. He interrupted 

and asked something had happened in the past, when Alexander had defeated Porus, I 

said sorry sir I don't know... then asked do u know "falcus" (as I heard).. I said sorry sir.. 

Then again he started a lecture on art of war and said this was the reason.. Then said war 

is going on in electronics also, what is that.. I said a few things about cyber warfare.. a 

few follow ups on how cyber warfare will impact us.. I gave an example of possibility of 

aadhar data being hacked.. he said we can manage that.. Overall looked unsatisfied.. then 

again started saying something that u have done electronics then went for accounting now 

becoming administrator.. I could not get whether he is asking something or telling 

something.. So I said sorry sir I did not get ur point.. At which CP said he is saying u 

should have remained in electronics.. By this time the member realised he had taken his 

time well in excess (he himself said this explicitly) so she should switch to next one.. 

(Worst discussion with this member, no clearcut questions but long speeches) 

M2: 

1. Rajasthan's controversial bill on protecting bureaucrats.. 

2. was that only for bureaucrats or ex-bureaucrats also (I said not able to recall exactly) 

3. should we protect them.. 

4. cow vigilantism.. Ur views 

5. why are we failing in reducing incidence of tuberculosis (i could tell general healthcare 

related problems only) 
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6. do u know about 3 stage TB treatment 

7. and what about resistance (told him about MDR tb and NDM-1) 

M3: (ma'am) 

1. You said auditors should see everything with suspicion.. but this has resulted in a 

situation whereby we have become experts in finding fault.. some more speech on this.. 

then asked who should regulate the regulator.. how would u ensure that auditors are 

regulated. 

(Told her about audit standards, frameworks and guidelines) 

 

2. then another long question on my priorities as administrator... I started with 

development issues.. She said tell specifically what u will do.. I took my time and told a 

few things on increasing accessibility to the govt. She then asked what systemic changes 

u will bring to address problems of people.. I gave a general answer 

M4: 

1. Divestment.. Should govt do that 

2. what should be the criteria.. Should ailing PSUs be sold and well running ones should 

be retained.. I said that rather than looking at PSUs, we should look at sectors and the one 

in which private players can do the job there govt should vacate the space and in critical 

sectors govt should have PSUs 

3. what are these critical sectors.. For instance oil is very critical for us.. Should we have 

PSUs there bcz global big players in oil sector are private companies.. I said that these are 

mostly the cases of developed nations, we have our own unique needs and also in nations 

like Russia and Brazil we do find state run oil companies 

4. then he asked about Indian companies investing in oil fields in unstable regions like 

middle east, Venezuela etc.. don't u think it's risky.. I said yes it's risky but companies of 

many nations r investing there so we should not lag behind bcz we will have to diversify 

our energy resources.. 

5. then on India China relationship.. What is the perception about it.. Should we see rise 

of China as a threat or as an opportunity (I said we should see it as both, in some areas 

our interests converge eg. WTO.. in some other our interests diverge like border issues, 

trade deficit and exports) 

CP: is there anything else you want to discuss (I had planned in advance to say no for this 

question but somehow the environment there could lure me to say yes.. I said my hobbies 

are programming, web development and blogging..) 

1. What do you blog about? 

2. recently there was a case when a DM posted on social media something about 

communal violence.. (Kasganj issue) should civil servants use social media? (I said no 
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bcz anonymity and neutrality are key values of civil servants and it should not appear to 

people that the administrator is holding a particular viewpoint and therefore may be 

against some other viewpoint.. A few counter questions.. The interview ended with my 

statement that what he did was unwarranted and he shouldn't have done so) 

3 persons including CP asked clear questions and I was quite satisfied answering them.. 

With M3 (ma'am) it was 50:50.. completely unsatisfactory with M1 

Overall board was cordial, CP had made the environment very nice by the way she asked 

questions. 

 

17. Vinay Karwal 

Smita Nagraj Board 

6 march 

Last to go forenoon  

Background : Geo optional, E&C engineering, worked with police, robotics and 

startup mentioned in DAF 

Chairperson: 

1.Introduce yourself 

2.what did you do in startup and some associated ques. 

3. Concerns in haryana 

4.why sex ratio is a concern. Why it should be equal  

M1(lady member) 

1. Prospects and current scenario of startups in india 

2.startup india program and its progress  

3.what would you do as an startup india head 

4.electronics knowledge in admn how use 

5.cases i worked with police( mainly tech crimes)  

M2: 

1.Technology which can be user in talwar case 

2.I as an investing officer in talwar case 

3.capital punishment for rape of under 12 in hryna-favour/oppose and why 

4.robots in police can they 
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5.anywhere in world?  

M3: 

Institute known in world for robotics.  

Techs in vision, motion and speech in robotics 

Can they be used as pets 

Country where they are used 

History and Geo link 

M4: 

Why regional imbalance in hr 

What to do in agri 

How diversify 

Examples 

Isnt it good that agri contributions in gdp good with time?  

What can be done 

Chairperson:  

If married at gunpoint in bihar wt u do 

(I said i"do 

After that suitable action)  

What about girl 

If she is not convinced then 

Interview over 

 

18. Sachin 

BOARD SMITA NAGRAJ MA'AM 

Education- BE MECHANICAL 

Experience – 2 YEAR WORK EX IN MARUTI SUZUKI 

From HARYANA 

Date – 7 March, 2018 
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Questions of the Chairman 

WHAT YOU ARE DOING RIGHT NOW? 

WHAT IS INDIAN CORPORATE LAW SERVICE 

WHY THE NAME CHANGED FROM COMPANY AFFAIRS TO CORPORATE 

AFFAIRS 

WHAT IS YOUR VIEW REGARDING CORPORATE ISSUES IN RECENT PAST 

HOW IS CORPORATE SECTOR EVOLVING IN INDIA 

HOW WE EVOLVED AFTER SATYAM SCAM 

PEDAGOGY OF YOUR CURRICULUM AT YOUR TRAINING INSTITUTE 

WHERE YOU WILL BE POSTED / YOUR  DOMAIN AFTER BEING IN FIELD? 

HOW DO YOU THING YOU WILL BE ABLE TO FIGHT AGAINST EXPERIENCED 

LAWYERS BEING FROM NON-LAW BACKGROUND 

HOW DID NLU JODHPUR ATTACHMENT HELPED YOU? 

WHAT IS MOOT COURT? 

WHAT ARE THE POWERS UNDER COMPANIES ACT IF ANY COMPANY 

DELIBERATELY DONT COMPLY? 

Questions of Member 1: 

WHO IS GAURI LAUNKESH? 

ANY RECENT UPDATES? 

WHAT IS DEENDAYAL ANTYODYA YOJANA? 

COULD PNB SCAM BE PREVENTED? 

WHAT ARE THE KEY ISSUES WITHIN THE PNB SCAM? 

CURATIVE STEPS REQUIRED NOW IN BANKING SECTOR? 

DONT YOU THINK PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT IS BIGGER ISSUE IN THIS? 

WHAT ROLE DO YOU THINK HIGHER MANAGEMENT COULD HAVE PLAYED 

IN THIS ISSUE? 

WHAT IS ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE? 

PROS/CONS? 

DONT YOU IT WILL FURTHER DECREASES THE JOBS IN INDIA? 

Questions of Member 2: 
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CAN YOU DIFFRENTIATE BETWEEN BIG DATA ANALYTICS AND ARTIFICAL 

INTELLIGNECE? 

 

HOW WILL YOU USE IT IN IMPROVING THE REGULATION OF COMPANIES? 

WHAT ARE STEPS DO YOU THINK WE NEED TO TAKE FOR EMPOWERING 

INVESTORS? 

WHY STILL IN INDIA INVESTORS BETS ON SPECULATION RATHER THAN 

LONG TERM INVESTMENT 

DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD DELINEATE THE INSTITUTION OF MD AND 

CHAIRMAN IN BOARD ROOM OF COMPANIES? PROS/CONS 

WHAT MORE REFORMS DO YOU SUGGEST 

Questions of Member 3: 

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS IN COMPANIES? 

RECENTLY NTPC , THERE IS A EXPOSION IN BOILER , ALL THE DIRECTORS 

ARE TAEKN INTO COGNIZANCE, DONT YOU THINK INDEPENDENT 

DIRECTOR ARE BEING WRONGLY PENALIZED? 

HOW INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS ARE LIABLE IN IT? 

DO YOU THINK DEVELOPMENTS IN MALDIVES ARE THREATHERING 

INDIA'S INTEREST? 

WHAT ARE THE OPTION DOES INDIA HAVE? 

DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD INTERFERE INTO THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS? 

WHAT IS YOUR VIES OF INDIAN OCEAN REGION DEVELOPMENTS? 

HOW SHOULD WE COUNTER CHINESE ASSERTIVENESS? 

WHAT ARE THE STEPS INDIA HAS ALREADY TAKEN? 

WHAT ARE THE STRATEGIC AREAS IN INDIAN OCEAN REGION? 

DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD MAKE NAVAL PORTS IN INDIAN OCEAN 

REGION? 

HOW DO YOU FEEL WE CAN MAKE OUR NEIGHBOURHOOD POLICY MORE 

PRUDENT? 

Questions of Member 4: 

DO YOU THINK WE CAN DOUBLE FARM INCOME? 

WHAT IS YOUR VIES ON LAND FREGMENTATION? 
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DO YOU THINK ITS TIME TO GO BACK TO COOPERATIVIZATION? 

ISN'T PROMISING 1.5 TIMES MSP AND THEN PLAYING OUT IN CALCUALTION 

IS A CHEATING? 

WHY DO YOU THINK GRAM HAATS ARE SO IMPORTANT? 

DONT YOU THINK BY LINKING THEM TO E-NAM IT CAN CRASH THE 

AGRICULTURE MARKET ,FARMERS WILL BE AT MORE RISK? 

HOW DOES EXACTLY PRICE DEFICIENCEY PAYMENT SYSTEM WORKS? 

WHAT IS TREDS? 

DO YOU THINK WE CAN INTRODUCE IT IN AGRICULTURE? 

Chairman: 

ANY EXAMPLES WHERE COUNTRIES INTERFERE IN INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF 

COUNTRIES? 

WHAT IF ANY-OTHER COUNTRIES DOES IT WITH INDIA? 

THANKYOU YOUR INTERVIEW IS OVER 

 

19. UNKNOWN 

B.Tech IT 

MA, JRF and NET in Pol Sci. 

Beed (MH) 

Board : Smt. Smita Nagraj 

Date : 08/03/2018 

Morning Session 

5th to go. 

Chairperson : 

1. Why MA in Pol Sci? 

2. Was pol sci helpful in broadening your perspective about the things around? 

3. Explain political mobilsation in the context of Maharashtra or India. 

4. Who was the leader of the India's first (farmer's) rasta roko that you mentioned? 

5. What impact mobilisation had on Indian politics? 

Member 1 (other lady member) : 
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1. What are the ways to secure the interests of groups in the democracy? What are the 

ways of power manipulation in a democracy? 

2. You are DM of Beed and there is mob of protesting farmers that is becoming violent. 

What will you do? 

3. What should be overall approach to India-China relations? 

4. What is Doklam issue? 

Member 2 : 

1. Why India has politics based on identities? 

2. Is identity politics good or bad for the democracy of India? 

3. Difference between diversity of India and diversity of USA 

4. Sense of nationalism vs different identities? 

Member 3 : 

1. Who was the US President who gave the slogan "It's the economy, stupid!"? 

2. Can economics determine politics? Explain in the context of Trump and BREXIT. 

Member 4 : 

1. You are SP of Beed, the mob is becoming violent, what steps are there in riot drill 

manual book to control the mob? (Crowd mgmt - DAF related). 

2. What is Saubhagya scheme? 

3. I was on the trip from Shirdi to Hyderabad. During journey I saw dense tree cover in 

the Beed, but now the forest cover is degrading, what are the reasons of degradation? 

4. How will you explain the concept of money laundering to a common man? 

Chairperson again : 

1. There are negatives of black money, but can you think of any positives of black 

money? 

2. Is cash always a black money? 

Thank you. 

I said "Happy women's day!" Both the ladies smiled and wished back. 

No questions on hobbies, specific current affairs and graduation background. 

 

20. Name, - Amit kumar. Geography optional, ece,  
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Date 09.03.2018 

Time 1300 

Board chairman  - Smitha Nagraj 

 I was the first one. As soon as I entered, cm asked about a  demographic issue (illegal 

migrants) pertaining to my hometown. Why such a thing happening, what to do, shall we 

deport them, why no deporting etc etc. There were many Cross questions and at a point it 

was difficult to answer also. 

M1- what is benami, how to curb etc. My opinion 

Character of a place determine its criminality.. Explain... I answered and again many 

cross questions started. Cm also intervened.  

M2( lady) - very cordial. Asked about state flag and legal and propriety issues involved 

with it.  

Block chain technologies.  

M3 - till now he was silent, and looked  uninterested.. 

India Nepal, why blockade was done,  

Ministries rationalisation ,  

Prohibition adv and disadvantage.  

And many cross questions in all of my answers  

M4 - illegal migrants, how to curb this issue. My approach, etc.. Looked not much 

satisfied with my answers.  

Cm - there are many group c and d employees in Central govt. What is you view.  

Thank you.  

My view, - total time around 30 - 35 min. I was not expecting this much grilling and so I 

was very disappointed after interview.  I made some mistakes during the interview which 

could have been avoided. No questions from hobby, optional, work experience, 

Anyways.. Best of luck to all. 

 

21. Digvijay Bodke: 

Board: Ms Smita Nagaraj ( 2 ladies + 3 men ) 

Home State: Haryana 

Optional: Sociology 

Interview Date: 7th March 2018, First to go in the morning 
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Education: Electronics and Communication Engineering 

Work Experience: Business Analyst in Cognizant (6 months) 

Presently working as Income Tax Inspector for the past 2.5 years 

Ch: Can you tell us how we can increase our tax collection 

Ans: Madam the compliance culture in our country is very poor since the people do not 

have faith on the govt that their hard earned money paid as tax would be utilised 

efficiently. On many occassions we hear about scams due to which people lose the 

motivation to file their taxes properly. 

Ch: I am asking you how to increase our tax collections. 

Ans: Madam the interaction between officials and people should be eliminated and 

everything should be made online. 

Ch: We are all salaried persons and our TDS gets deducted automatically but many 

people are evading taxes. What are the inspectors doing 

Ans: Madam  if an inspector colludes with a tax payer for his vested interests then it leads 

to a loss to the exchequer. A large gap exists between senior officers and junior officials 

which acts as an obstacle if any junior official wants to ask or tell something to senior 

officers, so this gap should be eliminated 

M1: If you were made the Foreign Minister in 1947 how would you have managed our 

embassies 

Ans: Sir at that time the world was divided in two blocs so I would have tried to balance 

between the two blocs and not lead toa lopesided arrangement 

M1: What would have been your priorities 

Ans: Sir my first priority would have been the economic interests of our country, then 

strategic and then geopolitical 

M1: Everyone knows that black money is used in elections which is the root cause of the 

problems of our country. What can be done about it 

Ans: Sir we can set up a seperate fund where the corporates can donate and then the 

money can be distributed according to the number of votes secured 

M1: But the root cause is that corporates want their work done by political parties 

Ans: Sir this step will eliminate this root cause and help in solving the problem 

M1: What are your views on simulataneous elections 

Ans: Sir till 1967 we used to have simultaneous elections but naturally over the course of 

time they have become staggered. So, now if we try to have simultaneous elections there 

will be a lot of practical difficulties. So, we can have elections of half states along with 

the central elections and half states after 2.5 years 
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M1: In our country due to First Past the Post system, even a person who gets 30% of the 

votes wins the elections. Why dont we go for any alternate system 

Ans: Sir since we have a large diversity and a vast country, the Proportional 

Representation system is difficult to implment in our country since it is very dificult to be 

understood by the voters. 

M1: But Nepal has recently gone for a  mixture of the two systems successfully 

Ans: Sir the size and diversity of Nepal are not comparable with that of our country so 

the same thing may not be successful here and also, I am not aware about the system of 

Nepal 

M2: What is the biggest achievement of GST 

Ans: Sir the pooling of their taxation powers by the centre and the states 

M2: Tell some other benfits of gst 

Ans: Sir it will help in eliminating the Cascading effect of taxes  

M2: What is the cascading effect 

Ans: Explained 

M2: Tell some other benefit 

Ans: Sir it will lead to and increase in GDP by 2% 

M2: Tell some other benefit 

Ans: Sir GST will also lead to an icrease in direct tax collections over the long term 

M2: How GST can help in direct taxes, it is an indirect tax 

Ans: Sir I am saying that an indirect benefit of GST would be an increase in direct tax 

collections also, For example if a person is making 5 crores profit, before gst he was not 

in the tax net but after gst, the income tax department will also get information about him  

M2: What is our tax to gdp ratio 

Ans: Sir for general govt it is 16% and for central govt it is 10% 

M2: Are you sure ? The Prime Minister is saying that it is 12.1% but you are saying it is 

16% 

Ans: Sir I am saying that for general govt it is 16% and for central govt it is 10%. By 

general govt I mean Centre + states 

M2: Our society is based on Social Structure or Economic Structure 

Ans: Sir it is based on both social and economic structure like if a dalit becomes rich then 

his caste takes a backseat and his class is given more priority by the society 
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M2: But someone said the economy decides everything in society 

Ans: Sir Karl Marx talked about it but it has not been proved anywhere 

M2: What is Dialectical Materialism 

Ans: Explained 

M3: Madam can I ask him about service preferences 

Ch: You can leave it, ok you can ask 

M3: Why some people prefer IRS(IT) over IPS 

Ans: Sir I think in IRS they are able to balance their personal and professional lives in a 

better manner as in IRS is overall a 9-5 kind of a job and out of 365 days only on a few 

days a person has to work beyond office hours while in IPS it is a round the clock job 

M3: Ok so it is about the duty 

Ans: Sir I beleive IPS is a more challenging job and they may not find themselves 

suitable for this challenge 

M3: Do you agree that there is corruption in the income tax department or no 

Ans: Yes sir there is 

M3: On many occassions we see in news that senior officers in the income tax 

department are caught but the inspectors escape 

Ans: Sir I think the entire chain is caught later on 

M3: you know what are DA 

Ans: SIr are you asking about Disproportionate Assets 

M3: Yes 

Ans: Sir those assets held by a person which are beyond his known sources of income 

M3: There is some time period regarding DA like so and so ok 

M3: Andhra is asking for special category status. What is its significance 

Ans: Sir after the recommendations of Fourteenth Finance Commission regarding 

increasing the devolution of taxes from the central pool from 32% to 42% was 

implemented, the special category status has lost its significance. Earlier if 100% funds 

were given to SCS, now only around 1% of that amount is given so it is not worth now 

M3: What is the criteria for SCS 

Ans: Explained 4 but could not recall 5th 

M3: You forgot tribal population 
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M4 ( lady intervened): He already told that one 

M3: You forgot Hilly areas 

Ans: Yes sir sorry I forgot that one 

M3: Indians are rich but India is not rich ( he said something like that). What do you 

understand by this statement 

Ans: Sir it means that the elites take the decisions in our country while the masses who 

are the mpst affected by these decisions are not involved in the decision making 

M3: No I am taking about inequality in India. Tell me how much % of assets are held by 

the bottom 50% of our population 

Ans: Sir I think the top 1% of our population holds around 60-70% of our assets but I am 

not sure about the exact figure 

M3: yes you are right about the % 

Ans: Sir then  comes the chunk of middle class 

M3: Tell me about the bottom 50% 

Ans: Sir I am not aware about the exact figure for the bottom 50% 

M4(Lady): The govt has taken so many steps for eliminating the Inspector Raj but it is 

still persisting and even becoming stronger. Are we regressing backwards. If you are 

made the CBDT chairman what steps you will take to remove the Inspector Raj 

Ans: Madam I am telling you from my experience that a lot of powers have been curtailed 

and a lot of discretion has been removed. 

M4: But the perception about Inspector Raj is still persisting 

Ans: Madam since people are not well aware about the laws and rules, officials try to 

exploit them 

M4: So what steps would you take as CBDT Chairman to remove this 

Ans: Madam the gazetted officers are supposed to give information about their assets 

every year but the non gazetted officials are given a lot of liniency in this regard so this 

should be removed. 

         Then madam it should be made mandatory that no official can purcahse anything 

offline otherwise the assets would be seized 

         Madam court cases drag for years so special benches should decide cases in short 

period of time and then only it will act as a deterrent. 

       Then madam like in a school class everyone knows who is a good boy and who is a 

bad boy, similarly in offices also it is well known who is what kind of a person. But if a 

person brings anything to light then he is victimised. So this victimisation should be 

stopped. 
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M4: It is believed that in 1947 the voting rights should have been restricted only to the tax 

payers. What is your opinion on it 

Ans: Madam I think instead of tax payers a minimum educational qualification should 

have been kept as the criteria because democracy was superimposed from the top due to 

elite preference and it did not grow naturally from the bottom and we did not have an 

egalitarian socio economic order and a participatory civic culture  

M4: But we had very less number of schools and education facilities at that time then how 

we could have kept a minimum educational criteria 

Ans: Madam at that time we were under a colonial power and we could not have had 

everything as per our wishes 

M4: ( Smiling ) Ok leave it 

Ch: Do you know about Natural rights 

Ans: Yes madam 

Ch: Explain them to us 

Ans: Madam they are those rights which even if they are not mentioned in the 

constitution they are our rights 

Ch: Can you give some examples 

Ans: Madam like recently the supreme court declared the right to privacy as a 

fundamental right but even before that it was a natural right like I need my privacy 

Ch: Give some more examples 

Ans: Madam justice 

Ch: Some more examples 

Ans: Madam like the supreme court had given an order about the National Anthem in 

movie theatres but, the Right to Silence is a natural right 

Ch: Ok which rights can be removed as natural rights 

Ans: Madam like if I like someone's house, it is not my natura right that I can go and live 

in that house like in tribal areas also our movement is restricted. 

Ch: Right to property 

Ans: Yes madam 

Ch: Give some more example 

Ans: Madam right to profession can also be removed from natural rights like if a person 

wants to start an immoral profession then that cannot be allowed 

Ch: Thank you  
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( Interview over) 

 

22. Board: smitha nagaraj ma’am  

Afternoon session  

Optional :Telugu literature  

Work experience : FCI, Teaching  

Chairman: 

What are you teaching  

What steps we can take to improve understanding of science  

Do all good in understanding science and technology  

What are the reasons for difficulty in understanding  

What measures we can take in school to improve it 

Avenues after studying science  

What can we do to improve employability  

What measures we (govt) are taking 

Member 1: 

What is secularism  

Tell me academic definition and practical aspect  

Should government can define religion  

Do you fallow PM visit to Davos visit 

What is its significance  

Is it only heads of the government meeting  

What is the significance of it 

Member 2: 

How you can explain food wastage in FCI and hungry stomach  

What measures we can take  

Member 3: 

What is red corridor  

Is AP part of it 

What measures A.P. took 

What other states are unable to implement it  

What is smart police station  

What are the aspects of smart police station  

Do technology need in policing 

Why we need it 

Some applications of technology in policing  

Member 4: 

How Physics and literature together  

Who is your favorite writer 

Which books you read 

Do you read only telugu books 

What is your plan B 

Don’t you register for research  

Tell me something about your published papers 

What is smart class room  

Chairman:  
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AP CM says that bifurcation is unscientific what does it mean  

Do you support the view  

What can we do to develop AP now 

Thank you 

 

23. Name- Sanjeev Kumar 

Board- Smita Nagaraj Mam 

Date- 21st March 

5th to go before the board 

 

Ch- what are you doing nowadays?? 

Ch- what do you do in carpet works(daf) 

Ch- problems of carpet industry 

Ch- what is done to reduce the issue of child labor in carpet industry? 

Ch- different types of carpet designs? 

Ch- what are the different countries competing in carpet works with India?? 

 

M1- how do you design the carpets?? 

M1- how international economic condition affecting carpet industry?? 

M1- impact of globalization?? 

M1- is there any copyright issue in carpet industry?? 

M2- suppose a poor person steals a medicine to cure his ailing wife?? Is this legal or 

ethical?? 

M2- have you read any novel or book besides your subject?? ( Hobby- watching movies) 

M2- why do you like this book?? 

M2- what is the role of a District Magistrate?? 

M2- do we need to curtail the role of DM so that the office can function effectively??? 

 

 

24. Anu Bhokar3/23/18  

Ms. Smita Nagaraj  

 

- Why UPSC 12 years after graduation? 

- U worked for 8 years in financial services sector, what was the motivation? What kept 

you going? 

- There are a lot of unethical practices in insurance sector, what they are and why they are 

happening? Is regulator sleeping? 

- Recent NHPS helath insurance scheme, it is going to help private sector more than the 

citizens what should we do to stop such malpractices? 

 

Other members  

- 39 Indians got killed in Iraq, Do you think Govt handled the sitution well? 

- Facebook data leak issue- do you think these social media firms are taking users for a 

ride? 

- Social media was created to unite (socialise) but it is dividing the society, Ur take? 
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- Some misinterpretation of one of my answers by a member to which he asked me that I 

was earning pretty well already, still why I need more money , why? (Smita ma’am 

interrupted and corrected him) 

- Marketing lessons to be learnt from entrepreneur turned Baba Ramdev marketing 

strategies 

- You are from Hindu college, Which minister from Hindu college is there in the ministry 

today? 

- Pink pyjamas are flying over Red Fort today, what do u understand by this? 

- Narcotic problem in India today, how will u handle them in a district? 

- Children are committing suicide, why ? what should be done? 

- Today’s girls (bahus) don’t want to live in a joint society, do u agree? 

- Are joint families good for women empowerment?  

- You are a sportswoman, what do you think are the corruption related problems in 

sportsbodies in India 

- What are the groundlevel differences that you have experienced travelling in metro in 

Gurgaon and in Delhi- One is a PPP, other is Govt owned. (I said I have nt travelled in 

Gurgaon metro) He asked, others would have travelled n shared their experiences.. (I 

have been working in Gurgaon, commuting from Delhi) 

- What are the problems of PPP? Why is India not able to successfully execute them? 

 

Last question by Smita Ma’am 

- You had said that Govt should have been more humane in handling killing of Indians in 

Mosul issue, but then also appreciated the Govt for their extra efforts to trace the Indians 

and bring them back. Is this your approach to all the things- saying this is correct but this 

is also correct, will you be able to take decisions based on this? What is going to be your 

approach as an administrator?  

 

Observations- Extremely cordial people, one thing I liked about them was they do not 

carry an air of authority. They seemed very approachable and not the kind of authority 

that invoked fear and awe among people sometimes. Round table sitting so it actually 

seemed like a discussion, No interview but a discussion. No fact based or knowledge 

based questions. All opinion or situational. Don’t know how long it went but it seemed to 

pass away in a fizzy. I was not willing to get up only after she said- You interview is over 

wishing it should have continued for some more time.  

Overall lovely experience. 

 

 

25. Ranjeet Godara 3/24/18  

Name- Dr. Ranjeet Singh Godara 

Job- Veterinary Officer at Govt of Rajasthan 

Hobby- Playing Badminton, Rajasthani Folk Music 

Date of Interview- 22.03.2018, Forenoon 

Board- Samita Nagraj Maa'm 

 

Chairperson: 

1) Ranjeet working at Bhilwara as Veterinary Officer, tell one interesting case u treated 

2) Counter question on interesting case 

3) Which exotic animal u have treated and where 
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4) Large Dairy farm concept in West, Should be done in India 

5) But there is problem to handle unproductive animal, what is it and how to handle it 

6) Counter question from Answer, Is urine product from aniaml is feasible? 

7) What is Breeding policy for Indigenous cattle?What type of breeding policy should be 

there 

8) Production Status of Indigenous Cattle and What is production status of Exotic breed 

Members: 

9) Why Artificial Insemination is not successful in Buffalo? 

10) Why we need more veterinary hospital than human hospital in Rural area? 

11) Jin Ghar Kali tyare ghar har divas Diwali(Asked in Gujarati, Graduation from 

Gujarat) 

12) Contribution of Verghese Kurien  

13) Role of Cooperative in Women empowerment 

14) Difference between Jesry Cow and Indigenous Cow 

15) Hen give daily egg ,From where she get so much Calcium? 

16) We need more smart veterinary hospital 

17) Technological use in veterinary profession 

18) Indian breed which found in other countries? 

Some more questions on vety profession but unable to recall 

Related to Current affairs 

19) What is smart city mission? 

20) Is it successful? 

21) India Pak relationship? 

22) Advantage of International Solar Alliance 

23) India need more job creater or job giver 

24) What are schemes related to Job creator 

25) Long description on Demonitisation, so many adverse effects of demonitisation 

continued 2-3 minutes, at last, Is there any advantage in long run of demonitisation 

Hobby-: 

26) You play badminton, I have come from Africa, I don't know nothing about 

Badminton, I want to play badminton, how wl u teach me, about Badminton 

Rajasthan related: 

27) Tell about Ganga Singh Ji 

28) Recent controversial movie which could not release in Rajasthan 

29) What was issue of Ghoomar dance 

30) Women reservation bill, what is satya? 

31) Why could not pass? 

Again Chairperson: 

32) Ranjeet in Rajasthan so many Rajas were there, still people follow them in political 

form what is ur view? 

CP- Your interview is over! 

Thanked to everyone  

Board was so cordial... 

 

26. NEHA M 3/26/18  

Smita Nagraj ma'm board 

State: Andhra Pradesh 
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Chairman: 

1. Abt hobby 

2. Name a peoples movement 

3. Abt RTI 

4. Is it misused  

5. Did u ever apply 

 

M1 

1. Abt Iraq-Iran war 

2. Lengthy ques of something abt Russia-Afghanisthan-India…I didn't get the ques 

properly 

3. Which service u prefer to take in civils 

4. Problems of ur district 

5. How u will solve it 

 

M2 

1. Is AP and Telangana developing as they intended to be divided 

2. Is it work in progress 

3. Why most of people in AP prefer to go to USA 

4. What is current condition of USA wrt Visa norms 

5. Will u go to US or Japan now if given choice 

 

M3 

1. Giving Rs.1,2,3/- such cheap prices for food grains…Is it really beneficial?...what is ur 

opinion on it? 

2. How it is misused? 

3. How to improve Pochampalli to expand market 

 

M4 

1. This year there are going to be elections in Pakistan…and he explained the 

situation….and asked "what do u expect in coming elections" 

2. How do a girl and boy are discriminated in a home 

 

Ch: 

1. Whom do u think is the one who is not recognised much for the work he/she do at 

district level 

2. What are functions of ASHA worker...(she asked this randomly..but not based on my 

answer)  

pub ad 

 

27. Safin Hasan 3/24/18  

Name : Safin Hasan 

Graduation: B.Tech (EC) in 2016 

Optional: Literature of Gujarati Language 

Hobby: Interacting with and helping to underprivileged section specially kids. 

Board : Smeeta Nagaraj maam  

----------------- 

Chairman: please have seat.  
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See Safin, your optional is Literature which none of us know about so we will not ask you 

on that. (I was like... Wow ) 

 

But I would like to ask you about some social issues if you don't mind. (Bit scary) 

 

We can see in India, there is caste system privelent in all regions. It exists in Islam too. 

Can you tell us why it is there in Islam and who are these castes. 

 

Me: Yes ma'am, there exists a caste system and hierarchy in Muslim community. For 

example, Syyed, Ashrafi, even my caste like Julaya. This mainly because most of the 

people are converted to Islam. Some because of compulsion and some because they were 

convinced. And because of that preexisting hierarchy, they haven't been able to 

incorporate the concept of equality of Islam. 

 

Chairman: How these people have been able to sustain this system despite the concept of 

Equality? Why there is still discrimination? 

 

Me: ma'am , because the Muslim upper caste has been able to reserve the right to 

interprete the Islamic texts. Apart from that the lower strata of community has not even 

able to get such education and thus have always been under the influence of the higher 

caste. 

 

Chairman: you have written Julaya as your caste. This is a Weaver community right ? ( I 

agreed)  

Despite govt giving so much push for the textile sector and giving incentives, what we 

have seen is that the children of Weavers don't want to pursue the same profession. Is it 

the same case in Gujarat? 

 

Me: Yes ma'am. Even the village I come from, was once known as a Manchester of my 

district. But today there is noone associated with this occupation. 

 

Chairman: Then don't you think we would be completely losing our traditional industry of 

handloom? What is your view on that ? 

 

Me: Ma'am , I think, it's not about loosing the tradition but about making it more specific. 

For example, in Gujarat we have Bandhani and Patola which still enjoy a good status in 

national and international craft market. We should make efforts to promote it. 

 

Chairman: Very good. (Passing to lady member) 

M1: Safin you have this rare combination of Technology and Literature. Can you tell me 

who is your favourite story writer? 

 

Me: Mr Umashankar Joshi is my favourite story writer maam.  

 

M1: Can you tell me about his story which you like the most ? 

 

Me: Saap no Bharo (I made a mistake here, n said the name of his monologue drama, 

hope that gamble didn't come to her notice) 
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M1: what is it about? 

 

Me: Maam it's about pathetic situation of daughters in our society. Story revolves around 

one such daughter and her mother. 

 

M1: Though we are living in modern time, situation of women doesn't have improved 

much. What is the scenario in your region? 

 

Me: Ma'am , in general what you're saying is true. But what makes me feel proud is that 

the village I come from has 100% female literacy and there are many couples who have 

only one daughter. 

 

(Panel was impressed ) 

 

M1: Safin, do you know about online trading? Have you ever done online trading? 

 

Me: No ma'am . But I have read about it. 

 

M1: What are the issues concerning online trading?  

Me: Though I am not much aware about it madam ,but online trading and E-commerce 

are the fields which have got prominence in today's world. It mainly suffers from online 

frauds where authenticity of traders and dealers is the main concern. Where there is full 

proof mechanism, there is no worries. But recently govt is drafting policies for the same. 

We hope the problems will be taken care  

 

M1: okay Last question. There is a govt hospital, which denies the service to woman who 

is in her advance stage of pregnancy as they asked for advance money which the family 

couldn't pay. She had to deliver the baby on nearby busstand. Though the baby and 

minther both are safe, some woman organizations have been demanding actions against 

the authorities. As a head of District, 

what actions will you take? 

 

Me: Ma'am , in this case safety and dignity of the mother and baby have been 

compromised. I would take strict actions against the authority as per the laws which I am 

yet to learn. 

 

M1: But the hospital is denying it. They say we haven't denied. 

 

Me: Ma'am , no woman or family will go for public delivery of baby without the 

compulsion. So this is primafacie a case where services have been denied. 

 

M1: Thank you...(passing to M2) 

 

M2: Okay. Safin. Tell me about Madressa system in our country. What has been it's 

contribution and how relevant are those ? 

 

Me: Sir, there is a historically Madressa has played a great role by providing free 
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education and other facilities to the community. There has been very prominent figures on 

the history who had got the education in Madressa. But looking at the present context, 

this system needs an overhaul. There are some problems like poor infrastructure, lack of 

coordination between mainstream and Madressa education, avoidance of science and 

mathematics etc... 

 

M2 : One university has been named as Banaras Hindu University. There is also Aligarh 

Muslim University. Do you think this is proper? Shall we name Universities like this? 

 

Me: Sir we have to see the historical context behind this. These institutions were 

established in a period when some reasons existed. For example Aligarh Muslim 

University was established by Sir Sayed Ahmed Khan to spread education among 

Muslims so that they can compete with other communities in employment and other 

areas. But if we see in present context when we have adopted a secular Constitution, I 

don't see any need of that. 

 

M2: Safin you might have heard about the role of these Deras and their influence on 

society. Even there are dectates from religious leaders and also it is in Islam. How these 

can impact society?? 

 

Me: Sir, in India relious identity is very strong. Everyone wants to be associated with 

religion. If we talk about Deras, they have provided equality in lower strata of society and 

a feeling of being in the main stream. They have also given psychological support to these 

people and hence they follow what their religious teacher tell them. Similar is the case 

with Fatwa in Islam. If we involve these leaders in political consultation over societal 

issues, it can impact society at large. 

 

(M2 passing to M3) 

 

M3: okay Hasan, (Chairman interrupted, "It's Safin") 

Yeah right, Safin... There is a prohibition in Gujarat on Alcohol. But we all know that it's 

available. Just you have to pay bit more for that. So what do you think about this 

prohibition... 

 

Me: Yes sir , Gujarat being the birth place of our father of nation, it has implemented a 

ban on Alcohol since the day one. But I think instead of going for blanket ban, we should 

try for spreading awareness about negative consequences of alcohol consumption and 

sensitization. Behavioral change is all what is needed. We can also take help from the 

religious leaders as we have discussed earlier. 

 

M3 : but this prohibition has also gained support from women. In state like Bihar, they 

have implemented it for political scores. Do you think this prohibition or removing it can 

have negative impact on political parties? 

 

Me: Yes sir, prohibition or removal of it do have the political consequences. 

 

(Passing to M4) 
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M4: Safin, you have done electronics. Can we develop an app to curb the corruption in 

your District?  

 

Me: Sir ,even the existing apps like WhatsApp can also be used for that. I can ask the 

citizens to reach to me over such issues and if I find any substance in the complaint, I 

would go into details if that case. Secondly, yes developing an app and reducing the 

manual contact between an officer and citizen would result in a lower level of corruption. 

 

M4: There has been a case of gender divide as well as rural - urban divide. I'm sure that is 

the case in your state too. How will reduce this divide using IT and cyber technology.? 

 

Me: Yes sir, in Gujarat we have this rural urban divide. For me the priority would be 

internet penetration in rural areas. Focus on e-govern 

ance would also empower the rural citizens. Apart from that some critical services like 

telemedicine and tele-education would also help to bridge the gap. 

 

M4: We have heard about cyber threats. Wheta are they? Do you think we should try to 

avoid the technology to save ourselves from the threat?? 

 

Me: Sir the biggest threat is about privacy of an individual and security of data. Like very 

recently we have seen this Facebook data theft. But abandoning a tachnology is not a wise 

decision. We should work on robust data policy and cyber security instead. 

 

M4: Safin, literature is your optional. Do you know Hansa Mehta? What has been here 

contribution in Gujarati.? 

 

Me: Yes sir, I have heard about her and she had also played a role in constintuition 

making. But sorry sir, I'm not aware about her contribution in Gujarati. 

 

M4: no issues. Last question. There is very well known personality from Gujarat who is 

internationally recognized as a successful businessman. Can you tell.me? 

 

Me: Sir , I think you are talking about Mr Dhirubhai Ambani. 

 

M4: Yes yes... He stayed outside the country for many years and then he started business 

here. Can you name the country where he had stayed?? 

 

Me : Sorry sir I am not aware about it. 

 

M4: It's Aden. Thank you. 

 

Chairman: (She was very attentive throughout and often smiled )Safin, I think you seem 

to know a lot. You have answered all the questions very promptly. Tell me what you still 

feel that you should learn... 

 

Me: (with smile) ma'am I still need to learn a lot  

 

Chairman : (interrupted me). See, even you know this also that what you still need to 
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learn. That's a positive thing indeed. Plz continue... 

 

Me: ma'am I need to learn about many sports. In my childhood i couldn't get engaged in 

any sports because I had responsibilities and also had to take care of my younger brother 

as both my parents were engaged in labour work. Apart from that, I am very much 

interested in Constitution and I am studying on that also. 

 

Chairman: Being an IAS , which state would you like to work in... 

 

Me: I have filled Gujarat as my home state and being my first preference I would like to 

work there. 

 

M3 : Do you know what is the disadvantage of that? 

 

Me: yes sir, in that case your family members, relatives and friends expect a lot from you 

and you have to struggles with that. 

 

(All members laughing ) 

M3: you have given very correct point... 

 

Chairman: okay Safin tell me, If you get into IAS, how it will help you to improve? 

 

Me: first of all, I would get into touch with intellectual class of the country and that would 

help me to build my thought process. IAS being a post dealing with vast no of subject 

will increase my knowledge, my critical thinking and decisiveness. 

 

M3: Tell me one thing, do your coachings tell you to write such hobbies?? Dont worry, 

it's a normal think. Everyone needs a coaching and that's completely fine. Bit people write 

like helping blinds and somebody write cooking... N yours is also.quite different.... So do 

they tell you ?? 

 

Me: Sir, I have attended coaching but the hobby which I have mentioned , I have 

genuinely done work in that area for around 4 years during my college. 

 

M3: Thats good. 

 

Chairperson: Thank you Safin. Your interview is Over.  

 

Me: Thank you maams and Thanks you sirs. 

Have a good day to all. 

 

28. Tushar3/25/18  

Interview transcript : 

Board: Smita Nagarajan 

20/03/18: 

2nd to go 

Textile Tech., IITD 

Optional: Geography 
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CHAIRMAN: 

So you are from Bhagalpur, known for blinding incident, what were ur views? 

Present a Case study. 

Give Ethical, Moral and social dimensions of it. 

Was there any Casteism involved? 

What were views of different stakeholders involved. 

M1: 

Different Handlooms significance to India 

What is Remote sensing and use to different stakeholders 

Relation b/w Textile and geography 

Unique quality about urself 

Transformation in yourself @IIT 

M2: 

Role of BIMSTEC; comparison with SAARC, is it better? Should IMT be part of BRI 

Rising conflict with China, Signifance of Doklam standoff? Can it be done again, Where? 

Indian coastline length? 

Significance of Rann of Kutchh (geographical) 

M3: 

Modi’s directive for exam stress lecture in every university  

Steps for Tackling Corruption @ govt, bureaucratic and people level 

Global revolutionizing research @IITs, IIMs 

Why research not happening there? 

M4: 

Destressing initiative by India @ global level? (Yoga) 

Yoga related to Climate Change 

Chairman: 

Marriage@ Gunpoint in Bihar Happens with u? 

Is it illegal?  

Your Interview is Over!! 

 

 

29. UPSC Interview Transcripts 

3/23/18 

Date: 22nd March  

Board: Smita Nagraj mam 

4th to go 

 

Chair. Should NCC be made compulsory? 

Your opinion about making military service compulsory for people Joining civil services. 

What do you think of anna hajare? Do he need to change something? 

What is the need of NGOS? 

why government. Servants not ready to go remote areas? Do they lack discipline? How to 

change their attitude? 

M1- long narration followed by very vague looking questions. 

How to balance ecology and egology (context rising consumerism in india, egology show 

off culture) 

What is empathy? How to increase it? 
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What your grandchildren will say to you?(context sustainable development) 

What is your understanding of ethics is caught not taught? 

Name few ethical corporates in India? 

M2(lady member looks like honorable speaker Sumitra Mahajan): 

Need of old age homes in india? 

How to interact with blind people how to entertain them? 

Long Case study: some people want to create institute for ideal womanhood and some are 

against it. Your stand on it. 

M3: chose one generic drugs vs IPR rights. 

Nitin gadkari had innagurated some project in Mumbai which had some international 

links.Twll me about it! 

What are two technology of future that will change lives of Poor people? 

M4:  

tell me about indian Airforce 

Tell me cloning and ethical concerns about it.  

Rising hysteria in anti national and pakistan rhetorics in media,How to regulate private 

media? 

................................ 

Overall cordial board. 

 

30. shiv sharma3/28/18 

Shiv Narayan Sharma 

DOI:22nd March,2018 

Anthropology. Computer Engineer.  

Working since 2013 as a software developer.  

DAF related topics from where questions were asked. 

Volunteered in CWG. 

Cybersecurity. Anthropology.  

 

CM: Smita Nagraj. 

1. Recently there was a new finding of a black race fossil in the UK. Are you aware of 

that? 

2. There is one theory which talks that all the Europeans were earlier negroid. What is 

your view? 

3. Which view do you subscribe to?  

4. If I ask your personal opinion as a student of anthropology, which view will u support?  

5. North Indian vs South Indian racial origin theory.  

6. What do Aryan means?  

7. Where is the word Aryan originated from?  

8. There was controversy about evolution. Do you support the theory of evolution?  

9. Okay, you are in favor of evolutionary theory. What changes can you imagine in next 

5000 years?  

10. Okay, how about next 5 million years.  

 

M1. 

1. There are two things related to water and electricity which are mandatory to be fulfilled 

before getting the permit for building construction. What are those two? 

2. You know about GPS satellites. How many minimum numbers of satellites are 
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minimum neede for getting correct user location?  

3. Okay, tell me how many are the maximum number of satellites. 

4. Okay, make a guess. 

5. What is minimum internet speed required to play videos on youtube? :pensive: 

6. What is the difference between joy and happiness? 

7. Which is more important to you? 

 

M2.  

1. Do you think we were successful in organizing Commonwealth games? 

2. Has our sporting culture improved after CWG? 

3. Should such games be used as a tool to promote urban infrastructure? 

4. What was its impact on Delhi? 

5. Okay, you are a computer specialist. Tell me how will you secure wireless access 

networks? 

6. How is India’s preparation level in CyberSecurity? 

7. What is role of Ethics in Cyber attacks against other countries. ? 

 

M3.  

1. A long story, which concluded with the statement that supposes the US and North 

Korea are able to drop 4 nuclear bombs each on their territory. The nuclear attack has 

taken place despite all the regulation, international cooperation, and ballistic missile 

defense systems. Tell me what will be its impact on the world. (He left it very open-

ended) 

2. We talk a lot about solar energy. What is India's achievement in this sector?  

3. Do we have the capacity to achieve the target? What is India's capacity? Overall 

 

M4.  

1. What was your role in CWG?  

2. Suppose you are chairman of the organising committee of an international festival of 

performing art. You have got 1 years time for its preparation. How will you go about it? 

(Left it very open-ended) 

3. Tell me all the steps that you will take.  

4. What about the performers in the event? 

5. Told name of some department of govt(something related to Culture). She asked what 

is its work. 

6. Okay, what are the things we should learn from child and birds?  

 

CM again:  

1. you said that open WI-FIs are not secure. Delhi government was talking about setting 

open wifi access points. So do you think the government is not concerned about the 

security of the user's data? 

2. Yesterday Attorney general gave a statement in SC that, Aadhar data is protected by 

10*4 meter wide wall. I was not able to understand what does this wall mean. So what is 

this wall?  

3. Is this a physical wall? 

4. Is this really 4 meters wide? 

5. Do you want to make a guess? 

6. I told will go back and read more. And the interview got over there.  
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Duration: 35 minutes. Cordial board. Didnt counter question.  

I committed the mistake of answering each question, even if I was not fully sure, which 

should be avoided. 

 

 

31. Interview Transcripts 2018  

Panel: Smitah Nagraj madam 

 

Questions: 

1)do u think an engineer be allowed to take optional like philosophy. 

2) what will be difference between you and a PhD in philosophy for civil service 

3) which is best part of philosophy for your in both East and west 

4)your view on NRI getting voting rights 

5) regarding net zero energy building 

6) energy rating system in India 

7) regarding terrorist attack in Maharashtr 

8) steps taken for same and name of terrorist organisation  

9)our border disputes with neighbours 

10)how cooking and gardening developed as a hobby 

11) what you cook  

12) what are steps taken for disabled in civil engineering 

13) why formed a NGO and when 

 

 

32. Jon Snow4/3/18 

Board- Ms. Smitha Nagaraj  

Name- Dr. Dasharath Dodamani  

Background- M.Sc (Agri), Ph.D(Agri)  

Optional- Agriculture  

2 April- 2nd one to go. 

 

:point_right: Chairwoman: 

- So Dasharath, seeing your DAF it's so varied. We saw, you did many things right from 

graduation to Ph.D. Why don't you tell us about yourself in your own words ( Very brief 

with smile :blush:) 

- Okay Dasharath, Are you happy to be here? 

-So, You belongs to the district where famous social reformer was born. Can you tell us 

something great about lord Basava and his doctrine? 

- Can you differentiate crystal clearly among Veershaiva and Lingayats? 

- Tell us one Vachana of Lord Basava( Simple one)  

- Apart from Kitchen Gardening and listening to Kannada music songs, what interests you 

have? 

-Can you name any few autobiographies with personalities?  

-Who's autobiography influenced you most and Why? 

-Then can you tell us a message from the 'Wings of Fire'? 

-Co-author of wings of fire? 

-What motivated you to do civil service(Single Motivational factor and smiled :blush:) 

:point_right: Member 1: 
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- Do you know about 'Operation Green'? 

-What does it mean? 

-What are crops covered under operation green? 

-Why only Tomato, Onion and Potato? Why not other crops like cereals, pulses etc.? 

- Why price instability is more in case of tomato, onion and potato? 

-What is artificial shortage? 

- Does it have any edge to middleman in the market? 

- What can be done to over come this problem?  

- Do you think regulated markets are functioning better in india? Any other solutions to 

it? 

- Why second green revolution is not happening in india? 

- What are the real challenge and solutions? 

:point_right: Member 2: 

- Can you tell us two important swaminathan committe recommendations? 

- Is there MSP for pulses too? 

- How much MSP is there?  

- Who will decides MSP? 

- Why MSP become major issue in Agriculture? 

- What can be done to overcome this problem other than MSP? 

- Status of Research and Development in Agriculture sector? 

- Why no investment in Agriculture research?  

:point_right: Member 3: 

- How are the relationship between India and China?  

- What should be the Indian strategy to avoid hegemony of China over Indian territory? 

- What is Doklam issue?  

- Why did China later back out? 

- How to handle with China in future?  

- Should we stop trading with China?  

- How to deal with recent trump policies?  

:point_right: Member 4:  

- What is your opionion on euthanasia?  

- What is legal status of it? 

- Don't you think legalisation of passive euthanasia might get miss used? 

- What is NHPS?  

- Why it is necessary now?  

- What is MDR - TB ? Can you name any two drugs( Unable to recall :worried:)  

- Can you justify how health is wealth?  

:point_right: Chairwoman again: 

- Right from primary education to Ph.D. you have studied in government schools, 

colleges, central institutions and deemed university.  

- Can you tell us the quality issues with government institutions?  

- How your quality of education is differs with others?  

Okay Dasharath, Thank you, Your interview is over. All the best and have a good 

day.:blush::pray: 

 

33. Pawan 4/3/18 

Pawan 

Civil engineering 
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Madhya Pradhesh 

Smitha nagrajan 

3rd April 2018 

 

CM 

1. Corruption perception within public institutions  

2. how system works so that one compromise with ones value system? 

3.. How can we minimise it 

4.Impaired decision making due to fear? 

5. What is PCA act? 

6.Recent amendment ? 

 

M1 

1. Office of profit - exact issues. 

2. Changes after Nirbhaya case  

3. criminal justice system reforms 

4. Police reforms. How to make them more responsive. 

 

M2 

1. NBA issue - rehabilitation issues 

2. Water sharing agreement with Pakistan, China , Bangladesh 

3. Dalai lama and China. 

4. Naval exercises and related issues 

5. Freedom of navigation and 9 dash line. 

 

M3 (lady) 

1. Components of a building for making it accessible for divyangs? 

2. Audits in government department  

3. No decision taken due to fear of audit? 

4. Bhimbhetka and preservation of monuments. Why? 

5. National museum and related law. Why needed? 

 

M4 (lady) 

1. Forest fires - natural and artificial. 

2. Net zero building and it's components. 

3. Famous architect from India who got the international prize for his work recently. 

 

 

CM 

1. Data protection incident? 

2. What was illegal in it? 

 

34. Mayank4/4/18  

Mayank Verma 

4th April, forenoon session  

Board- Smita Nagaraj  

Home- Lucknow (chinhat), U.P 
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Schooling - La Martiniere College , Lko 

College - NSIT Delhi, Instrumentation and Control , 2016 batch 

Ch- 2 global issues that hinder peace and follow up questions. 

Situation in West Asia, political crisis and their roots . 

M1. Chinhat (home ) economic situation and challenges , what will you do as an SP? 

Preventive and control actions etc 

M2. About Brics. 

Challenges and it's products.  

Avenues for countries to solve disputes internationally. What did India take up in UN. 

Kashmir and what did the council do. What was decided etc 

M3. Cauvery dispute and latest developments 

Why is this a critical issue now? 

Why all disputes going to judiciary ? 

Has the executive failed ? 

Example of ram Rahim riots could those riots have been avoided ? 

On hobby- modern western dancing?  

What styles do you perform ? 

Why today people not listening to classical music and dances? 

Are classical arts like music and dances dying ?  

M4- on school - la martiniere , it's unique distinction.  

About founder etc 

About hobby speedcubing , your timing, contemporary dances in India.  

About voices for return of paper ballot , credibility of evm 

Ch- about evm , can they be hacked  

Is it true like is said that anything today can be hacked ? 

Theoretically can evm be hacked ? 

Thank you. 

 

 

35. UPSC Interview Transcripts4/4/18 

Nikhil Thawal  

Smita Nagaraj Madam panel (ditto for IFS) 

Optional: Botany 

MSc Mtech Biotechnology 

 

CM:  

1. Nikhil, I recognize you, you have been here before. (Yes, IFS). So, what was the 

result? (Selected), Rank? (46), Congratulations (all members pitched in). Which cadre? ( 

Not yet) 

2. We will dive Right in to the burning issue at the moment. (Confirmed if it was 

Atrocities act). What is your analysis and What would be your advice to the government. 

3. Suggest measures to avoid violence during protests. 

4. So are the deaths a failure on part of administration? 

5. What other measures can you think of. 

 

M1  

Nikhil we will talk about your hobbies. 

1. What is the food culture of Pune. 
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2. Issue of adulteration and spurious products. 

3. Agency responsible for food standards. 

4. Can it punish offenders. 

5. What other avenue does consumer have. 

6. How do consumers choose which products to buy. What is behind the rapid rise of 

Patanjali products. Are consumers easily swayed by advertisements. 

 

M2 (IR oriented) 

1. Who imposes sanctions. Why do unilateral sanctions work. 

2. Has India imposed sanctions. Should India use sanctions as foreign policy tool. 

3. Who designates individuals as terrorists. 

4 what is Interpol, it's structure, composition and functioning. 

 

M3  

Questions about wood carving hobby.  

What is bioinformatics? 

Research area? 

Integrated course structure? 

 

M4 

Terrorist attack in Pune. 

Reason behind the target. 

Changes in Pune Policing after the attack. 

Any other changes possible. 

Questions on CCTNS, Natgrid, MAC. 

 

CM: Nikhil last question, if there is revenue shortfall and cuts have to be made in 

Government expenditure. Ignore deficit financing. Where can be cut backs be made? 

 

 

36. Board: smitha nagaraj ma’am  

Afternoon session  

Optional :Telugu literature  

Work experience : FCI, Teaching  

Chairman: 

What are you teaching  

What steps we can take to improve understanding of science  

Do all good in understanding 

science and technology  

What are the reasons for difficulty in understanding  

What measures we can take in school to improve it 

Avenues after studying science  

What can we do to improve employability  

What measures we (govt) are taking 

Member 1 
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What is secularism  

Tell me academic definition and practical aspect  

Should government can define religion  

Do you fallow PM visit to Davos visit 

What is its significance  

Is it only heads of the government meeting  

What is the significance of it 

 

Member 2 

How you can explain food wastage in FCI and hungry stomach  

What measures we can take  

 

Member 3 

What is red corridor  

Is AP part of it 

What measures A.P. took 

What other states are unable to implement it  

What is smart police station  

What are the aspects of smart police station  

Do technology need in policing 

Why we need it 

Some applications of technology in policing  

 

Member 4 

How Physics and literature together  

Who is your favorite writer 

Which books you read 

Do you read only telugu books 

What is your plan B 

Don’t you register for research  

Tell me something about your published papers 

What is smart class room  

Chairman  

AP CM says that bifurcation is unscientific what does it mean  

Do you support the view  

What can we do to develop AP now 

Thank you 

 

37. Board- Smita nagraj board 

Afternoon session, 4th to go 

Duration 30-35 min 

Background- MBBS, MD in pharmacology 
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Optional- medical science 

Chairman- 

So are you working in Safdarjung hospital? Daf related 

Why u left? 

Ur thousands of patients Wil miss u? 

Ur experience in 

academics, memories? 

What are the problems poor patient face in Safdarjung hospital? 

Doctors prescribing medicines for freebies, are they corrupt? 

M1(lady) name indegeniously developed vaccine 

Mental Healthcare act 

Polio immunization 

(All my specialisation related)  

Street play- important personalities( daf based)  

M2- what is organized crime 

Drug trafficking  

Terror financing, money laundering  

U play cricket? At what level? What is China man (daf based)  

M3- what are pros and cons of personal bonhomie of leader of countries 

India Canada relations 

FATF  

Effect of global warming on health 

M4 (lady)- 

Antibiotics reaistance 

Psychotropic substances 

Hiv recent initiatives 

Passive euthanasia, do you support it 

(All from my job related)  

Chairman- in USA there is shutdown in congress and executive, so problem in budget 

sanctioning, can this happen in india 

Any scenario if it can happen 

What is vote on account 

Thank you.. Ur interview is over 

Very cordial board, specially Smita maam 

Best of luck guys and thank you 

38. RaviFri  

 

How such protests hampering economic development 

• Difference between Mumbai vs Jaipur culture  

• Cognizable offence 

• What are the human rights of a prisoner 

• Lwe naxalism  
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• Formation of Princely states and its repercussions 

• Goa, j and k, Hyderabad annexation(btw my optional is math, the member looked into 

my daf and then moved on from history) 

• Article 370 

• Denotified tribes 

• Mala yousufzai 

• Cbse's reversal on conducting 10th examination 

• Replacement of brics( I asked the member are you referring to Brazil,Russia....the chair 

intervened and said "eita in Hindi") 

- I said mam use of fly ash in manufacturing.  

• Upsc Bhavan named after the district of rajasthan, can you name it? 

• Bird century in bharatpur  

• Books.. Let there be water, vegish kurien (no follow ups) 

• Cobra force full form  

• Smadhan 

• Do you think there is sabotage or stiflement of voices in the prevelent atmosphere of 

society. 

• FDI vs FII 

• North India HDI indicators vs South India HDI indicators why such a difference? Status 

of women in these regions? 

Samita Nagraj madam  

4th afternoon 

First one to go. 

 

39. UPSC Interview TranscriptsSat  

Name : Gaurav Ingole 

Date : 06/04/18 

Optional : Geography 

Mechanical engg. 

Board: Smita Nagaraj mam 

Session: AN 

 

Chairman: 

1. U had been in cstps ...whats the efficiency of ur plant? How to calculate efficiency? 

2. Tell UMPP, assess their performance,.. If local contracts happens for equipments, do 

they maintain quality n safety ? 

3. If chinese coming to power plant sectors then don't u think it will compromise safety? 

How chinese contracted plants are working in india? Don't u feel prob of chinese 

investments in this sector ?  

 

M1: 

4. Fodder scam questions , how influencial ppl get much relief by delaying process..20 

yrs in this case.  

5. Why delay in overall justice cases ?  

6. Swimming pool size in Olympics 

7. Recent song which u like ? Singer ?  

8. Social media impact on internal security.. gave banglore exodus case 

9. President rule related discussions in depth? Why misuse ? Case where supreme court 
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gave guidelines? Which guidelines ?  

 

M3: 

10. Finance commission role ? 

 

In devolution there is population as one criteria...do u support it ? n why ?  

Few more questions not able to remember 

 

M4(Lady): 

11. Why in delhi like cities abuse happen to north east ppl ? Solution ? we r doing these 

cultural contacts since long time ...what else ? 

 

12. What is ur opinion on capital punishment ? I said i don't support in any case.  

 

Don't u support supreme court's verdict of rarest of rare case... but what about to inculcate 

consciousness in public abt grave crime ?  

 

M4( Lady ) 

13. What is ethnicity ? Here i said one point that biological traits that manifest racial 

characteristics also part of ethnicity ...so heated debate here.. also said different 

geographical settlements determine these traits, etc... finally asked .. give definition of 

ethnicity. (Chairman mam intervenes n stops topic) 

 

14. Rising metro cities ? Opinion abt it ..good or bad ? So what's solution ?  

 

15. Opinion regarding whether to emphasize on nuclear energy even when solar energy 

available ?  

 

Chairman :  

 

16....to b continued on nuclear ..u r in favour abt nuclear energy but accident can happen 

like fukoshima ..can we afford the risk ? Which safety provisions ?  

 

17. How to convince people so they don't protest against nuclear plants?  

In last point i emphasised on nuclear cheerleaders to be there to spread awareness like 

earlier apj abdul kalam used to be.. mam asked so today who cud be chosen... 

amitabh bacchan ? I said at present situation only narendra modi ji can be 

cheerleader...:grinning: then few members started laughing...one lady members whispered 

..look he is saying "at present situation" n rest of members also laughed...me too 

:grinning:.. 

Chairman said ..thank you.. 

 

Nagaraj Mam make u comfortable..she was listening carefully and was active in entire 

session. 

 

Thank you everyone ...Thank you bhagawat sir for ur valuable time and few questions 

came from discussions..panel was cordial. 
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40. Board-Smita Nagraj ma'am  

Avinash shinde 

BE Mechanical, Public Administration, hobbies - playing cricket, kabaddi  

5th to enter (4:45pm appr.) 

 

Chairman - 

Regarding my company - Tata Cummins.... Why Indian companies lacks on technology 

front?? Is r&d necessary when we have already available developed technology in foreign 

countries?? What government should do?? 

 

M1(Lady member) - Regarding broadcasting rights of cricket..... No matches on DD 

channel, what about poor people?? Bhima-Koregaon incident, How Maratha's involved in 

this Mahar-Brahmin tussle?? How is their relationship in MH?? 

 

M2- What is judicial activism?? Is it required?? Why?? Judicial activism and judicial 

adventurism difference?? examples... 

 

M3-France president visit.... his name?? Agreement of military base sharing... should 

India have such agreements with these colonial powers?? Is India's manufacturing base is 

low?? Why?? Why service sector developed?? How education system impacted it?? 

Importance of Chahbhar port to India. 

 

M4(lady member) - How can we revive sports like kabaddi and kho-kho?? Technological 

development of last two decades which acted as a game changer?? How internet can be 

used for development?? 

 

Chairman - continuing to France military base question.... what should India do if these 

countries asks for access to Indian military bases??? 

 

41. Anubhav singh  

23 years  

Civil engineer from IIT ROORKEE  

IRS IT  

Smita madam questions  

1.Anubhav you are well dressed.so you are already in the IRS .Are you satisfied?  

2.what would you like better raids or tax policy formulation?  

3.who is the most remarkable person you have met ?  

4.what is the benefit of Desi cow milk over Jersey cow?  

5.difference between A1 and A2 protein?  

6.what is more important milk production increase or indigenous breeds protection?  

7.what about hybrid breeds?  
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8.what would be your priorities as district collector.  

Now the lady member takes over.  

1.you talked about education.how would you improve quality of education?  

2.problems in higher education sector in india and what would you suggest.  

2.1 how can use self esteem to encourage education?  

3.Do you think private universities are doing good? What are the issues related to them.  

4.how to improve quality control in private universities.  

5.what is innovation? Suggest an innovative idea to improve higher education in india.  

6.madam tells a long story about poor farmer and greedy moneylender who wants to 

marry farmers young daughter.she tells half the story and asks me to complete it. I asked 

for a minute to think and then completed the story.  

Now the second member takes over probably an army officer.  

1.Anubhav tell me about indian army.  

2.some wars fought.  

3.what is afspa and it's provisions.  

4.should we remove the act?  

5.two commissions related to afspa.  

6.we helped in creation of Bangladesh then why is this bitterness between both nations.  

Member 3 takes over.  

1.tell me the difference between real number natural number and imaginary number.  

2.national mathematics day why and when celebrated.  

3.important works of ramanujan .  

4.which prime minister declared this day?  

5.what do you think about loan waivers in up?  

6.is it a solution? 6.what about transition from BS4to Bs6 .benefits and challenges.direct 

gasoline injection engines.  

Now member 4 takes over.  

1.tell me about your priority list ? Where does education comes in ?  

2.Maslow hierarchy of needs?  

3.sustainable development in indian policy making.  

4.indo Nepal relations.should we build a wall?  

5.Do you think we could have used 93000 Pakistani pows to solve Kashmir issue.  

6.shimla agreement?  

Chairperson takes over again  

1.Anubhav what is game theory?  

2.use it to maximize gains in shimla agreement.  

3.could we have taken Kashmir? I answered that probability is greater than 0.5.  

4.difference between probability and possibility. Thank you Anubhav your interview is 

over. 

 

42. Ashutosh Mohle, Tue 
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Interview Today at 10th April 2018 10:00AM 

BETCH-CS-2010 

Working in IIS since 2013 

Hobbies: Dance, Cycling, Programming 

 

Interview Details 

Smita Nagraj Board 

One lady and 3 male members 

 

Transcript 

CP: Ashutosh you are working in IIS, what have you done there? 

CP: Do you feel Prasar Bharati has relevance in today;s age? 

CP: What has Prasar Bharati Achieved? 

CP: Why do you think Prasar Bharti News is authentic? 

+Cross questions 

(told about geographical reach and objectivity of the content) 

_____________________________________________ 

 

Lady Member: What is cryptocurrency? 

LM: What is block chain technology? 

LM: Is it used somewhere else too? 

LM: How is it beneficial in financial services? 

(Told about cryptography involved in bit coins and the absence of third party ) 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

M3: How will you broadcast about India-China issue? 

M3: What are the rift issues in India- China? 

(Told about Doklam, MacMohan line etc) 

+Cross questions 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

M4: What is rohingya crisis? 

M4: How will you compare it with Chakma crisis of North East in India? 

(Told about partition related migration and illegal migration) 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

CM: Some more questions about my service and its relevance? 

 

CM: Thankyou 

 

Picture abhi baki hai: Waiting for the results now 

 

43. Neha S, Tue 

9-04-2018 Forenoon 2nd to go 

Smita Nagraj mam 
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Yoga n creative writing  

Bihar. 

Optional - Sanskrit lit 

 

Ch- 1.abt communal violence in Bihar, reason? 

2. What administration did? 

3. What u would have done as an administrator. .n were the steps taken by administration 

upto mark according to you?  

 

M1 (Lady mem) 

1. Make in India initiative, what's it? 

2. Why? 

3. Relation of make in India with FDI? 

4. Which document / law has this target of improving manufacturing sector's contri in gdp 

by 25%? 

In between some questions. 

 

M2 

1. Should India try to be a world power? 

2. Why India trying hard in indo-pacific region, shouldn't it be more oriented towards 

Indian ocean? 

3. The regions where we r involved in South China sea are contested, should we go ahead 

with the projects? If so why? 

 

M3 

1. U hv won prize in creative writing, but Indian writers are not very much famous on 

world stage, the don't get many prizes, why is it so? 

2. Why English novels n literature is more famous in India?  

3. What according to you, we should do to improve the situation?  

 

M4 

1. What do u do to meditate?  

2. But that is concentration not meditation? (According to my answer that I try to 

concentrate my mind as a way of meditation n chant om) 

3. What is pranayama then, types? 

4. Vespa/wespa vain in body related to yoga. 

5. You hv written robotics somewhere in ur DAF, DO you think robots will take over all 

our jobs? 

6. Do you think robots will take over human beings one day? 

7. Hv u read one book, history of something related to robotics? 

(I said no sir, he recommended me to read it, a very good book) 

 

Ch mam again  

1. Why there's always a controversy when any government wants to revive Sanskrit?  

2. Do u think there's is a thing called identify politics based on language? Why it 

happens?  

 

Your interview is over.. 
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My Take aways: one light moment in between because of one of my answers, overall 

Very cordial board. Tried cross questioning on some questions. 

 

 

44. chahalvk, Tue 

Vivek 

History optional 

10th April forenoon 

Smita Nagraj board 

 

1. Why we are preserving Native cattle breeds?  

2. Why after push for exotic foreign breeds 

3.unproductive cattle burden on farmer? 

4. What to do? 

(All daf-job related) 

5. Question abt graduation 

 

M1 

1.diary writing hobby related. 

2.sth about kabaddi ( daf) 

3. Stubble burning and Delhi smog, how Haryana involved, what to do, 

4. Untimely rain yesterday and impact on wheat crop 

5. Water guzzling crops in Haryana, impact on gw, solution!! 

 

M2 lady 

1. Some scheme related to rural employment, didn't knew!! 

2. Why Patanjali products are superhit, impact on other companies esp MNCs 

Follow up questions, 

baba Ramdev was the central theme ,  

other 2-3 question don't remember!! 

 

M3. 1.Last book you read!! Told a title 

2. what you liked,2-3 pts told 

3. Tell More. Added1-2  

4.rti act and bureaucratic inertia, how to balance  

2-3 follow up questions!!  

 

M4 

1. Should history be reviewed and rewritten periodically!! 

Some grilling with counter arguments and follow up questions!! 

2. Role of Nehru, was he Archit of modern India 

3.was his economic policy a failure 

4. Hindu rate of growth 

 

C 

1 what to do for agriculture 

2 how to reach out to farmers 

3 why policies not helping!! 
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Some solutions!!  

 

Looking to members,  

Ur interview is over!! 

 

- overall cordial board, some questions stretched! 

 

 

45. Ram, Wed 

Board Smita Nagraj 

ANTHROPOLOGY OPTIONAL 

RAS Trainee 

Earlier Inspector of Income Tax 

4th one to Go  

 

Questions asked  

1. After training you will get posted as ? 

2. GST Compliance and related issues  

3. PNB Scam and problems  

4. Aadhar issue  

5. Gau Raksha and related issues 

6. India's maritime security concern  

7. Evolution of Human  

is it continuous ?  

Causes of extinction of Neanderthals ? 

What will be the future ? 

It is said that our mind is still like hunter gatherers  

Is it so ? 

 

Chairman Do you want us to ask something else ? 

Thank You Ma'am 

 

46. UPSC Interview TranscriptsWed  

Ajit Roy Togare 

Latur,Maharashtra 

Hyderabad-schooling and graduation 

IRS C&CE 2016 

Anthropology 

Smita Nagraj board 

 

Chair person:  

What name would you suggest to your service with the current changes in indirect 

taxation. 

What you learned about customs 

How to make the aspirational class move towards vocational education 

Does it offer job security 

M1 

Do you know about happiness index 
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Which is better GDP or happiness index 

What is PPP 

Why will private sector invest when profit is their only motive 

Measures taken for SC and ST by government 

Are they enough or more needs to be done 

M3 

How will you improve the scholarship disbursement 

Why we made education fundamental right when we are unable to honour it 

Difference between family and household 

M3 

What's organised crime 

How drug trafficking is organised crime 

What's contempt of court ,difference between civil and criminal content of court 

M4 

Should higher education regulated or given more autonomy 

Positives and negatives of both 

Island group of India 

Should industrialisation happen in A&N islands 

Have to heard about kulbhushan Jadhav 

Chairperson 

Your views on north Indians learning a south language and south indians learning Hindi 

Should mother tongue be the medium of education in school 

 

47. Patel7:42 AM 

SHAIKH SALMAN 

Urdu optional 

Chemistry & comp. science 

Teaching poor students. 

Date: 11/04/2018 

Board: :woman:🏻🏻Smita Nagraj Madam 

:point_up:🏻 st one to go 

Time :30 to 35 min (might be) 

 

Bahar bohat acha mausam tha mai duaa kr rha tha ki Board me bhi aisa hi ho: 

stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:.  

Jab document check karte hue bataya gaya k aapka pehla No. h to dil ki dhadkane tez or 

Tezzzz ho gyi:innocent:. 

Jab ek sahab aae or bola k chalo aapka no.h phr mujhe SN mam k office k bahr baitha 

diya. 

(aise lag rha tha vision Hindu express survey ....sab bhool gya) Then i started asking qn to 

myself h r u? intro.etc. 

 

then bell🛎 baji or maine apne aap se kaha CChalo bulaawa aa gya h. 

 

 

Me:may i come in mam? 

Yes please 
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Good morning Mam  

Good Morning Sir's 

(forget to greet one another lady member) 

hv a seat. Thank u. 

 

:woman:🏻🏻CHAIRMAN. 

 

ham Hindi English mila k baat karte h (is se acha or ho hi kya sakta h) 

 

1) So salman tell me about problem faced by Farmer in Aurangabad and 

Maharashtra.(bcz my background is Agriculture) 

 

2) Do u think k debt bhi problem h? 

3)Apke gaao me money lender h? wo paise wapas kaise lete h(recovery)? 

 

4) GM crop introduce karna chahiye ya nhi??(phr thoda sa BT cotton or GM Mustard ke 

bare me bataya)? 

 

:man:🏻 :airplane:Member 1 

 

1) Procedure for introduction of GM crop. 

(GEAC and MoEF🤨) 

2)Ppr konsa padha aap ne(IE) 

3)Recently Happiness department konsi state ne banaya h?(MP and AP) 

4)aapke hisaab se kya criteria hona chahiye? 

(edu.poverty.personal satisfaction. philanthropy differ from individual to ind) 

5) are u happy person? (yes) why??(thoda personal answr h:blush:) 

6) Indias Rank in Happiness index?(133) 

7) why India perform lower than Bangladesh and Pakistan.(soci. development + less 

population) 

8) Achaa to china ki popln ham se zyada h? to uska bhi zyada hona chahiye tha par aisa 

nhi h?:flushed:(govt hv taken many steps to improve it) 

 

:woman:🏻 :microphone:Member 2 

 

( bohat khadus lag rhe the ye madam:pray:🏻 ) 

1) what is sustainable development goals?(UNDP-17 2030) 

which is 1st 

(No poverty ya zero hunger)(asked for guess) 

 

2) what is status of poverty in india? 

(Tend.21% World Bank 40%) 

 

3) difference between Tendulkar comty and world bank poverty paramaters. 

 

4) what is 3rd goal? 

(i think its Health orEducation) 
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5)is there any goal related to energy? 

6) steps taken by govt for energy security? 

 

Me 1 Diversifying import basket  

2 Nuclear plant 

3 Int Solar All. 175GW RE. INDC. 

 

7)Nuclear energy ka contribution kitna h? 

can i guess ..yes aprox 3% 

(lekin sawaal asaan puche:smile:) 

 

:man:🏻Member 3 

 

Kahani sunai then 

1)Nuclear energy produce karna safe hai kya?(if ensure safety) 

2) Nuclear ko compare kro renewable or non conventional. 

3)What r constraints with renewable? 

(Location land transport availability) 

4) suppose agar in ko overcome kr liya gaya to?(R&D ke baad) aap isko support karoge 

ya nhi?? 

(yes sir agr aisa hota h to Sustainable development and bla bla) 

5) aap poetry likhte ho? Yes. kya likhte ho.kyu? 

 

Sher: Tum mere pass hote ho goya 

jab koii dusra nhi hota (momin) 

jab bhi dil me koii aisa idea buble create karta h to mai usko likh leta hu. 

 

6) kis topic pe likhte ho social ya ishq o aashiqui.(ye huii na baat) 

 

me: sir suno recent wala:stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:(aise nhi bola) 

 

Usulo par luta di h zindagi apni  

ek bhi nhi hamara ye bhi magar pata tha. 

 

7) aaj kal achi gazals likhi ja rhi h kya?? 

No sir bohat achi G likhi ja rhi h Basheer badr, Nidaf azli, Waseem Barelwi ne kaafi 

acchi shayeri lekhi h. contemporary societal issue, pr. 

 

8) filmo aaj kal Ghazals kyu nhi dekhne ko milti? 

Change of test (then sir said k ghazle thodi serious bhi hoti h na isliye bhi) Thank u sir. 

9)Fvrt Ghazal?? 

Me: 

Hazaro khwahishe aisi ki har kwahish pe dam nikle . 

bohat nikle mere armaan lekin phr bhi kam nikle. 

 

(bohat qns pooch liye sir aap ne pls bas bhi kijiye) lekin achhe puche.  
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:man:🏻 :airplane:Member 4 

 

1) what is DoNER?(N.east) 

Functions?? 

who head it? 

(sorry sir i m not aware of it) 

2) NE me kitni states h?(7+Sikkim) 

why plus sikkim 

3)Sikkim ka strategic significance kya h?(international borders with Nepal China and 

Bhutan) 

4) wht is chicken neck corridor? 

aap gye ho kabhi?No. 

tha ek Gao h naam bata sakte ho? No. lekin sir kya 

aap darjiling ki baat kr rhe h? 

No it is sillliguri islye isko sillliguri corridor kehte h 

(Thank u sir) 

5) wht is dokhlam? issue kya h? india ka kya concern h. 

Bhutan ki Territory h. Chinese PLA & Indian Army. Indo Bhutan Friendship treaty. 

Chicken necks corridor only way(land) to NE.(phr sir ne thoda gyaaan diya Thank u sir) 

(He is my friend in 

board:stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye::stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:) 

 

:woman:🏻🏻Ch. is Back 

salman socho ke aap ek department ke head h waha apke 1 subordinate h jo bohat 

efficient h lekin corrupt h or dusre 2-3 log bade honest h lekin inefficient h.🧐kis ko 

chunoge aap. 

 

Me 2nd then unki skill training, counselling se efficiency ko badhaya ja sakta h. 

 

Ch.lekin aapko aaj hi kaam karna h to tum iske corruption pr bhi to rok laga sakte ho. 

 

me : Use of Tech. Audit mech of department and proper accountability mechanism ka 

istemaal krke isko bhi pura kiya ja sakta h.  

 

Ok salman your interview is over Thank you. 

Thank you mam . 

 

Ab kya bahar aane ke baad naachne ko man kar rha the lekin bahr peon khade huee the. 

un sab se haath milaya then Back to pavilion. 

 

🧐Observation:  

Board was very cordial. Helping me some time. No zyada grilling. overall one of the best 

experience of my life and i enjoyed it. Bas Marks mil jaye to maza aajaye. 

 

Thank You for Reading:bouquet:. Take Care. 

:raising_hand:🏻♂ 
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1. Deepak M 

Optional: Mechanical engg 

Board: PK Joshi 

1. There are so many engineers, why are they not being employed. ? 

2. Govt programmes for skilling ? 

3. who was your favorite teacher? What did she teach you? 

4. are you nervous? 

5. two things you learnt from teacher and parents.  

6. Gwadar and chabahar 

7. latest devt. On chabahar 

8. Devt. Of AI and development in india 

9. what is the best mode of transport in india.? 

10. Anti dowry provisions. How to improve? 

 

2. Bankesh Pawar 

Board- P K Joshi Sir 

Optional-Sociology 

Date-17/02/18 

Chairperson- 

1. You have graduated in 2015,what have u been doing since then. 

2.What changes do u find between the cultures of Pune and Delhi 

3.Among Bhagat Singh,Sukhdev and Rajguru..who is from Pune. 

4.Your hobby is cartoon sketching....name some famous cartoonists of India. 

5.Name some famous sociologists from India. 

M1-  

1.what is a smart city.Tell me specific aspects 

2.which book have u read..tell me what part u enjoyed the most 

                                                  BOARD- P.K. JOSHI SIR 
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3.Technology has made people like us(aged) more dependable..do you think so...1- 2 

more questions on it. 

 

M2- 

1.Have you heard of Julian asaange...he has recently written a book..tell the book name. 

2.What do think of aadhaar and privacy issue..is privacy possible in this interconnected 

world..even Google knows that I am sitting here. 

3.Tell me about rapid changes which have happened in pune in 2 decades and what are 

the reasons 

 

M4(lady)-  

1.This prohibition law....is it good or bad. 

2.Your hobby is cartoon sketching..there r instances when certain people are depicted in a 

derogatory way..what u think 

3.who is the father of sociology 

4.which has more profound impact on child's upbringing..family or school..and why. 

5.if father is a drunkard what impact will it have on the child.. 

 

M5-  

1.what is the border issue with Karnataka and Maharashtra 

2.Why Western coastal states are more developed than eastern coastal states 

3.As a tourism secretary how will u promote Ajanta and Ellora. 

 

Chairperson- Thank you your interview is over 

 

3.  Vasanth: 

Board – P K joshi sir 

Optional sociology 

Forenoon last person. 

Graduate textile technology 
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Chair- 

1) from 2014 what have you been doing?  

2) how have you mentored underpriveleged school students and qn on that 

3) case study reg that hobby 

 

Member 1 

1) tell me about some important textile in tamilnadu 

2)how is that kanchi silk made 

3) tell me other such places where silk fabrics are done. 

4)youre dm in j and k how will you resolve the issues going on there now. 

5) what is genetically modified, what is indigenous varieties, how important it is? 

6) what is culture and tamilnadu culture 

7)difference between tn culture and up culture 

He was about to ask another. Smita mam(yes she was too present-6 member panel but she 

dint ask qns)coughed asking him to stop and pass on the baton 👀 

 

Member 2 

1) she named three guitarist and asked me about them. Those ppl were from yester era 

😒  

2)since sociology about joint family and nuclear family. 

 

Member 3 

1) follow up qn on that. How much time i spend with my parents  He kept asking qns on 

that.  

2) Is technology misused.  

How so? 

3)worst form of media which one? 

 

Member 4 
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1) youve got excellent marks in academics and textile. Textile is specialised subj why 

come for generalised field. 

What motivated you ? 

2) about china and textile growth 

3) about doklam issue. 

 

Chairperson - thank you vasanth. 

Very cordial.. laughing and smiling at times. Very Simple qns. Chairperson was writing 

review for every qn asked by members. 

 

4. Vasant rajput. IRS IT 

Prof JOSHI board. 

20th feb.Morning.. 5th to go.. 

1. Heads of income and 2-3 questions on this topic only. 

2. Objective of navodaya vidyalaya. 

3. Similar initiative for tribal girls? When did KGBV were established? 

4.if u r give enough resource to run PHC what will be ur focus areas?? 

5.why civil service after medical? Isn't it success to be good in one domain(medical)? 

what is use of medical knowledge in IRS?? What did u learn in IRS in these 2 months?? (i 

didn't like this member, finally chairperson asked him to stop asking questions) 

6. Are people a problem or solution?? 

7.why we need to intervene for empowerment?? Why not leave it to people decide their 

fate?? 

8. Electric vehicles- what r negative things? 

9.Opinion on ayush?? there are side effects of ayurvedic drugs, so is it really useful??  

10.malnutrition- recommend nutritious diet that poor man can afford. 

11. Forensic related question. 

12. Doctors liability when a patient does in hospital ( it was clear case of negligence) 

13.IR- growing right wing thought/events in Europe, whats ur take on this? 

14. What is going on in middle East?? Reasons?? Factors responsible?? 
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15.where have u trekked?? Where have u climbed?? Is climbing a specialised activity?? 

Do u climb now?? Trekking?? 

16.budgetary provisions for health in this years budget?? 

17. Whats is lie detector test?? 

 

5. ANJALI S 

PK Joshi board 

Wednesday, February 21, 2018 

Duration: 30-35mins (2:30 - 3:05/10) 

Chairperson: So you are from NIT Calicut. Why not Kozhikode? 

C: Tell us about Kozhikode 

C: What do you mean by  'Illusion is the greatest problem in communication'? 

C: Leave it then, tell me this. Why is Kerala known as God's own country? 

C: tell us 5 reasons 

 

M2: So, you are an electronics and communication student, tell me a few new 

technologies from electronics 

 

M4 (jumps in): Tell me the diff between electrical and electronics 

M4: Have you heard of GPS and GIS? Tell us what it is. 

(back to) M2: Why do you want to be here despite all  the experience in consulting? 

M2: What is your response to the American presidents view that Indians are taking away 

American jobs? 

M2: The second most spoken language in middle east is Malayalam….What are the 

reasons for so much unrest in Middle east nations? 

M3: Tell me, what is blue ocean strategy? 

M3: Its about the Indian Ocean region and its influence in our policy formulation. Could 

you explain? 

M3: I meant policy formulation within India, Do you think Maldives has any importance 

in policy formulation? 

M4: Tell me the difference between Astronomy and astrology 
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M4: Do you think that astrology is a science? 

M4: If I tell you that today is not a Wednesday, but it’s a Saturday, what will you tell me?  

M4: What if the calendar is wrong? 

M4: Just because its written in  a calendar, do we have to accept it? 

M3(interrupting): Is truth the average of a consensus? 

M3: So you understand that the calendar is a manifestation of an external truth and not 

otherwise? 

M4: Do you think that we are heading towards destruction? 

M4: Do you think happiness is measurable? 

M4: There is a state where they have a separate notion of happiness as progress. Can you 

tell us about that? 

M4: Yes. What are the elements of their index? 

M4: They are not progressing in other metrics. Do you think they invented this index to 

feel good because they aren't performing well in other metrics? 

M4: Have you visited or stayed in any village? 

M4: Do you think that they are happier than people in cities? 

M4: Tell me why you think so. 

M4: So you think smaller ambitions are the reason for their happiness? 

M4: So theirs is simpler than the urban population? 

M5(Woman member): Do you think that our values are eroding, like not respecting elders 

etc? 

M5(Woman member): Why do you think this is happening? 

M5(Woman member): Tell me how can we correct these? 

Interrupting:  

M5(Woman member): Have you ever studied sociology? (she was searching in my DAF) 

M5(Woman member): What are some other ways an individuals values are from? 

M5(Woman member): Do you think that religion has a part to play in it? 

M5(Woman member): So you agree religion has a role? 

M4: Can you tell me a religion that points to desire as a bad thing? 

M5(Woman member): Decision making is critical in any field. Do you think so? 
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M3(jumping in): did you ever have to choose between two options? How would you 

decide something above the other? 

M3: Are you very sure of your career choice? have you made that decision? 

M3: Was that how you decided on civil service? A lot of people come here for an illusion 

of what it is. 

M5(Woman member): Why did you keep IFS as a first option? 

M5(Woman member): Where all have you travelled? Have you traveled abroad? 

M5(Woman member: Imagine a scenario where you have two choices, You believe for 

sure that one is right. But your team is completely against it. What will you do? 

M5(Woman member: Wont your ego come into play and make you stick on to your 

decision? 

 

6. Pankaj Kale  

Prof PK Joshi Board  

Optional : Pol Sci &IR  

Grad : Civil Engg 

Chairperson:  

1.What is taxiway?  

2.difference between Modern Structures and old structures?  

3. difference between expressway and  

Highway?  

5.Diffrrence between runway and normal road?  

4.Differnce between Yoga and Meditation?  

5.Who was Veermata Jijabai? 

6.Tell us three good and three bad habits of yours? 

7.Happiest moments of your life?  

M1 Lady member  

1.Situation based question.Struck in traffic for 4 hours .MISS the interview.Whom would 

you blame?What would be your reaction?Will you take any legal action against 

anyone?(Derived from my habit of being punctual) 
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2.Have we done  haphazard planning of our cities? How important is Disaster 

Management ? Any subject related to Disaster Management. 

3.Do you believe in Destiny ? 

M2. 

Is Planning always important? 

Should a person not enjoy a spontaneous life ?  

We have been planning for 70 years .Why have we failed?  

M3. 

1.What is Portland Cement?Why it is called Portland Cement? 

1.If you are a so n so official have to convince your senior for funds for a very important 

project,how would you do that?  

2.What are other factors that can aggravate impact of disasters?  

3.Neighbourhood policy? 

3.Nepal crisis?  

M4  

1.Some Nuclear based questions ? 

2.Was it correct to go for nuclear tests when we had been talking about disarmament? ...n 

counter questions. 

Thank You 

 

7. Name--Abhilasha  

PK Joshi sir board 

Interview date -20th feb2018 

(Not much questions from DAF. Last candidate to go.) 

____________________ 

what shld be done to improve public school education ? 

Problems of education 

NPT and NSG issue ? 

diff of tax planning ..evasion... 

What are tax sops ?? 
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maldives issue..why India should interfere ...? How should it go about this issue? 

India -nepal relations 

Cbec and should India join? 

 If u are in adminstration how will you make sure that skill India works out well?? 

Naxal problem in Jharkhand (DaF) 

 5g usage in India (B.E-electronics and telecommunication) 

Overall the interview was fine.. 

Cross-questions from the answers you speak. 

Not much of income tax related  

Best of luck to all ! 

 

8. Name: Abhaysinha Deshmukh 

Graduation: Civil Engineering 

Board: P K Joshi. 

Chairperson: 

Q. What is the weather of pune like. 

Q. Difference between weather and climate. 

Q The effect of weather on construction in civil engineering. 

Q. What is the difference between state highways and national highways? 

A: National Highways connect state capitals and major areas whereas state highways 

connect to national highways. 

Q: Is there any other difference? In terms of construction method etc? 

Q: Highways and expressways 

Q: You got a scholarship from IOCL, what is it? Full form of IOCL? 

Q. Difference between a company and a corporation? 

Q What does ONGC stand for? ( Cudnt recall🙁) 

 

Member 2 
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Q You have knowledge from civil engineering, anthropology and also cricket, What do 

you feel is it deep or shallow? 

Q A person having shallow knowledge of wide range of subjects vs a person having in 

depth knowledge in only one are. Whou would you prefer to meet? 

A: A person with knowledge in a wide range of subjects. 

Q: What other things do you know than these three? Any other subject? 

A: Not now.. but i would like to gain vast knowledge in many areas in future. 

Q: What are the pressures faced by administrators? External pressures? 

Q: Shall we eliminate the politicians? What do you think about the recent Delhi issue? 

Q: That's a safe and diplomatic answer, who do you think is wrong?  

A: Sir I haven't read much about the details of what happened so we cannot say who is 

wrong. Just read the news. 

Q Okay so you preferred your choice of going with shallow knowledge. 

 

M3 

Q In old times, we had good quality of constructions in India? Why dont we have them 

now? Do you agree that today we have less quality structures? Why? 

Explained later that quality is reduced because of handover pressures and also in India we 

do not have heavy compensation system for late handover. 

Q. Is better talent being left out during the cricket team selection? 

Q. L&T and projects, etc? 

 

M4: 

Q Anthropology and tribes. What approach to be followed? 

Q But by leaving them to develop by there own (isolationism), won't they face 

difficulties? How will they be able to take BTech etc courses ? 

Q Recent happenings in Africa, political 

Q What actually happened in RSA? 

Q Who's the new leader now? 

Q Other neighboring state also faced similar issue? 

Q What happened in Zimbabwe? 
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M4: 

Q Old structures used to be of various shapes and sizes.. these days why only simple and 

one type of buildings do we see? 

Q what can be done for efficient lighting and air conditioning ,say in Mumbai. ? 

Q What to do if you want those old structures type aesthetics and shapes in todays 

buildings? 

 

9. Arjun.K.R 

Board- P.K. Joshi 

Home state - Kerala 

Grad- Mechanical Engg  

Post grad- Industrial Engg 

Optional - Public Administration 

Hobbies- Spirituality, counselling students 

Teaching in an Engineering college 

Ch: 

1 why don't you stick to teaching?  

2 will u join IAAS 

3 Suppose ur DM of a district with low crime rate what all will you do ter  

4 Factors affecting crime rate in a district? 

5 why crime rate is low in some district 

6 what is media trail 

7 what is yellow journalism  

M1: 

1 how can we regulate media?  

2 what are the mechanisms? 

3 what is spirituality. What you do? (Hobby)?  

4 so its not related to spirit/ghost (ha ha ha!!!)?  
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5 some.body said work is workship - ur take?  

6 so don't you think leave your work for things like tis is not worth ? 

7 how long will you take to reach your desire goal? 

8 What is the importance of rituals in religion? 

9 Why they come back often even when people try to reform?  

M2 : 

1 Is kottayam collector (my DM) doing a good job? 

2is he an ideal DM? - i said i cant rate 

3 name some one in admn in Kerala whom you are inspired (I told prasanth nair) 

4 his initiatives. Some associated questions on tat 

5 Is govt compassionate  (Coz i said compassionate calicut) 

6 No govt is not compassionate. See how we are after 70 years 

7 isn't kerala run by remittances (failure of govt to run govt) 

M3 - lady member - and most easy qs 

1. You have won best faculty. What different you did ? 

2 methodology of teaching  

3 did u use lectures- what other methods 

4 you have been part of college union - qualities of leader? 

5 how yoga helps you ? 

6 when do you do yoga ? 

7 difference between religion and spirituality?  

 M4: 

Explain India's economic policies post Independence and how we fared (full qs based on 

them) 

I started from FYPs - IG- RG- LPG - NITI Aayog (lot of cross Qs in between)  

1 What went wrong in first FYP ? What all we did for Agri? 

2. IG- I said Garibi Hatao etc 

3 What major change she brought? I said bank nationalisation 

4 How it impacted society? 
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5 What is the major lacunae in all these schemes? 

6 Which sectors we could have done better in all these year 

Thank you. 

 

10. Name :Rahul Nagre 

Date :  23 rd Feb'2018 

2nd to go (11 - - 11.30) 

Panel : P. K. JOSHI Sir 

Graduation :B Tech Mechanical engg.  

Optional :History  

Chairperson : 

1.Tell me about yourself  

2.What is aurangabad famous for  

  ( my 12th and Job in aurangabad)  

3. When was ajanta and ellora caves built  

4. Who discovered ajanta  

5. You might have read history for the first time  

Why students are not opting for social studies as subject in cities and rural areas?  

6.What can be done so that it increases  

7.Why there is inflation in the market  

 - its reasons  

8.If I a bank gives you loan and there is inflation in the market, will you be in loss or will 

be benefited  - - Explain  

9. What made to look for civil services leaving a technical job  

10. Don't you think administrative skills are required?  

11. What the difference between management and administrative skills  

Member 1: 

1. What is VNIT college or university?  

2.Who is Visvesvaraya?  
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3. What was their contribution to society  

4. Give some examples of his work  

4.What does pepsico deals in?  

5.What is the content in the concentrate for making Pepsi?  

6.what are developments for making it healthy?  

7. What is stevia ( alternate sweetener)  

8.where is the plant found  

9.what are some examples of rabi and kharif crops  

10.which crops would you suggest for replacing sugarcane in your water scarcity area?  

11.what is the issues with cotton ( Bt)  

Member 2: 

1. Is inflation a cause or an effect?  

2. Should civil servants speak in public?  

3. What criteria should be allowed (to what extent)  

  A long discussion  

Member 3: 

1. Continued earlier discussion on Civil Servants issue  

Do you mean that restrain should be there from allowing civil servants from going to 

public domain  

2. Do you think management study should be included in engineering  

3.which management subject do you study during engineering  

4.What do you learn from management  

5 What is professional ethics  

6. What ethics do you study during engineering  

 And its application  

Member 4 : 

1.Do you think investment in research and development is essential? Why  

2.If you are  collector, you have a limited budget, still would you want to invest in 

research?    Why?  
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3. What have you learnt from history  

4. What things wouldn't be there if there was no history 

 

11. Name:Kadam Niketan Bansilal 

Hobbies: Voluntary work, playing and watching cricket 

Optional : Anthropology 

Board: P K Joshi sir 

Afternoon session..second to go...25 mins 

Ch: There was one famous CM named Bansilal(my fathers name)..Do you know? 

You stayed in Mumbai as well as Delhi..Tell me cultural differences? (Some follow up 

question) 

You are residing in ORN..so tell me distinct problems of ORN?..some light moments and 

Some Supplementaries... 

Relevance of annual cultural gatherings in educational institutions (daf related)? 

M1: What is voluntary work(hobby)? 

Dont you think reading book is voluntary work? 

What do you do in voluntary work?- some supplementary questions.. 

What are the zones for cricket at natinal level? 

Your hobby is to play and watch cricket? 

Playing is fine..don't you think watching the game which is already fixed is waste of 

time? 

Name the Players involved in fixing scandal? 

He grilled me on this but CH intervened. 

Lady M2: 

Your optional is anthropology, which is your favourite part in it? 

I said socio-cultural anthropology.. So she asked.. 

Explain the India from socio cultural perspective..some supplementary questions.. 

Primitive tribes? 

M3: You worked in TCS,what was your role? 
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What is the revenue of Tata group? 

How many employees are there in TCS? 

Why the tata is so respected group? 

I said balance between social goals and profit so he asked about Tata controversy... 

M4: 

Challenges of Indian agriculture? 

What is the solution for land fragmentation? 

I replied consolidation and cooperative farming.. 

As a DM what can you do to consolidate fragmented land holdings? 

Is it easy? 

Have you ever seen any successful experiment of cooperative farming? 

What are the issues with it? 

Major crops of nashik district? 

To whom we export onions? 

CH: thank you Niketan. 

Overall good experience. Board was coardial. 

 

12. Rohit 

Chairperson. P K joshi. 

Rohit, you resigned your job in SBI as PO in Dec 2015 . what were you doing till now.? 

So you teach quantitative aptitude to students.? I am asking you to convince some 

students of class 6 th to 10th who are not at all interested in mathematics. How would you 

do that..? 

Some students of class 10th new about arithmetic mean and they are adamant that they 

can solve any problem using arithmetic mean. how do you convince them to learn 

harmonic mean and geometric mean.? 

Tell me about the peculiarity of Kottayam.? 

M1: 

what is NPA.? 

why is it called NPA.? 
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what is stressed asset.? 

NPA was always there. How is it a big issue now.? 

which bank in India has the highest numbers and percentage of NPA in India.? 

Is RBI aslo accountable for this.? If regulatory bodies are not delivering their job.? whom 

should they be accountable to.? 

have you heard of FRDI bill..? what was the most controversial clause in that.? 

what exactly is bail in clause.? 

Is government planning to re capitalize banks.? 

if one day government decides not tore capitalize how will banks raise capital.? 

does FRDI reduces the need for government to re-capitalize.? 

what was the recent statement of CEA about PSBs.? 

what is your opinion on bank privatization.? 

you seem as if you are not a fan of privatization.? then how can the governance 

challenges of PSBs be addressed.? 

M2: 

Are you good in banking.? 

what are the criteria you consider before giving a loan.? 

what kind of democracy is India.? 

what is a parliament.? 

what are the functions of parliament.? 

how is it constituted.? 

what are the 2 houses.? 

what are the other names of lower house and upper house.? 

what is numerical strength of both houses.? 

what kind of government is state government.? 

what are the names of legislative bodies in state.? 

Is government of state government formed from both houses.? are you sure.? 

what is NSS.? 

what did you do as an NSS coordinator.? 
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M3 : 

what is your way of pet caring.? 

you just take care of your domestic dogs and that's it.? 

what did you do as a part of nature club.? 

do you think your activities as a part of nature club.? had any impact.? 

why do we need afforestation.? 

what are benefits of having a good forest cover? 

what is the percentage of forest cover in India.?whether it increased or not.? 

M4: 

why should we be ethical to animals.what is the need for that? 

why did you join banking after chemical engineering.? 

what are emerging fields in material science research of chemical engineering.? 

is'nt Nano technology one among them. 

Thankyou. 

 

13. Unknown 

 27.02.18 afternoon 

PK Joshi sir board 

Mechanical optional 

IRSME background 

Ch: 

1. Famous things about Jind 

2. Worked in DAE, why left 

3. National Income 

4. Why it is called National 

5. 3 states with least forest cover 

6. States whose forest cover has increased? 

7. Have you applied for IFoS also? 
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M1: 

1. Hobby: Slow walking or Fast 

2. Benefits of walking 

3. Why left DAE 

4. What you learnt from Hospitality committee? 

M2: 

1. Should Indian Railways be privatised? 

2. Why do government need to run railways? 

3. As an administrator , what are the 3 things you want to do? 

(Told working for migrant labour as one of the priorities) 

4. What do you want to do for them? 

5.Amount of migrant labour in India every year. 

M3: 

1. Difference betweem diesel and electric loco.  

2. How do you see evolution of India as a country from 1947 (actually I was not able to 

understand the question clearly) 

M4: 

1. Haryana is water scarce state? 

2. How you will conserve water in Haryana? 

3. Major crops in Haryana 

4. How much water is consumed in growing rice? 

5. Water table in Haryana 

6. Rainfall in Haryana 

7. Should rice be allowed in Haryana? 

8. Ways to ensure effective water utilisation. 

Chairperson : your interview is over. 

 

14. Ahire Swapnil 

B.Tech. E&TC from Pune   
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Hobbies - Reading Non fiction books , watching TV serials and Movies  

Other interests - football, cricket, Table Tennis 

Board Chairperson - Prof. P K Joshi 

Time - Forenoon on 27th February'18 

Chairperson -  

Tell us about Pune's culture 

what are your views on Africans attacked in India, Indians attacked in Australia and 

outside state students being attacked in different states ? 

Tell us different TV serials that you have watched  

Who was the director of Mahabharat series ?  

Member 1: 

What are your views on AI (Artificial intelligence) as a threat to civilization ? 

How are the humans going to tackle the threat of AI ? (some counter questions) 

What difference do you find in Indian TV serials and English TV serials ? 

Name the three sectors that will be your priority in civil services  

How will you tackle the problem of shortage of doctors and teachers  in tribal areas ? 

According to you, what are the problems in health and education sector ? 

Member 2:  

Malegaon (my home town) has a Municipality or corporation ?  

What is the criteria for the transition of municipality to corporation ? 

what administrative changes take place on this transition ? 

Have you heard of Bill Gates's statement with respect to Robotics ? 

Don't you think you are being too optimistic towards AI and contradicting Bill Gates ? 

What do  you think about AI and unemployment ? 

How will adoption of driverless cars  impact India ? 

Do you think notion of jobless growth is a myth or reality ? 

Don't you think implications of AI are in contradiction to the objective of tackling jobless 

growth ? 

Member 3: 
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What are different areas/places in Pune ? 

What is special about Koregaon Park ? 

Have you heard about Osho's Ashram ? Is it still there ? 

What was Koregaon war all about ? 

Why the anniversary of war is celebrated ? 

Do you think, there should be a celebration ? Tell me Yes or No. 

Your hobby is reading Non fiction books. Why non fiction books ? 

Don't you get knowledge from fiction books ? 

Who wrote Mahabharat ? according to you, is it a fiction or non fiction ? 

Tell me in 2 sentences about the Mahabharat  

You have watched many English serials. Why people mostly focus on English serials ? 

(one of the sentence in my answer was that English serials help in improving English) 

Why should we so bother about English ? 

Do you really think it is an universal language ? So I find China not a part of this 

universe. 

Member 4 (lady member): 

Have you seen Bahubali ? What is your take on it ? 

What is the difference between Bollywood and Hollywood movies ?  

You have played many  games. What is the status of badminton in india ? 

Can you name some female sports persons from Maharashtra ? 

How long have you been staying in Delhi ? What differences you see between Delhi and 

Pune ? 

Thank you. 

 

15. Nitish Sinha 

P.K Joshi Board 

CM . How much percentage does blood constitute of body weight ? 

How many components of blood ? 

Tell me two points good and bad of social media ? 

What is yellow journalism? 
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M1 1. tribes in Andaman 

2. Should they be left alone ? 

3. How they became inhabitant of Andaman ? 

M2. 1 ADHAAR ? Is it waste exercise ? 

2 some questions on Andaman tribes ? 

M3. What cuisine u cook ? 

Why y got this hobby ? 

Does your mother let you cook ? 

What about jogging? 

Again some questions on andaanese tribes.. 

M4. What is sustainable development? 

What is decarbonization? 

What is nationalization? 

Thank you ur interview is over . 

 

16. Name: Harisha B C 

Optional. Public Administration 

Interview Date : 27/02/2017 

Board: P K Joshi 

Last one to go  

Chairperson  

- You studied in Bangalore, you are from Tumakuru. How many KMs is Tumkur from 

Bangalore? 

- What is one nation one election? Do you support ? 

- How the challenges can be addressed ?  

- Why engineers are not getting jobs in India ?  

- What can be done to address this ?  

- What is skill India ? 

- What is NAAC?  
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Member 1 

- what is communication?  

- Give example for communication?  

- Why did you choose Sanskrit as one of the languages ?  

- What is the script of Sanskrit called? (Sanskrit is one of the languages in school)  

- Can you tell me the varnamalas of Sanskrit?  

- What is a to aha is called?  

- What is ka to la is called?  

Member 2(lady member) 

- so how did you get this listening to songs as your Hobby?  

- What is the league of kabaddi is called? 

- Is kabaddi popular in your region?  

- What are folk games played in Karnataka which is not popular in other parts of the 

country?  

Member 3  

- why Hyderabad has a bette entrepreneurial culture than Bangalore? ( I took a opposite 

stand here )  

- Why Bangalore has less engineering colleges than your neighbouring states, say TN. ( 

Indian express ran a series of articles on this last month) 

- Why did you leave Cognizant? It’s a good company.  

Member 4 

- what is a dispute between your state and your neighbouring state Tamil Nadu?  

- What is the recent verdict on the dispute?  

- What are your priority areas as a DM?  

- How natural resources like Land should be allocated? 

 

17. Sagar: 

Background (IIT BHU (Varanasi), Computer Science, Samsung R&D Bangalore 

Software Engineer, Mathematics Optional, Bihar Home State, CAPF Assistant 

Commandant Topper) 
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Chairperson (Dr. P.K. Joshi) Forenoon 28 Feb 2018. 3rd candidate. 

How much marks did you get in Maths Class XII? 

Which force have you been alloted? 

Why SSB? 

When we have BSF as a border guarding force, why need SSB? 

Suppose you are posted as a DM in a village school and asked to address students of 

Class VIII- XII, what would you speak about for promoting Maths which students don't 

like? 

Maths Question 1 

Maths Question 2, 2(a) 

Member 1 (Lady member) 

Munger is famous for? (Came as a shocker for me because I am from Saharsa, Bihar) 

Do you do Yoga?  

What is the status of women in Bihar? Do you think women has been empowered in your 

state? 

What is accountable governance? 

How to ensure government accountability? 

Member 2 

What was the project you worked upon in Samsung? Two follow up questions 

What is the state of R&D in India? 

What is the need of high end R&D when our basic skill needs are unmet? 

Member 3 

Should we go for making strong laws to provide security to women? 

Are laws against Dowry enough? Why are they being misused? What are recent changes 

in Dowry law? 

Situational Question: Your domestic help comes to you and complains to you about her 

drunkard husband who comes from work and beats her under the influence of alcohol. 

What would be your step of action? 

Member 4 

What was the earlier name of BHU? 

Who founded it? 
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Who gave the money?  

Who founded AMU and when?  

Dont you think that the British sowed the seeds of division by helping the setup of a 

Hindu University and a Muslim university? 

Why is Varanasi named so? 

Why is IIT BHU not doing too good? (Asked in Hindi) 

Wht is Kashi famous? 

What is 3rd Industrial Revolution, 2nd IR and 1st IR. 

No Questions on Hobbies. Cordial board. Last Member was intimidating. 

Time Duration: 30minutes 

 

18. Omendra Chauhan: 

28 Feb 2018 (FN) 

Dr. P K Joshi Board 

Second one to go 

Name: Omendra Singh Chauhan 

B.E. Mechanical Engg, BIT Mesra Ranchi 

5 years in Automobile MNCs 

Place of birth: Kanpur City 

Optional: Pub Ad 

Chairman: 

 1. So Omendra...you did schooling from... worked in automobile sector....(long 

initiation) tell me what did you do in Hyundai? 

 2. ...(contd) work profile in Toyota? 

 3. ...in Maruti? 

 4. How is Maruti different from Hyundai? (work culture and all) 

 5. What was your roles and responsibilities in these companies... (Long discussion) 

 6. Kanpur was known as Manchester of East...what happened to it? tell me what are the 

industries in Kanpur and why they are facing issues..and what kind of issues? 

 7. What can be done to help them? 
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 8. What are the differences between Ranchi and Kanpur? 

M1: 

 1. (something continued from CH related to Ranchi and Kanpur...industrial and 

economic growth..) 

 2. What is demonetisation and what happened? Positives and negatives of it? 

 3. What was income disclosure scheme (somewhat on the topic)..when did it happen? 

what happened? 

 4. Did demonetisation work? failures? success?....(some counter questions...)  

 5. Defense related industries in Kanpur? in UP? in India? (some counterqns on defense 

industry..) 

 6. long intro to question related to water deficiency situation in India....why so? what 

geographic climatic factors responsible for same? wht can be done? 

 7. (counter qn) What is river interlinking? any project? what would be its positives and 

negatives?  

M2: (member who always looked dissatisfied) 

 1. (contd discussion on Ranchi) Why is Ranchi not developed, if it is not? What can be 

done? (counterqns on same) 

 2. Do you know about Shobhan Sarkar? What did he dream...( some news in 2013!) 

What did govt do? What happened there? 😡  

 3. Mejakhas (in DAF)..where is it? why did you go there for schooling? What is its 

topography? what industries there? any new project coming there? (bad experience on 

this discussion...in between his reaction was you dont know about your surroundings) 

Lady Member:  

 1. so you play table tennis...( I told frankly I played in school, not been playing since 

sometime...she smiled and said its ok) So how do you keep yourself fit? what do you play 

now? 

 2. Who are  famous TT players in India? 

 3. What do you think is future of Electric vehicles in India? ( Many counter qns on 

problems of charging, infra, industry in detail..handled pretty well) 

 4. Which countries currently have EV market growing? anyone in our neighborhood? 

M4: 

 1. (contd discussion in EV market, future of Automobile industry and India's position 

and efforts?) 
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 2. What kind of batteries are used in EV? Why India doesnot have them? What issues 

involved in charging infra related?  

 3. What kind of energy requirement we will have to meet such demands in EV market? 

and some counter qns... 

 4. What kind of reforms do you suggest in industrial development? (Long 

discussion...about labour reforms, infra... handled this part satisfactorily I guess) 

CH: OK your interview is over. 

(No qns on hoobbies/optional etc....overall mixed experience...board was cordial in 

general though one member was little intimidating and tried to grill on some qns...I 

maintained my calm composure and honestly told 'I am not able to recall the facts at the 

moment' in few counter qns) 

 

19. aakash verma 

date: 28th feb, morning, 4th to go 

board: PK Joshi sir 

place: Gurugram, Haryana 

mechanical engg, MA in pub ad 

optional: pub ad 

Hobbies: watching crime drama, visiting orphanage 

awards: in poster making 

CH 

 0. what do you mean by Manav Rachna (DAF) 

 0. u r frm haryana, tell 3 strengths and weaknesses of haryana 

 0. where do you watch crime drama- Tv, laptop, computer etc 

 0. impact of tv on society 

 0. what are +ves and -ves of watching crime  

m1 

 0. impact of social media on society 

 0. why gugram is so developing at such pace while fbd is not 

 0. forest cover of haryana, why so less 

 0. khap and follow up questions 
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m3 

 0. khap continued 

 0. what is honour killing 

 0. dangal movie: forcing child to a particular career is portrayed as successful model, can 

we apply it or genralise it for every one 

 0. perception of haryanvis in the general society, asked 3 points 

 0. sex ratio issue 

 0. bringing brides from different ares 

m4 (tried to corner me on various aspects) 

 0. do you believe in numerology (i said no) 

 0. why ur name has 2 As as ‘AA’kash ( told ans in such a way that eased the env and all 

members started smiling including chairman sir) 

 0. which all orphanage you visited 

 0. what you do there 

 0. what motivated you to visit 

 0. which poster you made 

 0. khap… what will you do as SP 

 0. what is sanatan dharam, how it is diff from hindu religion, some characteristicss of 

sanatan dharam (school name) 

 0. Ggn name change… and many follow up on that… argument that whether ggn’s 

ancient name was gurugram or not…. ended with my ans that i’ll chk it after going from 

here 

m5 (lady member) 

 0. CSR contribution in haryana… 2 follow ups then i said i have limited knowledge on 

that 

 0. tourism potential of haryana… some follow up on sites 

 0. tell some sites 

 0. what govt is doing for promoting tourism 

 0. promotion of hill tourism ( i told about Sohna tourist complex on a hill) 

 0. what steps Ggn admn is taking for tourism (she told govt guest houses after my ans) 

 0. highways passing through haryanna 
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CH : your interview is over 

i started to leave… m4: corrected me for pronunciation of rakhigarhi… i said thank you 

sir and left the room 

the interview was very cordial with major focus on haryana and gurugram 

not a single question frm current affairs, budeget, mechanical, pub ad etc 

 

20. Jay: 

Board: PK Joshi  

Optional: Law  

Present occupation: Power Sector  

Graduation: Law  

Interivew date: 28 Feb 18 

Duration: 30 min 

Chairman: Read out my DAF aloud for a few minutes - Name, schooling, graduation and 

where I have been working since then. I explained a little about what I do. He then asked 

about the profession of law as a practice. A few questions on Negotiable instruments and 

cheques.  

M1: Quizzed on judiciary in general- PIL, role of judges, comparative constitution with 

other countries 

M2: Understood my job profile. Questions on what the organisation does. How its role is 

different from the other regulators in the sector. Issues in the sector. Role of women. 

M3: Broadly stretched the discussion of Chairman and M1 by asking further specific 

questions like why it takes so long for cheque bounce cases to be disposed off. Why does 

Supreme Court think its the almighty etc. Went on to NJAC after that.  

M4: Meaning of Name. Asked if I was fond of my grandfather. From there he went to his 

native town (which is also mine). First question on that was if I like it? To which I simply 

said yes. Then he asked about the geography of the place. Most of which he only spelt out 

in his question to which I had to just agree. By this time I started wondering if these were 

trick questions because they didn’t seem like questions at all. Then he picked up on where 

we had left on PIL with M1. Rebuked the judiciary again. Most of it were mere 

statements and not in question form. Finally asked why judges think they are know it alls 

and keep getting into technicalities on which they have no expertise. Also started 

criticising a judge and when I said it wouldn’t be right for me to do so he said that if you 

can talk of positive stuff why cant you say negative stuff too and then said that PIL as a 

system has become so messy so I picked the cue from there instead of saying anything 

about the judge and ended it on that note. At this point the member cracked a joke on the 
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judges and he laughed and explained it to the other members while the chairman said 

thank you interview is over.  

Comment: The board was neutral. Felt like any other mock. The range of questions were 

restricted to my profession, law and significantly the judiciary. The board was cordial in 

the sense that there were no interruptions. Till it was the turn of M3 and M4, they didn’t 

look up one read the newspaper and the other seemed absorbed in something else. They 

also asked follow up questions on the same theme as had been asked before. Lady M1 

only looked up during her turn to ask questions and after that she kept staring at the floor. 

No questions from DAF or current affairs. While M4 was asking questions in the form of 

lengthy statements, the chairman made a loud pen tap gesture to him to shorten it and a 

minute after that the interview was wrapped up. 

21. UNKNOWN 

Chairman : P. K. Joshi Sir 

Background: MBBS,  

Job: Faculty in Medical College,  

Hobbies/Interest: Not asked a single question.  

Current: IRS (IT) Officer Trainee  

Afternoon Session: 1st to go  

Chairman(C): So you are working in Medical College as faculty till the date? But Your 

service Allocation IRS (IT).  

1. So you are a doctor and now in IRS. Don’t you think it’s waste of money by the govt?  

What are the qualities of a good doctor? Do you have it? And long discussion. 

2. After blood donation what components can be separated? 

3. Sickel cell Anemia, its distribution and why?  

4. Can I ask questions on Income Tax? What are heads of Income? 

5. Pension under which head?  

6. Parliamentarian’s salary under which head and allowances? 

7. Tax Planning, Tax Avoidance and Tax Evasion. Difference. Which is punishable by 

law?  

M1:  

1. Euthansia, Living Bill, Pros and Cons. Do you agree? What about Poor people? 

Discussion ventured into Right to Life 

2. Expansion of Right to Life 
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3. Remedies for fundamental rights.  

4. When constitution was adopted? Why 26th January Republic day and not 26th 

November? 

3. Difference between NCM and CDM movement? Explain with example.  

 

M2.  

1. Picked up from Where chairman left. about Pension. Why we have alredy paid the 

taxes, pension is still being taxed? And follow up questions.  

2. About Administration. Qualities of good administrators. Which experience at you job 

propelled you towards Civil Services. What your experience taught you about 

administration? And discussion.  

M3.  

1. Recent Updates in Medical Science  

2. Follow up questions on Gene Editing technology. It’s advantages, concerns etc.  

M4. (Lady Member) 

1. Biomedical Waste Management.(Ref to My Job) Problems . Didn’t agree with me fully 

on the issue.  

2. India-Afghanistan Relations.  

C: Thank you.  

Very Cordial Board. 

 

22. Apurba Swarnakar: 

DOI 12/03/18(A/N) 

PK Joshi 

2nd to go 

Optional : Public Administration 

CM .Name of your School and College. 

Where r u serviceing 

Difference between Management and Administration 

6 SIGMA 
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Current portfolio and work 

Why British made their capital in Kolkata. 

Why Shift to Delhi, Year 

2nd Mem. Why public administration 

What u learn from PA and from my current Job 

What r the quality to have an administrator 

Why 

3rd 

What r u read and think( my hobbies is reading and thinking. 

What to be invented to solve energy crisis 

How hydrogen will converted to other materials. 

Who is ur ideal person 

Why. 

4rth member. 

My past service related 

5 th mem 

 What is the difference between sympathy and empathy . example 

What is ozone hole , How? 

Environment related. 

What is ABC method 

Maslow hierarchy of needs  

Which need u want to achive to become Civil Service. 

Date of first tri color flag hostage 

End. Some forgot 

 

23. Ashok Chakravarthy 

Pk joshi board 

BE (Mechanical) + MBA + Consulting job + Badminton 
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Read out my qualifications from DAF..sought clarifications on name, place etc. 

When did you join? 

When will your training end? 

What is your place known for? 

How will you use tools and techniques in mechanical engineering in administration? 

What is CPM? PERT? 

What is ABC Analysis? 

Can you use it in administration? How? 

What is the origin of tax? 

Of late we have seen cities expanding towards rural areas..what are the issues with such 

expansion? 

What is a smart village? 

Don't you think we need smart villages more than smart cities? 

What should be your focus while developing smart villages? 

Hide quoted text 

Member 1 

What are various Green House Gases? 

What are CFCs and HCFCs? 

Gas used in refrigeration and air conditioning? 

What is the impact of GHGs and climate change on your place? 

Some more can’t remember 

Member 2 

At which level did you play badminton? 

What is the contribution of Pullella Gopichand? 

Name other famous Indian badminton players? 

Where did badminton originate? 

Are you sure it was in UK? What if I said badminton originated in India? 

You took a huge pay cut to join public sector, why? 

What are the qualities of a leader? 
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How will you motivate employees when they have different needs? 

Suppose you have to deal with a union leader who is raising some demands. how will you 

handle him? 

Member 3 

What is the state scholarship you have received? 

What is the project you have done in consulting? 

How would you rate your boss in leadership qualities? 

What is the difference between a manager and a leader? 

What is the cost of electric vehicles? And issues related to Electric vehicles- charging 

infrastructure, Lithium reserves, cost effectiveness etc. 

Sundarbans has very dirty water..as an administrator what will you do? 

Member 4 

What are BS norms? 

Which stage are we currently in? 

What is the next norm..when are we adopting it? 

How far are we from Euro norms? 

What are the current problems in GST? 

What is your department doing to solve these problems? 

Is there a deadline fixed for solving these issues? 

Thank you 

 

24. Ashwini Tanaji Wakade 

 (MBBS)  

solapur maharashtra    

 13 march    pk joshi board.  Afternoon.                              

 

Cp: why do you want to join civil services???      

Why more job satisfaction in ias as compared to doctor.      

 Any government programmes in health sector.           
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 Tell me about Health insurance proposed in budget.       

 Tell me about famous person named Tanaji               

  what are advantages and disadvantages of social media.                  

  M1: what are you doing since 2014.                              

Difference between rural hospital and community health center.        

 Difference between PHC and rural hospital.                 

 M2: how one gets infection                    

 tell me  how doctor treats his/her patients.        

 How drugs acts on body( mechanism of drug action in our body ).       

 Tell me about role of our immune system in curing diseases.          

 M3:: in case of nuclear attack ; how one can protect himself     

 tell me about strategy to prevent spread of infections like Ebola.           

 Asked about some blastoma( said I don't know).               

 Tell me  any different subject other than this that you like( i told him anthropology but he 

asked different than medical or anthropology:;; then I told geography  ).        

 What is indian standard time.             

  Why USA have more time zones.      

 Asked something about mechanism of Delta formation( i could not tell).                     

  M4:: issues  with private hospitals and private medical education.            

 What should be done to prevent private hospitals from charging excessive fees.          

 What are blood groups,        tell me significance of blood groups , blood transfusion 

mismatch.     

 Tell me any health programme or schemes you would like to implement apart from 

current schemes(  could not tell )                                 

 CP thank you , your interview is over.                   

 ( not single question on my hobbies,. My hometown, optional) 

 

25. SJ 

Background : C.A. , (work ex in PSU) 

Date of Interview : 13th March, 2018 
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F.N. (1st to go) (25-30mn) 

P. K. Joshi Sir. 

Chairman  

1.Why left job? 

2.Gave a numerical problem to solve related to cost accounting. 

3.Told some figures and asked how to account for increase in cost under management 

accounting?  

4.When inflation accounting started? 

4. Difference between private school and kendriya Vidyalaya?(Daf) 

5. Some questions on ratios. 

6. Comparing financial strength of 2 states 

7. How to use knowledge of CA. in admin? 

M1 

1.why not private sector? Why Coal India? 

2. Good and bad experiences in job. Discussion followed. 

3. More questions related to job.  

M2 

1. Why civil service?  

2. Discussion on GST and demonetization. 

 

M3 

1. Mainly discussions on hobbies. Why, how helped, etc. 

2. Mangroves. What, where and threats. 

M4 

1. What is MRP? 

2. Minimum retail price? 

3. Dual MRP? 

4. Asked few questions related to different MRP of packaged drinking water(pointing to 

water bottle placed before him) 
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5. what you check before buying any product? 

6. what are misleading advertisement and surrogate advertisements? 

 

Interview Transcripts 2018, [15.03.18 08:22] 

Pankaj Yadav: 

Board:B.S Bassi 

Myself:Pankaj Yadav,Assistant Commandant in CISF, 

Degree: Graduation in Economics & History  

Hobby:Travelling,Teaching,Collecting facts & information about Latest Development in 

Astronomy & Space exploration: 

Last one to go for interview. 

Date:14th March,2018 

CM:So, Pankaj u r in CISF and u must have done Commando Jump during ur 

training.What is commando Jump. 

CM:U r already in CISF,than why u want to join Adminstrative Services. 

CM: Will u join any service: 

CM: Will u join IDAS? 

CM:What would u do if in any service,u r not given good assignments. 

M1: Tell us about famous personalities of Azamgarh. 

M1: Do u know about Arthasastra book. 

M1: What does Arth means in Arthasastra. 

M1: Ok...tell us about Arthasastra. 

M1: What were the other names of Chanakya. 

M1: How were britishers able to capture whole India, after the Battle of Plassey..tell us in 

Brief. 

M2:What is difference between Fundamental Rights and DPSPs. 

M2:How will u ensure that Fundamental Rights of Citizens are protected in our country. 

M2:Tell us about various provisions available for citizens in order to protect their 

fundamental rights. 
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M2: U told that Prakash Singh,former DGP of UP is from Azamgarh...what is the famous 

case associated with him in Supreme Court. 

M2: Guidelines of Supreme Court regarding Police Reforms in India. 

M3: Which was the first Country visited by PM Modi when he became PM. 

M3: why he visited Bhutan first. 

M3: what is the source of ur daily news. 

M3:tell us about NGT, its role. 

M3: Does it take time in giving final decisions.. 

M3:were u taught about provisions of IPC during training.  

M3: what provisions were taught. 

M4:Present condition regarding Protection of Human Rights in India. 

M4:ur view on Rohingya issue in India. 

M4:do u know about Chakma Refugee. 

M4:why farmers are committing suicide in India. 

M4: why Lord Macaulay is famous. 

M4: Is he wrongly blamed because he contributed most for Spread of English Education 

in India. 

CM: What will u do if any of ur Jawan gets infected by Radiation. 

CM: After that what will u do. 

CM: u r posted in Ankleshwar, u must have dealt such type of issues. 

Ok Pankaj, ur Interview is over. 

 

26. Hari Om: 

Background 

Education : B.Tech , Materials and Metallurgical Engineering, IIT Kanpur 

Home State : Bihar 

Optional : Chemistry 

Selected in IFoS 2017-18 ; Interview Board (IFoS) : Shri P K Joshi 

Date of Interview : 14th March , 2018  
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Board (CSE) : Shri P K Joshi ; Duration : Approximately 45-50 mins  

Chairman 

  1. Started with his usual way. You belong to Patna ; you have done schooling in Patna , 

Bokaro and then did graduation from IIT Kanpur. Meanwhile you also did research 

internships. Have you also appeared for IFoS interview ? 

  2. What was the result ? When the training begins ? 

  3. What are your service preferences in Civil Services ? ( Reason wasn't asked ) 

  4. See if you go to  students of class 11 or class 12 , they want to become engineers , 

doctors or civil servants. But rarely someone wants to become a farmer. What do you 

think are the reasons ? 

  5. Suppose 10 years down the line , you have to shift this trend , what will you do ? 

  6. What did you do during your research internships ? 

  7. What did you learn ? What was the role of your graduation subject in the projects?  

Member 1 

  1. Suppose you are also selected here in CSE and get IRS (IT) , what will be your 

preferences ? Will you leave IFoS ? ( Service Preference in CSE as IAS > IFS > IRS (IT) 

) 

  2. So you will stick with IFoS. Lets place IFoS in the preference list of CSE as well. 

Now preferences ? : Said : IAS > IFS > IFoS > IRS (IT) 

  3. What are the reasons for such preference ? 

  4. Where can you use your graduation subject knowledge in administration ? 

  5. You have been associated in NCC ? What did you learnt ? What activities you 

contributed in ? 

  6. Since NCC is associated with armed forces ; why didn't you took armed forces as a 

career option ? 

  7. You were also associated with Security Team in your college . What exactly was your 

role ? 

  8. Status of Defense manufacturing in India ? Where we are lacking ?  Reasons  

  9. We are not able to make engines for our military aircrafts. What do you think is 

reason ?  

Member 2  ( Perhaps a Chemistry Prof , Only Chemistry was asked ) 

  1. The project you did as research internship ; is it commercially viable ?  If not ? Why ? 

  2. What is oxidation state of Chromium in Potassium Dichromate ? 
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  3. What are main group elements ? 

  4. What are transition elements ? 

  5. Name all 3d block elements ?  

  6. Why the transition elements are colored in nature ? 

  7. What is crystal field theory ? 

  8. What is arrhenius theory in context of reaction rates ? Explain it on paper. 

  9. Draw cyclopentadienyl anion and cyclopentadienyl cation ? ( The pencil nib broke 

down while drawing :D ) 

  10. Which one is aromatic in  nature ? Why ? 

  11. What is Huckel Rule of Aromaticity ?  

  12. Are you aware of the Mendeleev periodic table ? 

Member 3 ( Lady member) 

  1. Your upbringing has been largely in urban areas. What are the common problems in 

urban areas ? 

  2. How you can tackle the multiple problems you have mentioned ? 

  3. Ask about few acronyms which I still can't decipher. She said its related to coastal 

management  

Member 4 

  1. What is the alloy used in soldering ? 

  2. Suppose you have to join two gold plates. Here in we also use an alloy of gold and 

other element. Whether the melting point of the element used along with gold in the alloy 

should have its melting point greater or lower than gold. Take your time and then answer. 

  3. Why the melting point of element being added should be lower ? 

  4. What is certification used for gold jewellery ? ( Other member : arey let him get 

married first, then he may know :D ) 

  5. Shows me the kinley bottle on the table and asks Who gives the ISI certification. 

Chairman : Thank you. Your interview is over. 

Overall , it went into too much technicalities.It was looking more of an interview for a 

technical position rather civil services.There were 4-5 I don't knows. 

 

27. Abhijeet Ranjankar 
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Optional: PSIR 

Grad:  B.Tech. EnTC  

P K Joshi Board 

C: Is Ranjankar your name or surname? 

What's the distance between Solapur and Kolhapur(Graduation)? 

Solapur is famous for? 

Solapur and Kolhapur lie in Marathwada region? 

Cultural difference between Marathwada and Vidarbha? 

What kind of exercise you do?(hobby) 

What is the difference between doing exercise in gym and regular exercise? 

Which comedy TV shows you watch(hobby)? 

On which channel they are aired? 

Who is the owner of star network? 

What causes pollution? Soil pollution 

Ground water depletion? 

M1(Lady): 

Questions on Western Ghat, Gadgil committe, biodiversity hotspots, as an administrator 

how to conserve? Illegal sand mining. etc 

M2: 

Should I install Mobile towers above my house? answer as an engg. What is lightning 

conductor? followed by few basic engg. questions 

M3 

Why at all we need to protect biodiversity? 

Questions on Stephen Hawking his contribution? explain black hole to us + basic science 

questions 

M4 

Why Hawking didnt got Nobel prize? CNR Rao's contribution, solid waste management + 

follow up questions 

Overall cordial board. 

Hoping for best!! 
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28. Gauhar  

BE Computer Engg 

Bihar 

Board : PK Joshi sir 

Subject : Urdu 

Chairman 

Read out my whole DAF 

1) How you pursuing BE and Job simultaneously 

2) Tell me name of important short story writers in Urdu 

3) What are famous short stories of Manto? Name any two 

4) Why inflation of fruits and vegetables higher than cereals 

5) What should we do to address issue of perishable goods 

6) What is difference between Bashir Badar and Waseem Barelivi....fee questions where 

both are born and status 

M1 

1) Asked questions related to job and BE, about schedule for approx 10 mins 

2) What is recent changes in badminton rules 

3) Which series has recently started 

M2 

1) What do you mean by green in green economy 

2) What do you understand by carbon sequestration 

3) What is carbon credits? What is its quantum 

4) What are greenhouse gases?  

5) Which gas is used in refrigerator and AC? 

6) What is problem with CFC? 

7) Few factual environment questions which I don't even remember  

M3 

1) What is issue of flood in Bihar 
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2) What steps should be taken to control it 

3) What is your view regarding interlinking of rivers. 2-3 questions and counter questions 

M4 

1) What is e nam 

2) Which is largest storage public sector agency in India 

3) What is negotiable warehousing receipts? How farmers are benefitted by it? Few 

questions 

Chairman 

Your interview is over 

Overall far from satisfactory interview. Not expecting too much but keeping fingers 

crossed 

 

29. Prashant Sagar: 

P K Joshi board :  

Background : Electrical Engg 

Optional : Anthropology 

Hobbies : RTI/ Primary Education/poetry  

Chairman :  

1) Difference between B.E/Btech 

2) Reason for unemployment of engg 

3) govt steps for above 

4) how are universities ranked. 

5) why low ranking in foreign ranking system  

Member 1 :  

1) question regarding diff in my  marks 

2) compare delhi and karnataka and bihar 

3) experiences at all places 

4) compare the experiences  

5) How from engg to interview journey  
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Member 2:  

1) Misuse of RTI  

2) farmer condition 

3) As DM how will u ensure better condn for farmers  

Member 3:  

1) difference between propulsion engine and some other engine (don't remember) 

2) Another biology question (didn't know) 

3) How is white color made 

4) Where in nature 7 colors 

5) Phenomenon behind it. 

Lady member :  

Series of questions on dowry In bihar...Cross questions.  

(Interview is over)  

(Tried to put all I remembered) 

 

30. Utsav Gautam  

16/03/18, FN, Prof P K Joshi, 1st one to go, 26 minutes 

Mathematics optional, Ex-IOCL, Agra 

Chairman  

Reading out portion from my DAF  

1.    Why did you change school from class X and class XII ? 

2.    What is corporation in IOCL ? 

3.    Difference between company & corporation ? 

4.    Why ONGC changed from commission to corporation ? 

5.    Did you read statistics as part of Maths syllabus in UPSC mains? 

6.    Did you read statistics in school ? asked about contents of it ? 

7.    What is mode ? 

8.    Where I have been staying after I left the job? 
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9.    Specialty of Agra ? 

M1 

1.    Difference between meteoroid, asteroid & comet ? 

2.    Which one of them is larger ? 

3.    Why comet has tail ? 

M2  

1.    Asked about my school & prize I won ? 

2.    What have you learnt from your preparation ? 

3.    From what other sources you have learnt things in your life ? 

4.    My Job profile questions, further cross questioning. asked a situational case study 

based on my job profile I told him that this has happened with me many times so asked to 

narrate that incident with every tiny bit detail of it for around 6-7 minutes. 

5.    You were captain of school cricket team, there is important match, there is good 

player not your friend and your close friend who is not a good player, whom will you 

choose ?  after my reply he asked and did some cross questioning, he again asked what if 

you lose the match ? 

M3  

1.    What is biological hotspot ? Criteria needed for it ? 

2.    What is hopespot ? 

3.    What is NPA ? classification of bad loans, SARFAESI act ? 

4.    Threats to Taj Mahal ? 

5.    Why pollution in agra, what are the emission standards followed there, why after so 

many laws pollution still there ?  

6.    Tannery industry  in agra ? 

7.    What needs to be done, to reduce pollution from tanneries? 

M4 

1.    How to measure the purity of any substance ? 

2.    How to measure purity of water bottle ? 

3.    How to separate, water from diesel & petrol ? 

4.    Vacuum distillation & subsequent cross questioning. 
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Overall very cordial board, M3 and M2 were nodding affirmatively at everything I was 

saying, Joshi sir was writing and m4 try to  grill me a bit. Questions purely based on 

DAF. 

 

31. Anam Siddiqui: 

P K joshi board 

mechanical engineering background 

geography optional 

kanpur home town 

20-25mins interview duration 

Chairperson 

1.how is IRAS different from accounts departments of other organizations? 

2.kanpur used to be an important industrial hub in india. Why has its relevance 

diminshed? 

3. what should be done to revive it as an industrial town? 

4. what is GPS and GIS? 

5. what is your favorite movie 

M1 

1. why didnt u join private sector? 

2. how many ways of doing forging? 

3. alloying science involved? 

4. biotiolets functioning? 

5. from where do we get inoculum bacteria? 

6. what is the pH of the process? 

M2 

1. how would you tackle higher secondary school drop out rates in muslim community? 

2. what about school infrastructure for girl child? 

3. what about safety for travel of girl child? 

4. what is world happiness report? 

M3 
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1. how can you compare vedas to mechanical engineering? 

2. why red color used for stop in railways signals? 

3. what is mechanical advantage? 

4.  how many classes of levers are there? 

5. give examples of the three classes of levers. 

M4 

1. what courses did you like in your mechanical engineering? why? 

2. what was special about the teachers that you liked the courses because of them? follow 

up questions on my answers 

3. why didn't you like the other teachers? 

4. how many satellites are needed to tell a location in gps? 

Thankyou. 

 

32. Gauhar  

BE Computer Engg 

Bihar 

Board : PK Joshi sir 

Subject : Urdu 

 

Chairman 

Read out my whole DAF 

1) How you pursuing BE and Job simultaneously 

2) Tell me name of important short story writers in Urdu 

3) What are famous short stories of Manto? Name any two 

4) Why inflation of fruits and vegetables higher than cereals 

5) What should we do to address issue of perishable goods 

6) What is difference between Bashir Badar and Waseem Barelivi....fee questions where 

both are born and status 

 

M1 

1) Asked questions related to job and BE, about schedule for approx 10 mins 

2) What is recent changes in badminton rules 

3) Which series has recently started 

 

M2 

1) What do you mean by green in green economy 

2) What do you understand by carbon sequestration 

3) What is carbon credits? What is its quantum 

4) What are greenhouse gases?  
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5) Which gas is used in refrigerator and AC? 

6) What is problem with CFC? 

7) Few factual environment questions which I don't even remember  

 

M3 

1) What is issue of flood in Bihar 

2) What steps should be taken to control it 

3) What is your view regarding interlinking of rivers. 2-3 questions and counter questions 

 

M4 

1) What is e nam 

2) Which is largest storage public sector agency in India 

3) What is negotiable warehousing receipts? How farmers are benefitted by it? Few 

questions 

 

Chairman 

Your interview is over 

 

Overall far from satisfactory interview. Not expecting too much but keeping fingers 

crossed 

 

33. Prashant Sagar: 

P K Joshi board :  

Background : Electrical Engg 

Optional : Anthropology 

Hobbies : RTI/ Primary Education/poetry  

 

Chairman :  

1) Difference between B.E/Btech 

2) Reason for unemployment of engg 

3) govt steps for above 

4) how are universities ranked. 

5) why low ranking in foreign ranking system  

 

Member 1 :  

1) question regarding diff in my marks 

2) compare delhi and karnataka and bihar 

3) experiences at all places 

4) compare the experiences  

5) How from engg to interview journey  

 

Member 2:  

1) Misuse of RTI  

2) farmer condition 

3) As DM how will u ensure better condn for farmers  
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Member 3:  

1) difference between propulsion engine and some other engine (don't remember) 

2) Another biology question (didn't know) 

3) How is white color made 

4) Where in nature 7 colors 

5) Phenomenon behind it. 

 

Lady member :  

Series of questions on dowry In bihar...Cross questions.  

 

(Interview is over)  

(Tried to put all I remembered) 

 

34. Utsav Gautam  

16/03/18, FN, Prof P K Joshi, 1st one to go, 26 minutes 

Mathematics optional, Ex-IOCL, Agra 

 

Chairman  

Reading out portion from my DAF  

1. Why did you change school from class X and class XII ? 

2. What is corporation in IOCL ? 

3. Difference between company & corporation ? 

4. Why ONGC changed from commission to corporation ? 

5. Did you read statistics as part of Maths syllabus in UPSC mains? 

6. Did you read statistics in school ? asked about contents of it ? 

7. What is mode ? 

8. Where I have been staying after I left the job? 

9. Specialty of Agra ? 

 

M1 

1. Difference between meteoroid, asteroid & comet ? 

2. Which one of them is larger ? 

3. Why comet has tail ? 

 

M2  

1. Asked about my school & prize I won ? 

2. What have you learnt from your preparation ? 

3. From what other sources you have learnt things in your life ? 

4. My Job profile questions, further cross questioning. asked a situational case study 

based on my job profile I told him that this has happened with me many times so asked to 

narrate that incident with every tiny bit detail of it for around 6-7 minutes. 

5. You were captain of school cricket team, there is important match, there is good player 

not your friend and your close friend who is not a good player, whom will you choose ? 

after my reply he asked and did some cross questioning, he again asked what if you lose 
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the match ? 

 

M3  

1. What is biological hotspot ? Criteria needed for it ? 

2. What is hopespot ? 

3. What is NPA ? classification of bad loans, SARFAESI act ? 

4. Threats to Taj Mahal ? 

5. Why pollution in agra, what are the emission standards followed there, why after so 

many laws pollution still there ?  

6. Tannery industry in agra ? 

7. What needs to be done, to reduce pollution from tanneries? 

 

M4 

1. How to measure the purity of any substance ? 

2. How to measure purity of water bottle ? 

3. How to separate, water from diesel & petrol ? 

4. Vacuum distillation & subsequent cross questioning. 

 

Overall very cordial board, M3 and M2 were nodding affirmatively at everything I was 

saying, Joshi sir was writing and m4 try to grill me a bit. Questions purely based on DAF. 

 

35. Anam Siddiqui: 

P K joshi board 

mechanical engineering background 

geography optional 

kanpur home town 

20-25mins interview duration 

 

Chairperson 

1.how is IRAS different from accounts departments of other organizations? 

2.kanpur used to be an important industrial hub in india. Why has its relevance 

diminshed? 

3. what should be done to revive it as an industrial town? 

4. what is GPS and GIS? 

5. what is your favorite movie 

 

M1 

1. why didnt u join private sector? 

2. how many ways of doing forging? 

3. alloying science involved? 

4. biotiolets functioning? 

5. from where do we get inoculum bacteria? 

6. what is the pH of the process? 

 

M2 
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1. how would you tackle higher secondary school drop out rates in muslim community? 

2. what about school infrastructure for girl child? 

3. what about safety for travel of girl child? 

4. what is world happiness report? 

 

M3 

1. how can you compare vedas to mechanical engineering? 

2. why red color used for stop in railways signals? 

3. what is mechanical advantage? 

4.  how many classes of levers are there? 

5. give examples of the three classes of levers. 

 

M4 

1. what courses did you like in your mechanical engineering? why? 

2. what was special about the teachers that you liked the courses because of them? follow 

up questions on my answers 

3. why didn't you like the other teachers? 

4. how many satellites are needed to tell a location in gps? 

 

36. Unknown 

PK Joshi Sir, Working Professional, Optional: Philosophy, Hobby: Backpacking 

 

1. Can you tell few Indian Philosophers? 

2. What is Carvaka Philosophy? Any country which follow Carvaka currently? 

3. What is ur role in makemytrip? 

4. Chinese products are cheap and thus popular in India. What can we do to make our 

products popular? 

 

M1: 

1. What is your strength and weakness? 

2. Who prompt you to go for civil service? Any civil servant motivates you? 

3. What is digital india? 

 

M2: 

1. Why you choose philosophy as a subject? 

2. What labour reforms are required? 

3. One issue in labour laws is companies face difficulty in hire & fire. Do you think they 

should be allowed to fire? 

4. Do u think same in civil service? 

5. Should we allow lateral entry? 

 

M3: 

1. What is backpacking? Where have you been? 

2. Did you carry tent there? 

3. Which cities you visited in Bhutan? 

4. How frequently you travel? 
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5. Who is Immanuel Kant? And for what he is famous for? 

6. What is empiricism? 

7. What is the reason of corruption? (I mention rigidity and inefficency) 

8. Is India a soft state? (I got confused between soft state and soft power) 

9. Should we prefer soft power or hard power? 

 

M4: 

1. What is Nirav Modi Scam? 

2. What is the full form of SWIFT? 

3. Now mam says that it is due to flexibility and discretion that PNB Scam happened, so 

its flexibility which breeds corruption. (Now I said that extreme flexbility and rigidity 

both are bad) 

4. What was Bank Nationalisation Act and did it fulfil its objectives? 

5. Should we annul this act now? 

6. How IT is the backbone of SBI? and how is it different from private bank? 

7. What is kyc and why paytm asking for kyc? 

8. Why Paytm is only which is asking for biometric? (I said I am not aware of it and mam 

said and then chairperson said thank you) 

 

Viewpoint: Cordial board. 

 

36. Syed Nabi: 

Date 19 March 2018. 

Syed fraz haider  

P K Joshi board. 

optional =Urdu. 

 

Chairman. 1. read all educational qualification from my daf. 

2. gave 4 urdu words and asked me to translate it into englush and hindi. 

3.what is your view on mnrega ? 

4. difference between north east state and J&K. 

5.tell me your 3 strength and 3 weakness. 

 

M1. 

1. what is demographic dividend. 

2.what is india status in demographic dividend. 

3.after 1991 how you see rise in inequality in india. 

4.dont u think rising inequality is an issue. 

 

M2. 

1. what is your view on article 370. 

2.how relation between india and pakistan will improve ? 

3.dont you think sports are good for personality?. 

and few more related to it. 

 

M3.  
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1 . what are issues in bcci. 

2.do you think lodha committee recommendation were implementable? 

3.why cricket is only famous that much and not other sports. 

4. What is gstn ? 

5. tell me working of gstn ? 

6. is it a private body or govt body. 

7. few more related to gstn . 

 

M4. 

1.who is your favourite poet and why? 

2.any living urdu prose writer who inspires u most. 

3. which is your favourite movie and why ? 

4.who was director of that movie. 

5. what are your achievemnts till now? 

 

ch. ok fraz your interview is over. 

 

37. Arunlal3/22/18  

ARUNLAL 22 March after noon 

Kerala, Geography, BTech electronics 

P. K. Joshi Board.  

4th to go, total almost half an hour.  

 

Overall factual questions and Geography based I felt.  

1 lady member  

 

Chairman 

:read out my DAF DETAILS one by one 

1. When did you decide to join civil services?  

2. A CM of a state Says do not sow seeds next season in India while another says floods 

are there, so why both happen simultaneously? how to deal with them and suggestions.  

I told about UTFI projects, river linking, precision agriculture etc.  

Chair: Does river water Recharge groundwater or reverse?  

3. Social Media 3 advantages and 3 disadvantages. (based on my DAF)  

4 . I worked in Chennai so similarities between kerala and Tamil Nadu.  

 

M2 : Beauty contest what are negative effects? Tell in one minute.  

2. Mention above Child labour issues in 2 minutes.  

 

Don't remember his other questions 

 

M3: 1. Do you watch football?  

(DAF) related.  

So why is India not doing well in football compared to other sports.?  

3. Has river water diversion affected any major river source worldwide.  

I mentioned Aral Sea. He asked what happened to it?  
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4. Any example of river linking in Kerala.  

5. How can inland Waterways be used effectively. Examples from India and kerala  

 

M4: Demography what is peculiar about kerala Demography.  

2.How can Blue economy be used to diversify kerala economy. It prospects. 

3. 2 fishermen were killed in Kerala. What was that incident. What is the current state.  

(Italian marines. Old issue.)  

4. Vizhinjam projects what it is and advantages? Current status.  

 

M4: Lady member : 

About Ayushman BHARAT.  

1. What are possible sources for funding? 

2. Difference between Tax and Cess?  

3. Why industries very less in Kerala.  

4. Reasons for militant trade unionism?  

 

Overall Satisfactory. Except one question was able to answer others. Don't know how 

they felt as most were expressionless, one sir even Slept. :) 

 

38. Saqib Yousuf3/23/18  

JK Domicile 

Hobby: NGO, Geopolitics  

PK Joshi Board 

 

Chairman: 

1. Have you joined training? (On EOL) 

2. Define NGO? 

3. What purpose does your NGO serve? 

4. Who’s your role model, apart from parents etc? 

5. What does he do? 

6. What do you mean by Super hero? (I seemed puzzled) 

7. Who are our countries super heros? 

 

M1 

1. Did you do coaching for Civil Services? 

2. Tourism potential of JK? 

3. How will you promote it as Home Secretary, apart from marketing? 

4. Why is there terrorism in Kashmir? 

5. Isn’t unemployment a reason? 

Some more follow ups. 

 

M2  

1. Which area of Geography you like? 

2. Who owns Suez Canal? 
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3. Who owned it before? 

4. Where does Nile originate? 

5. What countries are involved in Nile dispute? 

6. Largest dam on Nile? 

7. Issues that came up because of Aswan Dam? 

8. Where is Panama Canal? 

9. What is maximum weight of ships that can pass through Panama? 

10. Which language in North West of India is of Dravidian origin? 

11. Status of women in JK? 

12. Health parameters 

 

M3 

1. Sea level change and its effects? 

2. Afghanistan situation? Worse than before? 

3. Who controls how much of Afghanistan? 

4. Which country supports which group in Afghanistan? 

5. Pick one country among China, Vietnam, Taiwan and Japan and tell me about its recent 

history from imperialism onwards. (Picked China and forgot everything and said sorry sir, 

can’t recall much) 

 

M4 

1. What are your views on Human shield incident in JK? 

2. Do you support it? 

3. But army supports it? 

4. Should army be removed from JK? 

5. Which areas you think army should be removed from? 

6. Is it true that militancy is concentrated in certain pockets? 

7. How will you deal with stone pelters? 

8. How many of them are in jail? 

9. How many are to be released soon? 

10. Do you feel it’s time to completely integrate JK with Rest of India? 

11. But I want to become permanent resident of JK, you people won’t let me? 

12. Some more follow ups on same issues? 

13. What about people living in camps in JK since independence? Why no domicile status 

for them? 

14. So, they should be given domicile status and matter should be resolved? 

Thank you 

 

39. P.k. Joshi board 

Vandana Reddy 

Background -Civil engineer 

Hobby - traveling and cooking 
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Chairman 

After he read the details from my daf - 

1)Why are u doing after graduation? 

2) why do you think extra curricular activities are important in child’s education?? 

3) what are the cultural similarities between Hyderabad and Mumbai 

4) what is the difference between runway and taxiway.. tell it from civil engineering point 

of view 

5) what is the difference between expressway and highway from civil engineering point 

of view 

6)what is the difference between weather and climate ?  

7)effect of climate change on structures. 

8)your hobby is travelling.. where all did u travel?? 

 

Member -1:-  

1) you have recently been to Tanzania and Zanzibar...tell me history geography economy 

and some thing about particular stones of Tanzania.. 

2) are your ear rings tanzanite stones?? 

3) your are a kuchipudi dancer - tell me some thing about other dance forms... 

4) tell me some thing about Amaravati capital 

 

Member -2:- 

1) what is the difference between  

Single ikat and double ikat?? 

2) tell me something about Anna Hazare 

3) what is your first preference in service? Will u work in north east?? 

4) latitudinal extent of India.. why is it important?? 

5) does equator pass through India  

6) do you think Mr. Chandrababu Naidu is right in asking for special category status 

 

Member -3 :- 

1) tell me how many foreign tourists come to India?? 

2) what is tourist index? 

3) what is sustainable tourism?? 

4) do you know why was kudankulam is in news?? What is it?? 

5)my question to you is how is nuclear waste treated?? 

6)one last question from my side is do you think aspirations for which your state is 

divided.. is it achieved??? 

 

Member -4:- 

1) what is ppp?? What projects are conducted under ppp mode?? What are it’s benefits??? 

2) do you know about the life history and achievements of vergis Kurian of AMUL?? 

 

Chairman :- 

Your interview is over.. thank you 

  

40. Reddy 3/28/18 
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Interview Transcript - PK Joshi sir Board 

Background :: 

IIT Bombay - CSE graduation, Currently in IRS(IT) 

Optional - Mathematics 

Hobbies - Reading Fiction novels, Travelling 

Telangana 

 

Chairman 

So Where did u do ur schooling from? And then for graduation? 

R u in training now? 

Tell me some famous Indian Mathematicians? 

What is the contribution of Bhaskacharya? 

What is the contribution of Aryabhatta? 

What is the importance of Trignometry? 

What is Tax Haven? 

What is Tax Evasion? 

 

Member 1 

How will u increase the tax base? 

What is 360 degree profiling on a tax payer? 

Tell me about Mauritius route of investment? What is the recent amendment made to 

DTAA?  

What is a hawala transaction? How is money actually transferred? 

Aadhaar is being linked to Pan Card, Bank Account - what is the benefit of this measure? 

What steps are needed to improve Textile sector? 

Tell me measures taken by Govt to improve Machine based Textile sector? 

What steps we need to take to reform tea Industry?  

How is tea price determined internationally? Have u heard of auctions? 

 

Member 2 

Since u have mentioned reading fiction novels - Tell me ur favourite non-fiction book and 

why? 

What is the difference between parliamentary system and presidential system? 

How is US president elected? How is electoral college elected? 

Recently we are hearing of judiciary actively giving judgements - what is ur opinion on 

it? 

If u r made Tourism Secretary what steps will u take to improve Foreign Tourist Arrivals 

in the country? 

 

Member 3 

Have u heard of Fermat’s last theorem? 

Who is ur favourite non-Indian mathematician?  

Why is Govt only setting up more IITs , not any other Central Universities? 

Do u think setting of more IITs is diluting its brand value? 

Is the aspirations of the people of Telangana have been met after State Division? Why do 

u think the division has happened? 

Ur CM seems to be fond of Vasthu, do u believe in Vasthu? 

What is ur favourite Fiction novel? What is it about? Tell me more books of the Same 
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author? 

Member 4 

Tell me ur last 3 travels? 

How is technology helping in improving transparency in Governance? 

Tell me about Lakshadweep? How many Islands are there? 

Tell me about IORA? Tell me about the countries which are part of and those which are 

not part of? 

Recently there is a missile technology transferred between China and Pakistan What is it 

about? And later - What is MIRV technology? 

 

41. DELETED 4/2/18 

PK Joshi board 

2 April 2018 

Mechanical optional 

Job - bpcl/Railway 

IIT 

 

CM 

1. Difference between company and corporation 

2. About JNV (DAF) 

3. Use of mechanical in IAS 

4. Suppose you are DM where rural children don't go to school and go for grazing their 

animals or other household work. What would you do ? How you will convince their 

parents ? 

 

M1 

Demographic dividend and demographic burden ? Don't tell me theory, what is the status 

right now ? 

When skill india was started ?  

(Prior to modi govt) 

Status of skill india ? 

In UP many skill centres have been closed, why ? 

 

M2 

Can you see some aspects of mechanical engineering in this room ? 

What is HVAC ? (optional) 

How many types of engine you know ? 

What happened in kashmir in this week, how you will solve kashmir problem if posted as 

DM ?  

 

M3 

Today's headlines ? 

Is india treating it's women and children properly ? What is main problem ? What we 

should do ? 

 

M4 
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Why coming to civil services, you already in group A, you will loose 1 year seniority ? 

Types of engine used in railway ? 

What should be mix of traction in railway - multimodal or unitary ?  

Some cross questions regarding railways. 

 

42. Rahul 4/2/18 

Board -pk Joshi sir 

2nd April afternoon 3rd one to go 

Btech IT/philosophy/up/ngo work ex. 

 

.- why ias? 

-Problems in your home district and what is the Dm/SP doing to address these problems. 

-Deatils about ngo's and social reformers in our society from ancient 2 modern times.(10 

social reformers)(interest) 

-What is terrai region (daf) 

-what is an encounter(and its  

Discussion on up scenario and can a cm give written encounter permission to police .) 

- should we control fb or delete it,how to control it,who will control it as it has election 

issues then women harrasment then radicalization issues. 

-use of It in medical sector and associated softwares of medical usages. 

-how to improve RPA 

- who makes Google maps(like various details of a resedential sector) 

-police reforms  

-why sap is more popular than other softwares of accounting 

-Is there oil/coal in terrai region. 

-Are people of up happy after encounters 

-specific contributions of joytiba rao phule and raja ram Mohan Roy 

Difference between Indian and Western philosophy/ gandhi and ambedkar/did Buddha 

believed in god. 

- Do you read books 

- u read foriegn policy of India or entire IR. 

 

43. Ashish Mathur 4/2/18 

Ashish 

Board - P K joshi 

Date - 2 april 2018 

Session - afternoon , 2nd one to go. 

Pub ad/ Agra / Tata motors work ex. / Watching movies / worked in CSR activites 

 

Ch. 

1. What is ur job profile in tata motors ? 

2. Difference bw quality assurance and quality control ? 

3. What is social engineering ? 

4. What is social justice ? 
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5. Why despite being so many college's quality of students are not good enough ? 

6. What steps govt had taken to curb this ? 

7. What is the role of AICTE ? And it's full form. 

 

M1. 

1. What are different type of social issues india is facing ? 

2. What kind of csr activities u was involved with? 

3. Tell something abut the history of tata group ? 

4. Why JRD Tata is famous for ? 

5. Why Dalai Lama was in news recently ? 

 

M2. 

1. why china has reservations regarding dalai lama and Tibet 60 year ceremony ? 

2. Dont u think that India's sovereignty is compromised wrt china ? 

3. What is full form of CSR ? 

4. Why CSR in todays time . Dont u think Tata's are involved in charity since earlier ? 

5. Why is the need of legislation on CSR? 

6. Is CSR is mandatory and what is amount which need to be spend ? 

 

M3. 

1. Who founded agra ? 

2. What was the route taken by babar to India ? 

3. Whom did babar defeated ? 

4. What technique he used to defeated ibrahim lodi ? 

5. Why mughal / Akbar shifted capital from fatehpur sikri to agra. 

6. What are some social problems / distress people face in rural areas ? 

 

M4. 

1. Why taj mahal is so famous so as to be one of the 7 wonders ? 

2. Can taj mahal with stand the earth quake ? 

3. What will happen to taj mahal if earth quake come ? 

4. which is the recent movie u saw ? 

5. Who is real padman ? 

6. Why the real padman is so famous ? 

7. What changes has been brought by him in society ?. 

 

44. Naveen4/3/18 

2nd April, afternoon 

PK Joshi board 

 

Chairman 

1. Have you done competed your education from Jalandha ber? (Hometown) 

2. You've done your BTech from CGC. Is it a Govt college? 

3. What is a supercomputer? 

4. Which country made the first one? 

5. What is PARAM? 
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6. Any team members in param (name)? 

7. What is the weight of tennis ball? (Hobby) 

8. What material is tennis ball made of? 

9. Tell me three good and bad qualities about you 

 

M1 

1. Why do farmers in Punjab prefer labourers  

2. Counter question- why do labourers from UP, Bihar work in Punjab? 

3. Why is prosperity in Punjab declining? 

4. What is the role of Punjab in India? 

 

M3 

1. Three events between 1755-65 that impacted history. 

2. Why did Ahmad Shah Abdali win? 

3. Counter- how were Maratha supplies were cut off? 

4. Was Battle of Plassey even a battle? 

5. Who was the British Commander in Battle of Plassey? 

6. Where was he called from? 

7. Should Indus valley civilisation be called IVC or something else? 

8. A site in India is of the scale of Harappa and Mohenjodaro. What is that site? 

 

M4 

1. Why is sex ratio low in Punjab? 

2. Is it good to give autonomy to the educational institutions? 

3. Why do people want to spend more in KG but not higher education? 

4. Is it feasible to provide universal higher education? 

5. Are there enough de addiction centres in Punjab? 

6. Are Indians physically weak for games like lawn tennis? (A couple of counter 

questions as well) 

 

M5 

1. What are grand slams? 

2. Name the major grand slams and the type of courts 

3. Why is lawn tennis not very famous in India? 

4. Why do you think is the best Indian singles player? 

5. How would you promote lawn tennis in India? 

Yes CSE + History optional 

 

45. Name: Amit Undirwade 

Graduation: computer technology(2012). 

Optional : public administration 

Board: P k Joshi sir  

Hobbies : visiting villages 

Date :3 April (forenoon) 

 

1.What r u doing since graduation. 
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2.RBI ROLE , how it control economy , why is called as banker of bank 

3.Use of computer engineering in administration. 

4.Public and private encroachment in areas . Does DM have any power to deal this  

5.About Anandibai Joshi. Name of scheme start by Maharashtra government in her name. 

6.How Maharashtra state form. 

7.Bhagatsingh , rajguru , sukhdev - who is from Maharashtra and his full name  

8.Shd migration from rural areas stop . 

9.Cultural similarity and difference between Pune and Delhi. 

10.Traffic congestion in Pune and Delhi .how u will solve  

11.सैराट movie , what it shows . 

12.Full form of NABARD AND ITS FUNCTION  

13.Marathwada poverty it's reason  

14.HDI  

15.HOW will u address the rural problems , how will increase the HDI OF village people. 

16.About toilet use in villages and urban areas . How to deal it . 

17. How u will define feudalism.  

18. Is technology doing good , is it benefiting the society . How. ?  

( Not as per expectations , fumbling over how Maharashtra state form , not able to 

remember NABARD Full form , feudalism). 

 

46. Panel : PK JOSHI Sir 

03/04/2018 Afternoon 

Worked in CRY NGO 

School: JNV 

GRADUATION: IIT 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT 

 

Chairman: 

1. Tell me about Navodaya Vidyalaya and how it's different in comparison to another 

school? 

2. Have you opted for placement? 

3. Why CS after having Master degree? 

4. Difference between Geology and geography 

 

M1 

He miss understood that I have given FORREST MAINS( I DON'T know how they were 

knowing about my optional subject of IFS) 

1. Different types of Forrest and region 

2. Tarai region? Which type of Forrest there? 

3. Why good Agriculture in northern India but not in South? 

4. What is Alluvial Soil? How it's form? 

5. (Asked some geology term don't know? 

6. Difference between Industrial Engineering and production Engineering? 

 

M2 

1. What is CRY? 
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2. What you have done? Tell me about your work? 

3. Is Make In India SUCCESSFUL? 

4. You could have contribute by joining a job? 

Why civil services then? 

5. If you get into the defense service you will have no scope for MII. What will you do 

then? 

6. If not that if you will in defense account service how you will promote MII? 

 

M3: 

1. How to increase Industrial growth? And related to MII? 

2. What is SARV SHIKSHA ABHIYAN? 

 

M4(Lady Member) 

1. Who is CRY founder? 

2. What CRY do? 

3. Tell me about Kailash Satyarthi? 

4. Tell me about Sex Ratio? 

5. What is adverse sex ratio? 

6.Why adverse sex ratio in wealthy pockets of Maharashtra? 

7. Is separate vidarbha a solution for it's Development? 

8. Is small state a solution? 

9. what is your stand? 

10. Tell me about an political interference in your village? 

Thank you 

 

47. P R4/5/18 

Chairman - Shri PK Joshi 

Optional - Management 

Background - BTech, MBA, Work @ Credit Rating (1 yr) 

Home State - Madhya Pradesh 

Duration - 30 minutes 

Sequence - 2nd to go 

 

Observations 

 

* All members were making vigorous notes 

* All were generally stoic, except Chariman and M1 and M2 - they were smiling and 

nodding.  

* Chairman - was keeping time per member - looked at watch 2-3 times. He was 

following strict 30 minutes time per candidate I guess. 

 

Chairman 

Hello, please have a seat 

You belong to Andhra, but you have stayed in MP. How come ? Did your family stay 

there ? 
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Okay, you have studied from NIT Surathkal, IIM Calcutta, worked for almost an year, 

you are so qualified - you could have gotten any good job in the corporate. Why come to 

these services then. 

What are you doing now 

Where are you staying nowdays ? Since how long ?  

I see you have done your schooling from Gwalior. Can you tell me importance of Gwalior 

? 

Okay, let us talk about management a bit. How is it possible that a company makes 150 

Cr profit but is unable to pay back a loan of 12 lakhs.  

Okay, so lets say you are working for a bank. What ratios will you check before giving a 

loan to a company 

 

Member 1 (Male) 

You spoke about Gwalior, why did the Scindias come to Gwalior from Maharashtra ? 

Can you tell me something about the Gwalior Fort. When and why was it built ? 

Okay, so you have lived in Mumbai, Delhi and Kolkata. Can you compare these three 

cities on Air Traffic, Culture and Quality of life ? 

Can you tell me how many million passengers each of these airports handle ? A ball park 

? 

Okay, in Madhya Pradesh there is a place called Sanchi. What is its importance ? What is 

the place ? Who built it ?  

So, US has put some import curbs on steel. What is its implication for India ? Is there an 

implication ? 

Can you estimate in billions the loss we will have 

Is it right for America to do this? What can India do ?  

 

Member 2 (Female) 

What is the connection of the Scindias and Raja Ravi Varma ? 

Okay, you play the guitar, who is your favourite guitarist? Only one? 

So, you have done Computer Engineering. Tell me how would you teach to an 8th class 

student about the history of computers ? 

No no, thats all fine. How would you create and hold their interest 

Good, who all will you tell them about 

Recently the MP government has passed a bill that awards death penalty for Child Rape. 

Do you think its justified ?  

So all cases of rape should get death penalty. The SC has said only in "rarest of rare" 

cases. Is murder for murder right ? 

Is death penalty the only deterrent in such cases ?  

 

Member 3 (Male) (On DAF) 

What is this Tata Social Enterprise Challenge ? What was your role in it ? 

What is the contribution of the Tatas for social welfare in the country ?  

(interjected)How is Tata Memorial a contribution ? 

There is another educational institute that the Tatas have been associated for long. Do you 

know ?  

(Nodding with dissmissal) Dont you think IISc ? 

 

Member 4 (Male) (pressure guy) 
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Chairman - "Paani pee lo agar chahiye to" 

 

Member 4 again 

There is a recent call for creamy layer for the SC/STs. Do you think there should be a 

creamy layer ? 

Good, why ? 

Dont compare them to the OBCs. What about the rich SC/STs using resources meant for 

poor one ? There is no benefit for the poor. 

But economic criteria is not the only criteria in creamy layer 

No no, its not the major criteria. There are many other more important criteria than 

economic criteria. (Spoke a bit more) Okay, lets move on 

Talking about human evolution, there have been many discoveries which are so old. But 

there is one in MP that goes way beyond most. Do you know about it ? (Bhimbetka) 

How old are they? 

Who discovered them? Indian or Foreigner ?  

Have you visited?  

What is so striking about these caves ? 

Yes, the paint still looks fresh like painted this morning 

How far is it from Bhopal 

Okay, you spoke about Rani Lakshmibai. Was her story with Scindias a story of tragedy 

or valour ? 

No no, from the point of view of Scindias, what they did with her. Was it tragedy or 

valour ?  

Okay, can the Scindias enter Jhansi even today ? 

They cannot (Lady member - is it so ?) Yes yes, "aaj bhi vo Jhansi mein kadam nai rakh 

sakte" (All members had a laugh) (I smiled) 

 

Chairman 

Looked at the watch (it was exactly 30 minutes). 

 

48. vinod meena 4/5/18 

P.K Joshi, afternoon, last one to go 

Law graduate 

IPoS 

Jaipur 

Optional Law 

Total time: 20 mins 

 

Chairman: 

1. Read out my DAF loud. 

2.difference between pledge and mortgage. 

3. Mistake of fact under what statute, which sections? 

4. Gauri shukla case, law of contract. 

5 another case law on contract act. 

6. When was PIN code introduced? 
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M1 

1. do we need to amend IPC due to compoundable and non- compoundable cases? 

2. A situation question on that. 

3. What are compoundable and non compoundable cases. 

4.What are principles of natural justice? 

5. Is rti law good or bad? 

6. What relief a person has if CIC refuses information? 

7. Exceptions to RTI? 

8. Fine for fake applications? Fine for denying information? 

 

M2 

1. Justice should not only be done but must also appear to be done. Explain. Cross 

questions. 

2. Tell me a case law on mistake of fact(he took forward the question asked by chairman) 

3. Ease of doing business. Just spoke the word. 

4. Name a few wars fought by indian navy? 

 

M3. Lady 

1. What is #me too campaign. 

2. Who strated it? 

3 story behind it? 

4. When do u fly kites? (Hobby) 

5. Which law would you have practiced had you been a lawyer? 

 

M4. 

1. What is administrative law? 

2 What are the judicial mechanism to adjudicate administrative laws? 

3 tribunals under which article of Constitution? 

4. 323A and 323B? 

5. Where do appeal from tribunals go? 

6 did they always go to high court? 

7 discussed L chandrakumar case 

8. What article deal with high court writ mechanism? 

 

Chairman- thank you. ( btw today was his birthday, though i didn't wish him) 

 

Overall, way too technical, only law except few questions. 

 

49. Neeraj, Sat 

Neeraj  

B.tech...COMPUTERS 

PSIR 

RAJSTHAN 

4 APRIL FORENOON 

1st TO GO 

PK JOSHI SIR BOARD 
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Ch. -SUPERCOMPUTER 

Jaipur's speciality 

Rajasthan strength n weakness 

 

M1- why PSIR 

PSIR use in admin 

42nd amend 

Privy purse 

Privy purse and right to property 

Right to property ...Is it FR. 

FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES 

WHY FD 

In which regime FD wer included? 

3 4 more not able to recall 

 

M2- totally on rajasthan 

Consolidation 

Jodhpur speciality on which I did not know anything 

Jodhpur china wall connection 

Jodhpur king clan 

Jodhpur kannauj link 

Percentage of princely states area in colony 

Many more 

 

M3-computer eng..Then pair why 

What is political science 

Where is polity in it 

Ques on my industrial training 

Biometric tech nd privacy issue 

Book which u read for PSIR 

Garbage in garbage out 

 

M4-world political 

Trump and anti glob 

Impact 

Make in india 

Make in india is anti glob also 

Nd discussion over it 

 

Ch again-jaipur smart city 

What it is 

Why 

Metro city nd smart city any diff 

Why needed 

What about villages 

Smart villages 

Make a smart village 
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Int is over 

 

My interaction- very cordial board 

Min counter ques... 

Initially totally fact based bust after trump it turned analytical .... 

Apx 30 min when it is over dnt know.... 

Pk joshi sir was very attentive all the tym :blush: 

 

50. Himanshu UpadhyaySat 

Name: Himanshu Upadhyay 

DOI- 20.03.2018 

P K Joshi Board 

Background- Electrical Engineer 

Optional - Electrical Engineering 

Place- Agra, Uttar Pradesh 

 

Chairmen 

1. Your profile seems to be very good for Central Power Engineering Services, then Why 

you want to join Civil Services? 

2. What is the role of Electrical Engg. in Administration? 

3. What is Social Engineering? 

4. Suppose you are a police officer in a Naxal affected area then how you will control the 

Naxal problem in that area? 

 

Member 1 

1. You Play cricket? Batting or Bowling? So what is Yorker? 

2. What is ChinaMen Bowling? 

3. If you want to adopt a cricketer couple as your parents then who would they be? 

4. What is India's Maritime Policy since the past? 

5. How Kashmir issue can be solved? 

 

Member 2 

1. Have you visited Kashmir? 

2. So how can you justify the solutions about Kashmir? 

3. Suppose a stone thrower throws a stone to you and you being a police officer then what 

will you do? 

4. How J & K is Different from Other states? 

5. Criteria for Special Category States? 

6. Historically how Kashmir is integrated to India? 

 

Member 3 

1. Himanshu, tell me one problem which all Discoms are facing in India, which if Solved 

will resolve most of the issues in the power sector? 
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2.what is Saubhagya Scheme? 

3.What is the Target of UDAY Scheme in terms of AT&C losses? 

4.How Saubhagya scheme is different from IPDS and DDUGJY? 

5. Is there any state who has achieved the 15 % Target of AT&C losses? 

6.How many Villages are not electrified till now? 

 

Member 4 

1. Again a question on Rural Electrification villages 

2. Question on Railway Electrification. Should 100 % allowed or What is the approach of 

the Govt.? 

3.You was Selected for ISRO , then why did you Join Engineering services? 

4.So, In which area you want to work in civil services? 

5. Are you comfortable in Nagaland? 

6. What are the issues in Primary Education in India? 

7. What is Dropout Ratio? 

 

51. Amita Pargi 

6th April afternoon  

last to go 

PK Joshi Board 

Background- B. Pharmacy 

Hobbies- Reading novels, playing tennis. 

 

Chairman- 

1. So you did your schooling from Ahmedabad and your graduation from Anand, is that 

correct?- Yes, sir 

2. You have graduated from pharmacy, did you not want to pursue a career in that field?- 

Answered 

3. You completed your graduation in 2012, so what are you doing at the moment? 

(training as TDO and selected as GAS)- thats good. 

4. Can you tell me the difference between the economies of India and China? Answered 

5. How can we address the huge difference in the sizes of our economies? Answered 

 

Member 1- 

1. So it is said that foreign companies collude with domestic companies to drive up the 

prices of drugs in our country do you think that is correct? Answered 

2. Same is the case with medical devices, what do you think are the effects of these 

policies? Answered 

3. What is the role of Doctors in driving up the prices of drugs? Answered 

4. Do you think we should have a law making it compulsory for doctors to prescribe 

generic medicines? Answered 

5. Which country is the leading manufacturer of paracetamol in the world? Answered 

correctly 

 

Member 2- 

1. So your hobby is reading novels, which type of novels do you read? Popular novels 
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2. English or Gujarati? English 

3. Which is the last novel that you read? Game of thrones by George RR Martin, Good 

4. What is the rank of India in the Pharma Sector? (not sure, asked to guess, guessed 

correctly) 

5. What is KHAM combination? - not Answered 

6. Have you heard of Khap panchayat? Answered 

7. What is the difference between Krishna of Mathura and Krishna of Dwarika? 

Answered 

8. What was the name given to Krishna? Answered (Ranchodd)  

9. Do you know what is Indus Valley Civilisation? Answered 

10. Can you tell me cites of IVC in Gujarat? Answered 

11. Can you name some ancient ports? Answered 

12. Have you heard of Lakhpat and Koteshwar? Yes 

13. Describe layout of Dholavira. Answered 

14. Which is the river that passes near Dholavira. Not Answered  

15. How is oceanography used in the study of ancient habitats? (I couldn’t understand the 

question so i asked him if he was referring to the study of submerged sites like Dwarka) 

Answered  

 

Member 3- 

1. So where are you posted as BDO? Are you under training? Yes 

2. Have you heard of Kanaiyalal Munshi? Yes 

3. Can you name his famous novel? Answered 

4. Have you read it? Yes 

5. Have you read 'Gujarat no naath’? Aware but not read, yet. 

6. What is Gujarat model? Answered 

7. Can it be replicated in the other parts of the country? Answered 

8. They say that development is not possible in a democracy, what are your thoughts? 

Answered 

 

Member 4- 

1. India is a leading manufacturer of drugs in the world, it has lead to drug menace, what 

do you think? Answered 

2. What can be the solution to this problem? Answered 

3. Many drugs are available OTC illegally, what can be the solution? Answered  

4. Why is consumer awareness and drug regulation weak in India even after 70 years of 

independence? Answered 

 

Member 5- 

1. What is Brexit? Answered 

2. People in UK are now saying that it was a mistake, why are they saying so? Answered 

3. Ahmedabad was recently declared as WHC, on what basis? Answered 

4. What is the sex ratio in Gujarat? Answered 

5. Why is it so low? Answered 

 

Chairman- 

 

Ok, thank you, your interview is over. 
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Chairman- 

6. Can you name some PVTG in your state? Answered 

7. What are the schemes in your state for their protection? Answered 

 

52. UKWed 

Name- Akhilesh Singh Yadav 

Board:P K Joshi sir 

Electrical & Electronics, Hindi Literature 

Badminton, Contemporary Hindi Novel 

10th april ..Afternoon 2nd to go 

Time-3.00-3.30pm 

Medium-Hindi 

 

Ch. 

1. Why civil services after engg.. 

2. why so many enngs for civils?(2-3 cross quests) 

3. Role of Electrical in Admin.. 

4. Tell me about Ghazipur Opium Factory..raw material 

(Ghazipur hometown) 

 

M1(Lady) 

1. Tell me a short story of Munshi Premchand. 

2. Gangrape case of Unnao(yesterday news) 

3. What will u do as SP. 

4.badminton famous players of India 

5.Commonwealth game....venue?(Gold Coast) 

6.Why did they call it Gold Coast? 

7.How many medals we have won till today? 

8.Youngest Indian commonwealth gold medalist. 

9.Problems of Lucknow.. 

10.What will u do as Commissioner.. 

11.Odd-even scheme..Delhi pollution... 

 

M2 

1. Delhi traffic problem...Is Delhi metro sufficient to tackle it....what will u do.. 

2. How much part of your electrical knowledge you will use in administration... 

3. Positives and Negatives of Delhi on your personality 

4. India’s foreign policy about Sri Lanka and Maldives.. 

5. Tell me about Diego Garcia.. 

6.Diego Garcia controversy and India’s stand on it.. 

7.Importance of Mauritius for India.. 

 

M3 

1. Again...Mauritius as a tax haven...effect on India..what should India do.. 

2. European Refugee Crisis.. 

3. Effects on Eu countries..elections 
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4. Brexit...detail... 

5. Brexit’s Positive and Negative effects on India.. 

 

M4 

1. Ujjwala Yojana(gas) 

2. Bharatmala project 

3. Saubhagya Yojna 

4. New trend in Modern Hindi Literature.. 

 

Ch.Thank You. Your Interview is over.. 

 

Board was cordial...exact 30mins....not able to recall some quests of M3 and M4..... 

All d best to everyone..:pray::pray::pray::pray: 

 

53. Name Rahul javir.  

Date 10/04/2018  

optional : public administration  

Board P.K Joshi sir  

2nd to go in morning 

Chairman:  

1)you have done BE and also joined Civil services in 2016?  

2)how can you use your knowledge of engineering in railways ?  

3) how old is this upscale building? Any idea?  

4) which foreign travellers travelled to India?  

5) what they have brought about India in their books?  

6)do you know kemal pasha Ataturk.?  

7)what is difference between administration and management ?  

8) where have you travelled ?  

member 1:  

1) why you started family counselling?  

2)what is this 498A,304B and dowry prohibition act?  

3) which songs you listen?  

4) do you just follow m S subbululaxmi or you know something about specific ragas?  
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5) what is this AI? and how is it's development in India?  

6)wheather it can be used in smart city ?  

Member 2:  

1) so you know about peshwa history ,what was factors behind end of peshwa rule ?  

2) tell some social reformers from Maharashtra? And their work ?  

3)saint poets from Maharashtra ? And their contribution?  

4) what is smart city? As a dm how will you develop Pune as smart district?  

Member 3.  

1)why their is low emploability among Indian engineers ?  

2) what needs to be done?  

3)local self governance structure in India ?  

4) as a dm how will you ensure women's participation in LSG?  

5)why public administration got sprayed from political science?  

Member 4.  

1) so you talk about baba adhav (I clarified that I talked about baba amte ) ? Tell me 

about baba adhav and kashtakari kamgar panchayat?  

2) what is this human resource management system?  

3) performance management system? And which is followed in India?  

4) what is the 3R of sustainable development?  

5) what is status of sbm in Pune ?( told about pmc initiatives and Adar poonwala clean 

city initiative). thank you your interview is over. 
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1. Unknown, Ifos interview  

Manoj soni board 

CM- about bhojpuri, y quit    job, IIT conversion 

M1- what do you do to improve extension service in forest? How would you 

communicate to people? What action do you take to make an impact on first instance? 

M2- differentiate chemistry and applied chemistry? Role of chemistry in forest produce 

management? 

M3- biodiversity, tribals, diversity 

 

2.  Unknown, Ifos Interview 

Manoj Soni sir 

Chairperson: 

What's d diff between Management and administration 

What is development  

Have u faced corruption 

Who is responsible for it 

Is there a corruption in Rto 

Lady M1: 

Trees in Maharashtra 

Tribes 

Whats special about parshu tribe 

M2: 

Why u took hindi in 12th 

Whats d geographical reason for drought in Maharashtra 

M3: 

How is pollution measured bt rto 

How will u reduce it as rto 

                                                      BOARD- MANOJ SONI SIR 
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How will u manage forest as forester 

How will u use development administration in forests 

 

3.  Name- Kendre Narsing Manikrao 

Interview- IFoS 

Board- Dr Manoj Soni sir 

Date-08/02/2018 

Total time- 25 min 

Chairperson-  

What is Parli-vaijnath, is it town or village or city?  

Is it named after any personality? 

Why you left the job? 

So can I consider that civil services is your priority? 

Explain in brief the whole process of paper manufacturing? Have you seen yourself? 

Tell me ten names of trees commonly found in India? 

M1(lady member)- 

You are specialist in mechanical engg? 

How would you use your knowledge? 

Explain to me how would you use that processing industry,with example? 

How to reach to tribals to ensure their participation? 

What are the challenges in tribal development? Should all IFS officer learn all the tribal 

languages? 

M2 

What is annual Raw material requirement of your industry? 

Have your company taken any initiative to increase Raw material supply? 

But there is criticism that these industries give low price to the farmers? 

As IFS officer what would you do to ensure farmers get better price for their produce? 

Is there any govt regulation to control the prices offerd by these industries? 

What is PESA? What sectors have been deregulated? 
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M3 

You cook vegetarian ,is it only because you eat only veg or something else? 

(Some light moments) 

In what dishes you are good at? 

Have you offered these to your mother,sister? What was response?out of love and care??? 

(Again Light moments) 

Latur is recent district, earlier it was part of which district? 

Any improvement since then? 

Do you mean these developments occured due to it was made a district?(interrupted in my 

ans and started a question) 

Latur is in news due some notorious reasons, what are they?  

If a sudden earthquake in your division then what would you do? Do you think apart from 

Police and Revenue administration the Forest need to be concerned ? 

 

4. Name : Karthikeyani.K 

26.02.2018 

Board : Manoj soni 

Time :30 mins 

Opt and graduation – Agriculture 

Chairperson : Are u practising yoga regularly (hobby) 

When is yoga day? 

Why that day? 

M.S Swaminathan committee three recommendation?? 

M1 :  

What is the cost of production in MSP controversy?? 

Reason for farmers suicide?? 

How to tackle it?? 

Where are the ground water depletion zones in India?? 

How to tackle it as a Agri secretary?? 

M2:  
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Cauvery verdict what do u think?? 

Are u happy with the verdict?? 

Are both states happy?? 

Will there be crisis among people as like during tribunal verdict?? 

M3:  

NCC - which wing?? 

Is it voluntary?? 

What did u learn from NCC?? 

Why large textile industry shutting down in Tirupur(place of birth)..What is the reason 

and solution??? 

As like cape Town which part of India will face water crisis??? 

M3: How can we change Agri UG syllabus to include skills to the students??? 

How will u save standing crop suffering from drought?? 

M4: E governance how will u implement in ur office(case study) as employee may 

oppose???  

(Follow up questions) 

Chairperson:  

Have u read thiruvalluvar works???(random question) 

Say any two thirukural and meaning??? 

What do u think is major challenge before India?? 

How can we tackle it (poverty)with thiruvalluvar words??? 

What do u think as ur greatest limitation?? 

Is there some mythology behind ur name??? 

Thank you. 

 

5. Name Karthik  

Job     Income Tax Officer 

Grad   Electronics Engineering 

Hobby : Watching Interviews of famous personalities, Partcipating in temple activities 
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Chairperson Dr Manoj Soni 

Many questions were from present profession. Not posting the purely personal quedtions 

based on profession. 

Chair: 

If you were to describe your native district how would you do it? 

Describe your job. 

What is bitcoin? Is it regulated? Is it recognised by RBI? Why not? Is trading in bitcoin 

legal? What about taxability of proceeds of bitcoin trade? 

M1: 

Which interview did you watch last? 

What was it about? 

Replied Kamal hassan's interview about his entry into politics 

Will he be successful in politics? Why so? 

What is your opinion on Triple Talaq? 

M2: 

What is cashless economy? 

Benefits for taxation? 

How to implement cashless economy? 

Is forcing to go for cashless economy the right way? 

There is a China Pakistan axis. What is it based on? 

What about CPEC? What is its speciality - regarding terrain?  

What was Dokhlam issue? Why did China later back out? 

What is present issue in Maldives? Did India interefere in the past militarily? Why it is 

not doing the same now? 

M3: 

Kerala God's own country - but roads are so narrow. Traffic problems are so high? How 

to solve? 

Right to privacy? Is Aadhar linking to everything right? Is it not affecting the individual's 

freedom? What about right to expression? Should it be curtailed? 

M4 
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What is Internet of Things? How will it affect employment? 

Thankyou. 

 

6. Gondhali satish 

mtech iit kharagpur 

hobby singing, reading fiction 

ifs  2 preference 

monoj Soni board 

ch- what is bharatmala project? 

why port connectivity important? 

why construction of road infra imp? 

wht is golden quadrilateral?explain cultural footprint of India in the world. 

m1- wht type of fiction do you read? 

wht you liked about it? then discussed about that book 

for 3 minutes . you lived in west Bengal what is cultural differences between maha and 

wb 

m2- name some Marathi classical singers? 

how's Nepal India relation? 

is China playing any role? 

what will you do as ifs officer if posted there? 

what do you think of Maldives issue?should India interfere? 

Maharashtra suicides reasons? 

m3- wht type of song do you sing? 

man animal conflict?what should be done?how to create awareness among people? 

m4- how you will increase transparency in administration? 

is NGO playing role in naxalism? 

you were placement coordinator in college..percentage of placement? 

what should be done to increase placement? 

ch- what will you choose google job or civil services be honest? 
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what is your fallback plans? 

thank you your interview is over. 

overall very cordial board 

 

7. Name: Perumal Raja 

Chairperson: Manoj Soni sir 

Optional: Geography 

District: Cuddalore 

Chairperson: 

1. What does the word Perumal refers to? Is it a place's name or your second name? 

2. When did you receive the intimation about the interview? 

3. What are all the preparations you made for the interview after receiving the call letter? 

4. Tell me about the topography of Cuddalore? 

5. Do you know about Arab Spring? What is it all about? 

6. What is ISIS? What are they trying to achieve? 

Member 1: 

7.Do you think himalayas is affected by climate change? 

8. What are the effects of glacial retreat? How much glacial retreat has happened? 

9. Reasons for glacial melt in ladakh? What local measures would you take to reduce it if 

appointed as DM? 

10. Do you think historical fiction novels are right? Won't it reduce the genuineness of 

history? ( One of my hobby is Reading Books- fiction) 

Member 2: 

11. Tell about your final year  project? 

12. Is there only one Anna University or many others? 

13. In the construction of flyovers and bridges, is civil Engineers are only involved or 

mechanical engineers are also involved? 

What do mech engineers do here? 

14. Role of mechanical engineers in robotics. 

Member 3: 
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15. Rohingya issue- what's it all about? And India's role? 

16. Ram Setu- what is it? Is it a real bridge? What's the issue involving Ram Setu? 

17. Tamil Nadu fisherman issue- what measures could be taken? 

Member 4:  

18. What is the government agency involved in disaster relief operations? ( I've organised 

disaster relief operations during Cuddalore floods) 

19. As a DM what measures will you take to address a disaster? 

20. What inspired to undertake disater relief operations? 

21. Reasons for Chennai floods? Where the fault lies? 

22. What are the areas in Kerala where LWE is making inroads? Do you think they will 

be successful? Have they tried to make inroads into TN? 

23. Idealogies of LWE? 

24. What is type of mountain ranges in TN? How is it different from himalayas? 

25. Difference between block mountain and fold mountain? 

26. Where the river Brahmaputra originates? 

What's the issue regarding Brahmaputra between india and china? Does India have any 

treaty with china regarding Brahmaputra? 

27. What is the other nation with which India has a treaty for water sharing? Can India 

stop giving water to Pakistan? Is india legally bound to give water to Pakistan? 

Chairperson: 

Thank you. 

 

8. Name : Hassan Usaid N A  

Board : Manoj Soni  

Optional : geography  

Degree : civil engineering  

Work experience : planning engineer  

Chairperson : 

 • Which is the last dam you visited?  

 • Tell me about it in a civil engineers perspective  
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 • Which is the most challenging task an Indian PSU has undertaken? Why do you think 

so? (I said konkan, don't know right out wrong)  

 • Have you heard about a tunnel that is constructed in Kashmir recently?  

M1  

 • Is India's realty sector down?  

 • What all are the reasons? (I spoke about demonetisation, RERA bill, NPAs)  

 • What will be it's impact on smart cities?  

 • What all are the provisions of RERA bill?  

 • What you mean by smart city?  

M2 : 

 • Why Kerala tourism is so famous? (I said, early start, good branding, natural beauty, 

medical tourism etc...)  

 • Do you think bullet train is a necessity?  

 • What you think about triple talaque ban?  

 • Why it hasn't banned yet, many Islamic countries already did?  

 • Doubling farmers income, what all govt did?   

M3 (lady): 

 • How house boats causes pollution in back waters?  

 • How we can prevent it?  

 • Have you studies about traditional architecture in India?  

 • Why we need it?  

 • Do you think concrete buildings are  not suitable for India?  

 • Do you think there should be censorship on trolls? ( First I thought about trawling, 

luckily didn't talked about it )  

 • What do you think about censorship in movies?  

M4 : 

 • What you mean by precast concrete  

 • What is benefit of it?  

 • Which is costly? Precast or in situ construction?  

 • Why there is left wing extremism in Kerala?   
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 • How you come to know that there is Naxals in your district?  

 • What is the content of a Naxalite pamphlet?  

Chairperson  

 • Thank you Hassan, your interview is over  

 ( My experience, I was the last person in the morning session. Board was less responsive. 

No reaction to answers. No smile. Lady member tried to corner me. Chair was observing 

me throughout the interview. Some questions responded well, but some couldn't. Overall 

satisfying experience. Difficulty level seemed to be equalent to many of the mocks.) 

 

9. Aditya, Btech Civil Engg 

Board- Dr Manoj Soni 

Optional- Political Science and International Relations  

Chairperson-  

Q1- You are 23, so tell me about the challenges Youth face today?  

Q2- Difference between Older and Younger generation?  

Q3- Was 20th Century good, or 21st Century?  

Q4- What do you do in your leisure time?  

Q5- Tell me about the historic importance of Gwalior (my hometown)?  

M1: 

Q1- What are foreign funded NGOs? 

Q2- What are Anti Nuclear Energy NGOs? 

Q3- Is Nuclear Energy feasible for India's energy security?  

Q4- What is Nuclear Waste?  

Q5- Should we go for renewable energy or Nuclear energy?  

M2: 

Q1- What is civil engineer's role in Smart city?  

Q2- What are some of the current challenges of Urban development?  

Q3- India produces so many engineering graduates, most of them are unemployed. Why?  

Q4- What should we do to employ them? 
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Q5- You are a district collector, if some newspaper writes a defamatory article against 

you? What would you do?  

 

M3: 

Q1- Should delhi be given full statehood?  

Q2- What are simultaneous elections? Is it desirable?  

Q3- List some electoral reforms we can undertake?  

Q4-  Is State funding of elections a desirable reform? 

M4: 

Q1- Why do we call Political Science as Science? What is 'science' in it?  

Q2- How are India Iran relations going?  

Q3- How are India Pak relations?  

Q4- Who are non state actors in Pakistan? 

Q5- What is Track 2 diplomacy, and will it work with Pakistan?  

Chairperson (again): 

Q1- If your junior doesn't obey you, what would you do? 

Q2- Should civil servants be terminated from services, if they dont perform well despite 

repeated warnings? 

Interview ends. 

 

10. Shivanand  

B. A. Political Science 

Dr. Manoj Soni Panel 

Afternoon Sesson 

First to be interviewed 

Medium of Interview- Marathi 

Entered and greeted well, asked to sit. 

CM- Shivanand, how would you like to communicate? We have a Translator for you. 

You can opt for any medium. 
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Me- Thank you sir. I would try to speak in English for better discussion, but sometimes I 

may need help of Hindi/Marathi. Would that be fine, sir? 

CM- yes, sure. So lets start. 

You graduated in Pol Sci in 2012. What kept you going since then? 

Me- told about 2 interviews in first 2 attempts. Told about my selection as Asst. BDO 

through MPSC. 

CM- So you are a BDO now? 

Me- No sir. Resigned after a month’s training to focus upon Civil Service preparation. 

CM- surprised.. confirmed if I have resigned or taken any Extension.  

OK. You pursued so many activities during these years. ( Read out- Worked for sex 

workers, communal harmony, etc). Tell me about Psephology thing that you did before 

Punjab elections in 2017. 

Me- Told about our 4 days Punjab tour.  

Subsequent questions on this. 

Member 1- Asked about Naxalism in Maharashtra- why, where, its nature. 

Asked difference between Kashmir situation, North East militancy and Central India’s 

Naxalite movement. 

Have you heard about Surgical Strikes? Tell me about it. 

M2 Lady member- What Nanded (hometown) is famous for? 

A few questions on Guru Gobind Singh, Gurudwara construction, Maharaja Ranjit 

Singh.. 

Can you think of any link between IPRs and Film industry? (Hobby- watching short 

films) 

Told about copyright issue. 

Asked economic impact of its violation on film industry. 

Told about scripts and music related things, their misappropriation and ultimate loss, etc.  

But she wanted more. I said Right now Im recalling this only! She said OK. 

M3- ( He was talking too slow and too long) How come you arranged these SC-ST 

students Interaction Camps? Where? 

Problems of these girls?  Solutions?  

Why SC-STs still lag behind even after having so many schemes and constitutional 

provisions? 
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As a DM what would be your priority towards their empowerment. Told about Education. 

M1- What was your observation about Drug Menace in Punjab? Is it a reality?  

Initially told about unemployment, stagnancy in Agri etc. He said these things are 

everywhere. Then I told about the Supply Side, Neighbouring nation’s hand.  

He asked have met any Drug Addict there?  NO! 

Told about my interactions with Locals in Punjab and their admission of the problem. 

CM- Tell me again what prompted you to visit Punjab only? 

Udta Punjab, Drugs issue, curiosity of how a new party (AAP) is getting momentum 

there. 

Who financed the tour? 

Where did you report your observations?  

(Explained Informal nature of our tour, no institutional backup; Reporting- written blogs 

on it!) 

M4- Tell about State funding of Elections. How would it facilitate our election process. 

Can it eliminate money power in elections? 

I was explaining, but he was not happy. Then I started in Hindi and explained with more 

clarity. Told about combination of efforts for fair elections- electoral bonds, parties undee 

RTI etc.  

OK. If you are posted as DM in Punjab, how would you tackle Drug problem? 

Short term- identify and check on supply side; Long term- youth, jobs, etc 

Lady member- What was your prediction and actual result? 

Told her how we failed in our prediction. 

CM- Its really appreciative that you quit your Govt job to pursue Civil Services and these 

activities. 

Now tell me as an Administrator what would be your FIRST priority among your own 

activities? Would it be working for sex workers or communal harmony or anything else? 

I said Its Communal Harmony! 

Why so? 

Social fabric, hurdle in our development process. 

How? 

Platforms like Mohalla committee .. explained. 

OK Shivanand, on our part, your interview is over. 
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Is there anything that we should ask you OR anything you wish to tell something? 

Me- Sir, I compose music. Currently I am working on a short film named “Bahishkrit” 

which is based on Social Boycott Law enacted by Govt of Maharashtra. May I sing 2 

lines from the film!!?? 

(The CM seemed taken aback for a moment. Mam was smiling. ) 

CM- yes yes, sure. 

Had some water with his permission. 

I started-  

हुआ क्या है आज हमको ये कहााँ हम जा रहे है  

मंजजले तो गुम हुई है रासे्त भी खो रहे है  

हुआ क्या है आज हमको.. 

I stopped. Everybody was looking at me. 

CM- Well Shivanand, I had told your interview was over. But before you go, do tell me 3 

positives of India. 

Me-  

1. Demographic Dividend- billion+ minds. 

2. Unity in Diversity- “India a living museum of cultural diversity”- Iran Prez  

3. Resources- if utilized them propery, we would a Developed Nation very soon. 

CM- OK Shivanand. Your interview is over now. 

आपको भजिष्य के जलये बहूत  शुभकामनाये ! 

Greeted all and left the room with smile. 

 

11. Manoj Soni Board 

27-2-2018 

Background- Punjab, civil engineering, Anthropology 

Hobbies- Squash, Bhangra, Rubik's cube 

C- Are you comfortable in talking about census? What is census? Who does it? When 

started? How is the exercise done? 

Have u read the latest census? 

What are the key takeaways? 
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U r missing imp point about youth. 

Demographic dividend? 

Is situation of skilling up to mark? 

Make in India, Digital India. What will they do if we don't have skills? 

3 things that u have learnt from 2015 to 2018 during prep time? 

Were these things not there in u before? 

M1- Women are only proxies. Ur experience of reservation in PRIs? What needs to be 

done? 

drug problem in Punjab. Reasons, 2 most important steps that u'll take after becoming 

DM of ur distt 

Since u r from Punjab. Which all regions were partitioned?  

Only Bengal and Punjab? No other region in NE? 

Was Burma partitioned from British India? 

M2- Why so many graduates unemployable? 

What needs to be done? 

diff bw civil in IITD, DTU and any other state university? 

M3- why different colours on squash ball? 

Name world class squash players of subcontinent. 

Govt spending so much on IITs thinking that they need engineers. Don't u think u'll waste 

resources of govt by coming in civil services? 

How will u use ur knowledge of engg. in indian postal services? 

U have learnt only analysis in IIT? 

So u think that it is right to come to civil services from IIT? 

Radcliffe line? Macmohan line? Is macmohan line accepted? On what principle was it 

drawn? 

Where all face-offs bw India and China? 

Should we stop trading with China? 

Any country where people voluntarily not buying products of another country? 

Not heard of Japan and US? 

Why Japan could rebuild it's infrastructure after WW2? 
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Why India is not doing even having huge resources? Compare with Japan? Use ur 

analytical bent of mind. 

Why Japanese so skilled? 

M4- are new IITs and IIMs diluting the brand name of old IITs and IIMs? 

Why so less skilled personnel in India? 

What needs to be done? 

Should we impose some restrictions on freedom of speech and expression? 1-2 follow up 

questions 

Should we ban social media? 

But There is so much misuse of social media. Shouldn't we ban social media? 

What can be done to reduce misuse of social media? 

C- if u r very senior bureaucrat and govt made a policy which u think is not good. That 

policy is against ur convictions and u think that policy is also against public interest and 

national interest. 

Will u implement that policy? 

Your interview is over. Thanku 

Totally random Interview.  

Time: around 30 minutes 

 

12.  Deepika Chadha 

Date: March 6, 2018, Forenoon session. 

Manoj Soni board 

Optional: Socio 

Background: Commerce, workex in audit 

Chairman 

You are from Ggn. And also residing there I think. The name has been changed to 

Gurugram. Why? 

Who gave it in Dakshina? 

Have you read Mahabharta? 

Three cardinal principles of auditing ? 
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M1: So you have been an audit associate. Do you know about the regulation failure which 

is leading to scams recently? Do you know about some recent scams? 

What was Satyam scam? 

What is PNB scam all about? 

What is capital adequacy ratio? 

Have you heard about NPAs? 

Have you heard about ROA?  

If any bank fails in mainting these three, what can RBI do to check them? 

Budget provisions about Solar and farm income? 

How many solar pumps will be distributed? Do u know the amount allocated? 

What is a solar city? 

What are other sources of renewable energy? 

M2 

Tell me one instance where you have shown leadership abilities. [DAF based] 

What are the hurdles in improving women literacy? 

Have you heard about the case “ solomon v/s solomon” what is it about? Main underlying 

principle? 

Difference between govt account and private account? 

M3 {female panelist} 

Okay so you hv done bcom hons. You must be having income tax as one of your subjects. 

And you have also worked as an auditor. What is the section of income tax audit under 

which you do tax audit? 

( I was not a tax auditor though😛) 

What is tax haven? Name some countries.  

Why was panama in news? Name of the law firm? Which individuals were named? 

Heard about a more recent leak? 

Diff between panama and paradise? 

Which individual faced the brunt?? 

M4:  

Leadership - where did u display that? 
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5 Qualities of a leader? 

Cyber warfare? Why a threat? 

Denial of service? 

How can you prevent data leak? 

How are the services of govt integrated? 

Why did MoS say that the border with China is sensitive? What is the underlying reason 

behind that? 

Thank you. 

 

13. red_panda: 

date-07/03/2018, FN session 

board-manoj saini 

optional- PSIR 

grad: computer engineering 

from haryana, working in ministry of agriculture. 

Chairman: 

1 So, you have been living in delhi for around 1 year.Tell me what difference do you feel 

between haryana and delhi? 

2 You have done computer engineering, then you took optional as PSIR and now you are 

working in ministry of agriculture, so quite a diversity. Can you explain how did this 

happen? 

3 If you had been the DM at time of Ram Rahim case, what course of action you would 

have followed? 

4 Reasons for USSR disintegration? 

5 What is glasnot and perastroika? 

M1: 

1 What exactly is happening in syria? Who is supporting FSA? 

2 What brought you in your current job, why you didn't go for IT industry? 

3 Why sex ratio so low in Haryana? 

M2(lady member): 
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1 Have you heard about Rosseau? Tell me his maxim? What does it mean? 

2 How do you assess Indian democracy? 

3 What work exactly do you do in your current job? (2-3 counter questions) 

4 What is Plant Quarantine? 

5 There was a famous movie from haryana recently, can you name it?(dangal); what was 

the main theme of the movie and do you believe in it? 

M3: 

1 Two SAARC countries have pronounced emergency recently, can you name them? 

2 Reason for emergency in Maldives? What is India's stand? 

3 Was there any need of emergency in Sri Lanka, it was a simple law and order problem? 

4 A european country's president is going to visit India, can you name him? 

5 So, what will be on the agenda of the meeting between india and france? How will 

french bases help India? 

6 What is this nuclaer deal between india and france. How many reactors are they going 

to setup in India? What is NSG? 

7 Why is Indian Ocean Region important for India?  

8 What are India's initiatives in IOR? Tell me something about IORA? How many 

members does it have? 

9 India in the past has intervened militarily in 2 countries. Can you name them? 

M4: 

1 You said India has aspirations to be a global power, what should be our strategy for 

that? (2-3 counters) 

2 How are the relations between India and China? What should be our strategy towards 

China? 

3 What according to you is the future of the world order? 

4 Why people of USA voted Trump to power? 

5 How to deal with Trump's policies? 

6 How do you see future of EU? 

7 Tell me top 3 software companies acc. to market capitalisation? 

board was very cordial, everyone was smiling throught except M4( he was expressionless 

throughout, don't know what was wrong with him 😝) 
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14. Payal Goyal: 

Background - civil engineering, Yoga hobby, Haryana- place of birth  

Dr. Manoj Soni's board 

Chairman 

Q. What were you thinking when sitting outside the room.  

Q. How do you handle such situations when you get nervous?   

Q. You do yoga. I assume only asana. I said I do prayanama as well and their names 

Q. Why did you choose civil eng. In btech 

Member 1 

Q. What did you do in your internship.  

Related to earthquake so next question based on it.  

Q. If you were administrator in the Bhuj earthquake, how would you have handled it?  

Q. What is required to do all the steps mentioned above - communication  

Q. What is role of navy in wars.  

Q. What are irritants in indo pak  

Q. How India handling it 

Q. How successful in dealing with Pakistan  

Lady member 

Q. What role civil eng play in infrastructure projects?   

Q. You admit they play imp role. Then why do you want to come in administration. 

Q. Policies in civil aviation?  - UDAN - what being done- how much fare 

Member  

Q. What is smart city? Govt scheme regarding it.  

Q. NHAI- when formed, aim, how successful in meeting its role. 

Q. Reasons of farm distress?  What schemes of govt  

Msp 1.5 times of which cost? What are different types of cost?   

Last member 
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What did you do as student mentor.  

How would you improve literacy of women in Haryana 

Have you faced any such barrier?  

Who is more inspirational - your mother or father?  

Which system better - first past the post or proportional representation?  What advantage 

and disadvantages? How minority views represented in First past the post?  

Which election held recently?  Italy- which system in it?  

Where proportional representation system present.  

Chairman: thankyou.  Your interview is over. 

 

15. Name: Srishti Chaurasia 

Background: Mechanical Engineering, Public Administration, Hobby: Paintings and 

Parallel Cinema, Lucknow 

Date: 06 March 2018 

Time: Forenoon 

Board: Shri Manoj Soni 

1st to go in Forenoon,  

duration: 45 Min* 

*Chairperson:* 

1. Are you from Lucknow?  

2. Are you in profession? 

3. So you like Parallel Cinema. Are you aware that Oscars were given yesterday? 

4. Have you watched any recent Oscars winning movie?  

5. Tell me little older ones too.  

6. Tell me the story of Titanic. (As I took name of Titanic) 

7. Where was the Titanic built? 

8. Tell me the name of actors of the movie. (I told Kate Winslet. But couldn’t recall 

Leonardo DiCaprio that moment so I said sir I’m not able to recall his real name but I 

know his name in the movie.. “Jack..!!!” Everybody laughed at this looking at each 

other.) 
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*Member 1 (An enthusiastic Lady)*  

1. So you are from Lucknow. Tell me who was Begum Hazrat Mahal? ( 

2. What’s her contribution? 

3. Any famous place named after her in Lucknow? (I took name of Begam Hazrat Mahal 

Park) 

4. What activities happen in this park? 

5. Do you know about Imambaras of Lucknow? 

6. Tell me a very Interesting story behind the Imambara. (She seemed surprisingly happy 

that I knew this) 

7. Okay Srishti, Do you think GST is one of the biggest tax reform since independence? 

8. What are the advantages of GST? 

9. Which all taxes are subsumed in GST? 

10. Tell me in numbers. (I didn’t know exact number) 

11. Okay tell me which ones are not included? 

12. Are you sure about real estate? (I’d told electricity, petroleum, real estate)  

13. What do you think how has GST benefitted the consumers? (I told 3 points)  

14. Most important one is still left can you think more? (I took a pause, but couldn’t 

recall)  

*Member 3:* 

1. How India’s intelligence is doing? 

2. Name all the intelligence agencies. 

3. Tell me instances where we have suffered heavily due to Intel failure. (I took names of 

Mumbai and Pathankot attack) 

4. Do you know intel failure during Kargil (I didn’t know this)  

5. Okay tell me what will happen if our intel fails? 

6. Do you know what is ‘C’.’D’.’S’.? (I told) 

7. Who suggested to appoint it and for what purpose? (I vaguely remember this part so I 

thought not to answer this. I said sorry sir I cannot recollect it)  

8. Okay, so now let’s ask from the areas you must me more familiar of. So Miss Srishti, 

you have participated in essay competitions. I think you are very much capable of 

throwing some light on UCC. Tell me positives, negatives and finally tell your opinion on 

this.  
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9. Why some sections are not agreeing to bring it? 

10. Are there any movements going on in India regarding this? 

11. Any organisation which is advocating for it? 

12. What is Law Commission’s stand on this? 

*Member 4.* 

1. Sir (he meant member 3) was talking about security issues. Take your time and tell us 

about India’s internal security issues. (I told about Naxalism, insurgency in NE and 

separatist movements JK) 

2. Do you know what is ‘L’.’W’.’E’.? Tell me its full form. 

3. How many states are affected? Name the states. 

4. What laws do we have to solve internal security problems? (Named AFSPA, MCOCA 

..)  

5. What is AFSPA? 

6. What special powers armed forces get by AFSPA? 

7. Okay. You’ve done Mechanical Engineering. Tell me your favourite subject in ME. (I 

said Thermodynamics) 

8. Tell me applications of Thermodynamics. (I said refrigerators, ACs, IC engines) 

9. Who invented IC engine? 

(I gave a two seconds pause, then said sir, I’m not sure of my answer but if you’ll allow 

me to make a guess then I would like to answer. He said yes yes you can..!! I said Nicolas 

Otto. He said ‘NO’. I politely said sorry sir.) 

10. You collected relief fund for Bhuj earth quake affected people. Tell me how you did 

it? (I narrated)  

11. Suppose you are DM in a district and an Earthquake hits the area, how will you 

respond? (I categorised in short term and long term)  

12. Will psychiatric and trauma care be your short term response? 

*Member 5 (member with so prominent gestures and good accent)*  

1. You’ve participated in ‘Red Cross’ and ‘Scouts and Guides’. Tell me who founded 

S&G? 

2. Which year? 

3. What is the motto of S&G? 

4. How do they salute and shake hand? (I didn’t know this) 
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5. Okay. Srishti, Have you read today’s newspaper? (I said yes) 

6. What’s going on in Italy? (I told about the parliamentary elections held the day before 

that day and poll outcome being a hung parliament.) 

7. Which were the main competing parties? (I couldn’t recall so I said Sir I just had 

cursory glance over the headlines, I did not go in details. I’m yet to read it fully.) 

{Not recalling all the questions asked by M5. He had asked something on my optional 

public administration and some issues too but I recall nothing} 

Chairperson- Okay Miss Chaurasia, your interview is over. All the best and have a nice 

day. 

I thanked the chairperson and gave a smiling cursory glance to each member and came 

out of the room. 

Overall: Not able to judge my performance but one thing is sure that it was one of the 

amazing interactions that I had in my life. 

 

16. 7th March Afternoon session 

Manoj Soni sir’s board 

Geography optional 

Civil engineer 

Interview time :40-45 minutes 

Ch: You have already achieved Digvijay (ie victory over all ) ,already in IPS at such a 

young age, so many medals , What is that you want to conquer now ? 

Ch: Why do you want to be an IAS apart from the traditional reasons ? 

Ch: Don’t you think that IPS is challenging or a satisfying job ? 

Ch: What are the negatives and positives regarding art of living administration  

Ch: and the negatives ? 

Ch: Do you believe in the concept of ‘need to know’? 

Ch: (I asked for clarification and he explained ) 

Ch: As an administrator will you follow it or will you disseminate all info that you have ? 

Ch: then how can it be a negative in case of Art  of living organisation 

Ch: Then when allegations are raised against you, will you disseminate all info ? 

 M1: Which are the island chains of India ? 
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M1: What is the importance of Andaman and Nicobar island ? 

M1: Do we have any military infrastructure over there ? 

M1: Yes, the tri services command. Why do we need tri services over there  

M1: Do Chinese have any infrastructure near A and N islands ? 

M1: Are you aware what specifically do they have in coco islands ? 

M1: What are special forces ? 

M1: (Gave me a hint what they are ) and asked now apply your mind and say what they 

do ? 

M1: Did we use them somewhere recently in a neighbouring country ? 

M1: which special forces  carried out surgical strikes ? 

M2: Should railways be privatised ? 

M2: Any speciality regarding thane about railways ? 

M2: Do you prefer smaller states? 

M2: Should then Vidarbha be granted separate statehood   

M2: why Israel-Palestine issue is not getting solved ? 

M3: What are pollution standards we follow ? 

M3 : Status of Bharat norms ? 

M3: Which country/ region do we copy these from ? 

M3: Are you aware about a case in Supreme Court regarding pollution standards ? 

M3: why South China Sea is important for India ? 

M3: What has been India’s shift in stance in Indo Pacific region ? 

M3 what about ASEAN ? 

M3: Which rules govern oceans ? 

M3: What is majuli ? Where is it located ? It’s speciality ? 

M3: What is majuli’s area ? 

M3: Are you aware why Majuli was in news recently ? 

M4: Are you comfortable in civil engineering ? 

M4: Tell me some latest innovations in civil engineering ? 

M4: What are green buildings ? 
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M4: What makes them environment friendly ? 

M4: are you aware about a building PM inaugurated yesterday which is a green building? 

M4: Why geography as your optional ? 

M4: What are the internal security challenges facing India ? 

M4: Has demonetisation stopped FICN ? 

M4: But there were reports that new notes have additional security features ? 

M4: Difference between terrorism and naxalism ? 

M4: What is GPS 

M4: Which country provides it ? 

M4: does India have such a system ? 

M4: Is it operational ? 

M4: Why did  IRNSS 1 A fail ? Did it fail during landing or in orbit ? 

M4 : why did IRNSS 1H fail ? 

M4: What can be done to promote its use ? 

M4: How many states border Myanmar ? 

M4: What is the length of India-Myanmar boundary ? 

M4: How many check posts are there ? 

M4: It is unfenced . Is there any facility for crossing ? 

M4: Have we done anything about free movement regime ? 

M4: Why Myanmar refuses signing the agreement ? 

 

17. Bhoopati gottimukkala: 

Manoj Soni Board 

8th March afternoon (1st to go) 

B.Tech., Electrical and Electronics Engineering 

3 years in Tata Consultancy Services 

5 years in New India Assurance 

Selected in a Senior Administrative Position In DRDO (waiting for posting) 
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Geography optional 

Home state : Andhra Pradesh 

Chairman: 

 When did you come to Delhi? 

How is your experience in insurance sector? Counter questions 

What about the merging of three insurance companies? Your take? Counter questions 

Penetration of Insurance Sector? Why low penetration? 3 Counter questions 

Member 1 Lady (pleasant and smiling): 

What is UDAN Scheme?  

Translate in English (Let the Common man fly 😊) 

China’s influence in South China Sea. 

Stand of India and USA on China’s assertiveness in South China Sea? 

Tell me the names of ASEAN countries.  

Who are the chief guests in the Republic Day? 

India’s importance to ASEAN? 

Counter questions on ASEAN. 

Did you watch Dangal Movie? 

Theme? Real names? Which Sport? At which event Geeta won the medal? 

Member 2 (most grilling – took around 15 mins) 

What is your role in TCS? 

How did you provide real time support to the US client? Counter questions 

Long explanation regarding PNB issue and then started the questions. 

Why Audit and Vigilance could not identify the issue? 

Counter questions on these  

What could you suggest on auditing measures in the banks? 

What is the role of RBI as a regulator in these issues?  

Banks consolidation issue? How is it advantageous? 

NPAs? Can we get Zero default in banking? 
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IBBC? What are the provisions? 

Can the original promoters be allowed in the bidding? (Reminder: I worked in insurance, 

not in banking sector) 

Chairman: Please pass on to the next member. 

M2: Sir, one more question. 

What is the role of TPA in insurance sector? 

Why can’t Insurance companies do the same role? 

3 counter questions and discussion.  

(He asked 4 questions even after Chairman interrupted) 

M3:  

Tell me difference between Individual Mediclaim and Group Mediclaim  policies? 

IS OPD allowed in Individual or Group? 

How do you calculate premium if OPD is included in the policy? 

In Group Mediclaim, premium is paid by the companies? Will they get tax exemption for 

it ?  

I talked about CTC and gave my personal experience. Some counter questions on that. 

Now starts the extreme part: 

Present me a plan, using your experience, tell me how to get real time information of 

enemy states? How to become superior in information? (HE explained for a minute and 

asked this question) 

(I started thinking. Then He asked “You could not have studied it. Just application part of 

your knowledge. I asked Sir, Can I take a minute to think? Then he said “take your time”) 

I told about satellites and cyber network access etc. 

Then questions on LEO satellite and Geo synchronous satellites? 

Which can be used in this? Can trajectory be changed in these satellites?  

3 counter questions on this 

M4: 

Andhra Pradesh state demands. 

Special category issue.  2-3 counter questions 

Peoples war movement in Andhra Pradesh in the early days and name of the leader who 

got killed by the police? 
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What do you know about Social Contract theory? ( I could not recollect after all this brain 

storming and said the same) 

Ch: Thank you *. All the Best and Thank you 

 

18. UNKNOWN 

08/03/18  

Manoj Soni Sir 

Mechanical Engineer 

Geography 

C: 

 How's climate in TN? 

When TN will get rainfall? 

What factors are important for monsoon? 

Why civil services? 

How you got inspired? 

M1: 

Monsoon in India 

El nino what was that? 

Effects 

Developnents in Monsoon prediction. 

M2: 

After 9/11, What safety things America done? 

Psyche of America changed in what sense? 

Regarding hijack of Planes and measures to prevent. 

Many follow up questions in this regard...... 

What you done as NSS volunteer? 

M3: 

Demonitation good or bad? 

Effects? 
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What government done to increase digital payments? 

Bhim app, upi, wallet 

Recent developments in mechanical engineering and follow up on that. 

M4: 

A MNC conducted hand wash campaign what was that? 

Who is lifebuoy manufacturer? 

Temples in Tamil nadu 

Recent coal policy? 

Some questions I don't remember. 

 

19. Girish Badole 

Interview date - 9th March 

Dr Manoj Soni board 

PSIR optional, Medical background 

Hobbies - football,chess, documentary 

Last to go(morning session) 35 Min 

Ch - Lengthy question but basically why civil services when country needs more doctors. 

Ch - what is farmers march from Nashik about And their demands 

Ans- told about long march and demands 

Ch- Didn't MH gave loan waiver last year? 

Ans-explained about problems in implementation 

Ch- Marches may turn violent, as a officer, what steps will you take? 

Ans- Recent NDMA guidelines on crowd management,maintain law and order, adequate 

security personnel,curb provoking speeches, traffic management,etc 

M1 -who Osmanabad named after 

M1 - should health be private or public? 

Ans- told both are complementary in Indian situation and gave reasons citing NHP2017, 

strategic purchasing,etc 

M1- Is Ayurveda science or quackery? 
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Ans- said science and cited charaka, doctrine of Ayurveda 

M1- Will you use Ayurveda in treatment? 

Ans- said many ayurvedic preparations are prescribed today by allopathic doctors. Gave 

examples 

M1- what are issues AYUSH face? 

Ans- R&D, quality standards of drugs, Inadequacy in 2&3 health sector,seen inferior to 

western medicine, 

M1- what is trickle down theory? 

M1- Should railway be privatised? 

Ans- said No, gave many reasons-like improving management, safety,4 lac cr given in 

budget, positive Social externality, mentioned railway issue in UK, Poor's transport, 

Hinterland connectivity, Roads sector still lag. 

M1(Picking points from my answer)- why invest 4 lac cr, Is it good prioritisation 

M1- what social externality Railway has that you were saying? 

M2-So you worked in ONGC, 

How many months? 

M2-Any life saving experience as doctor 

M2-How much is distance between platforms and From coast? Can we explore beyond 

current locations?  

Ans- told EEZ limit etc 

M2- What is Security system to protect platforms? 

M2- What are other threats from coast ? 

Ans-  Terrorism 26/11,trafficking in arms,drugs, FICN,etc 

M2- What coastal Security measures taken post 26/11? 

Ans: mentioned CSS scheme, More funds, interceptor,OPV boats,Marine police, 

modernisation of Coast guard, proposed CMPF  

M2- Anything related to detection of threats? 

Ans- GPS on boats to track, NC3I for intelligence, 

M2- he asked about AIS,radar systems onboard? 

Ans- didn't know. 

M3(Lady Member)-  
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M3- what is CSR( I'd mentioned in trickle down theory question)? 

Ans- sec 135, 2% and evolution of idea from philanthropy, Trusteeship etc 

M3- what is CSR criteria?are all company covered? 

Ans-explained turnover,net worth, profit criteria 

M3- Lengthy question on Companies using CSR for profit ,Do you agree or not? 

M3- What is scientific social responsibility? 

Ans- explained PM comment in ISC  Tirupati, and scientists helping Society,Poor, rural 

population? 

M3- more specific point which PM mentioned 

M3 -said not recollect. 

M4- You mentioned GPS, what's longform,which Country own it? 

M4- Do we have anything similar? 

Ans- told NAVIC 

M4- explain about it 

Ans- mentioned 7satellite, range, accuracy, types of usage(for defence, for others), Recent 

malfunction of atomic clocks etc 

M4- So we need NAVIC sensor? 

Ans- (I had mentioned need of NAVIC sensor in mobiles like GPS sensor)told ISRO,DoT 

are working on it.Then our citizens will start taking benefits of NAVIC 

M4- What is GSO,GTO orbits? 

M4 -about MH agrarian distress. Reasons? 

Ans- explained all factors, water scarcity, Irrigation, high Input costs, indebtedness,Price 

fluctuations, Fragmented land holding, etc 

M4 - What are provisions in budget for this? 

Ans- told MSP related, 11 lac cr credit 

M4 - what area budget focus? 

Ans- Post harvest issues is more focus with MSP,20000 GrAM, Operation Green, FPO, 

Agro processing,agroExport,agri logistics 

M4- What is Operation Green and how will it help farmers? 

Ans- explained 
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M4- Anything about increasing farmer income? About E-NAM.Whats eNam 

Ans-  said scheme was started last year, this budget aims to coverage will be increased 

from nearly 300 to 550 mandis  

Ans- asked about health insurance scheme given in budget? 

Ans- Explained NHPS. 

Ch- Thank you, your interview is over. All the best. 

 

20. Rahul Ratnam Pandey 

Manoj Soni Board 

Law optional  

Kanpur home 

1. Tell me about all the schedules of the Constitution? 

2. Why was 9th schedule incorporated? Is it a weapon in the hands of the government. 

Has it ever been misused. 

3. When was the Income Tax Act passed? Under which section do we file returns.  

4. What are the salient features of Draft Human Trafficking Bill? Which agency will 

investigate under the bill? Do our neighbouring countries view the bill as inimical to their 

interests? Tell about the fund that has been proposed under the bill? 

5. Tell about Sexual Harassment Bill. Salient features. Has the definition of sexual 

harassment being widened by the Act? 

6. What is Civil Liability of Nuclear Damage Act? What are the issues regarding it.  

7. The recent visit of the French President. What India can do regarding NSG 

membership from the visit? In what areas India and France have nuclear commerce? How 

many nuclear reactors has France set up on India?   

8. What are the 3-4 major threats that Taj Mahal faces? 

9. What is the Siachen dispute? From which point does the glacier start. What are the 

different claims if India and Pakistan? Name the valleys on the northern and western side 

of the glacier? 

10. What are the problems faced by sugarcane farmers in Uttar Pradesh? Name recent 

state and central govt schemes for them? 

11. What are paradise papers? 

12. What are panama papers? Name the people whose names came out in panama leak? 
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13. What is basic income? 

14.  What are characteristics of a tax haven. (Asked 5 specifically).  

15. What are NGOs and their role? As a DM how will you associate with them? 

16. What are the problems and issues in Jammu and Kashmir? How will they get solved? 

When there is stalemate in talks how are talks an effective option? 

17. Recently salary of three constitutional authorities have been increased? Whose and by 

how much? 

18. What is PIL and how has it helped? 

19. What is judicial review? Is there a specific article in the Constitution which provides 

for judicial review? What is Article 32? Is judicial review specifically incorporated in the 

USA constitution?  

20. What do you think is the greatest problem that foreign investors face in India? 

21. Which craft is Lucknow famous for? 

22. On hobby what you research? Where you publish? First paper you published? Details 

of that. 

 

21. Srijan: 

12 March, Morning session, 1st to go 

Board : Dr. Manoj Soni, no lady member was there. 

Background : Electronics Engg, 15 months work experience in private job (resigned), 

from Allahabad (UP), first attempt, Geography optional 

Hobby : teaching underprivileged children. 

Chairman: How are you feeling today? 

Me: A bit nervous and happy as well 

CM: Be relaxed, we will talk a bit and will try to know what you have to offer. Don't be 

nervous at all. 

#I see you joined job and also left within a short time. May I ask you what prompted you 

to do so? Reply only if you like, no compulsions. 

#I also see that you teach "underprivileged" (he gestured for underprivileged to be in 

double quotes emphasizing on that word). What kind of underprivileged children? Did 

you also try to enrol them in schools? What else did you do? Did you teach them as well? 

#What according to you is any one shortcoming of RTE Act? 
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M1: There are so many social tensions in India. What do you think are the reasons for 

that? 

M1: Is GDP growth along with joblessness ok for India?(I missed unemployment as a 

reason for Social tension may be that's why he put it like that) 

M1: What is a chinaman bowler?(mentioned cricket in DAF) 

M2: What are your service preferences? At IFS, he started : 

M2: Name some global issues which most countries in the world are trying to work on.  

(I told about sea lines of communication, WTO trade issue, Rise of China, etc. but missed 

global warming) 

M2 : What is India doing for fighting global warming? 

M2: Why are so many engineers coming to Civil services? What are the issues in 

engineering? If they get good engineering job will they stop coming here? 

M3: What did you find interesting in the UPSC examination process? (I thought he was 

talking specifically about exam process and so I said reading humanities subjects after 

having technical degree). He interrupted saying what about this service, which post (I said 

DM). 

M3: What are the roles of a DM? If you are made DM of a very remote area which things 

will you do 1st. (I said bringing governance closer to the people. He asked to elaborate). 

M3: What else will you do? (I said something like plugging loopholes which was brought 

up again by Chairman Sir later). 

M4: What has government done to double farmers income? 

M4: You are from Allahabad which is a historical city. Tell me about Allahabad (told 

sangam, kumbha mela, city of PMs, Allahabad university 4th oldest in India).  

M4: Aren't there famous personalities from Allahabad? So many writers,poets, etc? Didn't 

you get influenced by your city and write anything like poems etc? (I said no) 

M4: Conditions of villages in India and in Allahabad as well, their problems, etc. 

Chairman : You said about plugging loopholes earlier. As a DM, choose any 2 

government schemes aimed at doubling farmer's income, identify loopholes and suggest 

ways how will you curb them (he asked me to take my time and use paper-pencil too). 

I told abou PMKSY and PMFBY and started to tell about identifying proper beneficiaries 

to which he interrupted and asked to tell me specific loopholes in the said schemes. I said 

sorry Sir, I'm not able to recollect. 

Then he asked if I would like to have tea/coffee to which I politely said no. He smiled and 

said thank you your interview is over. 
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My take: Super cordial board. Manoj sir is so soft spoken that you will instantly forget all 

your nervousness. Being 1st timer, they didn't grill me nor asked too many cross 

questions. I didn't even realize that it was already 30 minutes into the interview. Overall 

satisfied with the experience 

 

22. Vedbhushan: 

Date 12th march 2018 

Afternoon session 

Manoj Soni Board 

Vedbhushan 

Bsc physics, MSc astrophysics, MA political science 

Hobby- badminton, motivational speaker 

Political science optional 

Bargarh district, Odisha 

Chairman 

1.You studied physics, did MSc in astrophysics then MA in political science? Why such 

diversity? 

2. What is happening in Maldives? 

3. Should we intervene? 

4. Something related to odisha is happening here in India gate. What is it? 

5. How long have you been in delhi? Have you been to this place? 

6. Can you cook? 

7. It would be nice if you invited us for some odia food 

M1 

1. How are these subjects related? Physics astrophysics and political science? 

2. How are physics and Indian philosophy related? 

3. Have you studied about nuclear reactions? What happens in the reaction? 

4. How did Indian nuclear program develop? 

5. So by nuclear program you only understand atom bomb? 

6. What is India doing for harnessing it for energy? 
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7. How will you apply your knowledge of physics and philosophy in administration? 

M2 

1. Tell me three laws of entropy 

2. Does entropy of a system always increase or decrease? 

3. Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. What is your view? 

4. A society has that form of government which it deserves. Comment. 

5. There was a news today about something happeing in mumbai. Do you know about it? 

6. What has happened in CERN? Why is it important? 

7. Whom do you motivate? 

8. Have you come across a complaint that teachers dont understand the psychology of 

children completely?  

9. What can be done to remove this? 

10. You had scouts, what is the history of scouting? 

11. What did you do in rajya puraskar training? 

M3 

1. What are the sources of energy that we have? 

2. Why should we prefer renewables? 

3. India's major source is   renewable or non renewable? 

4. Have you heard about climate change? How do you know it is happening? 

5. What is difference between weather change and climate change? 

6. What is INDC? 

7. India's commitment? 

8. What is ISA? 

9. What target does it have?  

M4 

1. You don't have a sirname. Why so? 

2. You are from Ravenshaw which was earlier a college and now it is university. Why is 

it famous in Odisha? 

3. What is the one thing that Ravenshaw has provided in graduation? 
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4. Were you in politics? 

5. India is a big country, Switzerland has population of few lacs, still technology is more 

advanced? Why? 

6. If you're made secretary of Department of science and technology, what would you do 

to promote research? 

7. Where is your district? Is it near sambalpur?  

8. Odisha is one of the poorest states, and your region specially poor. If you're allotted 

home state, and you are posted in your district. What three steps would you take? 

9. How would you develop infrastructure? What are the challenges? 

10. What can you do to ensure that tribals don't go to babas or tantrics and rely on doctor 

when ill? 

11. What would be your first priority, infrastructure or health and sanitation? 

 

23. Gary: 

9th March 

Dr Manoj Soni board 

PSIR 

Last to go(morning session) 35 Min 

Ch - Lengthy question but basically why civil services when country needs more doctors. 

Ch - what is farmers march from Nashik about And their demands 

Ans- told about long march and demands 

Ch- Didn't MH gave loan waiver last year? 

Ans-explained about problems in implementation 

Ch- Marches may turn violent, as a officer, what steps will you take? 

Ans- Recent NDMA guidelines on crowd management,maintain law and order, adequate 

security personnel,curb provoking speeches, traffic management,etc 

M1 - should health be private or public? 

Ans- told both are complementary in Indian situation and gave reasons citing NHP2017, 

strategic purchasing,etc 

M1- Is Ayurveda science or quackery? 

Ans- said science and cited charaka, doctrine of Ayurveda 
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M1- Will you use Ayurveda in treatment? 

Ans- said many ayurvedic preparations are prescribed today by allopathic doctors. Gave 

examples 

M1- what are issues AYUSH face? 

Ans- R&D, quality standards of drugs, Inadequacy in 2&3 health sector,seen inferior to 

western medicine, 

M1- what is trickle down theory? 

M1- Should railway be privatised? 

Ans- said No, gave many reasons-like improving management, safety,4 lac cr given in 

budget, positive Social externality, mentioned railway issue in UK, Poor's transport, 

Hinterland connectivity, Roads sector still lag. 

M1(Picking points from my answer)- why invest 4 lac cr, Is it good prioritisation 

M1- what social externality Railway has that you were saying? 

M2-So you worked in ONGC, 

How many months? 

M2-Any life saving experience as doctor 

M2-How much is distance between platforms and From coast? Can we explore beyond 

current locations?  

Ans- told EEZ limit etc 

M2- What is Security system to protect platforms? 

M2- What are other threats from coast ? 

Ans-  Terrorism 26/11,trafficking in arms,drugs, FICN,etc 

M2- What coastal Security measures taken post 26/11? 

Ans: mentioned CSS scheme, More funds, interceptor,OPV boats,Marine police, 

modernisation of Coast guard, proposed CMPF  

M2- Anything related to detection of threats? 

Ans- GPS on boats to track, NC3I for intelligence, 

M2- he asked about AIS,radar systems onboard? 

Ans- didn't know. 

M3(Lady Member)-  

M3- what is CSR( I'd mentioned in trickle down theory question)? 
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Ans- sec 135, 2% and evolution of idea from philanthropy, Trusteeship etc 

M3- what is CSR criteria?are all company covered? 

Ans-explained turnover,net worth, profit criteria 

M3- Lengthy question on Companies using CSR for profit ,Do you agree or not? 

M3- What is scientific social responsibility? 

Ans- explained PM comment in ISC  Tirupati, and scientists helping Society,Poor, rural 

population? 

M3- more specific point which PM mentioned 

M3 -said not recollect. 

M4- You mentioned GPS, what's longform,which Country own it? 

M4- Do we have anything similar? 

Ans- told NAVIC 

M4- explain about it 

Ans- mentioned 7satellite, range, accuracy, types of usage(for defence, for others), Recent 

malfunction of atomic clocks etc 

M4- So we need NAVIC sensor? 

Ans- (I had mentioned need of NAVIC sensor in mobiles like GPS sensor)told ISRO,DoT 

are working on it.Then our citizens will start taking benefits of NAVIC 

M4- What is GSO,GTO orbits? 

M4 -about MH agrarian distress. Reasons? 

Ans- explained all factors, water scarcity, Irrigation, high Input costs, indebtedness,Price 

fluctuations, Fragmented land holding, etc 

M4 - What are provisions in budget for this? 

Ans- told MSP related, 11 lac cr credit 

M4 - what area budget focus? 

Ans- Post harvest issues is more focus with MSP,20000 GrAM, Operation Green, FPO, 

Agro processing,agroExport,agri logistics 

M4- What is Operation Green and how will it help farmers? 

Ans- explained 

M4- Anything about increasing farmer income? About E-NAM.Whats eNam 
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Ans-  said scheme was started last year, this budget aims to coverage will be increased 

from nearly 300 to 550 mandis  

Ans- asked about health insurance scheme given in budget? 

Ans- Explained NHPS. 

Ch- Thank you, your interview is over. All the best. 

 

24. Vikrant More 

Optional- agriculture 

M.sc - dairy science 

Manoj soni sir  

3 rd to go  

Morning session 

 

What is operation flood 

Biography of Dr kurien 

What u learned from it 

Achievements of operations flood 

What is NDDB  

History of NDDB 

(Gujarat connection- Soni Sir)  

M1. Farmers protest in MH  

Is loan waiver solution 

What is long term solutions 

Suggestions for dairy development in India 

Sectors agriculture should focus 

What are government doing in agriculture. 

Why we have not been able to do agriculture department since independence  

What are benefits of sainik school 

How will you use it in Administration 
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E Governance example 

Benefits of e governance 

What more needs to be done in Dairy sectors 

Sports culture how to develop 

How to manage funds for sports 

Marathawada drought why  

What should be done 

Is there MSP for pulses 

What is water use efficiency 

Can there be micrirrgation in North east  

Government initiative for microirrgation 

What is water use efficiency in Industry 

What is RTI  

What is link between RTI and Whistle blower act 

INS Vikrant and INS virat  

Generalist Vs specialist 

Death penelaty do you support 

For which all Crime u will suggest. 

What is desi milk  

How is disaster management in India 

What we should improve D.M 

What is bio toilet 

Who developed Bio toilets 

Very diverse questions 

By This board. 

No woman member 

 

25. Soumya: 
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Dr. Manoj Soni board 

12/03/18 

Afternoon 

Second person to go in my board. 

Chairman :  

1. So you are from Tamilnadu, where are you staying now ? 

2. Tell me some features about Tamilnadu that is very unique to it.  

3. Pick up any other state of India and tell me about it's unique features. 

4. What is the problem in Jammu and Kashmir ? 

5. So you have a degree in Information Technology ...  

(No question. He just stopped there ). 

Member 1 :  

1. What is Internet of things ?  

2. How do we use it in governance ? 

3. What is cloud computing ? 

4. What is the need for having the data in a remote server rather than having it in our local 

devices ? 

Member 2: 

1. What is the problem between Tamilnadu and karnataka ? 

2. What is your opinion on the Supreme court judgement in that case ? 

3. Do you think it will suit during water deficit times ?? 

4. Then what shall we do ?  

5. You are the administrator of Thanjavur district, do you think you will be able to shift 

the farmers there to other crops from rice ?  

6. What is your service preference ? 

7. Do you know the nature of the job ? 

7. Are you willing to work for the Government of India ? 

Member 3 : 

1. So you are a kabaddi player , what position did you play in ? 
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2. Do you think kabaddi is now being played in rural India ? 

3. Is kabaddi played in any other country other than India ?  

4. (I do blogging) what is your blog ? 

5. What kind of things you write in there ? 

6. Tell me a recent post that you wrote  ?  

7. Where do you blog ? (I assumed he was asking about having a own domain or using 

blogger or wordpress etc .. and answered.) 

Member 4 : 

1. Tell me , what is the problem between Tamilnadu and Srilanka. (I told them about the 

fishermen issue and that it is a problem between India and Srilanka involving fishermen 

from Tamilnadu ). 

2. What can be done to solve this ? (Deep sea fishing, effective implementation of JWG , 

joint patrolling etc..) 

3. Will that solve the problem ? 

4. Is there any other issue between TAMILNADU and Srilanka ?  

5. Why are always actors coming into politics in your state ?  

6. Chennai is a coastal area.. but it has drinking water problems. Why ?  

7.Why not desalination of sea water, anyway so many countries are doing it ?  

8. Who have encroached the wetlands of chennai , the government or the public ? 

9. What can we do to clear these encroachments ?  

Chairman :  

Your interview is over. You can leave. All the best. 

 

26. ALI Abbas: 

Sh Manoj Soni board: 

Morning session:14/03/18 

1)Where are you staying these days? 

2)Why in jamia for last 1 year? 

3)Have you heard about Stephen hawking? 

4)Tell me the branch of physics he studied?his famous work and the book he wrote? 
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5)What are the issues with land rehabilitation act?What are your views on the topic? 

6)But what about those acquisition which government does for infrastructure project? 

7)Why did you leave your job working for 5 years? 

Member 1: 

1)How can radicalisation be stopped? 

2)What are your views about petition of India?Could it have been avoided? 

3)What could be the advantages? 

4)How to handle situation in Kashmir? 

5)Should the way we handled situation in Punjab be applied to Kashmir? 

Member 2: 

1) Tell me about cricket players from past? 

2)Whom do you follow? 

3)No 1 T20 side in the world? 

4)Why sociology after engineering? 

5)How could banking crisis be averted? 

6)Tell me specifically what rbi has done today? 

7)What would be impact? 

8) Is that the right move? 

9)Why do you think so?  

Member 3: 

1)why diary writing ? 

2) Advantages of diary writing? 

3)Do you wish to publish your diaries? 

4)Compare tendulkar with kohli? 

5)Choose one from them? 

6)India comprised of 25 percent world trade 500 years back , today our share is only 

2%?Why are we not able to do it know? 

7)But why private investment not coming in. India? 

8)Why rate of credit growth is low?  
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9)But since 2014 you say there are number of schemes ?What things not changing? 

MEMBER 4: 

1)If you are made deputy collector of a district in Uttar pradesh what would you do on 

first day? 

2)Tell me your 2 priorities? 

3)If local mla/MP is not supporting what would you do? 

4)Would you take the help of NGOs? 

5)Tell me something about river Ganga? 

6)Any project to clean Ganga? 

7)how is it different from previous projects? 

8) Do you think it can be successful ? 

9) But what about industries situated on bank on river? 

Thank you very much Abbas.Your interview is over. All the very best for the day. 

 

27. UNKNOWN 

Panel: Manoj Soni sir 

C: U must be a very happy person... Got 3 selections in 3 years... How do you feel about 

it? 

(I felt it prudent to clear here itself that I have joined IFS (forest) and not IRS while 

explaining how do I feel about it...) 

If it is not too personal a question may I ask why did you join forest service? 

What service you want to join if you get selected? Why? 

What are the social festivals Maharashtra celebrate?? 

Are these a challenge to handle?? 

How would you handle kumbh mela?? 

Are these an opportunity too?? How?? He wanted specific actions as a civil servant I 

would take to grab the opportunities... 

M1: ( he was very keen type of a person and went on asking questions for around 10-15 

mins... Chairman had to stop him...) 

Broad themes were: my college, what all placements I got, what job profile I was looking 

for, what all companies came for placement, why didn't I try for Google n all, my work 
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experience in UK, why did I not think of settling in UK, why did I leave the job if the 

profile was so good, nitty-gritties of my work with NGOs, whether I would continue to 

work with them if I was appointed as a collector in Bihar, how would NGOs help me as a 

collector, how I would change Agri situation in Bihar, why industries couldn't flourish in 

India, what industries one would set up in Bihar... Hushh... He went on n on... I don't 

remember any further... 

M2: what are our INDCs... Specific INDCs regarding forest, how are we faring on those, 

can we achieve the target, what are government schemes regarding forest, forest laws, 

forest in budget 2018, how climate change is affecting forest, how forest can be used to 

stop CC, what are minor forest produce, any controversy regarding that, brief overview of 

India's forests... 

M3: (he went through my DAF n there was pin drop silence for sometime)  

naxal problem in gadchiroli, specific number of locals joining naxal ranks in gadchiroli, 

specific steps on women empowerment 

M4: ( he was the jolliest of all ) 

what is the difference between judo, karate n taekwondo 

What are all the belts available in karate, artificial intelligence is it good or bad, how can 

we curb the bad part of it, how AI developments are happening in India, weak AI n strong 

AI, what is GCC, India's relationship with GCC, cooperation in specific areas, exact 

number of diaspora there n some follow up questions, how Dubai is being developed, 

some specifics of AI developments in Dubai... 

Overall, 

A very cordial board 

No lady member 

Interview mostly revolved around my DAF only 

Each member focused specific section of DAF 

( M1 on college, job n extra curricular like NGOs, also asked some broad developmental 

questions, 

M2 on service,  

M3 on extra curriculars like visit to gadchiroli n the questions followed, 

M4 on hobbies, achievements and a bit of IR) 

Manoj Soni sir wears a big kumkum tika on his forehead and strolled across his chair 

once while the second member was asking questions... 

 

28. Nitish kumar 
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Graduation-economics from  BHU 

PG-Social work(DU) 

Hobby- Painting and Reading 

Dr. Manoj soni board 

7th march Morning session (1st candidate) 

Me-gm sir n madam 

C- so nitish kumar from bihar...having a similarity wid grt personality...(was happy to 

hear...n expected some questions  😊....bt he dint asked on this😏) 

C-having economics in BA...n social work in MA...was it a plaaned choice?? 

C-tell some nobel Laureate in economics in recent year?? 

C-what is games theory? 

C-what is nash equilibrium? 

C-contribution of john nash? 

     And movie based on him? 

C-any other theory by Nash?? 

C-what is public good(PG)?? 

    What is the principal of  PG?? 

C- What is marginal utility? 

C-what is paradise paper leak? 

C-difference between stock n  

    Share? 

M2-Having schooling from 

        Military school..... 

       What is difference b/w Military n sainik school?? 

M2- don't you think that these  

        School are not fulfilling their objectives(of sending cadets to armed forces)....to 

which i gave a long answer😀 

M2-army is better than navy n 

        Air force in which field?? 
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(After ans...he asked me to give me 3 areas as priority wise ) 

M2-what was subprime lending 

        crisis? 

M2- what is quantitative easing? 

         Which banks dis this?? 

M2-how was Iceland affected  

       From subprime crisis?? 

M2- name any movie on this? 

M2-why there is a tendency in 

        Indian market that shopkeepers ask customers...whether you wud want a billl??? 

M2- why it is still happening in 

        electronics shop??? 

      When did you last visit 

       electronic shop??? 

(I said ...4 electronics online ☺️) 

M2-how GST will help in this behaviour?? 

M3-what is administrative 

        philosophy??name some 

        admin philosophers 

M3-what is Max Webber's model 

        Of admin? 

        What are limitations in this? 

M3-why bureucracy has 

        attained anegative 

         connotations?? 

M3-As an adiministrator what 

       Wud be ur ethical priorities? 

M3- which is best painting you 
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         like? N why? 

M3-do you think cricket is 

       encroaching space of other 

       sports?? 

M4(lady)- what is diffrence b/w 

          Tax evasion and Tax 

           avoidance? 

M4-effects of cash based economy on direct and indirect taxation? 

M4-name some famous personalities in paradise paper leak(she was nt plsed to hear Big 

B's name...😜) 

M4-tell me some other name 

M5- how technology will help in adiministration? 

M5-what is MIS? 

M5-what is e governance? 

M5-name some e gov prog? 

M5- what is e kranti? 

M5-name some changed names  

       Of gov programm in this 

       sector 

M5-what are steps involved in 

        banks consolidation(bank 

        merger)? 

M5-what is CAR (Capital 

       adequecy ratio)? 

Interview was cordial n much better than those mocks😊 

Most of the questions from economics 

 

29. Praveen singh: 

15 March FN session MANOJ SONI SIR Board. 2nd Last to go. 
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About me: Grad:MECH. Engg. 

OPTIONAL: PSIR 

Home town Varanasi 

C- So u r from Varanasi. Tell me one impact that varanasi has on u? 

C- tell me one impact that U had on Varanasi. 

C-what was done after it? 

M1- how do ganga gets polluted in varanasi? 

M1- how to solve it? 

M1-any local org. Engaged in awareness campaign for ganga cleaning? 

M1- namami gange-ground status. 

M1- what can be done to clean ganga?  

M2- how old is ur college? 

M2- who was harcourt butler <my college name> 

M2- what was his contribution? 

M2-why fewer people know about HBTI kanpur? 

M2- I see u have played cricket in college. Should india and pak. Play cricket? 

M2-so untill kashmir unrest doesnt gets over till then no cricket? 

M2- Do u support bullet train? 

M2- expected fare? 

M2- so is it<bullet train> only a rich-class venture—not for common coz very high fare? 

M2- Do u support a policy where corporates be allowed only to gain profit uptoo certain 

extent and rest be transferred to govt.? 

M2- What is the motive of corporates? 

M2- Do u support that only rich be allowed to stay in a country ? 

M3- what type of songs u sing? (hobby) and fav. Singer. 

M3- Use of robotics in IPS-law and order. (robotics nowhere mentioned in DAF) 

M3- Do u support cloning? 

M3- merits of cloning? 

M3- How to increase agricultural productivity? 
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M3- do u support GM crops? 

M3- can machines be used in indian agriculture in all areas? 

M3- tell me something about irrigation status in india and how it can be imrpoved? 

M4- (sitting quietly with no expression)- How will u use robotics in LWE areas? 

M4- recently a country went short of garbage for its waste to energy plants. Name it? 

<i didnt knw-he told me sweden> 

M4- What is good about Nordic countries? 

M4- do u know anything about the pension scheme in sweden? 

<i didnt know the ans.> 

Remarks: Lot of cross-questions were there. DAF was covered and M3 surprised me with 

disconnected topics. Overall cordial board with lot of smiles. It took 40 minutes. 

 

30. Ashu: 

Board - Dr Manoj Soni 

Date - March 16, 2018 FN 

Time of PT - 33 minutes.  

B.Tech Civil Engineering  

No job and 5th attempt.  

Hobbies - Trekking, jogging and photography.  

Sri Ganganagar, Rajasthan  

Chair - You did your graduation in 2012. How you have kept yourself busy in these 

couple of years? 

Chair - Ok. It's good that you took time to pursue your hobby. Otherwise, we hardly get 

time to pursue it.  

Anyways. You are a civil engineer. So, how would you use your knowledge in 

administration.  

Chair - What kind of advancement have happened in irrigation and highway engg in last 

couple of years.  

Chair passes the baton to M1.   

M1: What is 3D printing?  
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M1: Recently, China has been using 3-D printing to construct buildings like 20 storey 

building. So, how they are doing that?  

M1: So, you are student of International Relations. Tell me, how do you look the future of 

India-US relations? 

M1: Should India trust US? 

(baton passes on to M2) 

M2: So, you talked about Indo-US cooperation. What about nuclear cooperation? Is it 

happening?  

M2: So, what is this exact liability issue? Can you explain? 

M2: Which agency handles the liability matter at international level? 

M2: What do you understand by international relations?  

M2: Why India engages with other countries? 

M2: Can’t India ensure its sovereignty without engaging with other countries? 

M2: So, your hobby is photography. Is there any kind of disruptionist technology in the 

field of photography? First tell me what is disruptionist technology?  

M2: So, is there any kind of such technology in photography? 

M2: Do you print your photographs? 

(batton to M3) 

M3: What are challenges of Rajasthan’s tourism sector? 

M3: What would you do to improve the tourism sector?  

M3: Tell me why Indian President is called as supreme commander of defence forces? He 

doesn’t wear uniform, he never goes to war. So, why only he is called as supreme 

commander? 

M3: Okay. Then tell me that who is responsible for India’s security? There is one 

particular person responsible for defence of India. Who is he? 

M3: It is the defence secretary.  

M3: There are two houses in Parliament. One is Lok Sabha, where MPs come from direct 

election. So, Rajya Sabha represents whom? 

M3: How it represents States? What is the difference between Lok Sabha MP and Rajya 

Sabha MP? 

M3: Is there any kind of provision that RS MPs of State should be necessarily from that 

particular State? 
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M3: So, do you think this needs to be changes and the domicile criteria needs to be 

mandatory.  

M3: Tell me three things that you think India should learn from the history of last 500 

years.  

(baton to M4) 

M4: So you are from Sri Ganganagar. Tell me something about this place.  

M4: You talked about green revolution. What was it based on? 

M4: What are the pitfalls of green revolution? 

M4: Don’t you think the target of doubling farmers’ income by 2022 is over-ambitious 

target? 

M4: Can govt achieve it? What impact will it have? 

M4: What are the inputs used in agricultural farming? 

Chair: Thank you. Your interview is over.  

 

31. Name: Suman Nala 

Board: manoj soni sir  

4th to go 

History, worked with elderly, disabled and on nanotechnology in various projects. 

 

1. What are you doing these days? 

2. What is trade deficit 

3. How does it affect? ( I told it affects rating of country) 

4. In which field India has trade deficit? 

5. Why is not affecting rating of country ( I told we balance with export. If not able to do 

this the rating will be affected) 

 

1. What is the hobby of interacting with elderly? 

2. What are the problems faced by elderly? 

3. What is the mission started for sanitation? 

4. How to change the mindset for sanitation?  

5 In how much time we will be able to do this? 

6. Are we able to do it. 

7. What is the condition of our industry? 

8. Why our manufacturing not picking? 

9. Problems of msme. 

10. Why China is able to grow in manufacturing? 

11. In sensex what is the contribution of msme. 

12. How much is the industrial growth of India. 

 

1. Told about T.N.sesan staying in old age home. What are your views about it? 
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2. Which part you consider as golden era of india? 

3. Why those regions which were under Mauryans and Gupta are backward now?? 

 

1. What was ur research project about ??( it was in nanotechnology) 

3. Why nanotechnology not progressing in India? 

4. What is this degree you did in college? How is it useful today? 

5. What are your service preference?? Looks like u want to stay in India. 

6. Tell me how IAS is linked to foreign policy.  

7. What are the problems of CSR. How it can be overcome? 

 

1. What is disability according to you? 

2. How can they contribute? 

3. How can celebral palsy people contribute? 

4. Do you think government is doing enough for disabled?  

5. Tell 3 primary and 3 secondary problems which today's government should focus 

6. What are the steps taken by government in each of these fields. 

7. How much % are skilled in India? What is the world average? 

 

Cordial board, chairman and other members had smiling face . Most questions from DAF, 

government work and economics 

 

  

32. Name-- Pankaj Khandagale 

DOI-- 15-03-2018 

Board-- Manoj Soni sir. 

Travelling, mechanical engg,Tata power, history. 

 

Soni sir-- 

1) why u took eol? 

1) what is middle class? 

2) does having large middle class affects a country?how? 

3) which class is important for a country , poor class,middle class or rich class? 

5) which class pays highest taxes? 

4)shall government have similar kind of policy for all classes?  

 

Member-1  

1) what is difference between public servant and civil servant? 

2) ministers are public servant or civil servant? 

3) what else comes in public servant? 

4) what is government? 

5) what is central government? 

6) what are it's components? 

7) under which ministry ur service comes? 

8)what is full form of cbec ? Has it been changed? 

9) what is hierarchy of ur service . Starting from cbec head to hawaldar? 

10) what is debate going on over sanitation? 

11) do u think that India is dirty country is fact or perception? 

12) do u thing that changing perception of people towards sanitation is only duty of 
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government? Who others should participate? 

13) is there any role of private sector in it? What is it? 

 

Member-2 

1) why you want to opt for IAS? 

2) what do u mean by opportunities in IAS? 

3) do u think that taxing service people(civil servants) is wrong because already they have 

meagre salaries? 

4) what is percentage of tax paid by service people in India? 

5) Shall agriculture be taxed? ( I said yes) 

6) But if u think that agriculture be taxed then why till now we didn't tax it?  

7) what is FDI? 

8) do u support 100%fdi in all sectors? Why? 

9)what are sectors where FDI shall not be allowed?  

10) shall FDI be allowed in retail sector? Why? 

11) how to protect retail sellers from foreign companies? 

12)USA imposed duty on import of steel and aluminium.Do u support such moves ? 

13)India is imposing anti dumping duty on import of steel from China to protect Indian 

industries. Do u support this Indian policy? 

14) do u watch movies? 

15) who is ur favourite hero?  

 

Member-3  

1) what is use of mechanical engg and history in ur service? 

2) what is disruptive technology?give an example. 

Some more questions,unable to recall. 

 

Member-4  

1) how would u increase tax base ? 

2) what is curriculam of ur subject- history? 

3) which part u like most? 

( I said modern India n then he asked question from medieval) 

4) do u think that Mughals subjugated India? 

 

CM 

1) do u mean anybody who came to India and settled in India then we can say that they 

have not subjugated India? 

2) what do u think that if Britishers would have settled in India then can we say that they 

didn't subjugate India? 

 

33. Veerendra  

14 March, after noon  

Board : Soni sir  

 

1. so poetry is your hobby..who is favorite poet??  

2. Couplets of kurukshetra...(as I told I don't have a single favorite poet, rather.. different 

ports and poems.)  
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3. Geopolitical relevance of my poem.  

4. How wld you improve our foreign policy.?  

5. How economic,human resources and manufacturing sector and R&D..??( Aa u told 

first to be strong internally)  

6. What for msme industry..??  

7. Defence industry.  

8. India Maldives relations and Maldives internal problem  

9. Why you going to join Civils services and not R &D??  

10. Why not IFS as first choice..why IAs first..??  

11. Functions of IAS.  

12. Can you live in Delhi where you have to travel by bus and pick you files yourself..??  

13. Who is you fav political leader anand why??  

14. What is LHC?(daf)  

15. What happens first action or reaction.??  

16. Gun license at your home..Daf related  

17. How wld you convince ppl to not buy gun licences..?  

18. Again some ir related qstns..trivials.  

19. Shd be get unsc seat without veto..??  

20. What after that...??  

21. What is quantum physics? He said that he didn't understand quantum physics?  

22. Can it explain whole universe??  

23. Relation between energy and physics?  

24. Who is opposing our unsc seat?  

25. What is coffee club?? 

 

34. Pooja 3/29/18  

Mr. Manoj Soni Board 

Home state- Chhatisgarh  

Optional- public administration  

Background-Engineering in Information Technology  

 

Chairman-  

1. Chhatisgarh cuisine( home state) 

2. Bhilai steel plant - asked about foundation , production. 

3. NURM - analysis 

4. MGNREGA - Critical analysis 

 

M1: 

5.Some statement said by Gen.Bipin Rawat and asked what does it mean. 

Nuclear policy of Pakistan 

6.India's maritime interests 

7. Who safeguards it and how  

8. Data mining and application  

 

M2: 

9.Bigdata and application  

Differnce between data mining and big data 
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10.administration vs management 

11. Public vs private administration  

12. Chhatisgarh LWE problems and its initiatives to tackle them 

13. Digital india and its pillars 

14.e governance  

 

M3: 

15. Incredible India campaign and recent initiative  

16. MSME and its importance.. Budget 2018 incentives for MSME. 

17 . International solar alliance and recent developments . 

 

  

35. Board: Manoj Soni Sir 

Afternoon Session 

Background: Electronics 

Optional: Anthropology 

 

Questions in random order: 

1. Started with the discussion on SC judgement on SC/ST Atrocities Act.View on it. 

2. Co-relating the recent protests with Poona Pact. 

3. Make in India campaign relating with electronics 

4. Jalgaon: 2 recent happenings. Follow up questions about water conservation and water 

saving technology in farming. 

5. Illegal Migrants under which act? 

6. Separate act is present for migrants in Assam, which act is it and provisions of it 

7. Impact of global warming on India 

8. Segregation of waste model. Feasibility in India? 

9. Why Manufacturing sector been weak in India? Why do companies prefer China over 

India? 

10. IoT and it's applications in agriculture 

11. Cyber Security 

12. Different types of digital threats? How to detect when some cyber attack has taken 

place. 

13. Talked about some alumni of BHU whom I was unaware of. 

14. Naga Accord and details on it. 

15 Hobby question about TED talks..Tell about some TED talks you have heard about. 

Related questions: Why indian entrepreneurs are unable to invent as much as someone as 

Mr.Musk. 

16 Relationship between electronics industry and demonetisation. 

 

36. Name: Triratna Chavhan 

Panel: Manoj Soni sir 

Afternoon session: first to go 

Optional:pub ad 

Btech(Extc) 

Hobbies: F1,Vipasanna 
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Chairman: where do you live in Delhi? 

So, don’t you live in ***? 

What drives you to stay in Delhi? 

If you are okay to share with us, what kind of resources you get in Delhi? 

Are they free? 

So, is vipasanna your academic interest or you just practice it? 

What you get from practising it? 

How it will help you in administration? 

If vipasanna teaches you to remain neutral to external stimulants then how will you react 

to corruption situation? 

 

M1: 

Tell me the names of three gems? 

What is telecom policy of India? 

What policy India follow to increase outreach in rural area? 

Why you choose pub ad as optional? 

Why critics say ,’why having mobile so much mobile devices when half of the country is 

poor? 

What is 1g, 2g and other Gs? 

What is bandwidth? 

How call is get connected?  

Explain in detail. 

What you have done in hostel management committee. 

What problem did you faced that time? 

What experience you learned from this? 

 

M2: 

Which part in pub ad do you like? 

What is motivation? 

What is morale? 

What is the difference between them? 

How will you use health as a motivating factor in administration? 

What is Rule of Law? 

What is meant by Rule? 

What is meant by Law? 

Which one is supreme, Rule or law? Explain in detail. Then he went on for some time till 

chairman asked him to wind up. 

So you say law is supreme , is it a case everywhere? 

What is capital punishment? 

How many rich got hanged till date? 

See, law exist for poor only! 

Reading my daf, interest part, you seems a versatile personality, how do you manage 

doing all this? 

What are your service preferences? 

Is being IAS officer privilege ? 

 

M3: 

So you are electronics engineer, why India didn’t fared well in hardware manufacturing 
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while China did well? 

Any government policy to increase hardware manufacturing ? 

Name any semiconductor company you know in India? 

Then he explained about Bangalore and ISRO. 

What are disruptions in telecom sector we are witnessing? 

Does any country use satellite communication for telecom sector? 

Any private initiatives that plans to use satellite communication to provide telephone 

communication? 

Recently , ex ISRO chairman got licence for new telecom technology, do you know about 

this? 

As a Telecom secretary how will you promote telecom sector? 

What services telephone service offer to rural area? He himself answered the question 

before me.(I don’t know why?) 

Will you increase spectrum charges to increase revenue of government or will prefer to 

increase subscriber base? 

What role semiconductor plays in electronics? 

What you designed in Robotics? 

What is cyber security? What setup do India have to protect data of users? 

Does your college had any department related to AI? 

 

M4: 

Why formula1 while many people don’t know about it? 

What are the percentage of driver winning from pole position? 

Don’t you think it’s quite easy to win from pole position then what thrills it gives you ? 

Who is current world champion? 

Tell me what was the most difficult decision you had to make in your life? 

Why it was difficult? 

Tell me the two qualities that administrator should have?why 

If I ask for one more?why? 

Don’t you think that there should be integrity? I smiled and said,”yes, that can be 

included too” 

 

Chairman: Thank you, your interview is over. 

Lasted nearly 35-40min 

 

37. ANKKK, Sat  

Over with my interview - 

Manoj Soni Sir Board 

 

Some questions asked on the name of Electrical Engg. 

1- what is super critical technology 

2 - efficiency of supercritical plants 

3 - what does BHEL supply to thermal plants 

4 - any other psu like BHEL which supplies generators 

5 - do BHEL also design the generators 

6 - difference between BHEL generators and jet engines 
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7 - what is ethanol 

8 - how is it prepared 

 

38. LekhrajMon 

9/4/18 

Morning first to go 

Manoj soni board 

Geography optional 

Btech nit kkr 

 

Nothing from daf or current..Everything was opinion based.... 

 

Chairman 

1.how are u feeling 

2.where do u stay 

3.how is delhi's weather since last 3-4 days(it was raining in the morning) 

4.climate change n Western disturbances 

After that kept staring in my eyes for abut 10-15 sec with very intense look...And I kept 

smiling more n more:joy::grin: 

 

Member 1: 

Wat u think abut adhar? 

Wat are the issues? 

Where to approch in case of breach of data? 

Ppl approching supreme Court directly in case of fundamental rights..Why not they 

approch lower judiciary first... 

Why pendance of cases.. 

 

Member 2(lady,always smiling) 

Abut role of signals in railways 

My internship at BSNL  

Speciality of Rajasthan  

Abut why to join services,why not private job 

Abut my optional subject during 12th 

 

Member 3(most of the time I cud differentiate when he is asking questions or telling 

story) 

Digital era n artificial intelligence so everyone is putting data to computers and they are 

giving solutions( he stopped,I first waited a few second may be there will be question,but 

he was staring at me for answer) 

Minerals in Rajasthan 

Replacement of uranium 

 

Member 4 ( my fav) 

Dokhlam issue..Was our stand justified..Sud we use military or even go to war if need be 

if China do any such thing in future. 

Does leader play a major role in development or his team or the people or all of them. 
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Attributes of leader  

Political militancy 

Smart power 

Wat will be ur focus area in ur district. 

Give me 5 things u will undertake for development of a particular region. 

 

Again chairman 

Literacy rate in India  

Literacy rate for female  

Female literacy rate in haryana n Rajasthan. 

I forgot some questions,the board was very nice,all were in very good mood with big 

smiles. 

 

39. olympiaMon 

2nd april 

board : manoj soni 

pub ad, IITB- civil engg, sports background, homestate - Rajasthan, job - in 

kashmir 

 

ch. 

1. why jaipur pink city 

2. why only pink color 

3. oil prices going up.... earlier low ...so what was benefit 

4. import bill for crude oil 

5. how we have used that money 

6. jaipur leg - why name jaipur 

7. who invented 

8. jnnurm - components 

9. what u doing these days 

 

m1.  

1. contribution of kalam in jaipur leg 

2. data analytics 

3. special category to states - criterion 

4. its benefits 

 

m2 

1. what is waste 

2. types of waste - specifics 

3. solid waste management, plastic waste, chemical waste, bio medical  

4. kashmir issue - your opinion 

5. kashmiri peoples point of view 

6. what schemes to integrate kashmiri people with india 

 

m3 

1. status of armwrestling in india 

2. general info about armwrestling - techniques and all 
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3. why didnt u go for asian championship despite selection 

4. why do associations take fee from candidates  

5. india pak territorial issues  

6. india china issues 

 

m4 

1. sagarmala project 

2. bharatmala  

3. how roads help economy 

4. biggest civil engg company in bombay 

5. current projects undertaken by it 

6. kashmir - is it territorial issue or some other dimension 

 

40. Vijay Dashrath Gaikwad  

PANEL : Dr. manoj soni sir 

hobby : 1 . meditation  

2. visiting historical places 

graduation ETC engg. 

optional: History 

 

ch: 1. when you started reading about shri Guru Gobind Singhji 

2: what was his special contribution of him ? 

3: what are 5 Ks in sikhism ? and their singificance? 

 

M 1 : 1 . what is a co relation between caves of ajanta and ellora ? 

2 . why diff religious , types of caves are there ? 

3 . weren't they conflicting with each other ? 

4. what is digital india(DI) campaign ? and its component ? 

5. is there any relation between between Digital India and DeMonetisation ? 

6 . will ATMs get fully eliminated in future ? 

 

M2 : 1. what sterps are neede for digital india ? 

2 .what is govt policy about telecom sector in manufacturing ? 

3. why india is lagging in its manufacturing ? 

4. why china has greater manufacturing base than india ? 

5. why big industries such as L&T , reliance , TATA are not investing in telecom 

manufacturing ? 

 

M3: 1. why western MH and konkan has more industries than Marathwada region ? 

2 .what are good practices and bad practices done by people of western MH people 

regarding water ? 

3. what are similarities and dissimalarities between marathwada and isreal ? 

4. what steps would you take as DM to handle ongoing drought situation in a northen dist. 

of Karnataka  

5 . what are water intensive crops ? 

 

M 4 : 1. About digital India what are core requirement  
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2. what about towers ? 

3. why people are worried about it ? 

4 . what will you do to convince people about tower and its radiation alevel within limit ? 

5 . which govt agency look to rdiation level  

 

thank you so much Mahesh Bhagwat Sir for your guidance and ,guidance call . 

Thankyou all mentors and thank you friends 

 

 

41. Name- Kamble Ashit Namdev 

Panel- Dr.Manoj Soni 

Optional- History 

Graduation- Mechanical Engg(2013,Pune) 

District- Osmanabad 

Hobby- Drawing Pencil Portraits. 

 

CM- Where are you living now?(Pune) 

But you are from Osmanabad district? 

What are you doing since graduation? 

Asked about data on irrigation in Maharashtra. 

Solutions on irrigation in Osmanabad district(if you are DM of Osmanabad)? 

3 major problems of Pune that you would like to concentrate on if you were Municipal 

Commissioner? 

 

M1- Isn't illegal construction a problem in Pune?(I said yes) 

Why?(I fumbled a bit. She was not satisfied with the answer) 

Status of infrastructure in Pune? 

Immigrants a threat to Pune?  

Reasons for migration? 

Who migrate mostly from your district? 

 

M2- Have you heard of RUSA scheme?(he pronounced it like ROSA. So I said no. Then I 

asked did he mean RUSA? He said yes. I told the full form). 

He asked something about devolution of funds in this scheme & linked this question with 

UGC's role. I said I don't know. 

What is % of GDP spent on Education? 

% of GDP spent on R&D=? Is it declining or increasing? 

 

M3- Relationship of Maharashtra with Panipat battle? 

Why Marathas defeated? 

Why so many battles fought in Panipat? 

Distance between Khyber pass & Panipat?(who knows? May be Babur.) 

Any other major Battle fought in the region between Khyber pass & Panipat till 18th 

century?(Couldn't recall) 

Did Indian powers resist against foreign invasion in this region? 

Major challenges to India's internal security today? 

Is Development deficit reason behind Naxalism? 
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Other reasons behind Naxalism? 

Major development problems in India? 

 

M4-Do you have interest in reading military history? (Because my optional is history) 

Tell me solution on Kashmir problem then. 

Should we adopt soft stance or hard stance towards Kashmir problem? 

Which is the reason behind stone pelting in Kashmir-jobs or ideological or foreign hand? 

What should be our policy towards Afghanistan? Should we send our military as Trump 

is asking for our direct involvement? 

One very long question on modernization of military & size of military forces(I said I 

have not read much on this issue). 

 

(Board was cordial. Especially lady member was always smiling. One member sitting 

very close to me was observing me constantly.No question on graduation subject & 

hobby. Ducked 7-8 questions.) 

 

42. prashasth, Tue 

Prashasth B.V  

MBBS  

ASSISTANT COMMANDANTANT 

MANOJ SONI SIR  

 

CHAIRMAN  

Sir cordially welcomed me (but I hardly heard his voice ...yeah I booked a consultation 

with ENT specialist ;))) 

Q.whats your logic behind Civils ...if personal we understand 

Q.What were you doing from xyz year 

Q.You joined crpf? 

Q.will u join? 

Q.convince us...your logic of civils services joining 

 

M1. 

Q.you are a good sportman...tell me difference between team games and individual games 

Q lesson learnt from team games . 

Q.I doubt you are a cricket 

buff:stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes::stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes:(which I'm but didn't 

mention) 

Q.tell me states bifurcated before Telangana 

Q.Problems common to chattisgarh jharkhnad and. Telangana 

Q.Why naxalism at all 

Q.How will you deal with naxalism as S.P 

 

M2. 

Q.Potential of telemedicine 

Q.metals used in medicine 

Q.who is the new N.S.A of Us 

Q.view on euthanasia 
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Q.counter questions 

 

M2. 

Q.what is adaptation 

Q.tell me technical terms 

Q.apply to public policy 

Q.what are wicket/wicked problems (I thought I lost my wicket ..;).thank God he himself 

told ..and asked tell few examples:) 

Q.what are complicated problems complex problems 

Q.internal security challenges and external 

Q.drug problem in India 

Q.kashmir issue  

Q.what changes u suggest  

Q.Nhai average kms laid;)and COSTS PER KM(YES THIS IS THE QUESTION) 

Q.policy implementation issue  

 

M4. 

Q.ncc and things u learnt 

Q.view on minority reservation 

Q.view on jat agitation (not reservation) 

Q.do u think localised development model for minorities possible 

Q.who is sports minister 

Q.medal he won 

Q.sports reforms 

Q.u follow Commonwealth 

Q.shooting medal 

 

Finally chairman sir again 

 

Thank you...your interview is over .THANK YOU . 

 

Board is cordial in VOICE BUT for them every word matters .Every word. 

Chairman sir..doesn't allow long answers 

Best wishes:) 

 

 

43. Ser CleganeTue 

Chairman Manoj Soni Sir 

Date. 10.04.2018 

Optional History 

Rajasthan, Worked in SBI, Now in CBITC, Meditation, Blood Donation camp 

 

Ch. 1.tell something which is not in d daf 

2. Tell ur 2 weaknesses 

3. How r u going to work in administration with these two. 

4. Why did u leave Sbi 
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M1. Why blood donation 

2. How should I do i can organise one 

3. Why Kota is education hub 

4. U hv good build up Why didn't u join army 

 

M2. Meditation - give 2 mins speech 

2. Why did u started 

3. when should ne do this? 

4. What should we do yo use skills of veterens 

5. Sbi is better or present?  

 

M3. Lady member 

1. One landmark event of Rajasthan history which u find most significant 

2. One landmark event which u find shouldn't hv happened 

3. Hv u seen Padmavat, why 

4. Considering yourself as SP, How r u gonna protect if a theatre is showing this in ur 

district 

 

M4. Most irritating 

1. Niti aayog ranking of best n worst village 

2. Parameters used for this ranking 

 

A few questions I don't recall. Best wishes 

  

 

44. Aditya, Tue 

Optional-History 

Teaching ,cricket  

10april forenoon 

3rd number ,Dr. Manoj soni 

 

Chairman- cordial  

1.Tell me about passive usthensia 

2. Tell me procedure 

3. Your opinion 

 

Member 1- 

1. Your leadership skill? 

2. Obor view 

3. Why china invest on bri! 

4. Why india against 

5. tool ???  

6. tell me pak port name? 

7. china kya chahta h, zindgi bhar china ke sth hi ldna h kya 

 

M2- 

1.Why ajanta ellora famous? 

2.niti aayog backward or forward state? 
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3.What are the parameter 

4 5 paramerter good ,now tell me why only these why not other?? Direct bouncer 

4. Higher education gdp ratio 

 

M3-lady member , smiling & looking supportive 

1. Do u face corruption? 

2. Adult education & their initiative 

3 what to do for improve quality education 

4. From where r u? Where u live 

5. What are you doing these days? 

6. when u passed out 

7. Northern indian southern indian history difference? 

8. when northern india invaded & southern india flourish 

9. Tell me post maurya age? Time batao 

10. chola 

11. rajput history?When arab came 

12. Cher ,pandya chola? Kb se kb tak -totally factual 

 

M4- most dangerous, looking like ab ni bakshana h tumhe :P 

1. Why agriculture distress? 

2. What to do in it 

3. What to do in drug problem in punjab 

4.what are initiative taken to improve job? 

5 goal of skill ? Factual 

6. Tell me roadmap which sector we focus? 

7. Allied sector how? 

8.why skill important? 

 

Chairman- aapka interview over hua ,jaaiye ab aap 

 

Comment- expression less board ,except lady member 

Lots of factual question 

 

 

45. Riddhi Parmar, Tue 

M.tech electronics (specialization communication system) 

Exp : Sr. Software engineer , Tahsildar  

5th Apr 

Board: Dr. Manoj Soni 

 

CM: So you are engineer and opted for literature, how’s your feeling with it? : Answered 

What it meteorological department doing? Why better prediction coming up? : Answered 

Can you give me more specific and technical details regarding it? – Said I don’t know 

much. 

Being engineer, ever you tried to find out about it? – answered 

The Biggest crisis that Gujarat is facing right now? Answered (regarding water stress) 

Why ? (with long question) 
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Follow up question about effect of water scarcity in Gujarat? – Answered 

What is its impact on economy? – Answered 

You are a collector of water scarce area and warning of draught has been issued that how 

will you tackle it? - Answered (focused on draught management along with economic 

activities sustenance ) 

 

M1 : What are issues with MNREGA ? – Answered 

How can be tackled it? – Answered 

What are statutory provisions with it. – Answered 

What is petrochemical industry? (Many question regarding it. Gave answers for some and 

said I donot know just in hope to change the topic) 

Historical importance of Gujarat ? Answered (stopped in between and changed question 

gave me only 3 mile stone events ) 

Do you heard about Somnath? – Answered 

It was looted by? – Answered  

Question regarding IPS profile. – Answered  

 

M2 : I want to ask situation based question. Whether you wish to be collector or SP in 

itGave me number of options like revenue, general administarion , law and order etc and 

said to select. – I said for Law and order 

Que: You are a collector , how you are going to handle riot? – Answer SOP 

But SP is not cooperating you – Answered  

Still not cooperating – answered 

Yet he is stubborn - answered 

Riddhi, he complaint against you and many other worst situation .. (It seems that he 

wanted me to quit saying you should also complaint against him . but I said sir, during 

such bad situation I would give priority to controlling riot, saving life and property and 

establishing peace, regarding personal issue or replying to such notice can be done later. ) 

Later few questions regarding police and petrochemical industry. 

Few questions on GSAT, PSLV , Geo mapping , CSIR laboratory in Gujarat etc.  

 

M3: What are new provision in interstate water dispute resolution ? - Answered 

Any successful example where such dispute resolved? Answered 

Why? Answered 

Why can we do to solve such issue? Answered 

What will you do if you are given chance to design policy? Answered 

Industrial cluster of Gujarat? Answered 

Regarding PM recent visit in some plant? - Don’t know (He gave hint and later I was able 

to give answer) 

Questions on desalinations. – Answered all 

 

M4: Your Hobby is weird ? (Pencil sketch n weird?) who inspired you? - Answered 

Who is your inspiration , outside from your family? - Answered 

Do you heard about POCSO? - Answered 

I think women should not allowed in police services , what are you thinking about it? - 

Answered 

So, being a women , how you are going to interrogate a child POCSO? – I said – I don’t 

know it.  
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Don’t you visited or seen such interrogation? - I said sir, I don’t and outsider is not 

allowed as per my knowledge.  

What is difference between women police and man police in interrogation .. specially 

about rape victim ? - Again denied (Just want to end topic) 

Follow up 1-2 question. 

 

CM: Riddhi your interview is over. Wishing you very good luck .(2-3 line end note) 

 

Overall , Majority of question related to Petro chemical industry (origine,issues , policies, 

new plant, row material etc.) and police services. Very little from DAF and some question 

comes as bonus (mainly factual). Questions come as bouncer. Manoj Soni sir is 

expressionless but very attentive and gave smiles too. One member has expression like in 

mood of fighting while one is changing expression if he don’t get expected answer so 

easy to predict counter question . One member was speaking very low volume and not at 

all audible. Last member was cool and happy all the time. 

 

 

46. Chetan Ahir: 

B.pharm 

11 April 

Afternoon  

Second last to go 

Dr Manoj soni board 

Medium of interview:- Hindi 

 

chairman:-You know any thing about GNFC?( gujarat narmada valley fertizer company 

limited) 

Ans :- don't know 

CH:- you resigned the job or dismissed?(I worked 15 month as junior pharma at PHC & 

resigned) 

Ans:- resigned  

Ch:- why? 

(Sudden Electricity gone for 30-40 second...total darkness in room...even i cant see face 

of my nearby member & vice versa...but I & chairman continued .....mood mar gaya 

tha...isme ye huva...) 

Ans:- to prepare fully for civil service  

Ch:- do u believe gujarat developed more in last decade? 

Ans:-yes 

Ch:- any bad consequence of development in gujarat? 

Ans:- no 

Ch:-what are bad effects of development? 

Ans:- environment, inequality 

Ch:-& in gujarat? 

Ans:- not more bad effect 

Ch:- what is the main aim of writing literature ? 

Ans:- NIJANAND & social impact  

Ch:- name one writer who is not writing for nijanand 

Ans:- munshi 
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Ch:- confirm? 

Ans:-yes 

Ch:- Narmad s aim? 

Ans:- nijanand & gujarati language development 

Ch:- & about reform?( sudharo) 

Ans:- yes sir 

Ch:- was Gandhi Ji writer? 

Ans:- yes sir 

Ch:- aim?( nijanand or social?) 

Ans: social ( samaj ko Sahitya se satya ka sandesh dena ) 

Ch:-have you read any literature book which is not in your syllabus? 

Ans:- no 

Ch:- I think u r not much interested in gujarati literature except your upsc syllabus 

Ans:- yes sir...sirf upsc k liye hi liya he..kafi interest nahi he 

Ch:-ohhhhhh..... 

 

M1 

Q:- what is use of pharmacy in administration ? 

Ans:- diagnose, treat , cure methodology can be used in administrative issues too. 

Q:- your interest in? 

Ans:- eating( my hobby written in daf is DIARY WRITING)-( all laughed) 

Q:- you cook? 

Ans:- no 

Q:- kis kis state Ki items khai? 

Ans:- gujarat se pehli baar hi bahar nikala hu...muje gujarati Khane ka shokh he.. 

Q:-name some items 

Ans:- gathiya, fafada, jalebi, dhokala, khaman, khandavi( chairman interpted...bus karo 

aab mere muh me Pani Aa jayega) 

 

M2 

Q:- what is statin/atorvastatin( name of drug) 

Ans:- no idea 

Q:::- what is global warming? 

Ans:- answered 

Q:-what are its effects 

Ans:- answered 

Q:- what is green house gas? 

Ans:- answered 

 

M3 

Q:- function of navy?( first elaborated some thing & then question ) 

Ans:- answers basic....but not satisfactory  

Q:- navy's role in anti piracy  

Ans:- not answered 

Q:- mission sent to moon, march, sun worthy???some critique said waste of money 

Ans:- me sahmat nahi..stifan hawking ne kaha he hame 200-300 salo me pruthvi chhodani 

padegi...& many more... 

Q:- what is aim of science? 
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Ans;- manav Samaj ka bhala karana 

 

M4 

Q:-Explain the chain of drug supply from PHC to upper level 

Ans:- answered...some bluff...kyuki quetion was not formated well... 

 

Chairman 

( gujarat development k bad effect par vapis aye) 

Q:- any other effect of development in gujarat....like....kisiko matru bhumi chhodani pade, 

apani sanskruti ko tyagna pade, rehabilitate karana pade....aisa bharat ya Gujarat me hua? 

Ans:- yes..sardar sarovar & all 

Q:- gujarat SARKAR ne solution kiya? 

Ans;0:- yes...achhi tarah se kiya...explained... 

Q: do u know detail of this sheme? 

Ans:- no.... 

 

Thank u your interview is over... 

 

Note:- some questions discussed more...but not elaborated here....like..antipiracy, gujarat 

development bad effect, sardar sarovar dam,supply chain.....etc.... 

 

Approx time:- 40 minutes.... 

 

Some question may be misses 

 

47. Vishvadeepsinh Gohil 

B.Tech CE, Gujarati literature. 

Forenoon, 11th April 2018. 

Dr. Manoj Soni Board 

First one to go... 

 

Ch  

1. Shreemaan, aap kaunsi bhasha me interview dena pasand karenge?  

2. Gujarat is a Coastal state how long its coastline is? 

3. What are the three benefits and three disadvantages of being a coastal state? 

4. Explain coastal led development (as I said it is an advantage) 

5. What is literature? 

6. Can I consider newspaper as literature? 

7. Why do we need to study literature? how it helps in understanding the society? 

 

M1 

1. Should we promote MSMEs or Large Industries? 

2. What is the difference between our SMEs and German SMEs 

3. What we can learn from them? 

4. Give classification of our SMEs 

5. Why we are lagging in skill sector? 

6. What Govt is doing for the Skill Sector? 
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7. What are the Targets? 

8. Has it been lowered recently? Why? 

9. What are the problems?? 

 

M2 lady member 

1. Have you heard of san jose? 

2. Why silicon valley established there? 

3. Where in India we have our Silicon valley? Reasons? 

4. Why Civil Services now? 

5. How long IAS will serve as DM and in the field? 

6. What are the other prospects of diversity of the job? 

7. Is the supremacy of IAS in the bureaucracy is the reason? 

8. You watch TV series where do you watch? 

 

M3 

1. Tell me one thing why defence manufacturing is important as a part of make in india?? 

5 points only no explanation.. 

2. What is our defence budget as a % of GDP? 

3. What do you think it should be? 

4. Where do we stand in terms of spending on defence budget? 

5. Tell me what is green budget and some innovative ways you would like to promote as 

an administrator?  

6. Why there is fog in delhi? Reasons 

7. What should be done? 

 

M4  

1. Do you know where is salt desalination plant is located in gujarat? 

2. How to promote ICT in the Education? 

3. Do you know about the fully ICT enabled university in India? 

4. What was you graduation Project? 

5. Where did you go for internship was it a big company? 

6. Why our students are not Innovative? 

7. What are the effects of global warming? 

8. What were you doing since 2014? 

 

Ch 

1. Congratulations on your selection as Asst.Commissioner Now tell me you have given 

all the 24 service preference, would you reconsider it? 

2. If you are selected in ICLS will you join it? 

 

Thank you your Interview is over. 
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1. 

Surendra babu Jampani , Forest interview 

Sujata Mehta panel.  

 

 

Ch: You are Surendrababu jampani, explain me your education and work background? ( I 

told that I am working in techmahindra) 

Ch: how long have you been working in tech Mahindra? 

Ch: yes, there was Satyam and now it's techmahindra. She asked me changes in company 

structure made after the scam? 

Ch: what kind of work do you do? 

Ch: is your client Indian or foreign? 

Ch: how many are your team members? 

Ch: do you speak with your client? 

M1: computers consume lot of power and cause green house gases. What should we do? 

M1: what are green house gases(list)? 

M1: how to control emissions from the automobiles? 

M2: why do you do trekking? 

M2: what did you observe? 

M2: how it is beneficial at individual and societal level? 

M2: who should regulate trekking? 

M2: places where you go for trekking? 

M2: what is forest survey of India? (Location, what it do, how many reports are out) ( 3 

separate questions) 

M2: what is landscape management? 

M3: what did you do in Nss? 

Ch: when a citizen says he is poor, is it right for government to assess his economic 

status? 

M2: what is forest fragmentation? 

2. Anand: 

                                    BOARD-  SUJATA MEHTA MAM 
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Sujata Mehta madam board 

Profile: product design,  customs ( vishakapatnam), Telangana,  

Chairperson:  

Tell me about your educational background 

What after graduation 

Explain product design 

What parameters do you check while designing a product 

How do you explain the evolution of mobiles until Apple smartphone 

How do you incorporate the ease of use in mobiles  

How do you explain sustainable development 

Do we need polluting industries like ship breaking in India 

How will balance environment protection with employment generation in this regard 

M1:  

what is environment performance index 

What parameters are included in it 

Why is vishakapatnam projected as a future hub for investment 

Impact of 2004 tsunami on vizag 

Forest types in eastern ghats 

Explain Biodiversity Act 2002 

M2:  

Why is China blocking India's entry into NSG 

States with highest forest area 

Role of customs in wildlife and forest conservation 

Name an endangered species 

M3:  

Name the national park adjacent to your campus (IIT Madras) 

What's the area of the park 

What's the smallest national park in India 
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What are the environmental issues in your campus 

Fauna in thecampus 

Type of vegetation in the campus 

M4:  

Impact of MGNREGA in telangana 

How MGNREGA is related to forestry 

What are SDGs 

SDGs associated with environment 

How success of achieving SDG 1 and 2 are related with SDGs related to environment 

Forest cover in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh 

Forest types in Telangana 

Red Sanders 

Green trading 

Chairperson:  

How do you promote environmental awareness in rural areas? 

Is there anything you want ask to the panel? 

Thankyou. 

 

3. Akshay Bhorde from Pune. IFoS Interview 

7/2/2018 

Optional-Agriculture and Botany 

Panel -Mrs.Sujata Mehta mam 

Chairperson- 

1.Is this is you?(photograph) 

2.Tell me about your educational qualification? 

3.when you completed your graduation?(2015) 

4.What you are doing since 2015? 

5.Western ghats-illegal felling of trees-what is your opinion on  development vs 

conservation? 
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6.How your  Agriculture knowledge helps in Forest service? 

7.Is there any contadiction between Agriculture and Forest? 

M1(lady member):- 

1.What are cash crops? 

2.What is soil erosion? How we can control it? 

3.What are the problems faced by farmers? 

4.differnce between Reserve and protected forest? 

5.Modern techniques in Agriculture? 

M2- 

1.Wht is precision Agriculture.? (Detail explanation) 

2.How will you convert desert area into Agriculture land? 

3.what are buttress?? 

4.soil collidal properties 

5.types of soils?what is podzol? 

M3- 

1.difference between Intensive Agriculture and intensive Forestry? 

2.Seed act?Is forest seeds comes under this? 

3.Domestication of NFTP? 

4.How seed varieties are released?Certification ? 

Chairperson- 

You want to share something with us other than whatever we already discussed?? 

  I told about  recent initiatives of Maharashtra government in Forest Management like 

Green Army and Forest helpline. 

Thank you. (Time -22min) 

 

4. Unknown 

Transcript  of IFoS interview 

Date: 7.02.2018 

Time 3 pm 
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Chairperson: Ms. Sujata Mehta 

Chairperson : Tell me about your educational background  

- What we're you doing at CARE 

- Why did you decided to leave CARE 

- Tell me about JFM in India 

-What were the challenges in JFM  

- What was the role of IIFM in your career and how did it help you 

Member 1 

- When did the environmental movement start in India 

- Do you think awareness in environmental domain is necessary ? How would you 

promote awareness on Forest fire issues 

- What are true colors? Why they are called so? 

-What GIS layers you would used for Forest coverage estimation 

Member 3 

- Interesting combination of subjects , tell me what were your favourite subjects 

- Bhubaneswar zoo was in news some time back ? Why? 

- What are White tigers? 

- What is plant succession? 

- What are the challenges faced by zoos today? 

- What is agroforestry ? 

- current challenges in agroforestry? Area under agroforestry? 

- what is IR... Some law of agriculture ..never heard 

Member 4 (lady) 

- what is jhoom? 

- how would you control it 

- issues faced by Forest today 

- which tree is called Flame of Forest 

5. Babitarani swain (Sujata Mehta Board) 

Date 08/02/18 
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Chairperson: 

1. Is this you?  By showing my photograph 

2. Tell me something about your graduation 

3. How will you use your computer science knowledge for forestry..  

Maam kept on asking till i said 4-5 applications 

M1: 

1.what is estuary 

2. What type of forest do you find in estuary 

3. You only alked about data collection when asked about application of computer 

science.  Tell me about what does data analysis does and its importance 

4. Which state is highest in solar energy production and which is second.. Then asked me 

are you sure? 

5. Energy budget of earth 

6. What is difference between green house effect and global warming 

M2 

1. What is entymology 

2. What is population dynamics 

3. Role of botanist in forest management 

4. Name some famous botanists 

5. What is post harvest technology.. 

6. Is it used only for crops or also can be applied in forestry 

7. What is kvk 

8. What is vana vigyan kendra 

9. Why woods gets destryoed..  I mentioned due to insects and moisture.. 

10. Name some insects 

M3 

1. What is forest habitat 

2. How wildlife is important for forest management 

3. Define forest habitat 
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4. What is environment impact assessment 

Chairperson 

Ok babita do you want to discuss any other thing which we have not discussed here? 

 

6.  Name- Kajol Patil.                   

Board- Sujata Mehta mam  

Date- 9/02/2018 

C- 

Introduce yourself 

What are you doing since 2016? 

Why graduation in agri. engg.? 

Your favourite subject in agriculture 

Ground water contamination problem in india  

Is it a good option to use ground water as primary source in agriculture? 

M1- 

Explain role of agri. in india economy 

How would you use tribals knowledge in forest management? 

Scope of wildlife tourism in india 

What are provisions of indian forest mgt.bill, 2017? 

What is forest inventory? 

M2- 

What are soil colloidal properties? 

What is natural binding capacity? 

As a lady officer,how would you tackle challenges in this service? 

What is crop infestation? 

Difference in agri. practices in China and India 

M3- 

What do you mean by entrepreneurship? 
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Horticulture production In Kolhapur 

Regions of pomegranate production In Maharashtra 

What is the difference between agri. engg and horti.  engg? 

What is ex-situ and in- situ conservation? 

Opinion on rehabilitation of tribals from protected areas  

Mangrove cover of Maharashtra 

Threats to mangroves 

What is green army? 

 

7.  Kalaivanan: 

Sujatha metha mam board  

Chairperson :  

1. So tell me about yourself ?  

2. Which year did you graduate?  

3. What has kept you busy these days?  

4. What do you do in your free time other than preparation?  

5. So your hobby is language learning ? How many languages do you know?  

6. Since your mother tongue is tamil , which language did you find easy to learn hindi or 

malayalam?  

7. What is your view on linguistic reorganisation of states?  

8. Should the present demands allowed?  

 Member1:  

1. So your hobby is football why is india not able to win in olympics?  

2. If infrastructure is not there in rural areas how is north east performing well?  

3. If given a chance how will you change the name of your course electrical and 

electronics engineering?  

4. Do you know about moocs?  

5. How is it usefull?  

 Member2:  
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1. Is tamil derived from sanskrit?  

2. But many words like neer(tamil – water) is derived from sanskrit? What is your view? 

Learning hindi should be easy for you right?  

3. What is the difference between language and literature?  

4. Where does grammar fit in ? Language or literature?  

 Member 3:  

1. Where was www found?   

2. Who founded it ?  

3. Name of the institution in Switzerland?  

4. Who founded binary no. ?  

5. Name of the indian mathematician who worked on it?  

6. Who wrote our national anthem?  

7. Which other country also follows the same?  

8. What is the name of it?  

 Member 4:  

1. So tell me about vellore (my district)?  

2. Which one is important for vellore's glory? Revolt of 1806 or cmc hospital?  

3. So what is your view on cauvery?  

4. How should interstate river disputes solved?  

5. View on interstate river linking?  

 Chairperson:  

1. Environment issues on river linking?  

2. Our part is done . Do you feel anything left out in your draft?  

I mean for which you have prepared well and we have not asked ? :P  

3. (I told my project mam) so tell me what is your project?  

4. Why it is not implemented?  

Your interview is over. 

8. Mruthyunjaya  

First day (19.02.18) 
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4th in the order 

Board: Sujatha Mehta Ma'am. 

Chairwoman: 

Tell me about yourself,about your graduation? 

Gap(4yrs) - ? 

What did you do? 

-Freelance QC tech in a Hollywood's post production company. 

How did you get in? 

What were you doing there? 

What substantial did u do after it? 

How did u keep motivated? 

Guitar - do u play for any band? 

Member 1: fuel cells? 

Why there is no fan fare? 

Let me come in to ur domain,  

Autonomous cars. 

What is it? 

Are we new to this domain? 

Are we not doing it already - when we launched the first satellite? 

What is the issue with driverless cars? 

Member 2: 

What is Make in India? 

What kind of the jobs you want to create in Make in India? 

What is your opinion on raising trend of linking Aadhar to every service? 

What are the security concerns of Aadhaar? 

Member 3: 

You have opted public administration? Why? 

What did you study in public administration? 
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Have you heard of spoils system? 

Do you support it? 

What kind of bureaucracy do you want? 

Is bureaucracy relevant in India? 

Why people dont like bureaucracy? 

What should be done for people to like bureaucracy? 

Member 4: 

Difference between Grading and Percentage marks ? (Pointed from DAF) 

Which one do you feel good? 

Look east policy - what is your opinion on it? 

How is north east related to look east? 

Give me the 3 brief precise points that how will you bring(integrate) North East to Main 

land? 

Chairwoman:  

You worked in Hollywood's post production company - what was the project you worked 

on? 

Can you tell me why Hollywood movies are not as grand success as Bollywood movies? 

Is there anything that you want to tell us that we did not ask and you had prepared for? 

End of the interview. 

 

9. Unknown 

Sujata Mam Board 

Chairperson(Ch) -  

1.Tell me about yourself. What are you doing now a days? 

2. When did you graduate? 

3. Then for how many years did you work? 

4. You have rejected your appointment in Police. Why? 

5. What do you think of GM crops? Should they be used ? 

6. How do you propose the scientific fraternity should proceed? 
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7. Who should be the test objects? 

8. What about giving choices to people for GM crops? 

9. Which should proceed policy or research? 

Member 1: 

1. What do you think about girls being weak in mathematics? 

2. Why children  find difficult to study maths? 

3. How should Maths be taught? How do u propose to infuse new methods? 

4. What about your college placements? 

5. Why IT companies hire so many and what about pay scale? 

6. What do you think about the survey which says engineers are unemployable? 

7. Can India absorb all the engineers it is producing? 

Member 2: 

1. What about CPEC? What is the issue? 

2. What should be done? 

3. What about the Doklam? Why India concerned? 

4. What if Bhutan agrees to China? What we can do? 

Member 3: 

1. Who invented binary numbers? 

2. Who came up with WWW? 

3. How much old is Maithili language? 

4. What was the first book of this language and who wrote it? 

5. What is Ponzi scheme? 

6. What is the name of sexual violence at workplaces act? 

7. As a DM what will you do to tackle naxalism? 

8. What new? 

Member 5: 

1. What impact did GST have ? 

2. Why then GST? How it is useful? 
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3. What about demonetisation? 

4. Did we get all currency notes.? Do you think it helped to tackle black money? 

5. What do you think which should be there.. cashless or cash based society ? 

Ch: 

1.What do you do in upcycling? 

2.What do u make ? 

Thank you. 

 

10. Unknown 

I was first candidate in morning session to go in my board. 

Sujata Mam Board.  

Chairperson: 

1.Tell me about your self. 

2.Tell ur educational background. 

3.you already joined CS , now you wish for what? 

4.How would you rate railway? 

5.Do you think railway should be privatized? 

6. Importance of Indian Railway? 

M1:  

1. Seismic zones of India. 

2. NE states? 

3. Whether Sikkim is NE States? 

4. Why so high IMR and its impact on India? 

5. Nutritional problems in India? 

M2: 

1.Rail budget merger and its impact? 

2. Would minister(MoR) not have to be answer able in parliament now? 

3.What ailing IR? 
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4.What reforms IR is bringing? 

5.More division of IR, Vizag asking for one more division? 

M3: 

What is NAAC and NBA? 

2. My college KIET? 

3. More public or private institutions? 

4.How many branches are accredited in ur clge? 

5.Difference between finance and economy? 

M4: 

Railway accident and safety measures? 

Why not to run all trains at same speed 

Congestion over IR network? 

Why DFC? 

Why do you listen ghazals? Ur fav singer? 

Bullet train feasibility? 

Mamm asked:  

do you wish to ask any question from us? 

 

11. Vignesh: 

Sujatha Mehta Board 

Optional - History 

Graduation - Civil Engineering 

District - Erode, TN 

CHAIRPERSON 

1. Introduce yourselves 

2. What you have been doing after graduation? 

3. Why didnt you think of getting employed? 

4. What is your opinion on Cauvery verdict? Is it favourable to TamilNadu? 
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5. What do you know about Adam's bridge? Is it really existing? 

6. Is all data from NASA trustable? Why  Indians wonder about NASA? 

7. What is demographic dividend? Is it an advantage to have millions of unemployment 

youth in India? 

Member 1 

1. Specialities of QutbMinar? 

2. Temples in Kumbakonam? 

3. Who built most temples in your state? 

4. Trade relationship between Ancient India and south east Asia? 

5. What Coimbatore is famous for? 

6. Status of textile industries in last decade in India? 

Member 2 

1. Traffic problems in Salem? 

2. Causes of road accidents in T.N? Solutions? 

3. Advanced technologies to control accidents? 

4. What should be the role of the government to control accidents? 

5. What was your role in creating accident free cities during college days? 

Member 3 

1. Is Parking avenue are engineering solution? 

2. Why you are interested in railways? 

3. What is ballast less track? Status in India? 

4. Explain railway connectivity in Northeast? Especially Meghalaya? 

5.  What is Smart city according to you? 

Member 4 

1. What is climate change? Do you believe in such Climate change theory? 

2. Why USA left Paris agreement? 

3. What is History? Definition? 

4. Why so much interpretations in Indian History? 

5. How chronology is arrived in historical writings? 
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CHAIRPERSON 

1. Why history is a scientific study? 

2. How science helps to understand TipuSultan history? 

3. Do you want to ask anything from us? 

4. Have we asked questions as you expected or anything different? 

Overall, cordial board with mostly opinion based questions. 

 

12. Name Satyajeet Kumar Gupta 

Sujata Mehta Board 

Chairperson: 

Tell me something about your self. 

You worked for 7 years in Pgcil. How was your experience. 

How is your training in IPS going on? 

What do you enjoy most in IPS training? 

Do u have any idea about living will? I told a little bit then Ma'am explained it. 

You opinion on living will. 

If an individual gives a living will should a doctor honour it? 

Should an individual die then his family should produce the living will to the doctor? 

What dilemma a doctor will face when he see the living will? 

No question from IR, contrary to my expections  because Ma'am is a former IFS officer. 

Member 1: 

Why India is facing power crisis? 

I said India isn't facing any power crisis rather it is crisis of management. 

What are schemes going on for rural electrification. I mentioned Saubhagya and he made 

a face like he never heard of it and it was not expected then I mentioned some more but 

he wanted to hear DDUGJY. 

Tell me something about DDUGJY. What is difference between this and the previous one 

you mentioned(Saubhagya scheme). 

Why management of crisis on power sector. 

Where is the weak spot lying. 
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What is difference between powers of a maharajganj navratra and a mini ratna PSU? 

Member 2: 

You did your 10+2 in 2005 then you completed your graduation in 2010 was it 5 years 

graduation. I said no 4. 

What did you did for 1 year? I answered that I prepared for IIT but could not qualify. 

Why not NIT. I told that could not qualify those also. He told ok with a smile on his face. 

What are your views on privatization of coal mines. 

Previously goverment did nationalization then again privatization. Why so? 

He mentioned how police alone handled punjab militancy crisis then why army in J&K 

and north east. 

What is difference between functioning of armed police and and an army. 

He grilled me on J&K and North East question(precious one). This section it to seemed 

me that he wasn't satisfied. 

Should army have Afspa 

Power? 

Member 3: 

What is 5G. I gave very simple answer but he wanted technical so I said sorry sir. He then 

asked about 4G, simultaneously other one asked about 3 G then other 2 G(a completion 

sort of) I told I don't know about any of the G's then the whole board along with 

Chairperson laughed. 

As a DM what will be your first priority in any district. 

I ask for any district or a specific then he told your home district Ballia. I told health. 

What problem do you find in health sector? 

In health what will be your focus. I told PHCs, shortage of doctors nurses, infrastructure. 

Member 4: 

Tell me something about Swiss Challenge Model? 

What is PPP? 

What problem PPP is facing. 

Why so much criticism about PPP. 

I mentioned EPC as one of the model of PPP to which the member disagreed. I objected a 

little then I told that I will have to check it once again. 
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Do you know about annuity model? I replied that yes but unable to recall it right now. He 

giggled. 

Why you want to join IAS when already you are IPS? 

Thankyou. 

 

13. Ann Mary Mathew. 

Chair- Sujatha Mehta. 

Chair person: So you write in malayalam literature, what do you write? ( My hobby was 

writing in malayalam) 

2. Have you published anything? 

3. Do you think that creative writing can be induced by courses or classes? 

4. Recently in tamil literature a writer was threatened for his writings. How do you view 

it?  

5. Do you think that freedom of expression be restricted in any way? ( Since the word 

freedom of expression came out from my mouth) 

Member 1( he looked like a malayalai): You come from kottayam, why do you think the 

rubber plantation there is on a decline? ( I told that main reason is falling price of rubber 

due to free trade agreements) 

2. Is it also because  the real estate sector overtaking the rubber cultivation? 

3. What is your view on inter religious marriage? 

4. You must have studied English literature for your degree course, ( then he recited two 

poems), who have written these? 

Member 2.: Recently a song starring priya varrier was in news. What is the issue all 

about? 

 2. What is YOUR  stand in this issue? 

3. Do you think the political@ violence existing in kerala affect the tourism sector? 

4. What is the role of UN in the current day international politics? 

5. What is the issue of North Korea? 

Member 3: What is the function and role of NAAC? ( Just because my DAF says this 

word) 

2. How does NAAC accredits a college? Is there any difference in funding based on 

accreditation? 
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2. What is your view on human rights? ( I don't know what they actually meant. But the 

question was exactly this) 

3. Do you think that brilliant minds should be promoted to take science and research as 

their career? 

4. How the government could improve private sector's participation in it? ( Followed 

from previous question) 

5. Do you know any examples where private players is promoting  research? 

6. How could cycling be promoted in the country , where the  infrastructure and roads 

does not favor  cycling?( Cycling was my hobby) 

Member 4: Is it necessary  that the NET should be made as the teacher's eligibility for 

college education, while such a criterion does not exist for private sector? ( Based on 

DAF) 

2. What is the difference between language and literature?  

3. Grammar belongs to which category? 

 4. What is dark matter? ( Based on graduation subject) 

5. How does studies in dark matter benefit us? 

Chair: Do you have anything to ask or say to us? 

Remarks: I felt that the board was very cordial and helpful. They were graceful in their 

expressions and talking. More than 50 percent questions were based on DAF. Sometimes 

some members seemed like not listening. But overall it was VERY GOOD. 

 

14. Unknown 

Date: 22 Feb 

Sujatha mam board  

My optional : geography  

Graduation: Biotechnology 

Place : Coimbatore 

Chairperson:  

Introduce yourself  

What were you doing since your graduation? 

Why did you choose civil services? 

What is your area of interest in biotech? 
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Can generic coding of human be used to predict future disease? 

How is genetics linked to cancer treatment?  

Most prevalent type of cancer in India? 

M1: what does geography teach?  

Is the climate change really happening? 

What measures India takes to overcome climate Change? 

Can green energy be a practical solution to overcome pollution? (Since  India uses more 

than 50% energy from coal) 

M2: what is entrepreneurship? 

Why does India have very less entrepreneurs?  

Can women be supported to work while at home?  

Why there is no equality in maternity leave for men(as like women)? 

Is Coimbatore becoming like NCR? (Pollution) 

If vehicle pollution is the problem what can be the solution? 

(I said about industrial pollution too , in noyyal)  

So can the industries be relocated ?  

M3: what do you feel about cosmetics? (I have no idea why they asked that question)  

What is ‘me too’ campaign? 

Why are actors(kamal was mention) coming into politics ?  

Why do people vote for heros in politics ?  

What is justice party?  

M4: what do you think about river Cauvery? 

Are Tamilians happy with the recent verdict of Supreme Court? 

How do people of Karnataka see this verdict? Are they happy?   

How do you say both the states are happy with Cauvery mngment board? 

Do you have anything to ask? 

 

15. Unknown 

Chairperson sujatha mehta 
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1.Tell me about yourself 

2.did you read news of a man having microchip implanted on his body that made him to 

see all colours even when he had colour blindness 

3.what is the ethical issues in it. 

4.dont you think such advancements in science can be achieved only by rich. 

5.daf based-kerala and industries officer sounds contradicting.why kerala did not develop 

in industrialisation.-supplementary qns based on work experience 

M1: 

1.diff b/n immigrant and refugee 

2.is rohingya immigrant.are we accomdating them.  

other than security issues what are the other issues with refugee inflow.what should be 

done 

3.can states restrict immigrants.why some states doing so.restricting outsiders to not 

acquire land etc 

4.what is concurrent list.,how can both centre and state make laws in same subject 

5.law and ordr in which list.why states often asking centre to sent army to address law 

and order. 

6.can centre on its own take over law and order of states 

M3: 

1.I wil give a statement.u have to say yes or no and give reason."digital india is leading to 

digital divide" 

2.what is NIRF 

3.what is need for it 

4.what is the rank of ur college/university in it. 

5.kerala is known for tourism.what diff do u see b/n tourism in kerala and kashmir 

6.which are the regions in j&k 

M4: 

1.daf based-engineering-why is 4g in india at low speed when compared to global 

standards 

2.how to improve datarate of 4g 

3.if you are working as administrator in a tribal area how wil u integrate them to 

mainstream 
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M5: 

1.kerala is good in human development indicators and quality of life.then why do kerala 

need administrators 

2.what is kerala model of dvlopmnt 

3.consider a hypothetical situation that all emigrants of kerala comes back.how will you 

manage the situation 

4.Kerala panchayat raj system is considered to be a model.but how is it working in tribal 

areas. 

Rest questions were particularly from my daf. 

 

16. Suraj Patel  

Anthro , b.tech , u.p , IPS  

Sujata Mehta mam  

Afternoon session 

Chairperson :  

Tell about urself  

What r u doing right now  

Why army was used in Elphinstone bridge reconstruction  

Why not private sector  

We could have doubled the price to private and work would have finished in half time  

Why we stick with L1 quotes only  

How to resolve it  

Why no one trust anyone in India ?  

M 1: 

Judicial intervention  

Why  

How to infuse credibility in judiciary  

Why judiciary don't want any interference  

M2 :  

U know Mike Tyson ? 
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How to infuse transparency in judiciary ? 

How technology can be used ? 

Is it right to have cctv recording of court proceedings  

What is family court . 

Why they have rule of video recording  

Should we remove institution of DM as no developed country have it  

What America have inherited from British . 

What kind of laws are there in USA  

M 3:  

What is autonomous rebotics  

Should India have them ? 

There impacts ?  

Is I right to name any institution on basis of some individual ?  

What are the parameter to decide that ?  

What are the stakeholders in your college ?  

Alumni ?  

Why alumni connect is low ? 

Any example in India where alumni have contributed much ?  

M4 :  

Why u left IRS for IPS  

Why now IAS  

why going back from revenue to revenue  

What is think India ?  

What were it's benefits  

Chairperson : 

Ok . What else you have in mind which should have been discussed ? 

Thanks. 
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17. Gajanan Jadhav 

BE (I.T.) , Geography, Working as Bank PO, From Latur 

Sujata Mehta Madam's Board 

Date : 21/02/2018, Afternoon Session, 1st one to go. 

Ch : 

*Tell me about ur graduation? 

*What is artificial intelligence? 

*What is it's future ? 

*Will machines overshadow humans? 

*Share ur Latur earthquake memory? 

*What needs to be done for disaster mgmt? 

M1 : 

*What is rural banking? 

*Should Public sector banks privatized? 

*What is the need to setup branches in rural areas with high operational costs? 

*is it better to give this responsibility to private sector? 

M 2 : 

*What is cloud computing and its examples? 

* Is email example of cloud computing? 

*What is difference betn B.E and B.tech? 

*What is difference between I.T engineering and computer science engineering? 

*Why there was need of two streams rather than one? 

*What is use of ICT in education sector? 

*What r the qualities of a good captain? 

* Tell me abt gender inequality ? 

* Should reservation provided to girls in education sector especially in IIT's ? 

M 3 : 

*What are ur views on loan waiver? 
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*But don't u think it better to waive farmers loan to stop farmer's suicides? 

* Tell me alternative to loan waiver? 

*Ur opposing loan waiver but after all loan waiver benefit the banks as farmers loan will 

settled ur views on this? 

* Why banks hesitates to give loan to farmers? 

*What measures declared for agriculture in budget? 

*Who decides MSP? 

M 4 : 

*What is inswing and outswing in cricket? 

*How does movies act as national integration force? 

*If u r a father of girl child what values u will teach her? 

*What r equatorial rain Forests? 

* What is special abt Amazon rainforest? 

*In India where they r found? 

*What should be done to promote sports in India? 

Ch : 

Anything u want to share? 

Ur interview is over. 

Thank you. 

 

18. Unknown 

Date: 22 Feb 

Sujatha mam board  

My optional : geography  

Graduation: Biotechnology 

Place : Coimbatore 

Chairperson:  

Introduce yourself  

What were you doing since your graduation? 
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Why did you chose civil services? 

What is your area of interest in biotech? 

Can generic coding of human be used to predict future disease? 

How is genetics linked to cancer treatment?  

Most prevalent type of cancer in India? 

M1: what does geography teach?  

Is the climate change really happening? 

What measures India takes to overcome climate Change? 

Can green energy be a practical solution to overcome pollution? (Since  India uses more 

than 50% energy from coal) 

M2: what is entrepreneurship? 

Why does India have very less entrepreneurs?  

Can women be supported to work while at home?  

Why there is no equality in maternity leave for men(as like women)? 

Is Coimbatore becoming like NCR? (Pollution) 

If vehicle pollution is the problem what can be the solution? 

(I said about industrial pollution too , in noyyal)  

So can the industries be relocated ?  

M3: what do you feel about cosmetics? (I have no idea why they asked that question)  

What is ‘me too’ campaign? 

Why are actors(kamal was mention) coming into politics ?  

Why do people vote for heros in politics ?  

What is justice party?  

M4: what do you think about river Cauvery? 

Are Tamilians happy with the recent verdict of Supreme Court? 

How do people of Karnataka see this verdict? Are they happy?   

How do you say both the states are happy with Cauvery management board? 

Do you have anything to ask? 
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19. Piyush Mohanty 

B.tech iit roorkee metallurgy and materials engg 

Geography 

Reading non fiction, travelling, watching documentaries 

Sujata Mehta Board, afternoon session 5 march, first to go 

Chairman 

1.Tell us something about yourself. 

2.Why did you go to iit? 

3.All this trend around new materials, so please tell me why india is lagging? 

4.Applications of 3D printing 

M2(Lady member) 

1. People having profile like yours go for MBA. Why? Is B.Tech necessary for an MBA? 

Is there any gender distinction for MBA. 

2. Where all have you travelled? How has it changed you? 

3. Watched any latest documentary? 

4. Last non fiction you read. 

M3 

1. China controls 90% of rare earth production. How does it use it for geopolitical 

purpose? 

2. Are you aware of any rare earth fields outside china where production can rival that of 

china? 

M4 

1. Causes of Russian Revolution 

2. Rise of Putin's Russia 

3. General viewpoint of Russian people on Czars and Putin 

4. New materials to replace steel? 

M5 

1. Why geography? 

2. India - Pakistan share how many rivers? 

3. Why are they important? 
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4. Should we talk to Pakistan. 

5. How is IIT Roorkee different from other IITs? 

Ch: would you like to tell us anything we haven't asked questions from? 

 

20. Reet Sundaram  

 Board - Sujata Mehta    

Date - March 5th,2018  (Afternoon slot, and I was the last one to go)     

 Cp-  

1. Tell us about yourself. What have you done so far?   

2. What is there in civil services that is not there in private sector?   

3. Civil services can also be boring don't you think?    

4.Very recently there was a news regarding a person who has put a transmitter in his 

brain? What do you think about it? What can be the implications?   

5. What do you think ethics is?  

 6. Is there a choice between ethics and efficiency?      

(Signal to the next member to take on)      

M1:  

1. So you have taken philosophy as your subject? What do you think is the best thing 

about philosophy?   

2. Have you read about Vedanta philosophy?  

3. Who is the propounder of Vedanta?   

4. There is a debate between Vedanta and Buddhism? Can you elaborate?   

5. But Shunyata also has same aspect? Ok leave it..  

 (cp signals the next member)   

M2:  

1. So you were born in Saharsa? It falls in a river basin? Which river it is?   

2. Kosi is known as sorrow of Bihar? Why?   

3. But why are the floods still a problem?   

4. Why did you leave your job so early?   
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5. No I m not asking that. I am asking why you joined it?    

M3:  

1. Continuing the question that Chairperson has asked, where do you think this line of 

man-machine boundary is going?   

2. Have you read about Existentialism? How do you think existentialism would benefit in 

Civil services?    

M4:  

1. Since you have a wide understanding of bureaucracy, can you tell me some step in 

bureaucracy that has been made recently but its not good for bureaucracy?    

2. Have you worked with any of the tribes in Jharkhand?    

3. Tell me something that mainstream society should imbibe from tribal culture?     

 Cp - 1. Ok, is there something that you want us to ask?   

2. What your hobbies?   

3. What do you include in fitness paradigm?   

4. What do you follow for current affairs?   

5. Only one newspaper?          

Ok Reet Thankyou. :) 

 

21. Vikas Khichar: 

Date: 05/03/2018 

Board: Mrs. Sujata Mehta 

Graduation: B. Tech Computer Engineering 

Optional Subject: Geography 

Job: IOC, Delhi Police 

2nd to go in afternoon. 

Chairwoman(CW): 

(Showing Pic) Is this your picture? 

So are you already working in a government job? 

When did you graduate and from which college? 

Weren’t you placed somewhere during graduation? 
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Do you think there is role of IT in a company like IOC? 

Don’t you think all major business units of IOC should be connected to each other 

through IT? 

Do you know that IOC is buying HPCL? (Corrected her that ONGC has bought HPCL 

and IOCL is planning to buy GAIL) 

What’s the benefit of ONGC buying HPCL? 

And IOC buying GAIL? 

So you are in Police. There are a lot of cheating cases coming nowadays, also cases like 

SSC paper leaks, what do you think about the role of police in such cases? Especially 

from law and order perspective? 

Member 1: 

Carrying forward from your example of cheating in Bihar, what are your views about 

RTE’s CCE (Continuous and comprehensive Evaluation)? 

No detention Policy? Why Govt. has decided to end it? 

How Police can help in this? 

How would you control such cases of rampant cheating  as a head of district police? 

Member 2: 

So you are from ****? What’s the population of your district? 

Where most of the people are working? 

Why there is so much demand of government jobs? 

There are insurgencies in J &K and North-east India? How do you think about the role of 

police bis-a-vis Army and Paramilitary? 

Don’t you think there should be better coordination between the two? 

What should be the roles played by the two? 

Member 3: 

You are already working as a police officer for around one year. Why do you think police 

have such a bad image? 

What can be done about improving it? 

What are your views about recent encounters in UP? 

What can be done about it as you know as a police officer that not all are genuine? 

Member 4 (Lady): 
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How RTE has performed? Have you noticed any change on the ground level after 

enactment of RTE? 

Has it brought inclusiveness? 

What are the areas that it has improved? 

What about persons with disabilities? 

Have you seen any such kid in your school? or in college? 

What kind of difficulties they face? 

Other than infrastructure? 

Anything about their study materials? 

Other than Braille? 

What you can suggest as a computer engineer? (Couldn’t suggest one!!) 

Chairwoman: 

Is there anything that you wanted to discuss? 

OK. You can go. 

PS: Very cordial board. Not much variety in questions. No factual questions. No 

questions on hobby, etc. 

 

22. Varsha Karande  

BTech computer Engg VJTI 

IPoS Probationer 

History optional 

Hobbies- Teaching, comic the series  

Lastes for around 25mins 

Sujata Mehta Panel 6  Forenoon session 

5th to go 

CM- showing photo ,is this you? 

Introduce yourself. 

You have been in Mumbai for quite long time...tell me why there are so many floods? 

Follow up- is it possible to do urban planning now? 
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About Mumbai fires, who is responsible? 

M1- Your Municipal commissioner of KDMC, Tell me about 3 infrastructures which you 

will build there? 

People cross railway tracks..what do you think about it? 

People from all  Engg branches are getting into Software...is there anything wrong with 

our education system? 

M2-You have teaching as your hobby..do you get time these days for it?Your native place 

is satara..have you been there? 

Are you aware of any welfare measures taken by queen of satara?(I didn't know) 

Do you Yashwantrao Chavan University? 

M3-Is there any benefits of britisher coming to India?  

We need to appear again and again for getting into desired service..what do you think...do 

we need to change the existing patter or is it ok? 

What do you think about govt officials taking popular decisions? 

M5- There has been boom in ecommerce and DoP of post is not having infrastructure 

upgraded for delivery of parcels..what do you think? 

CM- Do you have anything to ask or say?(I wanted to answer a question asked earlier but 

I was not able recollect the question) 

Thank you. 

 

23. Nutan Khade 

Panel: Sujata Mehta Ma'm 

FN 1st to go 

Optional ..pol science  

Background : textile engineering  

CM..  

1. Tell me about yourself.. you have lived in mumbai for 4 years..what are factors for 

decline of textile industry in mumbai..? (Thanku Bhagwat sir for guidance regarding this) 

2. MH pioneer in textile since British era.. what you will do to promote handicraft and 

powerloom sector simultaneously?  

2. Had you thought of joining textile sector during graduation or civil service?   

3. How you got encouragement to join civil service?   
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M1 (lady member ) ( daf based) 

1. You have worked in water conservation projects... n you know aanna Hazare's work? 

2. How will you expand its to other parts of MH and India? 

3. What are state level measures for water conservation? 

M2(looked like from North east) 

1.in bangladesh textile factory there was fire related incidents and lax regulatory 

enforcement  by that govt but still brands like max Spencer are outsourcing to these 

countries.. many women labourers died in that... why it happened?? 

2. so how we should act so that such incident will not occur?? 

2...3 follow up questions Unable to recollect.. 

M3:  

1.Why dairy industry expansion is not happening in Marathwada region like in satara 

district??  

Specially dairy is helpful for women empowerment? ? What you will do to promote it?? ( 

I told about bulk milk processing(bmp) at amul in Gujarat.. those should be promoted 

marathwada region so that storing and milk being perishable commodity ) 

2. Why subsidies with sunset clause but we see mnrega like subsidies are continuing... 

what's reason for that?? (From my early mentioning in answers )  

3. Tell us indo nepal relations history for last 30 years ? 

4. Tell us difference between gorbachev and putin's  approach in terms of foreign 

policy?? 

M4: 

1.There are no permanent friends and no permanent enemies in IR..justify it? He asked 

further about pre cold war and post cold war changes in this approach ?? 

2. What's your take on Brexit?? Why since beginning UK is always anti eu and pro usa??  

3.since you have worked in administration.. what is approach of people to look at 

women? From societies point of view and from your seniors' side as well?? 

Again CM:  

1. Do you support Gandhi's thought ?  

2. Where do we see his values are being implemented on ground? ? 

3. So you support Gandhian thought.. he used to be pro civil disobedience.. do you still 

support his this idea in present era??  
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4. You know MH is pioneer in e governance.. what project your depy is implementing 

regarding this.. ? 

5. How will you ensure that illiterate farmer gets his records of rights online?? 

Is there any mechanism?  

6. Do you want to share anything?? ( I thought little bit n was little uneasy but then she 

asked say say what you want to say...then i wished her on women's day) 

7. What's theme of  day this year? 

8.why it's celebrated?? History? ?  

9. Do you think women are empowered really??  

(It was combination of textile+ ir+ few job related questions) not many questions on daf 

and hobby! 

 

24. Name :Parag Jain 

Opt Geography 

Smt Sujata Mehta Board 

Intw date 08-03-18, Fornoon 5th to go around 12:15 

Wished very good afternoon to all 

Cp: 1 tell me something about yourself, graduation, job 

2 should Nss or Ncc made compulsory 

3 what difference u found in TN and MP 

M1 

1. So should we allow compulsory military service in india? 

2. What is ashkonagr's main economic activity 

3. What effect of new marketing in agriculture will be there on local traders? 

M3 

1. Which ashram is located near AshokNagar 

2. Why people go to such asram 

3. Do they allow economic activity 

4. Compare these with asrams like of Baba Ram Rahim 

M4 
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1.should people of 

 northeast given military training. 

2. What change you suggest in present training (job related) 

M5. Lady member 

1. What language is spoken in sheopur and Ashoknagar. Are they different? 

2. Like Bhojpuri movies why other regional language movies are not being made 

3. Did you watch any regional language movies 

Cp: 

1. Do u watch current Affairs on tv? 

2. debates on these topics, what do they inform us? 

3. Does some of them create hot unnecessary debates? 

4. How can they be regulated? 

5. Freedom of expression issue if we regulate them? 

6. Cable Act is it used somewhere? 

Do you want anything more to be asked which is not covered? 

I looked all for few seconds and wished them happy women's day. 

Big smile on all faces. 

Wish them good day and left. 

 

25. Ashutosh Kulkarni 

9th March. Morning session. 5th to go 

Sujata Mehta Panel 

25-30 minutes 

Background- Mech Engg, History optional, Pune 

Chairperson-  

Is this your photo 

Tell us about yourself 

You graduated from which college? Pune university? 
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You are an engineer. Why didnt you think of being a professional engineer in private 

sector. 

What you did after 2015? 

Which part is your favourite in history?- Ancient India 

3 personalities that are special in ancient India 

You were talking of central asian origin of Kushans and their assimilation. Do you think 

nationality and identities were prevalent then? (I said yes and explained) 

Do you think geography defines national identity or is it something else? Should we be 

insistent on such identities? 

There are certain states which preference to their own people while employing them. Do 

you think regional identities are increasing and should such preferences be given.  

If such preference is needed in some cases,who should decide special privileges given to 

Sons of Soil? 

There are also instances where people from other states are driven out. Do you think this 

is good? 

Do we have multiple identities or a single identity? And do they clash? 

Linguistic identities in India. Is there any state having one single identity. (No madam. It 

is intermixed) 

Development of sub-regional identities is happening a lot. Should we acceed their various 

demands like that of a separate state? What terms and conditions for that? 

M1- 

What do you mean by the sentence- history repeats itself? Give examples of its positive 

and negative aspects 

M2 (lady member) 

You have done Mechanical engg. And you would be knowing many students who are in 

technical courses. What issues you faced while learning engg in the college.  

What action is the university taking on those issues 

Why is it that so many engineers not turning to research or teaching? 

What problems do the teachers face in technical institutes? 

How to improve them? How to change mindsets? 

(Classical music as hobby) Have you not listened to Carnatic music? Why dont you prefer 

it? 

Any such musical theatre in surrounding states of Maharashtra? (I said Yakshagana) 
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What are differences between Marathi Sangeet Natak and Yakshagana ( Marathi Sangeet 

Natak as hobby) 

Why did Sangeet Natak develop in 19th century Maharashtra? 

M3- 

You mentioned the word assimilation 3 times. What does it mean? 

But there are so many places where Ram is worshipped and Ravan elsewhere. How will 

you assimilate the two? 

What is Love Jihad? Should it be banned? 

Can inter-religious marriages lead to assimilation? But dont you think given the marriages 

are disrupting social peace, they should be banned? 

M4-  

What were the drawbacks that prevented the Maratha power from sustaining in the 

North? 

You are from Pune. Is it under Smart City programme?  

Tell me 3 priorities you would like to work on as an officer for Smart City in Pune. You 

said infrastructure. Its a broad term. Be specific 

Why was Pune metro stuck? If it was proposed 10 years back, what took it so long to 

fructify? 

The biggest problem in airport is land acquisition. Should Maharashtra acquire land 

compulsory from farmers for projects? Or how can this issue be resolved? 

You know Delhi is a union territory. Should it be made into a total state? 

So you are saying lets merge MCD and state government for better functioning rather 

than making it a state. Ok. 

Chairperson- is anything that you want us to ask from your DAF that we havent?  

Ok thank you very much. 

 

26. Ravi: 

Education- BE in Instrumentation & Control 

Experience – 3 years in an American Firm 

From Deoghar, Jharkhand 

Optional - Psychology 

Date – 9 March, 2018 
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Board - Sujata Mehta Mam 

The board was mostly cordial especially the Chairperson. 

Afternoon, 4th to go. 

Question might not be exact to what I was asked. 

Chairperson- 

1) Tell me about yourself. 

2) So do you think quitting the job after 3 years of work ex was a difficult decision to 

make? Then a follow up question based on my answer. 

3) What do you understand by Demographic Dividend? 

4) Can we utilize the potential of demographic dividend? Or will it become a population 

bomb? 

5) Asked me if I have heard the debate on unemployment? (which I said I am sure to what 

she was referring to) Asked me some data on unemployment? Then a follow up question 

which I don’t remember. 

(Lady) Member 2 (Longest Part of Interview) 

1) Psychology of Domestic Violence Act? Then some follow-up question. 

2) Issue of Elderly and solution for it. Psychological perspective. 

3) Dementia. 

4) As a DM, how would you tackle dementia issue? 

Member 3 

1) What is Abnormal Psychology? 

2) Difference with clinical psychology? 

3) Psychology of Road Rage? Ways to curb it? 

4) What is EQ? 

5) Site an example. Then asked me to leave this question. And said after waking up today, 

how you used your knowledge of psychology to tackle the emotions you were facing? 

What were the emotion you were having? 

Member 4 

1) Asked me what my India office did and how was it different from the US office? 

2) So basically they are exploiting the cheap labor in India? 

3) So it is just transition and India should move towards doing job for other countries? 
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4) So are jobs going outside India? Where? Why? 

5) We buy instruments from outside, our instrumentation engineer works for MNC. Why 

does it happen? 

6) What’s the issue with research publication of Indian college? 

7) What would you do as a policy maker? 

8) Economy of Deoghar district? 

9) What has Jharkhand government done since the formation of Jharkhand for Religious 

Tourism in Deoghar? 

10) What has Jharkhand government done since the formation of Jharkhand for the 

economic development of Deoghar district? 

Members 5 

1) Discuss the issue of Stampede in Deoghar temple? Reason and Solution? 

2) What’s new about this solution? Hasn’t it been implemented yet? Why? (He wanted to 

know the exact reason which I told) 

3) (An intro to the question) Can we call Jharkhand a failed state? 

Chairperson – So is there anything we haven’t asked and you have prepared? 

Ok, Your Interview is over. 

PS: Mam was looking at me till I closed the door. 

 

27. Sourav Banerjee: 

Sujata mehta mam 

Interview on 9th March fn 

1st to go 

Chairperson 

1.Tell me about yourself 

2 was leaving the job a difficult decision 

3. Has the financial sector become too important in the present scheme of things 

4. Has minimum account balance diminished the public character of sbi 

5. What was the best part of your job 

6. Something else..I forgot 
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Member 1-lady member 

1. What is futsal 

2. Difference between football and futsal 

3. Linkage between shrinking playing space and popularity of futsal 

4. What kind of books do you read 

5. Have you read any english translation of mahasweta Devi 

6. Should India abandon dalai lama given the recent turn of events  

Member 2 

1. Importance of france to India and some follow up question on Emmanuel macron's 

visit 

2. Anything apart from unsc veto France is required for 

Don't remember much on what he asked 

Member 3 

1. Explain the dual degree that you have done 

2. If you were Nepal government would you side with India or China 

3. What does Nepal export to India (didn't know) 

4. Why do private banks not participate in ppp projects 

5. Why no participation in spite of compulsory infra contribution 

Member 4 

1. Golf handicap (hobby) 

2.indian lady golfer marrying a pakistani golfer...some story. Do you know about her?( 

Didn't know) 

3. Where do you play? How often? 

4 gi tag for rossogulla..what.was it about? Who was right? 

5 was the spat between 2 states necessary? 

Chairperson 

1. Should section 377 be abolished 

2. Right to privacy judgement and it's bearing on right to privacy 

3. Why should section 377 be abolished 
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4. Is state the guardian of public morality 

5. Should state be the guardian of public morality 

6. Should a civil servant be a guardian of public morality 

Anything you want us to ask 

Thank you your interview is over 

 

28. Sagar Kondekar - Grad - Biotechnology 

Working with Ibm,  opt - history 

Native - Belgaum district (many questions followed this link)  

Sujata Mehata mam panel 

Ch-  

1)tell us about yourself 

2) why civil services 

3) which are going to be disruptive IT technologies in near future  

4) use of blockchain in governance in general 

M1-  

1) hafiz saeed and India Pakistan relations 

2) two nations theory and some follow up questions  

M2-  

1) stem cell research basics 

2) why biotechnology graduation 

3) addition of biotechnology chapters in +2 biology book. Have u read them?  

M3-  

1) economic disparity between rich and poor. Reasons remedies.  Discussion only on this 

topic with M3 

M4-  

1) reasons of inclusion of belgaum in karnataka 

2) mandate of src  

3) indias role in Bangladesh liberation 
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Ch-  

1) smaller states feasibility 

2) why division of andhra 

Thank you. 

 

29. Haaris Rasheed 

Mbbs MS (orthopedics) 

Sujata ma’am board 

Forenoon session 9th march 

2nd to go. 

Ch- So , tell us something about yourself. 

A- blabber plus reading about new advances in orthopedic surgery. 

Counter- so recent advances and civil services, arent these opposites.? 

M1- why is rural healthcare in shambles. 

What are your views about karnataka flag 

M2- south china sea, india pakistan, india china relation (regular general gibberish) 

M3- recent advances in joint relacement surgery. 

A- related to technique, and related to implant (mentioned both) 

M3- corporate hospitals, hidden cut from implants, pharma-doctor nexus. 

M3- do doctors lack empathy. 

Q- what should be done. 

Q- why are govt hospitals unhygienic.? 

M4- medical tourism, advantages, is it an industry. What will general public get from this 

advancement. (Handled just okay.. not much satisfied) 

Ch- something that you prepared and would like to tell us..  

A- thought for 3 secs.. said no ma’am.. (had a flight of thoughts, hence decided to bail out 

and get out) 

2 more ques by members 

Q- do doctors and civil servants share mutual respect. 
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Q- views about living will. 

Thank you. 

 

30. Rahul Jain: 

5th March 

4th to go (Afternoon Session)  

Board :Sujata Mehta Mam  

Chairman:  

1. Tell me about yourself? what have you been doing since 2016 

2. Why Banking after engineering? 

3. You can avoid answering this but why Axis Bank has bad name? 

4. So is it collusion and ethics of bank personnel or lack of policy 

5. Do you think one cannot manage preparation with job 

6. what was your work hours and work days?  

7. Should we privatise banks 

8. What can be done to reform banks in future 

Member 1 

1. What was your case study on delhi airport metro? Who's fault was there? 

2. (daf based) You have quit your job for UPSC...And it's a long process? Don't you think 

it has turned obsolete and tedious and there are changes required? 

3.(Daf based) What was your work as Warden Nominee? Any innovation? was it like a 

class monitor or an administrator? 

4 (Daf based) Sufi Music...What are it's basic principles? Hoe is it different from Bhakti 

Music? 

MEMBER 2 

1. YOU have done your schooling in private school?Do you think the education there is 

inclusive? 

2. WHAT is inclusive education according to you 

3. What is value education for you? 
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4. What values have you learned from your school? DO MISSIONARY schools focus on 

value education?If yes how? 

5. In India many people takes private schooling then Why people break red light if they 

get value education in schools? 

6. How have you used your chemical engineering skill set in banking sector? 

MEMBER 3 

1. Had nationalisation of banks failed? What it has achieved? 

2. You have said a lot of scenario has changed?What has changed in banking  Industry 

over the years and where do private sector takes the lead? 

3. What could have prevented the PNB Scam? 

Member 4 

1. You belong to Guna...Any famous personality? 

2. Smart city work in Indore 

3. Tell me about heritage and food of Indore? 

4. Why is MP not growing? 

5. How IIT-B different from other IIT'S 

6. How is IIT-B FEST different from other fests 

Chairman: 

1) Is there anything which we haven't ask ed and you have prepared? 

2) Since you have talked a lot about UPSC process and has been through all stages any 

suggestion you want to give to us? 

Thankyou!! Your interview Is over. 

 

31. Ankur Gupta: 

Sujata Mehta board  

History optional  

B.E ece  

Cm  

Tell me something about yourself  

What are your hobbies and interests  
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What ails indian sports  

Has cricket and ipl benefitted other sports   

Is media polarised  

 people like ravish kumar face death threats and trolls, what can we do to make them 

secure.  

M1  

Few questions on my home city   

Use of digital electronics in administration  

M2  

Question on israel and palestine  

Questions on demonetization  

M3  

Some social awareness campaigns in recent times  

How can we measure the success of these campaigns  

What kind of documentaries do you watch  

Are biographies non fiction  

Views of romila thapar on nationalism  

M4  

Qualities required in civil servant  

A situation based question  

Success or happiness which is more important 

 

32. Basist Nandan: 

Date 13.3.18 

Sujatha Mehta Board 

Afternoon  

CH 

1. Tell me where u did ur graduation. What you do now. 

2. You are in pipelines of IOCL. How do u secure pipelines. 
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3 What are your role in securing pipelines. 

4. Which pipelines in eastern coast you are in. 

5. You seem to be interested in sports. Do u think a large event like Olympics be held 

where there is no income just expenditure.  

6. Will it be good for India to host Olympics. 

7. India didn't win any gold in Olympics and also we had bad experience of holding 

commonwealth games. So why should India host such events when there is poverty N all. 

M1 

1. You ate in iocl. Why should one invest in refinery when we are moving towards 

renewable source and electric vehicle? 

2. You are a mechanical engineer. Tell me which law of physics applies when a thermal 

energy is converted to mechanical energy. 

3. What is critical supercritical in a power plant. 

M2 

1. Tell me has 73rd and 74th amendment been good. 

2. What are problems. 

3. Women representation is just for name sake in PRI. What do you say. 

4. There is a program called employment guarantee program. Should fund from that be 

used in empowering grass root. 

5. Other discussion mainly on PRI. 

M3 

1. You are from Bhagalpur. Tell about violence of 1980s. 

2. What are the regulatory mechanism of oil and gas sector. 

3. Inspite of so many regulations why do fires and other hazards occur. 

4. How would you inculcate safety culture. 

5. What is energy audit. How it is done ( I said something and he said it's not correct) 

M4 

1. Tell me something about green revolution. 

2. How to have balance between population rise and food crisis. 

3. Can GM crop be helpful in solving food crisis. 
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4. What are problems of GM Crops and solutions. 

Again CM 

Do you want us to ask something. 

I took a pause and said mam, if you would like to ask something from hobby. 

She said what's your hobby.  

Then se asked about it. 

How much time you spend on internet. 

Your view on social media. Is it helpful. 

Ok. Thank you. 

 

Interview Transcripts 2018, [13.03.18 20:40] 

gamma: 

Bhonsle sir board, PSIR optional, qualification - BA MA pol sci 

Ch.- So you have excellent academic record and you have shown interest etc ( sir’s  usual 

way of starting an interview, he said more things which I don’t remember) then he said 

you are selected from our side. I kept saying thank you when ever he pointed something 

from my DAF as good. 

So you are from **** there is a regular cattle fair organized and have seen it ? apprantly it 

is very famous. 

Did it happen already? 

So why it happened on a low scale ? what was the reason? 

What is your opinion regarding the law ? 

So you are made the DM of **** and we are your team give us  instructions on how to 

oragnize the cattle fair?  Take your time and answer.  ( I used pencil and paper ) 

M1 (lady)- you are pursuing masters in women and gender studies ( she also said 

something after this) so tell me most important thing 2 or 3 which should be done to 

empower women ? 

M2- Are you nervous? 

But you don’t look nervous? 

You should not be nervous we are just having a conversation . then Lady member said 

she is a young confident girl she doesn’t need to be nervous. 

What is happening in Delhi why there is so much of traffic ? 
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So how many countries are coming to India ? 

So you have done political science tell me in context of world today what country among 

UNSC member we should pursue for our gain ? 

So do we agree with all the things Russia is doing ? 

He gave me a case study about a dairy being opened by help of world bank but the people 

around who have milk shops are unhappy and they are saying to farmers that this dairy 

would give less money and using machine they are calculating correctly and looting you. 

The dairy is located near maharasta and Karnataka border. As a DM how will you tackle 

this? ( It was a very long question but this is what I could grasp …chairmen also received 

a call during this question ) 

But how will talk they are not ready to talk to you ? 

M3  (I really don’t know why he was the only threatening personality, I forgot what he 

had asked me)  

Why do you think there is an increasing demand for reservation among various 

communities? 

Don’t You think agriculture was also a reason ? 

He said doubling farmers Income how in context of Rajasthan agriculture could be 

improved? (I had a mental block here) 

M4- so In US elections MR trump won over Ms. Hillary Clinton what was the reason? 

Don’t you think Gender was an issue? 

But more enlightened voters voted for Ms. Hillary what do you have to say about this? 

Education qualification in election. Do you think it should be brought? 

But there have been leaders who were not educated. Do you think leadership influences 

capability to lead ? 

In general men and women are considered in a manner some say women are better than 

men as they can perform role and things which men can’t. What do you think about this? 

 

Ch- so write 3 words on a paper …Initiative, Drive and Leadership tell one incident from 

your life where you have done this? 

What is the motto of NCC? 

Tell me in Hindi? 

Thank you. Have a good day. Leave this paper here 
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33. Shiyaz: 

Sujatha ma'am board 14th fn 

Bg: Psychology,MBA, Management research;Last person to go 

Chairman: introduce yourself..Follow up Questions related to research topic.. 

Experience..Edu etc.. 

M1: any theory u could apply on the job from Psy; my bike brand..How old etc ( hobby 

long rides) 

M2: do u think u can put theories at work in govt set up..? Follow up based on answer.. 

What is self righteousness? 

M3:(his questions included answers most of the time) iq and equipment..better? How u 

can put equipment to use of u r a civil servant. 

Psychology of kerala ppl and effect on migration? 

Does matriarchy and something else(was nt clear) a reason for migration? What is 360 

degree leadership? 

M4: my job at high Court..Issues with collegium..Njac etc 

Cm: anything which u would like to ask us?  

Sujatha Madam is very polite and cordial and should appreciate the fact that she was 

listening through out the interview. Don't know how she put marks though. 

 

34. Kumar Swapnil: 

Date - 6.3.2018 

Board - sujata mehta 

Forenoon 

Second to go 

Interview duration - 25 to 30 mins 

Home state - bihar  

Optional- medical science  

education - MBBS, MD (pharmacology) 

Hobbies - fitness enthusiast and aesthetic bodybuilding, exploring mughlai delicacies of 

Delhi, dancing (Western and freestyle), mimicry.  

CP- is this your photo?  
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Me : yes mam.  

1. So tell me about your self.. From where have you graduated. What are you doing now?  

2. Did you opt MBBS by choice  

3. So explain to me this whole thing.. MBBS.. Now doing MD.. And now looking to enter 

civil service.  

4. Tell me one biggest deficiency you found in medical education  

5. Solution  

6.this nhps. Do you think it can help the poor people you have seen at your hospital  

7. What should the focus of the government : primary health or tertiary health  

8. But do we have sufficient doctors in India to cater to these needs 

M1:  

so I see you are doing your MD in pharmacology? What is the reason for branded 

generics being so pricey in India? Is anything being done about it?  

2. Bihar is sometimes very unkindly  

Counted among the bimaru states? What do you think?  

3. How does the social dynamics of bihar hurt the development there  

M3. (LM)  

1.so I see your interest is in aesthetic bodybuilding? What is aesthetic bodybuilding?  

2. What is this hype about this size zero? What is it and as a doctor would you advise it?  

3. so another interest of your is exploring mughlai dishes of Delhi? So you cook them or 

go out with friends?  

4. Did you ever explore any food of pre mughal times? Do you have any knowledge 

about it?  

5.coming back to aesthetics.. What is the vision and philosophy of aesthetics  

M3. Picking up from conversation with the cp 

1.So you talked about rationalising mbbs course for making family medicine level of 

doctors first. But no doctor today is stopping at mbbs level. They are going for 

specialisation and superspecialisation? Why is it so?  

2. But don't you think these family medicine doctors will create inefficiency and the 

number of medical negligence cases would rise?  
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3.after raising a myriad of issues in one line.. Corporate hospital overpricing.. Medical 

negligence.. Wrong diagnosis.. Blah blah blah.. What is the institutional mechanism in 

India to deal with such things 

4. Isn't there any role ethics in medical education? Did you have any such exposure 

during your mbbs course  

5. So you were born in muzaffarpur? What is very famous about muzaffarpur  

6. How has litchi helped to increase the level of farmers income there 

M4.  

1. So why did you change your school after tenth?  

2. New aiims are being set up.. What are ppl not going there and still coming to aiims 

Delhi  

3. But don't you think that it is somehow related to people's mentality that aiims Delhi is 

much better  

4. Euthanasia. What is the present legal stance on it? What is your opinion on euthanasia?  

5. Is butter chicken a mughlai dish?  

CP : OK.. So would you like us to ask about anything else that you had prepared and we 

did not ask 

2. Self taught or trained?  

OK you may go now 

 

35. UNKNOWN 

Sujata Mehta board 

Duration~30 min 

C: 

Introduce itself 

When u join NPA 

Farmer long march, demand?? 

Why farming unattractive?? 

Why MBBS?  

Medical bond? For whole India? 

Why doctor not going to phc? 
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National health protection scheme?? Needs in India special when primary infrastructure 

not developed? 

M1: 

Nurture vs Nature vs crime... Some f/u questions... how it is helpful in reducing 

crime...Criminal ka beta criminal Banega?? How prejudice dangerous to society??  

India France relationship 

Recent changes in China constitution? Impact on India? 

M3:  

Malnutrition? Is icds failed?  

Cultural factors in malnutrition? 

Where it is present urban rural both? 

Suggestions for health sector? 

Cyber security?? 

M4:  

Generic medicines? 

Medical tourism? 

Unethical corporate practice? 

How to create awareness about generic medicines? 

Why pharmaceutical industry developed in Haryana and Himachal?? 

M5:  

Forest right act? If Land were given to tribal then it reduces forest cover? Instead giving 

land should we focus on social forestry? 

Swaminathan committee recommendation? 

National medical commission?? How it help to increase doctor no. ?? Bridge course 

opinion?? 

C: any area we left?? No mam 

Thank you. 

 

36. Hemant: 

Background 
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Btech electrical engineering  

Optional: political science and international relations 

Hobbies: Reading IR and cricket 

Board: Sujata Mehta mam 

Mam:  

1.is this your photo? 

2. Tell me about yourself (she was looking at my DAF when I was saying) 

3. You graduated in 2016, Did you get any job from college? (I said I didn't sit for any) 

4. Why you didn't sit for placements? 

5. You did iit becz you wanted to or you were pressurized by parents? 

6. What is your view on society? 

7. What is the population of India? 

8. What are the population prediction about India in coming time? 

9.What is divided in demographic divided? 

10.What will happen if we don't utilise this dividend? 

11. How much time you think will it take India to resolve all the issues in India like 

poverty, inequality, infrastructure gap and all that, take a wild guess?( I replied 30 years, 

don't know whether it was a good number or not). 

12. What are the issues in Jharkhand? 

13. Why you want to be in services? 

14. So you want to be in services for personal development?( I said yes) 

M1 (he wasn't sure of what he was asking) 

1. What are the issues in Jharkhand?  (Mam looked at him as she already had asked the 

same question) 

2. So you are a computer Engineer? (I said no sir I am an electrical engineer) 

3. Ok so tell me what is this skill India, no leave it. You tell me is skill India a success. ( I 

said sir it is too soon to say) 

4. Yes yes you are right, tell me is it going in right direction? 

5. What is corporate social responsibility? 
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6. Do all companies have to follow CSR?( I said I am unable to recall the criteria as such 

right now). 

M2 

1. Why USSR disintegrated? 

2. Why Soviet Russia entered in Afghanistan? 

3. Did disintegration of USSR affected negatively to India? 

4.How this issue of North Korea improving relation with us and south Korea will affect 

India? 

5. What is money bill? ( Here I was taken aback by this sudden shift of question from IR 

to this, I took a pause for few seconds and then replied) 

6. What will happen if this bill is presented in Rajya sabha? 

7. What is this whole issue about the passage of this bill right now in lok sabha ( read this 

in morning newspaper) 

M3 

1. Did Jharkhand aspirations of development materialise? 

2. Jharkhand have the potential, why it is not moving ahead? ( 3 rd time same question, 

mam again looked at him) 

3. Is naxalism a terrorism? 

4. Difference between revolution and terrorism? 

5. Which scholar talked about revolution for the first time? 

6. Why Aristotle said about this? 

7. Was inequality a reason given by him on his extensive study of causes of revolution? 

8. Do you see inequality in Jharkhand a reason for underdevelopment? 

9. He said something about a scholar and his book and few theory names given by him 

and asked me to relate this 3 theories in Jharkhand (I don't know from where he got that 

name as a political philosoper as I didn't heard his name or his theory so I replied no sir I 

don't know.) 

He said no problem. 

M4( he was looking at the clock for the whole time) 

1. How is the relationship of India and Pakistan? 

2. Kulbhashan Jadhav case has impacted relation and India is also not talking to Pak, how 

do you see that? 
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He asked 2 more questions which I don't remember 

Mam: 

1. This issue of DBT in PDS in Jharkhand, why do you think these civil servant 

implement such schemes despite knowing their practical invisibility). 

2. Why this gap of reality in making of schemes in accordance to region? 

3. What will you do as a civil servant to improve this communication gap between 

administration and local people? 

4. What is the status of digital penetration in Jharkhand? ( I said I'm not aware of the 

number but it's quite low) 

5. Tell me as per your personal experience how is digital connectivity there? 

Ok is there anything you want to talk about which we haven't covered? 

I said yes mam, cricket. 

She smiled and said tell us about cricket. 

What changes need to be there in cricket body and any thing you feel should be done to 

utilise it? 

Thank you. Your interview is over. 

 

37. Satwik 

Sujata Mehta Board 

Background: 5 year Integrated Masters in Physics from IIT Roorkee 

Hobbies: Vippasna meditation, reading and writing poetry. 

Chairman:  

1. Tell me something about yourself? 

2. Don't you find the preparation frustrating? 

3.  Should we invest in basic sciences? 

4. Would you sanction funds for a scientific organisation which is not able to produce 

results? 

Member 1:  

1. Why do indians lack in R&D? 

2. Why are we poor in scientific temper? 
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3. Don' you think teachers try to inculcate scientific temper among students? 

4. What do you mean by Vippasna? 

5. Is it possible for an administrator to remain detached during work? 

Member 2: 

1. What did you learn from Gandhi? 

2. Who can practice non- violence? Strong or weak? 

3. Tell me something about passive euthanasia. 

4. Do you think people in India are able to afford Ventilators? 

5. Don't you think legalising passive euthanasia might get misused? 

6. What is difference between Ghazal and Nazm? 

Member 3: 

1. Tell me some practical applications of General theory of relativity. 

2. Throw some light upon the recent action taken by US regarding tariffs. 

3. What are gravitational waves? 

4. Something about encryption and prime number theorem. 

Member 4: 

1. Does Satwik come from Satv guna? 

2. There are 3 gunas in indian philosophy. Does everyone have all the 3 gunas? 

3. What is dark matter? 

4. What do you mean by 'God particle'? 

5. Why is the study  of neutrino important. 

6. We had such a bright past in terms of education, Astronomy etc but everything 

declined during mughal period. Should we blame them? 

Chairman: Do you want us to ask something? 

Thank you! 

 

38. Hemant: 

Background 

Btech electrical engineering  

Optional: political science and international relations 
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Hobbies: Reading IR and cricket 

Board: Sujata Mehta mam 

 

Mam:  

1. is this your photo? 

2. Tell me about yourself (she was looking at my DAF when I was saying) 

3. You graduated in 2016, Did you get any job from college? (I said I didn't sit for any) 

4. Why you didn't sit for placements? 

5. You did iit becz you wanted to or you were pressurized by parents? 

6. What is your view on society? 

7. What is the population of India? 

8. What are the population prediction about India in coming time? 

9.What is divided in demographic divided? 

10.What will happen if we don't utilise this dividend? 

11. How much time you think will it take India to resolve all the issues in India like 

poverty, inequality, infrastructure gap and all that, take a wild guess?( I replied 30 years, 

don't know whether it was a good number or not). 

12. What are the issues in Jharkhand? 

13. Why you want to be in services? 

14. So you want to be in services for personal development?( I said yes) 

 

M1 (he wasn't sure of what he was asking) 

1. What are the issues in Jharkhand? (Mam looked at him as she already had asked the 

same question) 

2. So you are a computer Engineer? (I said no sir I am an electrical engineer) 

3. Ok so tell me what is this skill India, no leave it. You tell me is skill India a success. ( I 

said sir it is too soon to say) 

4. Yes yes you are right, tell me is it going in right direction? 

5. What is corporate social responsibility? 

6. Do all companies have to follow CSR?( I said I am unable to recall the criteria as such 

right now). 

 

M2 

1. Why USSR disintegrated? 

2. Why Soviet Russia entered in Afghanistan? 

3. Did disintegration of USSR affected negatively to India? 

4.How this issue of North Korea improving relation with us and south Korea will affect 

India? 

5. What is money bill? ( Here I was taken aback by this sudden shift of question from IR 

to this, I took a pause for few seconds and then replied) 

6. What will happen if this bill is presented in Rajya sabha? 

7. What is this whole issue about the passage of this bill right now in lok sabha ( read this 
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in morning newspaper) 

 

M3 

1. Did Jharkhand aspirations of development materialise? 

2. Jharkhand have the potential, why it is not moving ahead? ( 3 rd time same question, 

mam again looked at him) 

3. Is naxalism a terrorism? 

4. Difference between revolution and terrorism? 

5. Which scholar talked about revolution for the first time? 

6. Why Aristotle said about this? 

7. Was inequality a reason given by him on his extensive study of causes of revolution? 

8. Do you see inequality in Jharkhand a reason for underdevelopment? 

9. He said something about a scholar and his book and few theory names given by him 

and asked me to relate this 3 theories in Jharkhand (I don't know from where he got that 

name as a political philosoper as I didn't heard his name or his theory so I replied no sir I 

don't know.) 

He said no problem. 

 

M4( he was looking at the clock for the whole time) 

1. How is the relationship of India and Pakistan? 

2. Kulbhashan Jadhav case has impacted relation and India is also not talking to Pak, how 

do you see that? 

He asked 2 more questions which I don't remember 

 

Mam: 

1. This issue of DBT in PDS in Jharkhand, why do you think these civil servant 

implement such schemes despite knowing their practical invisibility). 

2. Why this gap of reality in making of schemes in accordance to region? 

3. What will you do as a civil servant to improve this communication gap between 

administration and local people? 

4. What is the status of digital penetration in Jharkhand? ( I said I'm not aware of the 

number but it's quite low) 

5. Tell me as per your personal experience how is digital connectivity there? 

Ok is there anything you want to talk about which we haven't covered? 

I said yes mam, cricket. 

She smiled and said tell us about cricket. 

What changes need to be there in cricket body and any thing you feel should be done to 

utilise it? 

Thank you. Your interview is over. 

 

Comments: cordial board. Main intervi 
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39. Name: vivek chavan  

Electronics engg  

Worked in infosys for 2yrs  

Home town: nashik  

Optional : pol sci & ir  

Panel : sujata mehta madam  

Date : 16th mar 2018  

 

Chair:  

(Showed photo)Is this your photo?  

1.lets start by telling about your self.  

2.what have you been doing since you keft job?3. Why civil service?  

4.why people want government jobs?  

5.if we remove the security and permanent nature from govt job, will people prefer govt. 

Jobs?  

6.people like baba amte have done so much good work being outside government. Is that 

better?  

6.who should come first family or society in carrying out responsibility.(ref from earlier 

ans. )  

7.so what are your interests/ hobbies?  

 

M2.  

1.what is this happiness index?  

2.what is india's performance?  

3.is it good scale to judge progress? Or we should go for gdp?  

4.what is india's rank?  

5.why such a bad performance despite increase in gdp?  

6.how we can increase happiness?  

 

M3.  

1.your name is vivek. So tell me about vedant philosophy of vivekananda.  

2.so much of depression and negetivity is there. Our happiness index is not good so can 

thos philosophy help?  

3.should we remain bound by some ancient scripure? Considering everything is there in 

it?  

4.what is difference between vedanta and siddhanta theory?  

5.what did you get from your hobby coin collection?  

6.what is numismatics?  

7.should we be collecting coins in digital age when we can store images?  

 

M4:  

1.okay vivek , tell me about rohingyas.  
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2.are they citizen of any country?  

3.why should myanmar accept them?  

4.is there any un treaty for stateless peole?  

5.why russia is in news recently(uk expelling russian diplomat, usa sanctions on russia)  

6.will sanctions have any effect on russia or any particular group ?  

7.w hat are the problems faced by children of migrant labourer?  

8.what can be done?  

9.if you are collector of a district what would be your priority?  

 

M5:  

1.So you are from ahmednagar?  

(Another panel member said no that is his birthplace)  

2.but still tell me something about ahmednagar.  

3.tell me about your hobby painting.  

4.tell me about warli painting. (Mentioned in daf)  

5.what is different in warli painting?  

6.what do the shapes in warli painting depict?  

Okay it is done from my side.  

Then same member said okay last question.  

8.what were the causes of world war 1?  

 

Chair:  

Okay we are done from our side.  

Do you want to ask anything?  

Your interview is over.  

 

Over all cordial and helpful board. Did not pressurise much.  

I said i dont know at two places they immediately went to next question.  

Overall good experience.  

People at document verification were also very helpful.  

Thanks. 

Satwik 

 

 

40. Sujata Mehta Board 

Background: 5 year Integrated Masters in Physics from IIT Roorkee 

Hobbies: Vippasna meditation, reading and writing poetry. 

 

Chairman:  

1. Tell me something about yourself? 

2. Don't you find the preparation frustrating? 

3.  Should we invest in basic sciences? 
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4. Would you sanction funds for a scientific organisation which is not able to produce 

results? 

 

Member 1:  

1. Why do indians lack in R&D? 

2. Why are we poor in scientific temper? 

3. Don' you think teachers try to inculcate scientific temper among students? 

4. What do you mean by Vippasna? 

5. Is it possible for an administrator to remain detached during work? 

 

Member 2: 

1. What did you learn from Gandhi? 

2. Who can practice non- violence? Strong or weak? 

3. Tell me something about passive euthanasia. 

4. Do you think people in India are able to afford Ventilators? 

5. Don't you think legalising passive euthanasia might get misused? 

6. What is difference between Ghazal and Nazm? 

 

Member 3: 

1. Tell me some practical applications of General theory of relativity. 

2. Throw some light upon the recent action taken by US regarding tariffs. 

3. What are gravitational waves? 

4. Something about encryption and prime number theorem. 

 

Member 4: 

1. Does Satwik come from Satv guna? 

2. There are 3 gunas in indian philosophy. Does everyone have all the 3 gunas? 

3. What is dark matter? 

4. What do you mean by 'God particle'? 

5. Why is the study of neutrino important. 

6. We had such a bright past in terms of education, Astronomy etc but everything 

declined during mughal period. Should we blame them? 

 

Chairman: Do you want us to ask something? 

 

 

41. Parul Pradhan: 

Sujata Mehta Board  

6th March 

Afternoon Session 

Optional: Psychology 

Working in NTPC Ltd. 
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B.Tech : Electronics & Instrumentation Engg 

 

Chairman: 

1) So you are working in NTPC? Was it a campus placement or anything else? 

2) Tell us about the performance of NTPC , Talcher-kaniha.  (Since I am working there) 

3) How is its position compared to other power plants? 

4) What are your work responsibilities? 

5) In India, we are not able to supply uninterrupted power to consumers. The connections 

are unreliable. Where do you think the problem lies? 

6) Do you think a direct selling of power between generating stations and consumers 

should be done? 

7) How far is our station from Talcher? (30kms) 

8) So it is quite remote. So are there enough facilities for employees? 

9) How long was your training period? Do you think training is needed after college?  

 

M1: 

1) So your optional is Psychology. What is the use of it in administration? 

2) From hobbies . What is DIY Craft? What do you do in it? 

3) What are the adventure sports activities that you have done? 

4) Why do you do it? 

5) It is said that companies are doing CSR for their own profits and not for society's 

benefit? Is it true for NTPC also? 

 

M2: 

1)Where does NTPC, Kaniha gets its coal from? 

2) What is the percentage of coal cost in total cost of production of electrcity? 

3) How can we reduce cost of electricity generation from coal? Is there any way that it 

can be done? 

4) Whether Talcher is operating in sub-critical or super-critical level of technology? 

5) Something about Vibration analysis , to which i said i have not worked in that 

particular area. 

6) Why did you switch departments ? what was the reason behind? 

 

M3: 

1) Should power sector be unbundled or should it be integrated? The reasons behind it. 

Then objected to the logic I provided. Long discussion on it. 

2) What is Peter's principle in management? 

 

M4:- 

1) You have mentioned earlier about skill development being done. Do you think there is 

gender stereotype in Skilling sector also? 

2) why is it so persistent? 
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3) What can be the steps taken to overcome these gender stereotypes? 

4) Were you offered Psychology as a subject in college? 

5) Do you think Psychology as a subject should be offered in college? any other subjects 

which can be introduced? 

6) Who is Vygotsky? What is his contribution to psychology? 

7) Do you know Howard Gardener? What is his contribution? 

 

 

42. S K 3/22/18 

Sujata Mam Board 

22nd march afternoon  

 

-Tell us about yourself  

-india usa export subsidy issue,what to do ? Is USA correct?  

-India china comparison  

-india pak relations. Your view ? Should India talk to pak ? Why we are not on talking 

terms right now ? Is this strategy right ? 

-independent directors-role,importance, are they able to perform their duty ? If not,what 

can be done (Commerce background 

-NPA issue=what is it ,reasons 

-PNB issue 

-some basic DAF questions -why gap after education?  

Last ques- Do you want us to ask you something?  

 

My take-  

1)Cordial Board  

2)They are just trained to be expressionless ! You will not know even for a second if they 

are liking you... 

 

P.s - no question from optional sociology 

 

Hamne apna kaam kar diya, ab toh Rab Raakha  

:clap::clap::clap: 

 

 

43. Panel:Sujata Mehta mam  

Morning session  

2 nd last to go 

 

Mam:  

Introduce yourself. 

Are u working as chief officer? 

Is it from state servises? 

Why u left that job? 
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Genome project ? Tell positive and negative of project? 

Some follow up questions related to genetics. 

What is moral hazard of such project 

 

Lady member1:  

Fergusson college n realted enquiry abt my graduation,muhs Nasik University n Bjmc 

Pune. 

Ask abt distribution of fund to Pune n Nasik with respect to marathwada. 

is it right to give more fund to Marathwada? 

What abt Up n Bihar then? Should they be given more fund. 

What are 14 th finance commission recommandation (I hv previously mentioned in my 

answer) 

 

Member2: 

what is contravesial abt 14 th FC 

I answered as special category status  

Bt he wanted other thing .then I said population as criteria. 

Then he explained abt north and south state demand related to that 

 

M3:foreign relations  

of India . 

USA vs Russsia 

Ask me choose one to whom we should continue our relationship. 

Which approach will u support moral or pragmatic? 

History of Pune city .ask question related to imp battle fought during king shivajis regime 

in Pune. 

(Specially in Lal Mahal) 

 

M4: ask abt Pandharpur wari. 

What is it? How many pilgrimage? What type of work u hav done their? 

Which ws the battle fought in Pune? Koregaon Bhima? What is its significance? 

What is your priorities peace or conciliation under such conditions of violence? 

Chairwoman:  

Tell me about Raja Kelkar ? How he is related to Pune n what is his contribution? 

Tell me strategic imp of Pune.(discussed with Mahesh Bhagwat sir ) 

Why all these institutions are located in Pune ? 

What type of work u hav done for HIV affected people? 

Govt neglecting HIV/aids ,nt giving adequate funding.what is your opinion? 

Some other questions related to that. 

 

Board was cordial specially Mehta mam nodding in bet to give response to answer.overall 

nice feeling n hoping for best..... 
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44. manish 4/2/18 

manish, [02.04.18 18:08] 

date-2 april ,morning session 

board-sujata maa'm  

last one to go  

 

chairman 

1-introduce yourself (i forgot to mention graduation subject, she asked me about it )  

2- did you get job offer in college  

3- how are you keeping your motivation since college (passed in 2015) 

4- case study - college banning jeans only for girls, banning mobile use by girls, you as 

IAS, what will you do 

5- follow up quesiton - give an example where mobile use for girls can be banned 

6- IITs are known for providing domain specific knowledge , how will use this in 

administration 

1-2 more follow up questions regarding this-  

 

member 1 

1- as an passout of new IIT, what you should aim - responsibility , power, fame ,money ? 

2- these days more students are coming to civil service, why ? they should go to 

entrepreneurship ? don't you think students should go for entrepreneurship only and not to 

civil service  

3-4 more questions , can't remember now  

 

member 2- most grilling person , khadosh aadmi  

1- tell me problems of power sector (i have done graduation in electrical engineering)  

2- solutions of above problems  

3- problems of discoms  

4-solutions of above problems 

5- problem of coal sector  

6 - should distribution companies be privatised  

7- what is At&C losses ?  

8- are you from ** ( this is my birthplace but i told him that i had stayed there for 4 

months only and moved to other place ) . he was adamant to ask me this question  

9 -follow up quesiton - what do people do here ? main earning ?  

10- follow up question - which crops are grown here ? 

 

member 4 - lady member - she kept on smilling all the time  

1- have you taken geography optional -  

2- NE states names  

3- strategic significance of the NE 

4- followup question - dokhlam, brahmaputra , siliguri corridor  

5- biodiversity of NE 

6- biodiversity park related to NE or himalaya 

7- any threat to biodiversity of NE? 

8- what is conservation ? 

 

member 5-  
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1- what is knowledge revolution ? 

2- we are witnessing fast change these days? comment - (answered on basis of rapid 

change in demography, technology and social changes) 

3- follow up - predict changes in next 10 years- ( i did a blunder by saying technology 

changes will be fast but social changes will be gradual)  

4- follow up - you are saying there is fast change in technology , then whatever you have 

studined in engineering will become obsolete in few years? how will you then cope up 

with this.  

5- what do you think , we need technocrats more or social background person in 

bureaucracy -  

6-why social change will be slow - 

7- corrrelation b/w size of govt and corruption ( i didn't get this. he explained 'minimum 

govt and maximum governance)  

 

chairman - anything we left , that is not there .. i said yes maam adn pointed to some 

topics, she asked one question  

 

overall - 40 minutes ... 

board was cordial ya fir bas majhe le raha tha because it was over lunch time  

female lady was smilling too much  

sujhata maaam was also noding at many answers 

 

 

45. Shivani Jhirwal 4/5/18 

3rd April 

Forenoon, second to go 

Sujata Mehta Ma'am board 

 

Ch: 

Tell us about yourself. 

How was your experience at IIT? 

Was it a stressful environment? 

What was your Btech. Project about? 

Why is AI being utilized so much for driverless cars? 

What impact will driverless cars have on India? 

Would you feel safe in a driverless car or crossing the road knowing there are driverless 

cars on the road? 

What is a gig economy? 

It took 100s if years for the trade unions to ensure workers' rights, how do we ensure that 

in a gig economy? 

 

M2: 

Have you read any Chetan Bhagat books? Which ones? 

Why is he so popular? 

What is Spic Macay? Did you attend any of its programs? 

Can you name some important classical music singer that passed away last year? 

How was your experience of teaching in NAB (national association for the Blind)? 

What is PwD (Persons with Disabilities) Act? 
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Some provisions. 

 

M3: 

What is the importance of street play in a democracy? (Extra-currics) 

In your experience, do people have an impact by watching street play? 

Should NSS be made compulsory? 

What is cost-benefit analysis? 

Is govt doing any cost-benefit analysis by setting up more and more IITs? 

But we see that engineers do not remain in engineering. They do MBA or other things, so 

are govt.'s resources not wasted by setting up new IITs? Wouldn't it be better to set up 

other types of universities? 

 

M4: 

What is the need to move from diesel to electric vehicles, since electricity is also 

generated using coal, so it is also polluting? 

What is the per KWhr cost of thermal, solar, wind based power? 

What kind of energy source is imp for India? (Can't recall this ques properly) 

What do you know about Mutual Fund industries? 

 

M5: 

Should railways be privatized? 

What are the non-core areas where the private sector is active in railways? 

Name some public sector units in railways? 

What benefit will bullet trian have for India? Is it needed? 

What is KVPY? 

What is a scientist? 

What is the status of research in the country? 

 

Ch: 

Is there a case for having more than one time zones in India? 

Why don't we have more than one time zones? 

Is it a national identity issue? Many other large countries are having multiple time zones 

without any problems. 

 

Lastly, 

Do you want us to ask ques from any area that you prepared? 

I said my hobby of reading books. 

Ma'am said go ahead. And I talked about what kind of books I read, various genres, by 

favourite books, which included Midnight's Children by Salman Rushdie. 

 

Ch: So, I see you have read a very diverse set of genres. Tell me, should Salman Rushdie 

be allowed to take his property? Do you know about this issue? 

I said, I'm sorry Ma'am I don't know about this. 

Ma'am said no issues, it's not important. 

Thank you. 

 

I said thanks to eveyone. Tried to put the chair back in its original position. Ma'am said 

you can leave it. 
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Said thanks again and left. 

 

 

46. Background: BTech. in electrical engineering from IIT Delhi; graduated in 2016; 

optional: philosophy; 

Interview Transcripts 2018  

Agriculture graduate, Rfo, Bonsai hobby 

Panel -Sujata mehta madam  

 

Chairman - 

Is this your photo?  

Introduce yourself  

1) what do you think are reasons for agri crisis ? 

2) what are problems in agri extension?  

Is it doing well?  

3) dairy has well developed cooperatives but it is not developed for crops except 

sugarcane, why?  

 

Member 1 

1) Salman Khan has given 5year jail in poaching case, don't you think it's higher?  

2)what is bonsai? How you do it? ( hobby)  

 

Member 2 

1)what are major 3 recommendations of swaminathan commission?  

2) if implemented all do u think farmers income will be doubled?  

3)what will be effect of increasing oil prices on farmers? 

I confused it with edible oil, and answered but later he said he was asking about 

petroleum oil  

 

Member 4 

1)what is priority sector lending?  

2)does India has more no. Of trucks or tractors?  

3) what is price of tractor? 

4) how cooperative banks works? 

 

Member 5 

1) given 3 types of soils  

Black, red and alluvial  

What are specific properties and what crop will be best in each type?  

 

Chairman  

1)why was there farmers March last month?  

2) what is your opinion about forest dwellers act?  

3) do you think state rights should be privileged over tribal rights ? 

4) do you watch ipl?  

Is it helping for improving Indian cricket?  

Dont you think it is monopolizing cricket?  
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What is role of TV in it?  

Should cricketer allowed for advertising? 

Do you want to share anything? 

 

 

47. Daya, Fri 

Sujata Mehta board 

Optional commerce 

 

1 introduce urself 

2 are financial service ppl outsmart income tax ppl... Recent scams 

3 swachh bharat abhiyan nd its impact in mumbai 

4 name any rural schemes 

5 section 44D of IT act 

6 why companies r listed 

7 whts benefit of share mkt to companies 

8 profit maximisation vs wealth maximisation 

9 state funding of election, foreign funding, electoral bonds 

10 cauvery issue 

11 in how many companies person can bcm director 

12 companies act 2013 

13 FII, whts benefits, did dey control stock mkt 

 

 

48. Ashwin HariFri 

Ashwin Hari: 

05/04/2018 Afternoon 

Last to go @5.30pm 

Around 20-25 minutes 

Board: Sujatha Mehta  

Background :  

State : Kerala 

District : Kottayam 

Graduation : Civil Engineering  

Hobby : Watching car review 

Optional : Public Administration  

 

SM  

1. Showing my photo..is this you? Confirmed that it was me.  

2. Introduce yourself.  

3. Before I said about my hobby, madam read out my hobby from DAF and asked me to 

explain my hobby. 

4. You did you graduation in Civil Engineering but you have affinity towards cars, why 

didn’t you take automobile engineering for graduation? 

5. Why did you take civil engineering for graduation? 

6. What were you doing since 2014? 

7. Do you drive? 

8. What is the current situation or condition of driving nature among people?  
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9. How can we improve the driving nature among people? 

10. We have a kind of paradox situation where there is high number of personal vehicles 

on road that has lead to high traffic and congestion, but people are not taking to public 

transport. Why is it so? 

11. How can we promote public transport? 

 

M1 lady 

1. I will list you some names. You have to identify their area of work or excellence. 

a) Yamini Krishnamoorthy (She said that the person was a dancer) 

b) Thyagaraja 

c) M S Subulakshmi 

2. In the history of Kerala there had been a movement to protect environment. What was 

it ? 

3. Have you heard about Silent Valley Protest? 

4. There is a famous martial art in Kerala. Tell us about it. 

 

M2  

1. So you are a civil engineer. Why is multistorey building constructed? 

2. Why does building have columns? He repeated the question again after I answered it. I 

repeated the answer again. 

3. How to protect buildings during earthquakes?  

4. What the techniques of protecting the buildings from earthquake? 

5. So you are from Kottayam. I have some specific question for you. Are you aware of the 

history of Kerala and Kottayam ?  

6. Why did Christians first come to Kottayam in Kerala? (No answer) 

7. In 13th Century, a very important incident happened in Kottayam History. What was it 

? (he said the 12th apostle came to Kottayam and established something. I didn’t know 

it.) 

8. What is the importance and connection between Kottayam and Christianity? 

(I said about first college in Kerala- CMS at kottayam and the first printing press 

established by Christians)  

9. Have you heard about a place of called Devikulam ? It is in Kottayam, am I right ?  

10. You said your hobby is watching car review, tell me the latest development in cars 

and technology related to cars ? What all should we consider when buying a car ? 

11. How does an automatic gearshift work ?  

12. What is the name of the onboard computer that aids the automatic gear shift ? (He 

gave the answer for the question. I didn’t know the answer) 

13. Have you heard about RBI and SBI. What is the difference between them ?  

14. Something with respect to RBI is happening today. What is it ? (Monetary policy 

committee was scheduled that day). What is repo rate? Why should RBI fix repo rate ? 

15. Inflation is actually good for the economy. Why do you say that inflation is bad for 

the economy?  

16. Explain me what will happen when inflation goes beyond the range you spoke about?  

17. Are you saying that economy will slip into recession if inflation is not controlled? (I 

said that to prevent any such instances of slippage, RBI proactively uses the repo rates to 

smoothen the economy). 

Ashwin Hari: 
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M4. 

1. Let me ask about your graduation subjects. What is the difference between cement road 

and tar roads? 

2. DO you know the estimated cost of cement road and tar road? 

3. Why don’t we use spring to absorb the load from vehicles on the road? Is it 

implemented anywhere in the world? 

4. You spoke about cars. Name few costly cars in the world?  

5. We have started moving towards electric vehicles. Which means we will replace IC 

engines with batteries? This will destroy all ancillary industries related to cars. What is 

your opinion?  

6. Will the transmission be removed or be absent in electric cars?  

7. Why was Nano a failure ?  

 

M5 

1. So your optional is public administration. Tell me what is “Minimum governance 

maximum governance”? 

2. When the Govt machinery is downsized, won’t it cause unemployment?  

3. How can we leverage technology to give maximum governance?  

 

SM  

1. Define Fundamental rights.  

2. A fundamental right has recently been made a law. What was it? (She gave clue that it 

was education). 

3. SC has given a new fundamental right in a recent judgment. What was it? 

4. In DPSP there is an indirect provision that says that health care should be given to 

everyone. What is your opinion on making Right to Health a fundamental right?  

5. What are the issues with making right to health a fundamental right? (When I said 

about the litigation issues and the dilemma of being stuck between providing resources 

between health care facilities and possible huge burden of litigation, everyone started 

laughing.) 

6. When we made Right to education as fundamental right, we didn’t have enough 

resources! (So I said in longer run it can be made as a fundamental right. The National 

Health protection Scheme is one step towards making health a fundamental right) 

7. What is the Human Development Index Status of India?  

8. Compare it with our south Asian neighbors? 

9. Do you want us to ask anything more? (I looked at each member and finally said no. 

Again everyone started laughing. I said nothing madam) 

Your interview is over. Thank you.  

 

Extremely cordial board. No interruption. I was allowed to speak freely. Sujatha madam 

often broke the eye contact with me by turning to other sides so that I look at other 

members too when I was telling answers. Lady member was giving expressions of shock 

– surprise and not satisfactory response. Other members were all expressionless. Mostly 

al members gave clues and tried to help me when I said that I didn’t know the answer. 

Overall a wonderful experience.  

 

Completely DAF based interview. Most questions were follow up questions on my hobby 
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and graduation degree subject. RBI monetary policy was the lone major current affairs 

question. 

 

 

49. Venom: 

Chairman:- Sujata Mehta,  

Civil engg, IIT Kanpur(background),job-Coal India Ltd[CIL], philosophy optional, 

UP. 

Entered the interview room around 3pm. There were 4 members including one lady and 

chairman sujata mam sitting in center.  

C:- chairman, M1,M2,M3....are other members. M1a=Member 1 and his 1st question. 

..and so on.. After goodafternoon and all..  

C1:- Yes please take your seat. So, Tell me something about yourself.  

C2: So, it must have been difficult to leave a well paid job and start preparation for this 

tough and uncertain exam? 

C3: So many years, it would have been a tough journey.... 

C4: Ok so you are civil engg, tell me, how to design roads which are safer, in the context 

of rising accident fatalities in our country? 

C5:-Well, what about the roads which are already constructed...can something be done to 

make them safer and decongest traffic? 

Now she indicates towards to M1.... 

M1a: So, you worked in CIL . Have you heard about Indian Bureau of Mines ? 

Mb2: Ok, so tell me..what is education and what is literacy? 

M1c: Is India focussing on edcuation or literacy...current status ? 

M1d: What are those issues in edcaution i.e. higher education ? 

M1e: What do mean by Microfinance? 

M1f: Have you heard about famous success story of microfinance of Bangladesh?  

 

NOW...to Member 2............... 

M2a: Have you heard about Lietuyens? [ he meant architect which i asnwered correctly]. 

Which buildings he designed? 

M2b: So you are a civil engg, There is problem of congestion in the urban areas. So what 

are the challenges or is it desirable ....if I make a underground 100 story building? 

M2c: What are the pros and cons of DMRC which is above and below the ground? 

 

Now Member 3 turn...........  

M3a: So, you are from Kheri, Do you know the famous national park there?  

M3b: Why do we need to make national parks? 

M3c: Save trees fine, but why we need to protect animals too? 

M3d: But here is so much trouble as human villages are displaced, they complain a lot. So 

its better we shift animals which need protection rather than humans. Shudnt we? 

M3e: Yours' a backward distt. So whats the status of primary education and health there? 
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told about condition of govt school specially absentism of teachers.... 

M3f: What is the reason or psychology of those teachers who are paid but they dont go to 

school and teach? why they dont work? 

M3g: So you think oversight and monitering can check this issue? 

 

Now member 4[lady member].... 

M4a: So, as you mentioned, you play so many sports and all....[with a smile I said, Yes 

mam, I used to play in college days.] OK, tell me the importance of sports like why we 

need it right from beginning e..g schools and then college? 

One counter question: Do sedentry or indoor games develop such team spirit? 

M4b: Tell me, why do we need so many international sports events like CWG, Asian 

etc....we have Olympics, all should play after 4-5 years that only...why so many events 

organised? 

M4c: Why does India doesnt fare well in sports, like what are basic issues which lead to 

such poor condition of sports in India? 

 

Now back to Chairman again...... 

C6: Have you heard about SEWA, ila bhatt? 

C7: Last year there was video of army jawan complaining. He was cornered and troubled 

by system as well and finally led to his suicide. What are the ethical issues you see here? 

C8: Is it right to make video of some one else? 

C9: Is sting operation is justified, should it be done? 

C10: Give me three examples where you think Sting is justified? 

C11:- There are ten people standing by when two are eve teasing a girl. Do think is it 

right? 

C12: why they dont act in such situation and just remain mute spectators? 

Ok your interview is over...Do you want us to ask anymore questions? 

with a smile said...No Mam , Thank you. 

She noded and said interview is over. I left with final thank you and smile :) 

Good luck to others!! 

 

 

50. Interview date: 6-4-2018 

Optional: sociology  

Graduation: engineering 

Work experience: software engineer, MHA officer. 

Panel: sujata mehata mam. 

 

Chairperson:  

1 Tell me something about yourself. Then ask about graduation and job. 

2 why did u left job. 

3 where did u serve in arunachal. 
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4  Is there problem of lack of  time or hardship. 

5 how is internet connectivity. 

6 what r the problems there related to internet . Northeast and other backward areas. 

7 how that can be solved. 

8 recent govt initiative over there. 

9 should foreigners are allowed in protected Areas. 

10. Problem of infrastructure.  

11 how r arunachal people. 

12 is there problem of discrimination or is it only perception. 

13 what can be done to do away with this.  

 

Member 1: 

1 what r the water conservation projects in ralegaon( he think that it is ralegan siddhi) 

2 what r initiative. 

3 you r joint secretary of banai. Tell me hierarchy in administration.ie under secretary 

joint secretary like. 

4 why such hierarchy. 

5 what is competition commission of India. 

6 ex of monopoly if any. 

 

Member 2:  

1 north east educational and health system. Specially arunachal. 

2 problems of such backwardness. 

3 how do find children's there. Whether they going school.  

4 problem of youth . How do u find them 

5 compare tribal of yavatmal and arunachal. 

6 if I reached arunachal. What r safety issues then. 

7 any infrastructure project r there. 

 

Member 3:  

1 compare tribals and meanstram area people. 

2 use of technology for tribal communication. 

3 as a dm how u can communicate them with orally. 

3. Hypothetical questions: suppose all funding is diverted towards tribal development so 

their integration can be possible. 

4 why tribals r not accepting mainstream culture. 

5 why China withdrew from asam in1962 war. 

6 if China stay there during 1962 war so situation in infrastructure and other dev could be 

different. Is it so. What is ur view. 

 

Member 4:  

1 Compare private organisation in India , abroad and govt job. Positive and negative 
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things. 

2 whether govt go for a contractual labour policy or permanent employment policy. 

3 what do u  tackle problem of insurgency. 

 

Chairperson: any thing that is left in ur daf. I told them that my hobby is watching 

contemporary Marathi movie. 

Mam asked me to complete it in quick. 

Thank u. Your interview is over. 

 

 

51. Priyanka, Mon 

Priyanka Rani 

State Bihar  

CSE, IIT kgp, 2013 

Optional sociology 

Hobby yoga, teaching, current issues 

Sujata maam board 

 

1) introduce yourself 

2) how did you keep urself engaged 

3) two problems in banking sector : corporate debt restructuring and loan waiver. 

Difference between principles behind two 

4) how long short term measures should be for loan waiving? 

5)Is loan waiving leads to moral hazard? 

6)Name big company in US and India in it sector. 

7)what makes it big? 

8)why Bihar became backward even though it had glorious past? 

9)how to tackle flood? 

10)what is satyagraha? What reminds you of satyagraha? 

11)Can these days protest termed as satyagraha? 

12)how to determine intentions behind protest? 

13)constitution is unitary or federal? Features 

14)do we need union territory? 

15)E-choupal 

16)g4 countries and objectives behind 

17)brexit and impact on india 

18)loan waiver vs loan restructuring 

19)how to determine fake news 

 

 

52. Geeth Devara  

Sujata Mehta ma’am board 

Mechanical engineer  

Anthropology optional 

Hobbies: watching tv shows and badminton  
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Ch: is this yoibin the photograph ? 

Can you introduce yourself ? 

When did you pass out ? 

What have you been doing since 2016 ? 

What do you do in your spare time ?  

M1 what is bitcoin ? 

Some cross question  

M2: do we need lows to regulate and hold professionals accountable ?  

Some questions followed in my answer 

M3 what is VVPAT? 

What will you do when a politician says that the Evm’s were tampered ? 

Some more questions based on the answers  

M4: how will you use your knowledge of anthropology in administration ? 

Ch: talked about code of conduct? ( mentioned about it earlier) 

Some questions followed based on my answers ?  

Should model code of conduct be legalised ?  

Is there anything you prepared and want us to ask ? 

 

 

53. Shashikanth, Wed 

K SHASHIKANTH 

Interview transcript 2018 

Sujatha mehta madam board 

April 10th 2018. 

First one in the morning to go. 

 

Chairperson :: 

1. Introduce yourself. 

2. What kept you busy all these years. 

3. Why is the state of engineering colleges in India poor? 

4. Is it the same case with your college also? 

5. What is the controversy about 15th Finance commission? 

6. Do you think the remarks made by Southern states are legitimate? 

 

Member-2 

1. Why civil services?  

2. Why many engineers want to join civil services? Is it due to inadequate opportunities in 

engineering? 

3. Is it right on the part of the centre to give funds directly to Panchayats? 

4. What is the role of state finance commission. 

5. Commonwealth games are going on. What is commonwealth? 

6. significance of commonwealth? 

7. Why Anthropology? 

8. Is Anthropology a scoring subject? 
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Member-3 

Asked questions after a lengthy talk for 2 minutes. 

1. Sports culture in India. 

2. Lengthy question had some 4-5 sub questions. IPL wasting Indian water. What should 

be done? (Before I could answer one question he jumped to another elaboration, finally 

settled for IPL question) 

3. Where did you participate in Quiz? Which year? How many others participated? 

4. What other sports do you play? 

5. Do you read books? 

6. Last book that you have read? 

7. Did you read a new book about Gandhi? 

 

Member-4 

1. What is the energy scenario in India? 

2. Explain the energy mix of India? 

3. What are the main sources of renewable energy and what is our target? 

4. What is this Cauvery issue and recent developments? 

5. Which agency in India collects and maintains water availability data in India? 

5. West Bengal Panchayat elections issue? Supreme court ruling on this? 

6. What is the Syria issue? 

7. Who is supporting whom in Syria. 

8. Recent attacks in Syria ? US reaction? 

 

Member-5 (Smiling always) 

1. What is GST?  

2. What is composition of GST council? 

3. How does GST council work? 

4. If all the states decide to vote against centre then isn't it against the interest of centre? 

5. Explain me the complete procedure of Rajya Sabha elections starting from issuing 

notification? 

6. Explain what is proportional representation? 

7. What are the famous Anthropological sites in India that are recognised by UNESCO? 

8. What is Badminton league(PBL)? What are its uses for Indian badminton? 

9. What is NSS? What did you do in it? 

10. Did you visit the plants that you have planted in college under NSS? 

 

Chairperson: 

Do you want us to ask any thing that you have prepared well and we didn't ask you? 

 

Your interview is over. You can leave now. 

Wished them Thank you madam and sirs. 

 

 

54. Board- Sujata Mehata madam 

Date 10:04:2018 

Optional- sociology 

Graduation- Automobile engineering 
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Ch: Introduce Yourself. 

- What is TRIPS + 

- Why India is called pharmacy of the world 

- Should we change our IPR law. 

- What is GI tag? 

- What is it's significance? 

- What is the status of Rasgulla? 

- Which other state claimed it's origin 

 

M1 

- What is special category status? 

- Which state is asking for it? 

- Shall we accord it? 

- Is it good to consider population as parameter in financial devolution? 

- Will south Indian states suffer due to that? 

- What to do then? 

 

M2 

-From where Finance commission gets power? 

- What are the three tiers of government? 

- Do you think centre is bypassing state while giving resources to Panchyat Raj? 

- Is it against federalism? 

-Controversy released to Volkswagen 

- How exactly they fooled the authority? 

- How to prevent such incidents ? 

 

M3 

- Have you heard that recently some Indian intellectual challenged Darwin's theory. 

- How these things will impact academic excellence in India? 

- Do you think we have tradition of rightist thinkers. 

- Why everyone wants to be an IAS? Despite the fact that Authority of IAS is diluting. 

- Is there anything like glamour and Status. 

 

M4 

- How many GI tags India have? 

- Is it healthy tend that indirect taxes are more in total revenue. 

- Why people are not opposing? 

- Do you think GST is good? 

 

Ch: 

- Recently in Mumbai to built over bridge army was called. 

- Do you think it was correct? 
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- What justification minister gave? 

- Is it good to call army at your will. 

- How to lift the morale of force in such cases? 

 

Your interview is over 

- you want to discuss anything? 

 

 

55. Name: Akash Koli 

Graduation:B.Tech(Mech) 

Optional: Anthropology 

Board: Sujata Mehta ma'am 

Date of interview:10th April 

 

Chairman: 

1.Would you like to introduce yourself? 

2.When did you graduate? What are you doing after graduation? 

3.Is IPL good for India? Should BCCI be exempted from tax liabilities?Don't you think 

tax exemption amounts to wastage of taxpayers' money? 

4. What is innovation?What is Jugaad?How they differ? 

 

M1 

1.Have you heard of cold war?What is it?Why is it called cold war? Reasons for cold 

war? 

2. Why USSR collapsed all of a sudden?What were the reasons for USSR's 

disintegration? 

3. Do you know the names of any two leaders who emerged after collapse of USSR and 

became world famous? 

4. There is a perception of intolerance and divisive tendencies in the society. Freedoms 

are under threat. What are the reasons for it? 

 

M2 

1.Do you know about criminal tribes?Why are they called so? 

2. Is there any scientific evidence that their criminal traits are hereditary? Is there any 

gene responsible for their criminality? 

3. What is social anthropology in anthropology?Name any famous social anthropologist? 

4. During Canada PM's visit,there were some concerns. What do you know about it? 

 

M3: 

1.Do you know about ' Special Category Status' (SCS)? Is Andhra's demand justified? Is 

there any provision regarding SCS to Andhra? 

2.Suppose you are a DM of a district.On what parameters would you judge the 

performance of your district? 

3. Finance Commission debate.Northern vs Southern states debate in relation to FC. 

Should population be considered while devolving funds? 

 

M4: 
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1. Aren't southern states right in demanding just criteria for funds? Yes or No,Justify. 

2. Who was the founder of scout movement?Was he a civilian?At what rank did he work 

in British Army? 

3. Tell me some laws of scout? 

4. Discipline is good. But creativity is also important. Don't you think discipline 

constraints creativity?Should there be discipline or creativity or both? 

 

Chairman:  

1. What are your views on demand of separate state of Vidarbha? 

2. Telangana and Vidarbha are almost similar,but Telangana was carved out of AP,why 

not Vidarbha? 

3. Isn't Maharashtra a big state?Don't you think it hampers governance? 

4. What are your views on GM crops?Are you in favour or against GM crops? Justify 
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1. Sumanth  

b.e. 

Optional-animal husbandry 

Board- Aravind Saxena 

C 

Why IPS 

What's issue with PNB 

How fraud has happened 

M1 

Relation between Capetown and Bangalore 

Water scarcity in Bangalore 

Meat and water relationship 

Israel model 

M2 

How to prevent school dropouts 

How to improve women participation rate 

What needs to done for ensuring safety of women 

M3 

Opinion about cauvery judgement 

Vishy Anand should retire?? 

Ur opinion 

Ground water exploitation 

Prevention 

M4 

Reasons for drug addictions 

Prevention 

                                          BOARD- ARVIND SAXENA SIR 
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Difference between drug abuse and addiction 

Positives and negatives of movies on society 

C 

Is social media is also addiction? 

 

2. Username - Codebook on forumias 

Board : Arvind Saxena (5th April FN) 

Profile : Jharkhand state, IIT, graduate in Computer science , Software job 1.5 yrs, 

Geography optional, 2nd attempt 

CH : 

1. What is Quora? (My hobby) 

2. Why did you leave your job? 

2. Why seats in airplane are not inclined at the time of take off ? Why windows are open 

at take off ? 

3. What is Free basics? Why govt denied? Don't you think poors wd benefit from this? 

What message govt sending to private sector? Your opinion? 

4. Big flag hoisted at Attari border? Is that good step? What will we get from that? BSF 

vs pak Army bagha border 

M1:  

1. What is Biosphere reserves and importance? How they are different from National 

parks? Number of Biosphere? UN and India designated? 

2. Have you heard about CRZ(Coastal regulation zone), importance?  

3. Difference bw terrorism vs eco terrorism, 

4. 3 major env problem, at national and international level,  

5. climate change. Impact on Indiaa? 

6. what is Jharkhand famous for? 

Major minerals. 

M2:  

1. Netarhat, famous IAS alumni? ( My school).  

2. What is Brexit, impact on India? Good or bad? Indias investment in UK? Few factual 

like why David cameron resigned, when is the exit date? How exit ll start? Article 50 
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3. Shashi tharoor demanding reparation and apology from Britain? Why people not 

supporting him? Your stand? 

4. Few countries apologised to India for their past deeds, name them? Canada apologised 

for what? Kmoagata maru, what and why happened? What was legal issue involved? 

M3: 

1. State facing Malnutrition problem, why happening and how will you solve? How to 

implement policies in better way? 

2. As a DM of your district facing naxal problem . How to tackle?,What will be your core 

strategy ? 

3. Human trafficking esp Girls in State , why happening , measures? 

4. fav author? Alchemist, Message learnt? 

5. Gaya tourism..famous places? 

M4:  

1. Credit rating agencies problems? Private companies vs sovereign country What to do? 

South africa given junk status, India worried  

2. FTA effect on India? Shd we conclude more FTAs? Problems? 

Liberalisation in service?  

3. Singapore h1b visa issue? What to do? 

4. Mica districts in Jharkhand? 

5. music lovers in your state (random question) 

6. Nigeria student attacks, are we racist? What to do? 

CH : Thank you, interview is over. 

 

3. Atique from Hyderabad  

arvind saxena board 

Chairmen: 

1.btec ece and why other job? 

2.what is recent news 

Iran strategic importance 

3.Neonatal mortality why its is high?what needs to be 
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Govt schemes 

4.why solar power tariffs are not coming down 

How it effects thermal power 

Member 1: 

1.Benefits of gmo 

Do u suggest it for food security.what is ur view 

2.why geography optional 

3.monsoon in north and south 

4.cyclone and prevention 

Member 2 lady: 

1.why u did btech then? 

What made u change ur minf 

2.old people shd stay at old age or at home? 

3.demonetisation impact on informal sector 

4.what made u think it effetcted informal sector 

5.any data source? 

Member 3: 

1.how u learnt dance? 

2.did u perform on stage? 

3.ap capital progress 

4.what are demannfs by andhra govt? 

5.are people happy with land pool? 

Member 4: 

1.human trafficking in hyderabd 

Why its high 

What to do 

2.cotton suitability and geographical conditions? 

Thank you 
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4. ARVIND SAXENA Sir's Panel  

CM:  

Some basic about job (part time working) 

Why IAS 

5 basic qualities of an administrator  

Qualities that you've -which will make you a good admin 

Any weakness 

Situation ques: how will you deal with an indiscipline subordinate?  

M1:  

PNB Fraud- auditor's role & responsibilities  

Maldive: why India is interfering?  

What does your NGO  (extra curricula) 

Why do u like old hindi songs  (hobby) 

Why increase in Mutual investment  

USA Gun issue  

M2:  

why Nausheed came to India? 

UP L&O problem: recent initiatives taken by Govt  

Name scheme for women empowerment  

Technology behind DMRC  

M3:  

Blockchain technology  (what & use in finance) 

LTCG tax- why? 

What is Reverse mortgage 

Reason for pollution in River Hindon  

M4 (Lady member): 

View on emergency  

Is India a strong democracy?  
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How tusser silk is made? 

Heard about ahimsa silk?  

CM: What is deep state  

Do we have deep state in India?  

Thankyou. 

 

5. Unknown 

 Electronic graduation . 2 years in Chandigarh. Yoga hobby 

Arvind saxena board 

Chairperson  

1. What is corresponding address and permanently address in DAF  

2. Why taken psychology as optional  

3. What is Psychology testing  

4. How psychology testing help in personal selection in organisations for honesty  

5. Will this work  

6. So is psychology testing gives 100 percentage accuracy 

7. Rohingya issues . Jammu and Kashmir police said no FIR against Rohingyas .so what 

is India stand  

8. Is it good ?  

M1  

1. Haryana issues: violence against Dalit  

2. Why it is increasing 

3. Trekking hobby  

4. What you learnt by trekking 

5. Sports in India is not giving medals ? Why  

6. Haryana is doing good is sports why  

7. How can this model be initiated in India  

 M2 . 

1. Problem of Delhi pollution 
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2. Reasons ? 

3 top priority among these causes  

M3.  

1. Did mtech in Chandigarh. So why Chandigarh residents follow road rules ? 

2. Psychology reasons for this behaviour 

3. What will be the solution for orher districts 

4. Yoga  

5. Benefits of Surya namaskar 

6. How it helped you  

M4  

1. Why electronic import is 400 billions in 2020 .?  

2. What can be done for it 

Thank you. 

 

6. Unknown 

Chairperson Arvind Saxena sir 

Why so long hairs? 

Why did you cut? 

they were looking good. 

I want to go to South sudan by land.. guide me with shortest route!! 

What you have been doing since these many years? 

Instead of Make in  india. I think we should adopt protectionism. Our industries are 

getting hurt.  

2 couter questions. 

Madam(elegant madam in purple saree ): 

What is Hornbill festival? 

What do you like the most about Northeast? 

there was exodus in NE..(pata nahi kitna lamba kuch bola..top class angrezi me).. 

I asked madam I did not get you 
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I am asking there are so many positives of Social media but also so many negatives.. Why 

what could be done. 

our farmers are dying. What can we do? 

M3: 

How can we increase Farmer’s Income? 

What do you do in this analysis(hobby)? 

what is this hobby? 

Long Explanation. 

What is India’s GDP. 

which position 

M4: 

What do you cook? 

Is futures helpful for farmers? 

What is E-Nam? 

(2 CQ) 

Should Agriculture be taxed? 

(1 CQ) 

M5: 

Why glaciers are receding ? What will be the effects? 

Interlinking of Rivers.. How can we go with it? 

(within it he asked about Ken Betwa link) 

Aren’t we imposing development of Tribals? What should be done? 

2 more questions ..missing. 

Thank you. 

(You will not realise what the word cordial actually means. Till the time you give 

interview. 

F**king cool people.. mocks ne to faad ke rakh di thi. 

Around 10 minutes :P .. time dekha nahi..but it was around 23-25 mins. 

I was sitting there wishing not to go.. (abhi to shuru hi hua tha)...) 
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7. Unknown 

Chairperson - Shri Arvind Saxena 

Optional - PSIR 

Hobbies - Psephology, flute 

Chairperson -  

1. Why are you learning psephology? 

2. Are opinion polls biased? 

3. So much money is spent on opinion amd exit polls. There is no value in them except 

for entertainment purposes. What is your view? 

4. But voter behaviour can be studied after the election results as well. Aren’t opinion 

polls and exit polls a waste of money? 

5. Political adviser to the Bangladeshi PM gave a statement that India should choose its 

friends carefully in Bangladesh. Did you read it? Why did he say that? 

6. Don’t you think as a multi-party democracy, India is right in speaking against the state 

of democracy in Bangladesh? 

7. In the light of recent scams in the corporate world, do you think govt. should put a 

ceiling on the salaries of executives in corporate world? 

8. You have given both views but which do you personally support; free market or 

accountablity? 

9. Civil servants are subjected to higher degree of accountability than common man or 

executives in the private world. Is it desirable? What is the rationale behind it? 

Member 1 -  

1. If you become an IFS officer, which language will you choose to learn and why? 

2. Tell me about the Indo-Sri Lanka relations, tracing the trajectory from 1980s; what 

were the major developments, in which areas did we do well and in which areas could we 

have done better? Also, talk about the increasing role of China there.  

3. Having studied in an institution set in a historical setting, do you think the state of 

historical monuments in India is up to the mark?  

4. Do you think privatisation can be a way forward in this area? 

Member 2 -  

1. Hans J. Morgenthau spoke about the concept of balance of power. How relevant is this 

concept in present times? 

2. How many Union Territories are there in India? 
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3. Name them.  

Member 3 -  

1. What qualities are required in a leader with regard to street plays? 

2. What are the major reasons for JNU being in the news for last 2-3 years? 

3. Do you think there is corruption in public life in India? 

4. Have you read about criminalisation of politics? What are your views? 

Member 4 -  

1. What is the difference between Marxism, Socialism and Naxalism? 

1. Talk about the Gwalior gharana of music.  

2. Since you studied psychology, tell me the difference between conscious and 

subconscious mind.  

Chairperson - 

Thank you. Your interview is over.  All the best. 

 

8. Niranjan Kumar 

Board: Arvind Saxena 

Date: 21st Feb, Afternoon session, 4th to enter in the room 

Home District(Nawada) 

Q. Tell me the most significant thing of your district. 

A. Pawapuri Temple 

Q. Is it on flat ground or Hill top? 

A. Sir I have not been able to go there till now. 

Home State (Bihar) 

Q. There is an annual incident which connects Nepal and Bihar. What is that? 

A. Floods 

Q. Why there is floods every year? 

A. Release of water by Nepal, Deforestation in Nepal 

Q. What do you suggest to minimize the impacts? 

A. Answered 
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Q. Are you aware of one policy introduced in last year to improve the social-economic 

status of people of Bihar? 

A. Prohibition 

Q. Do you support this move? 

A. Yes Sir 

Q. Why? 

A. Answered 

Q. But there are some negatives attached to it also. 

A. Told them the negatives 

Q. But you support this move? 

A. Yes Sir 

Q. On one hand we see the great religious history of Bihar like the great personality of 

Buddha, Mahavir but on the other hand we have also seen the incidents like Bhagalpur 

incident, kidnappings, hatred etc. How do you justify this contradiction? 

A. Sir level of religious togetherness in Bihar is still great but the incidents like 

kidnapping etc are the result of poor governance and law and order problems so we 

cannot correlate these two things. 

Hobby: Stairs counting, Teaching slum children 

Q. What is this Hobby of Stairs counting? 

Q. Your one hobby is teaching slum children, how do you get time?  

Q. There are huge slum population, so how do you select the slum in which you teach? 

Achievements: Won a prize in Robotics 

Q. What was your project in Robotics? 

Q. What are the social benefits of Robotics and AI? 

Graduation: Mining Engineering from IIT(ISM) Dhanbad 

Q. Are you aware of Paris Climate deal? 

Q. What is America’s position? 

Book reading no where mentioned in DAF 

Q. What kind of books do you read? 

A. Sir only curriculum books 
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Q. Any fiction, Non Fiction? 

A. No sir. Not till now. 

Work Experience: Coal India Limited 

Q. You have worked for so many years in Coal India, was you not liking your job? 

Q. You worked in Coal India, what was your roles? 

Q. There is a problem of coal shortages in Thermal Power plant. Why is it? 

Q. What has government done in this regard? 

Q. Tell me some of the CSR activities of Coal India? 

Q. What is the annual CSR budget of Coal India?  

Q. What do you do with the water which is pumped from the mines? 

Q. There have been incidents of people dying while cleaning manholes, one technique 

from mining which you can use here to save people’s life? 

Q. What are the environmental hazards associated with mining? 

Q. In recent years’ youth are getting radicalized, what is the reason which has contributed 

to increased radicalization? 

Q. What is the solution? 

Q. How will you create jobs for them? 

Q. What will you do as a DM to stop the radicalization of youth? 

Q. What is the difference between radicalization and extremism? 

Q. Can we identify the radicalization of youth in initial stages? 

Q. What are the signs which we can see in initial stages? 

Q. In recent years, radicalization has increased in Jammu and Kashmir. Why? 

Q. What is the solution? 

Present Service: IRS-IT 

Q. What is tax haven? 

Q. What is round tripping? 

Q. If income tax has been paid in India as per law, can the same money be used illegally 

in Tax havens? 

Q. Are you aware of one SC judgement banning the convicted leaders from leading a 

party? 
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Q. Do you support this? 

Q. Then why is not a legislation being passed in parliament for the same? 

Q.What is media trial? 

Q.What is the present system of regulation? 

Q.What should we do? 

Q.Should corporates be banned from owning media houses? 

No question on my optional subject Chemistry. 

No questions on Cadre preference 

 

9. ketan: 

Arvind saxena. 27 feb AN  

Which newspaper, why, migration from india as brain drain, gdp n measure of inequality, 

decline in cattle trade,  

Polio what, why pulse mode, (daf)  

Skills, jobs, adhar, bank privatization, why psb have high npa, why tax necessary,  

zoology, bharatpur ecosystem, zoology syllabus and proposed cut down of syllabus, bt 

cotton, 

Padmavat, jauhar, khilzi, neemrana, south korean n japanese, tourism, ghg, biodiversity 

and climate change. 

 

10. sumeet gatt: 

Date 27 Feb  

Graduation :marine engg 

Optional: geography 

Work exp: merchant navy 2years 

Chairman: Arvind saxena 

Qualities of administrator 

Weakness in admin 

Interests in Afghanistan 

How to deal with Taliban 
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Views on celebrity endorsements morality  

 M1  

Infrastructure projects in haryana 

Why delays in infra projects  

H1b visa issues what and what impact  

M2  

Haryana adverse sex ratio 

Gurmeet ram Rahim case where we failed? 

 

11. Girish Yadav 

Hobbies-Reading,watching Hollywood movies, travelling 

Optional- History 

28/2/2018 

Afternoon session 

Chairman- Arvind Saxena Sir 

Ch- 

Good afternoon, 

take a seat. 

Sir read some points in my daf loudly.like Engineering,Cgpa, 

hobbies etc. 

Why do you think hardware sector/manufacturing not developed in India,though the 

software sector sky rocketed? 

If we can send mission to mars why not developed hardware sector? 

There is ongoing statue building near mumbai , why maha govt bulding such tall statue? 

Why to build it,though i respect shivaji maharaj? 

What are the news/events you read in todays newspaper? 

Do you think media giving much attention to srivedi's death? 

Lady Member M1: 

Why tourism sector is not performing well? 
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What is the major issue? 

You talked about security of tourists,how it can be promoted? 

If only awareness suffice? 

(she added tourism policing) 

What do you think our priorities in railways? 

Opinin about bullet train. 

Is there any Historical cultural linkings of india with central asia? 

Original Place of Kushanas? 

Any other dynasy? 

M2 

What is your favourite book?(hobby) 

Is it something fictional or happened actually? 

What is your favourite character from history? 

Why so? 

Tell something relevant to common man. 

Asked something about economic/societal difference between Japan amd India. 

M3 

Your optional is history. So tell me the major battles in the history of Marathas. 

What about Guarilla warfare? 

Which is area famous for such warfare? 

Which are cooperative industries in your area? 

Why flourished in western maharashtra? 

(earlier i told about sugar industries) 

So what about dairy industry. 

M4 

What's difference between electrical and e&tc? 

Is there  something about voltage level? 

You love hollywood movies and tigers too,how come? 
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If there should be compulsory education for political leaders? 

What is cloud computing? 

Why term 'cloud' used in it? 

If u can access others computer using it? 

If u compulsorily require network? 

If u can access others computer from here only or it can be done only in companies like 

Tcs through large networks? 

Thank you. 

 

12. Sudhir Patil 

6/3/2018 FN 

Hobby- Teaching 

Arvind Saxena Sir 

5 members 

Time- 35-40min 

Chairman 

1. Name is Father (Dnyanoba) is D silent? 

2. College n Placement 

3. Sectors in which my colleagues went into? 

4. Shouldnt we focus on food, housing n water instead of Digital India/Mega Schemes 

first? 

5. Benefits of Digital India can't we do with radio? 

6. Why are we investing in such lofty projects when we are not able to provide 

employment to youth... Why is youth of India isn't asking for it? 

7. Why are we having people doing manual work at sevege treatment n getting affected 

by poisonous materials 

8. What are the methods to solve this problem 

M1 

1. What are Repo n Reverse Repo rates? 

2. How are they helpful? 
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3. What is the range of inflation we are targeting? 

4. What will happen when it comes below the lower target range? 

5. Effects on Foreign trade 

6. What if it goes very high, still is it good for foreign trade? 

7. Isnt employment getting affected because of Artificial Intelligence? 

8. Who will get affected most? 

9. How to make sure that employment is created in this scenario 

M2 Lady 

1. Education- ASER report,what is it? 

2. What is the recent controversy? 

3. Is it related to Methodology? 

4. What they should have done? 

5. What is the ideal mechanism of such report preparation? 

6. What is the difference in University and UPSC teaching methodology? 

7. What is this Guinness record? 

8. What were the organisational challenges? 

9. Was it difficult to manage such a large number people? 

10. What made you do this? 

M3  

1. What is your opinion on Smart City initiative, eg Pune 

2. How do we create cities tourism friendly/Tourist destination? And Smart city? 

3. What should be the larger objective? 

4. As a DC what steps you will take about water scarcity in Latur? 

5. What is government doing/What are the initiatives 

6. Vietnamese President visited India? 

7. Isnt India making China angry by having military relationship with Vietnam? When we 

are dependent on China for trade? 

M4 Lady 

1. Latur- is it disaster prone are? 
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2. Is it earthquake sensitive region? 

3. Are there any government initiative to prevent damages? 

4. Building Code- is it applied? 

5. Why many cities are getting flooded now a days, take example of Mumbai, reasons 

6. Mechanisms to deal with it n who takes responsibility 

7. What are the disaster management bodies in India 

I hope I have been able to recollect all the questions. If anything left will post later. 

I thought is was more of a rapid fire. Panel was very cordial. Saxena Sir's personality is 

quite intimidating. He ask you questions as if he is irritated about that questions. He 

doesn't give expressions too. Otherwise other members were very cordial enough. 

Mistakes 

1 Didn't wish when I entered, actually Chairman did then I did wish them all. 

2 Couldn't save Have a good day, they seemed busy immediately 

3 I think I have interchanged meaning of Repo n Reverse Repo rate. 

4 Couldn't answer what is the controversy related to ASER report. 

 

13. Saranya. TN. ECE. Agri background  

Saxena Board 

1.What is 3D printing and explain it's working 

2.shopian firing case is the judgement right? 

3.If you are a DM of your district how will you improve tourism potential? 

4. Cauvery dispute issue? 

5.Is our foreign policy regarding Maldives and srilanka right? 

6.How will you use ECE in administration? 

7.Why Western ghats is eco sensitive? How to protect? 

8.Two committees of Western ghats? 

9.Does tamilnadu has state song? Is it sung always 

10.Is India sending confusing signal to the world? 

11.Have you seen movie 3 idiots?What is the message of it? 
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12.What is your favorite film of sridevi?Movie name? 

13.Difference between 2 committees of Western ghats? 

14.Does India need permanent friends? 

15.What is Ponzi scheme? 

 

14. Ashis: 

Arvind Saxena Board 

06/03/2018 

Afternoon session 

2nd last to go. 

B.Tech Mech + 4 Years work experience 

Jogging,  Meditation and Teaching 

Odisha 

Ch: 

1. Justin Trudeau episode..PM of a state. ..With wife and kids. ... was it correct on Indian 

part for the kind of treatment? 

2. Section of Indian diaspora called 'Republican Hindu coalition' in USA supported 

Trump during election. Do you think it was right on their part to use the word Hindu 

there?... (direct hit from boundary) 

3. How is the diaspora community helping India? 

M1 (Lady) 

1. Olive Ridley turtles. ....mass nesting timing around the year? Why numbers 

decreasing? What steps has the government taken?  

2. you have been in so many places around the country,  what difference have you found 

among the people and their culture? 

3. Do you think regionalism is good? 

4. what should be done to promote unity in diversity?  

M3 

1. What is stealth aircraft? (Physics+ Aero modeling club during college) 

2. Govt banned the 500 and 1000 Do he high denomination note o 
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3. which other countries had tried demonetisation and what were the effects? 

4. Any other instance when the circulation of money decreases in the market? 

M4 

1. You were part of BAJA SAE (college activity). What did you learn? 

2. Such competitions must be encouraging entrepreneurship,  Should government be 

promoting it? 

3. what do you like about jogging?.....have you run any marathon.....what speed do you 

jog? 

M4 

1. Changing of name of places. Is it right? Why is it done? Do you support it?  

2. How to develop Odisha?  

This is all I can recall.  

The board was very cordial and allowed me to present my views. Saxena sir was as poker 

face as it could be. Couldn't make anything from his face. Only time will tell. 

 

15. H S: 

Background law: hobbies yoga, reading fiction 

Chairman: Arvind saxena 

Date: afternoon 09/03/2018 

Gurmehar kaur s book: whether I agree with her opinions on Pakistan. 

Supreme courts judgment on advance will and euthanasia 

M1 

Regulatory capture by medical council. Whether the national medical commission is a 

good step.  What are the criticisms against it? 

Yoga and diplomacy: does yoga diplomacy have any economic benefits for India? 

M2 

Why isn't law implemented properly 

How to tackle corruption? 

M3 

Ins tarini;  
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why are women not allowed in combat positions in the army? 

Israel diplomacy whether India is on the right path? 

M4 

Citizen charter 

Electoral funding transparency 

Why did you choose to become lawyer. 

Comments: the Chairman was very polite. Other board members were also kind. Read the 

news of that day as I was asked about the Supreme Court judgment of the same day. 

 

16. ashutosh: 

DOI-09.03.2018, Arvind saxena 

pub ad, electrical engineer, working in urban development ministry 

1st one in afternoon 

Ch: Why engineers unemployable? (2-3 cross questions)  

India-china relations, why deteriorating, doklam issue, asked about recent statement of 

defence minister on doklam, cpec and india's reservations.  

M1: Should we remove msp completely? I mentioned about deficiency payments and 

further questions on that.  

AMRUT (3-4 questions, job related)  

M2: What is standing of Haryana in India?  

How to deal with indisciplined subordinate and corrupt senior in present job.  

What is the problem of urban congestion, migration(3-4 counter ques)  

M3: Housing for all urban component targets? too ambitious? no. of houses built till date? 

What is the major problem of HFA? Solutions 

What is CISF? Role? why waste money on cisf instead give responsibility to local police?  

M4: Why choke in tube? Role of condenser in fan? Ulb's and their source of revenue and 

problems? Something related to deficiency payments could not understand...  

CH: Thank you. Your interview is over.  

All faces were serious especially the chairman was poker faced. No light moments. 
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17. Name- Avinash Singh 

History optional 

Hobbies- Diary Writing and Motivational Videos. 

BE(2014) 

22nd Feb ,Arvind saxena board,first one to go,10.05 am to 10.35 am 

 

CH- Reading out basic details(name,graduation,etc) and said he is from Gujarat(I am 

from UP , but temporarily residing in Gujarat) and I said yes. 

Ok, your college is good. Tell me something about placement in your college. 

ME- Sir, placement is held at GTU campus where companies visit. Around 20 student got 

placed in L&T etc. 

CH- Did you sit for placement? 

ME- No sir. 

CH- Why ? 

ME- Sir, my father is in government service, so I wanted a govt job. 

CH- Are you in job or selected somewhere ?  

ME- Sir, I got selected through CAPF 2016. 

CH- Which department you were allocated ? 

ME- BSF 

CH- Havent you joined ? 

ME- Sir, I am yet to join and will be joining when CH asked ‘will you join’. 

CH- We are seeing some case of fratricide, low morale among jawans regarding leave etc. 

As a commanding officer, how will you deal with it ? 

ME—Sir, I will clear out priorites like first priority will be towards our service, guarding 

LoC etc and if I can allow leave within law, will grant, but if not then will try to motivate 

him about our priority as well as try to have some alternatives. 

CH- We see there is chances of national security etc to be compromised while using 

mobiles for contacting family,uploading video etc . So, I think we should not allow the 

use of Mobile. What is your opinion ? 

ME- Sir, we are a democratic nation and soldier are working round the clock so they need 

mobile,etc to contact their families. But we can have some SOPs, restriction on using 

social media etc. 

CH- So you are favouring for mobile ? 

ME-Sir, yes and I will also give one particular example like my father is posted at Kutch 

border where there is telephone booth from where he calls me twice/thrice a week. So, we 

can have such similar arrangement. 

CH remarked- Ok. So you are talking about community telephone. I said yes. 

CH- What do you write in diary and why ? 

ME- Sir, I write my daily activites, and it helps me to express myself, helps in 

maintaining the discipline of writing daily as well as to know my emotions and to visit 

my memorable events when I have spare time. 

CH- Do you like to read and why ? So, what you have read in last 6 month apart from 

your syllabus ? 

ME—Sir, I love to read about ancient history. I haven’t read any book, but I used to read 

about kings. 

CH- Which newspaper you read(I said- IE, TH).Have you read the TH today ? Tell me 

todays article in OPED page? 

ME- yes sir, it was related with ISRAEL policy with Syria and middle east.(CH- No, I am 
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talking of OPED page). Sir it was related with remittances.(CH- tell me the crux) . 

Evolving nature of remittances as well as dependency on it with special emphasis on 

kerela. 

M1-India is not taking correct approach in Maldives crisis. Whats your take on it ? 

Me-Sir, this time situation is different and we have rising China and we cant have zero 

sum game with China. Its better to have wait and watch and built global consensus to 

pressurize Maldives. 

M1- What was earlier stand and you are not favouring invasion of Maldives ? 

Me- Sir, earlier in op. CACTUS 1988 there was appeal from government so we helped 

but this time there is demand from Nasheed and not from Govt. so we cant act 

aggressively as it may affect our own interest like in NEPAL when we put economic 

sanction. However if Maldives public demands India help, then being a responsible 

nation, India can help her. 

M1- What do you think is it right on the part of INDIA to have shown cold shoulder to 

CANADA leadership ? 

Me- Sir, there were some issue related to Khalistan in past years , but we shouldn’t have 

shown cold shoulder since we are known for our hospitality as well as we have 3% PIO in 

Canada. 

M1- Do you know of Naga accord and why we need integration camp in NAGALAND(I 

have done 1 camp in Nagaland). 

 

Me- Sir, historically Nagaland has been out of mainstream and in 1951, 99% supported 

for independence then we have 1963 formation of separate state of Nagaland and in 1975 

Shillong 

Interview Transcripts 2018  

accord. Finally in August,2015 we have peace accord(NSCN-IM) which is not yet made 

public and there are some contentious isssues related to Nagalim demand and there are 

more than 20 tribes each claiming representing Naga issue. Since, Nagaland forms 

integral part of NE,the gateway to ASEAN and to bring Nagaland into mainstram we 

have integration camp in Nagaland. 

M2- Tell me why legislation is not able to succeed in Rural education ? 

Me- Talked of RTE and its failure citing ASER report. 

M2- Dropout rate? 

Me- Sir, I didn’t know the exact data, but its higher in classes 6th to 10th (He was 

expecting female dropout). 

M2- Ujjwala scheme and its benefit and how are targets identified? 

Me- Ujjwala is about LPG distribution , women empowerment and health like reducing 

indoor pollution. Target is based on BPL criteria(I asked Sir, I don’t have exact 

knowledge but can I try so he said yes,then I answered). 

M2- Declining value system in forces and other dept and what you will do ? 

Me- General answer like Yoga, motivation,regular interaction, ethics classes etc 

M3- what are the lessons of History. Answer in 1 sentence ? 

Me- United we stand, divided we fall. Like we saw in Turkish,Mughal and finally entry 

of British and partition in India. 

M3- What did you observe today while coming here? 

Me- Sir, I was living in flat so I took a cab to Upsc, in between I was huge traffic and 

crowd in early morning which is not seen in Gnadhinagar where I live as well as there 

were garbage piles burning causing huge pollution despite delhi being heavily polluted. 
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M4- So, how will reduce traffic problem? 

Me- Sir, in delhi we can try U shaped loop like in Gandhinagar we have and it will help in 

reducing congestion as well as proper following of traffic signal as well as emphasis on 

alternate mode of transport and use of public transport. 

M4- There is no space in delhi, so how will you do it ? 

Me- Sir, we need holistic approach like developing nearby areas so that crowd can move 

there and developing line like today I saw Magenta lines(in construction) to cater more 

public 

M4- Why Engg/Docs moving towards CS. Why we don’t have Sundar pichai type 

persona ?  

Me- Asked 30 sec to think and then Talked of poor condition like gave example of 

Gujarat Engg colleges poor employment and thus moving towards CS. However 

nowadays we are having StartUps where youth are moving there etc. (He said I am 

talking of research etc and then said ok leave it ) 

LM- First female to have solo flight but crime against women is increasing etc so it 

doesn’t mean much ? 

Me- Mam, It matters a lot as it gives moral strength to other halves that they are not 

confined to house only and they will compete with their counterparts etc etc. 

LM- Have you seen any female stuggle(I was about to say my Mother, but she said 

obviously not your mother )who has bring some reforms. 

Me- Talked of pandita ramabai. 

LM-Earlier in your answers you talked of kings and then democracy so isn’t it 

contradictory . History is all about kings ? 

Me- Mam, History is very vast not just limited to kings and political history but also 

includes Social,Economic, Environmental history. And I am inspired by kings who have 

done something good for nation.(CH nodded his head and said he is talking of Nation 

building kings) 

LM- Tell me any 3 marvellous structure in India? 

Me- Qutub Minar, Taj mahal(She was not satisfied and said I am talking of post 

independence) then I said DAMS, and since I was born in early 1990s so I saw the rise of 

METRO, and now there is talk of bullet trains etc. She said Ok. 

 

CH- Ok, Avinash. Your interview is over. All the best  

 

Observation- Very cordial board, and there was no uncomfortable question . 

 

 

18. Tanmay: 

Sh Arvind Saxena Board 

Tanmay V Sharma 

Profile- IIT Bombay, Electrical Engineering, 

Research Internship in France, Another Internship in Goldman Sachs 

Two Year work Ex in Goldman Sachs 

19th March, Forenoon session 

4th to go around 12pm 

Lasted for about 25 mins. Don’t know for sure. 

 

Abbreviation: 
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C- Chairman 

M1, M2, M3, M4- members 

 

Disclaimer: This is my recollection and I might have missed a few questions. Also some 

words in this transcript may have been modified that what was uttered in the real 

interview. I undertook three mocks Chanakya, NextIAS, KSG. Mocks were not very close 

to the real interview but the interview was closest Chanakya Mock. 

 

C- Read about my profile. Asked is macroeconomics just a guessing…. Then he 

explained the context that 1997 crisis, queen of England convened meeting of top 

economist and talked about their inability to predict the crisis. 

Me- I talked about ex RBI governor and he hinted about 2007 crisis 

C- That’s just a one off case 

Me- I talked that institutions should pick up the signs from such one off cases, also said 

something related to how macroeconomics is not guess by talking about Fiscal Deficit, 

etc predictions of economists. 

C- Do you follow current events…. He said something about recent happening in 

Bangladesh? 

Me- I have read a news that boats carrying arms from China are being captured in 

Chittagong and they were destined to create trouble in North East and also in 2018 

Bangladesh Election 

C- he talked something about how we say Bangladesh is friendly to us but so much 

Chinese influence… What's my opinion? 

Me- every country looks for its national interest… so Chinese cheap finance are being 

utilized by them… but they also consider our interest while making strategic decisions. 

C- Should we promote democracy in Bangladesh… said that 2009 elections were fixed. 

Zia now in jai. So should we help one lady and her party (he didn’t name her-Shiekh 

Hasina) to maintain power or promote democracy? 

Me- Generalist answer that we need to look out for what is best for us and if current 

regime is more friendly that we should support her. Maintaining democracy is an internal 

matter of Bangladesh. We would like Hasina to win democratically. In the same way we 

are trying to protect democracy in Maldives. 

C- Maldives-…he talked about current issue. Should we make such statements - like 

protecting democracy there- when we cant do anything? Its so small even then they are 

not listening. Your opinion? 

Me- I talked that we don’t want to look aggressive in region- will impact other 

neighbours. But if situation demands we may intervene just like we did in past. C- but 

that was on the call of their president… Me- Right sir. C- so should we make such 

statements… Me- I told that Foreign service would have thought through this. C- ok you 

are giving them benefit of doubt, but what's your opinion. Me- I have read that we could 

have intervened within the first 48 hours before China intervened and after that we missed 

that opportunity. It reduces our credibility when India makes such statement. 

C- Since you have worked in GS, tell me why tax havens are allowed to exist? They are a 

mechanism to save billions of dollars by Corporates. Why no action is taken against 

them? 

Me- Talked about the steps taken by India- DTAA with Cyprus, Singapore and Mauritius. 

The tax havens are sovereign country and free to decide their tax policies. C- but US 

intervened in Iraq, etc.. and these tax havens are so small, why no action then? Me- Sorry 
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sir, I am not sure. 

 

M1- Discussed PNB reform. Does it affect foreign investors sentiments. 

Me- talked about macroeconomic stability is questioned and thus yes it affects investors 

sentiments. 

M1- What measures would you recommend as a representative of Fin min because it 

affects our economy? 

Me- I told systemic reforms required, RBI power increase, ensuring accountability of 

culprits. The scam is about 11kcrore so not very huge from macroeconomic point of view. 

Therefore, we should take aforementioned steps actions. 

M1- What short Term measure can you recommend? 

Me- // had no 

Interview Transcripts 2018  

good answer- I believe he was hoping something on the lines of Fugitive Economic 

Offender Bill// …couldn't tell anything concrete …M1- ok so your are suggesting 

systemic changes. Me- yes. M1- ok 

 

M2- Read my Daf, I have a personal question to ask, Me- sure… M2- Why do you wish 

to join government given you had a good job 

Me- told my reasons which also included contributing directly to people life 

M2- he talked about how can we quantify anyone's contribution.. Do economists not 

contribute? 

Me- gave my defense - they do contribute, private sector and public sector both 

contribute. I want to work in the government at district level in the field. 

M2- Jan 26 guest ASEAN. Difference between Look East and Act East. 

Me- three Cs- Connectivity, Commerce, not able to recall the third C. // It came 

immediately in my mind once I confessed that I am not able to recall- Culture//. Oil 

companies exploring in Vietnam, $200 billion trade target. M1- but this used to happen 

before also. Me- defense partnership with Vietnam, stand on South China sea issue. Focus 

is more on execution part.  

M1- What is South China Sea Dispute? 

Me- talked about it. I was hoping this question 

M2- Does the presence of word 'China' give more credibility to Chinese claim over South 

China Sea. 

Me- No sir, Indian Ocean has India and it doesn’t belong to us entirely. (M2 wanted to 

hear this answer) 

M3- You have hobby of cricket, puzzle solving and cooking. What do you cook 

Me- Kari Pakoda + Chawal 

M3- Something international. 

Me- Sir,… paneer related items, nothing fancy though. (It was sort of light talk) 

 

M3- Some finance related question that I cant recall 

M3- Since you are from finance background -what is this phrase… bad money invites 

(attracts) bad money? 

Me- I explained what I understood and asked if that's what she meant. She said not 

exactly but fine. 

M3- Why are we capitalizing PSB? 

Me- talked about inability to lend. Impact on growth. 
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M3- Isnt this a case of bad money inviting bad money? 

Me- talked about recap plan and that govt is focusing on relatively well performing PSBs 

during recap.  

M3- talked about Mrs Gandhi (Indra) … nationalization. Do we also capitalize private if 

they fail? 

Me- if systemic risk then yes like did in US. But generally no. PSB because govt is owner 

of this and responsibility lies on govt. to either sell it off or support it to run. 

 

M4- Renewable. Costly. Why req? 

Me- Climate change, cost coming down, ISA, global leadership 

M4- France internship. Any place in India that can be developed like Nice (France)? 

Me- Goa, Kerala- but already developed. Cleanliness needs to be ensured- SBM. 

Connectivity improved - UDAN. May be some other coastal site also. 

M4- what new in Indo French relationship in last 5 year? 

Me- Nu- Jaitapur, ISA, Counter terrorism, Rafale 

M4- anything else in aviation sector 

Me-Sorry sir I don’t know 

M4- Solar or Nuclear? 

Me- short term solar due to cost benefit and long term nuclear to exploit Th reserve. 

Problem in rapid expansion of nuclear - capital intensive and Nu waste. Solar also creates 

jobs. 

 

19. vishal s 3/21/18 

Chairman- Arvind Saxena sir  

 

- [ ] What’s —— my company name —— what it does ?  

- [ ] What’s organic user acquisition  

- [ ] Artificial intelligence your view  

- [ ] Which country you follow China term limit gone so affects  

- [ ] Government steps for security at border in Arunachal  

 

M1 

- [ ] Hydroelectric potential why not utilised . Why in Bhutan it’s done Indian govt but 

not done in Arunachal  

- [ ] Verrier elwin- contribution .  

- [ ] Tribal panchsheel is it followed  

 

M3  

- [ ] Right wing rise in west . 

- [ ] What about India and China  

- [ ] Is China right or left?  

M4 lady member 

- [ ] Where in Arunachal you live ? 

- [ ] Where’s oyan- my schooling place 

- [ ] Mini hydel under construction then still why you are saying hydro potential not 

utilised ? 

- [ ] Tourism potential is it not tapped? Why?  
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- [ ] One major reason why human and natural resources of Arunachal not yet completely 

tapped? 

 

Member 5 

- [ ] Difference between frontier and border  

- [ ] ISIS full form  

 

Arvind Saxena sir - thank you. 

 

 

20. VS, 3/21/18 

Mr.Arvind Saxena Board (first to go in the morning; 10:10 to 10:45)  

No Questions from graduation subject and optional. No work experience.  

All opinion based questions (except one). 

 

Chairperson 

- Which topics do you follow on Quora? 

- What is happening in Russia? 

- Do you think Russia has done it (killing of spy in UK)? 

- Do you think how Mr.Trump is engaging with North Korea is correct? 

- Does S.Korea want to engage with North but some external factors are prevention it? 

- List 3 things that government should focus on. 

-Okay, you have rightly pointed out the order but now tell me why are we focussing so 

much on digital? 

- We have limited resources so why spend it on digital? 

 

M1 

- What is the meaning of your name? 

- What is this research that you have done? ( Follow up questions on it) 

 

M2 

- You are a sportsperson. The head if IOC has said that no sport except Cricket can 

survive in India without government funds. Do you agree? 

- Why is cricket so famous? 

- We were world champions in both Cricket and Hockey. So, why didn't we focus on 

Hockey? Why is it not famous? 

- What is string of pearls theory? 

- Do you think China is actually encircling India or just doing it for it's own 

development? 

 

M3 

-You have spent considerably time in Delhi. There are multiple authorities in India. What 

do you think about it? (Very open question) 

- Is it preventing Development? 

- What will you do if you don't clear this exam? 

- Should big states like UP be broken up from administrative perspective? 

 

M4 
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- Do you know who is Ram Chandra Guha? Which books has he written? Controversy?  

- What is the conflict with bureaucracy in Delhi? 

- What would you do if you were in his position? Good 

- Across the length and breadth of the country, which is the best scheme for women 

empowerment? 

 

Chairperson- Thank you  

They were all smiling and so was I :) 

 

31. Aspirant, 3/22/18  

Interview transcript : 

Board: Arvind Saxena 

3rd to go in afternoon 

Background: Haryana, commerce optional 

 

Chairman:  

1. What does your company do? 2. You are a CA and work in strategy department, how 

do your profile sync with your profession. 

3. You have done your graduation , parallely doing CA, do you think the integrity of CAs 

is in question a lot today. 

4. Do you think there could be something done for the irregularities around. 

5. Some more questions on CA followed and counter questions.( don’t remember much)  

6. Your hobby is reading novels, 

And questions related to that 

 

M1: why stock market volatility currently 

2. Difference between Indian and US accounting system 

3. Why NFRA 

4. Oversight mechanisms in accounting 

5. Your stand on long term capital gains introduced in budget 

6. Why long term capital gains has been implemented again ? 

7. Why do you think there are less girls pursuing CA 

 

M2: have you read the book ( don’t remember the name, as I hadn’t read the book )  

2. Rohingyas? Who are they? 

3. Why rohingyas are called ‘stateless’ 

4. Why India is not accomodating them much? 

5. Your stand on that 

6. Which community in India has also been deprived of such privileges in past 50 years or 

so 

 

M3: Have you heard of chotu lal? Who was he? His contribution. 

2. BIMSTEC and his members 

3. Why recently India has a tendency to exclude pakistan from regional grouping?  

4. What is your stand on that. 

5. You stayed in Ludhiana for 2 years, did you notice any pro/ anti pakistani attitude 

there?  
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6. What is economy of Ludhiana like ?  

7. What is attitude of Kurukshetra( hometown) people towards Pakistan. 

8. Which news channel do you follow ?  

 

Chairman: Thank you, your interview is over.  

M4 : Sir, I have not yet asked the questions:joy:  

 

M4: Is India a savings based economy or consumption based economy 

2. Have you heard of the news about how Central government is using the small savings 

scheme fund of public these days, it was in today’s newspaper.  

3. Which do you think is more important? Savings based economy or consumption based. 

4. Do you feel we are investing our savings properly. 

5. You mentioned that data manipulation and fudging is a matter of personal integrity and 

choice, but do you think it is business driven?  

6. Explain your stand. 

7. In one line, tell me how to make the accountants accountable. 

8. He mentioned that he had also done law, so they believe 98% of the citizens won’t 

follow a law. If you say the stringent laws should be implemented for accountability of 

accountants, what will be the benefit ?  

 

Chairman: your interview is over, Thank you. 

 

32. V Sai Vamsi Vardhan, 3/22/18 

Aravind Saxena Sir  

Btech IT 2010 

TCS, PMRDF,  

Sociology  

NGO, Dairy Farming, RTI 

March 20th  

 

Ch - what have you been doing since 2014?  

Which service are you in?  

Why IAS?  

Don't you think the role of IAS declining in the current scenario where minimum 

government is being a preferred choice?  

Don't you think bureaucracy needs innovation?  

What kind of innovation needed?  

Not at the ground level, what innovation is needed in the structure and processes?  

What do you prefer - stable and prosperous neighborhood or unstable poor neighborhood?  

Then, why don't you think India should support CPEC as it is expected to bring prosperity 

for Pakistan?  

Don't you think all the three parties come to a table and negotiate for some common good 

and go ahead with the cpec?  

 

M1 -  

How do you see the bifurcation of your state?  

Why is that Singapore companies are asked to prepare the plan for your capital city?  
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Don't you think India does not have the talent to prepare the same plan?  

Given that you are in the decision making role, what would you suggest the government 

between foreign planner or domestic planner?  

What has been the issue around Indus water treaty that was in news recently?  

Do you think that IWT should be reviewed?  

 

M2 -  

Why are the maoists fighting?  

Do they have people's support?  

What is that existential war?  

Have you heard about Gunnar Myrdal? What did he speak about?  

 

M3 -  

What are these two organizations that you founded?  

What do they do?  

Where do you get funds from?  

 

M4 -  

What is good governance?  

Is there anything bad about governance?  

How do you ensure participation of the people?  

How do you fight patriarchy and ensure actual women participation in politics?  

What is the concept of doctrine in foreign policy - like Gujral doctrine and modi doctrine?  

Then, don't you think other prime ministers and other governments don't have such a 

framework?  

Then, why only some doctrines are spoken about?  

 

Ch - OK. Your interview is over. 

 

33. PANKAJ KUMAWAT3/23/18  

Name - PANKAJ KUMAWAT 

Academic Background – B.Tech in Production and Industrial Engg. IIT Delhi 

Optional – Mathematics 

State - Rajasthan 

Board – Arvind Saxena Sir 

 

Chaiman: 

• What did your company do where you worked for 2 years? 

• Was it chapter of a MNC ? 

• What was your role? 

• What was name of corporate client you worked with? (said – as code of conduct not 

advised to take client name) 

• Ok, what sector did it belong to ? 

• What are MBA students taught in IIMs in 2 years, so they get such a high salary? 

 

Member 2 

• Have you heard about mother of all bombs? 
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• Where was it used? 

• Which country is competing with this? 

• Should India also develop these heavy conventional weapons? 

• Should India cut down strength of Indian army ? (counter on my modernization, teeth to 

tail ratio etc.) 

• What is IoT? Will it change life of people significantly? [explained through examples] 

 

Member 3 (Lady) 

• Have you heard about Padmavat controversy?? (some counter Q on that, don’t 

remember exactly) 

 

Member 4 

• Have you heard of “Duckworth Lewis”?? 

• How it calculate target for team batting second? 

• Some more Qs 

 

Member 5 

• What is that you did not do (as hobby), but would like to do in future?? 

• 500 pligrims not granted Visa? Would you allow pilgrims from Pakistan? 

• Suppose, they are only pilgrims, would you allow them (counter Q on my answer of 

sovereignty, integrity, unity first - stick to stand that first intelligence clearance required) 

 

Some other Qs were there during discussion on Qs mentioned above, but don’t remember 

explicitly. I was second to go in afternoon slot 21 March 2018. Interview lasted for 25-30 

minutes. Best of Luck to all of you :) 

 

 

34. Arvind saxena board , 

April 2nd afternoon 

Mahender B.tech (ECE) ,History 

 

Chairman 

1.So, what you have been doing after graduation 

2.what is this steganography 

3.Should India support h1b visa as we(government) are not getting any benefit from it. 

4.Is it a good sign that that Nepal is turning towards China  

5 What do you think about relation between king of Nepal and Yogi Adityanath  

6 Should we concentrate on the Gulf countries rather than h1b visa of USA  

 

MEMBER 1 

1 Did Gandhi make a mistake by supporting Khilafat movement  

2.Didn't it lead to Muslim sentiments like strengthening of Muslim league 

3.Did INC made a mistake by accepting Lucknow pact. 

4.Why Gandhi didn't do any satyagrahas for bhagat sigh , sukh dev ,rajguru 

 

MEMBER 2 (LADY MEMBER) 

1.Tell me three problems of India we currently face 
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2. Don't you think education is root cause 

3. Tell me what would you do as Education secretary 

4.Should civic education also be part of curriculum 

 

MEMBER 3 

1 Who is your favourite character in history 

2.Why Asoka was called great 

3. 2 peacocks in royal kitchen , have you read it 

4. Who spread Buddhism in Nepal and srilanka 

5. why Asoka is important for India 

 

Member 4 

1.Difference between RSIC and ASIC 

2. Solid substance in ECE 

3. Tell me your favorite subject in ECE 

4. Difference between capacitor and rectifier 

5.Name three mistakes of Lord Mountbatten 

6.Was India right in annexing Goa in 1967, there were Portuguese colonies 

Thank you your interview is over. 

 

 

35. Rahul, 4/4/18 

Arvind Saxena sir board. 

First to go. Forenoon session. 

Keywords from DAF: PSIR, Jaipur, Bharatpur, Mathura, Rajasthan, Allahabad, 

Btech IT, IFS 1st preference, reading about Indian foreign relations hobby. 

Total time: Between 30-35 minutes. 

Questions were in different sequence than mentioned below. 

 

Chairman:  

Read out DAF to everyone first.  

1. Read newspaper today. Which one. 

2. Maldives returning helicopter gift. Why should we bother. India - Maldives relations. 

3. How will you be of use in IFS. 

4. Which book you recently read on foreign relations. Did you complete it. 

5. Do you like to read about sports.Anything else you like to read about. 

6. What do you generally like to read in Foreign relations.  

7. Fav. countries, area of interest. Tell few issues. 

8. Foreign policy goals of India. 

9. What r u doing since 2015(graduation). Worked anywhere. Any higher studies plans. 

10. Suppose you are Ambassador/High commissioner in some African country. What will 

you do to improve Indian position regarding investments. Will African countries 

listen/trust you or they will trust private firms more (something like that, don't remember 

properly). 

 

Members (3 male members, 1 lady member): 

1. OBOR, should India join.  

2. Can China isolate India, if we don't join OBOR. 
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3. Tibet issue, Dalai Lama and tibetan refugees. 

4.  Rohingya crisis. 

5. Syrian refugees to European countries, basic crisis. What is it. How it started. Different 

actors involved. 

6. National interest vs. humanitarian support. 

7. Strategic autonomy, it is related to opportunism don't you think. (Used strategic 

autonomy in one of the answers). 

8. Some economic theory regarding trade. (didn't understand at all what he was trying to 

ask) 

9. full form of BASIC language. 

10. Major programming languages. 

11. Use "If - else loop" in administration. 

12. What did you study in IT. Fav subject.  

13. What did you do in your AI course. 

14. Name 3 robotics/robot motion algorithms. 

15. What if you don't get selected, what will you do. If not selected next time as well 

then. 

16.  Sangam in Allahabad. Ever visited. Why called Sangam. Rivers. 

17. Ganga -Jamuna sanskriti.What is it. 

18. Parliamentary vs. Presidential form of govt. Why Parliamentary govt. Should we 

continue with it. 

19. Differences between FRs and DPSPs.  

20. How do we implement DPSPs? 

21. Right to education act. Why do we need it? 

22. You read history for mains. Fav. area in Indian history. 

23. Major leaders of freedom struggle.Differences in Ideologies. 

24. Bhagat Singh vs. Gandhi. 

25. SC rulings in recent years regarding fundamental rights. 

26. NAM, what was it. Name founding members and leaders. 

27. Do you believe in God (It was out of nowhere). What about your family. 

28. Import duties, why countries impose import tariffs. How to increase exports. 

29. Recent visit of defense minister, where. 

30. Rising protectionism, Will China retaliate more in future w.r.t US tariffs. 

 

Cordial board. Arvind Saxena sir was expressionless. Lady member and one male 

member smiled couple of times. Questions, mostly related to DAF. Answers, tried to be 

short and to the point, didn't know/wasn't able to recall a few, also answers could have 

been better at some places. 

 

36. Manpreet, Sat  

Name : Manpreet  

Optional : Geography 

Graduation : Engineering 

Arvind Saxena board ( last in forenoon batch) 

Date : 05/04/2018 
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Chairman: 

1. (After long story) Is there over focus on terrorism when there are millions dying of 

hunger, malnutrition in India? 

2. Digitisation is leading to more frauds, so should we stop it? 

 

M1 

1. What are constitutional provisions on emergency? 

2. Is it okay to use agriculture land for development purpose? 

3. How will you make land use plan for your area? 

4. Will you be strict in using this criteria? 

 

M2 

1. Why industry is lagging in Punjab? 

2. What is AI? How will you relate it to nuclear systems? 

3. What is identity theft? 

 

M3 

1. Is there focus on digital literacy as much on digitisation of economy? 

2. (After long theory) will you share your ATM pin with your wife? What if she miss uses 

it? 

3. In Panipat agriculture land is taken for oil refinery, is it good or should we stop such 

industries? 

4. What are faults in geography? Are faults good? 

5. Is there any faults in our constitution? 

 

M4 

1. Do you support operation Blue star? 

2. Why Sikh community is against operation? 

3. Why USA invaded Iraq? 

4. What is demographic distribution of Iraq? 

5. Who are Kurds? 

 

Chairman: your interview is over. Thanks. 

Over went okay. They all were expression less or with negative expressions. Try to grill a 

lot but I escaped. Nothing from DAF, only opinion based. I have no clue how much 

marks I will get. 

 

37. Akash, Sun 

Chairman: Arvind saxena sir 

 

Chairman: 

Led, what is the future technolog; why not join start-up; is there is rising intolerance due 

to African students attrocities; what are the reasons for clashes between India and 

Africans; LNG: project based questions.; How does 5 at star rating is given. Does it 

Change with the improvement in technology. 
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M1 

How to introduce patriotism in youth; why is it needed?; How to provide sport's for the 

slums child; what are legal measures taken for senior citizens; integrity Vs honesty 

 

M2 

Why Aligarh movie highly acclaimed; why is it contro versial; why badminton has been 

doing well in earlier times; how to deal with China expansionist policy; what is the area 

of your engineering you liked?; What are the skills in mechanical which will help in ias? ; 

Should we use 3d printing? 

 

M3 

What is energy conservation; what are industries in Aligarh; after demonetisation, what 

are the measures taken to improve; what is dark matter?  

 

M4 

There is any negative of using solar in agriculture, what is it?; In Delhi, how will you 

improve energy efficiency.?; There was environment summit in Delhi, what was it all 

about; 

 

38. BM, Mon 

Background: ECE, 4 Yrs at TCS . 

Hobby: Flight Spotting. 

From Chennai. 

Date: 09 Apr 2019 Arvind Saxena Board 

 

Chairman: 

1. What is flight spotting? 

2. Why do aeroplanes land with their nose up? 

3. Why people in Telangana and AP are withdrawing all the money from their account ? 

What's the issue? 

 

M1: 

1. For India to match China's manufacturing, what would be India's greatest advantage ? 

2. Do you geniunely believe India can overtake Germany in manufacturing? 

 

M2: (Lady Member) 

1. What in your opinion should be the future course of Indian IT? 

2. How can India match the foreign nations when it comes to IT skills? 

 

M3:  

1. Chennai floods. What was the issue ? 

2. Follow up qs based M2 qs. 

3. Why Ranganathan Street (T Nagar) is a commercial hub?  

 

M4. (Air force guy) 

1. Why civil services. Why not some army or air force? 

2. Maldivian Crisis. Was India right in not sending army? Why inspite of all the help 
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from India, Maldives is going towards China  

 

Almost all qs were bouncers and unexpected. Board was in a hurry as I was the last to go 

at 1.05PM. Came out at 1.30PM 

M1.Q2 Typo: China not Germany. 

 

 

39. Date: April 2, 2018 Forenoon 

Board Chair: Arvind Saxena Sir 

Bio/Background details related to questions asked in interview: Female; Andhra 

Pradesh; IIT, BTech, Bio-engg; IIM, PGDM, General Mgmt; Optional subject 

English Literature; Worked for a few months in the private sector 

 

Chairperson: 

1. Why did you leave your job after working for 6 months? Did you not like it? 

2. What were your roles and responsibities at this company? Please elaborate. 

3. Which drugs were you responsible for managing as a product manager?  

4. What brand names are these generic drugs sold under in the market, if they entered the 

market yet? 

5. There was talk about biotech revolution in 2013 and beyond. I don't see anything like a 

revolution ever happened in 2013. All i see is a number of new innovations which have 

not taken off..like stem cell therapy, cord blood banks. What's your take on it? 

6. Is it worth investing so much now on such new technologies when they are yet to be 

proven to be useful and widely applicable? 

7. Do you follow journals of bioengineering or biotechnology to gain conviction in the 

future of bio-innovations? 

8. What kind of news articles attract your attention in a newspaper? 

9. What about neighborhood relations of India..does that not interest you too? 

10. Tell me what you make of India's stand on Maldives crisis. 

11. Do you think India's status was diminished in any way by being told off by a small 

island country like Maldives? Should India have exerted its stature instead of just 

standing by? 

12. What is the threat perceived by India that influenced its stand? 

13. So, how would India's stand on Maldives crisis be looked upon in the long-run? 

 

Member 1 (The only lady on the panel): 

1. What are the major reasons behind farmer distress in India? 

2. What could be done to address it at the ground level? 

3. Is farm loan waiver a viable solution in the long-run? Why do you think so? 

4. What could be done to help famers psychologically? 

 

Member 2: 

1. You did B.Tech. from such a good college. And scored well too. Then you scored such 

a low percentage in PGDM. Is it average or low? 

2. What was your exact CGPA in PGDM? So, why couldn't you manage a good score? 

3. Let's talk about the utility of bioengineering..why do we pursue it if there are so many 

bioethics concerns? 

4. If you were the DM of a district, and you had limited funds at your disposal..who 
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would you give it to, if you have to choose just one..a 14 year old boy with leg injury or a 

60 year old woman with breast cancer? Why? 

5. Who would you give the funds to.. if the 14 year old boy has paralysis of the leg, and 

has a long life ahead, and 60 year old woman with breast cancer would only survive till 

70 if she survives cancer? Why? 

6. What are the bioethical concerns involved in the decision-making in these cases? 

7. Have you seen the film 'The Island' that is on television quite frequently? 

8. If the clone technology used in the film were a reality in today's world, would you 

support it or not? Why? 

9. If I were a rich man, who could afford the technology for saving my life, just as shown 

in The Island film, and if you had the authority to allow it or disallow it, forgetting about 

broad consensus in law and society, what would you as an individual do..allow me to use 

it or not? Why? 

10. Why so many jumps from B.Tech at IIT to PGDM at IIM to working in the private 

sector to studying literature? Explain to us. 

11. Why English literature..what inspired you? 

12. Are you familiar with the works of Vishal Bharadwaj, an Indian film director? 

13. Name his adaptations of Shakespeare's plays. 

14. How is the theme of Julius Caesar related to what's happening in the world today? 

15. Which period in history would you adapt this theme of Julius Caesar in a film based 

in Indian settings?  

16. Why this period..explain the similarities with the play. 

 

Member 3: 

1. What is 'women empowerment' according to you? 

2. Is a matrilineal society an empowered society? Why? 

3. In Meghalaya, there is matrilineal system  

and there is evidently peace and prosperity in the state..should other states then adopt 

matrilineal system of property rights and other features of that system? 

4. What is your opinion on women leaving their homes, their life behind to go to the 

husband's home after marriage, instead of men like it happens in Meghalaya? 

5. What's the reason behind the clash between the police and IITBHU female students in 

recent news? 

6. Are the laws in our country enough to empower women in India? 

7. What needs to be done at the level of laws..should existing laws be improved or new 

laws be made? 

8. What more should be done besides addressing legal systems? 

9. At the ground level, what measures should be taken to change mindset to improve the 

status of women, especially at homes? 

 

Member 4: 

1. It is the season of child marriages in the country. Do you know the marriageable age in 

India? 

2. What is the name of the related Act? 

3. As a DM, what steps would you take you reduce child marriages in your district? 

4. If you were the Head of the Marketing Department of a private company, what 

components would your marketing strategy comprise? 

5. How would you decide pricing of a product in your strategy? Low or high..how? 
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6. What happens to pricing in a perfect competition scenario? 

7. What factors of your marketing strategy you will change in such a scenario? 

8. Give some ways in which you can increase sales without changing price? 

9. What do you think is the most important feature of Patanjali company's marketing 

strategy that made it so successful? 

10. Explain why the communication strategy of Patanjali company contributed to its 

success. 

 

Chairperson: Your interview is over. You may leave now. Thank you. 
 

... 
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1. Rammy 

Interview started around 3-10, 

Bhosle sir board.. Was first candidate in the morning 

Wished the board...they asked me to. Sit... Even in. Beginning say Said no. Need to. Keep 

hands crossed or anything sit comfortably on chair by putting hands over arm support. 

There was also few sheets of pages in a transparent folder he asked to think for few sec n 

even write on page then give good answers also he will only ask simple questions. 

chairperson :  

Q1Then he saw I graduated in 2013 so which year mbbs entry.. What u did after 

that...some praise etc in between  

Q2 do u feel as u have rural background n working in village that govt policy wrt rural is 

good if any lacuna where.  

Chairperson did asked few questions on end on dog n medical  

Member 1: 

Q1 ur doing good working in village but doctors don't want to go why n how to change 

that. 

Q2 provision of nmc.. Is less representation of Dr a issue 

Q3 what abut compulsory internship after mbbs 

Q4 ayush Dr being allowed to practice allopathic.. Good or bad. 

Member 2: 

Q1  so many places named as Sagar in rajasthan why 

Q2 what is intergenerational equity... Follow up what's meaning of equity here... Also. 

How's equity makes sense in medical profession /health 

Q3 some old ancient river of rajasthan  

Q4 Himalayan blunder... Cudnt understand but chairperson also had knocked pencil as 

sign to move on.  

Member 3 lady member: 

Q1 She said she is baised to health so. Why after mbbs ias... 

Q2 issues of women n child in rajasthan n solutions. 

Member 4: 

                                    BOARD-  AIR MARSHAL BHONSLE SIR 
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 Asked abut city of school ajmer... Famous king of ajmer... Why famous... How he died.. 

Any role of sanyogata on his defeat. 

Q2 padmavat situation is example of anomie.. Is it so.. What u mean by anomie which 

social thinker gave the concept 

Chairperson again: 

Q1 U have graduated from. Govt mbbs was ur education not subsidized... Wastage of 

resources etc 

Q2 advantages of being Dr... I said being emphatic so can't a no Dr have empathy.. 

Q3 dog lover... Which breed... Why different breed behave differently 

Tell a joke on dog... Then he told a joke.. End of interview. 

Overall very cordial n had better experience than mocks. 

 

2. Bhushan Bhirud  

Optional...Sociology  

Graduation...MBBS 

Board....Bhosale Sir 

Chairperson : 

How do you find suitable for this field? 

Aren't the doctors public servant? 

What is the difference?  

M1: 

You are a doctor ....a noble profession...why do you want to change the field? 

If you are given the opportunity what changes you will like to bring in jail 

administration?  

M2: 

What is electoral college? 

Where is it located? 

What is the NITI aayog?  

How is it different from Planning commission institutionally? 

If a common man wants to say anything to NITI...will they here? 
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What is sustainable development framework? Are we implementing it? 

M3: 

You had got this ICMR scholarship...tell me about it. 

You did research on Tuberculosis...how and why...what did you find? 

WHO recently declared something about Tuberculosis....what is it? 

M4: 

You passed 12th in 2002 and MBBS in 2009. You took 7 yrs. Why?  

So for two years you persuaded for engineering. Why did you left engineering and joined 

medicine? 

It seems that you have habit not to stick to one field.Why shall we think that you will stay 

in service? 

Do you think that only IAS can bring changes in the system? 

If IAS provides so many opportunities then why you have opted for other services too? 

You are in IAAS service ....In what way you are using your medical knowledge there? 

Chairperson  

One last question....tell me one such incidence during your work experience which 

impacted on you the most? 

 

3. Name: Girish Kalagond 

State: Karnataka (Bijapur district) 

Interview Date and Reporting Time: 19/02/2018, AN at 1300 hrs. Was 2nd to go inside.  

Board: Aravind Saxena Sir 

Optional: PSIR 

Graduation: ECE (2012 passed out)  

Work Experience: 2.5 years in Mindtree Bengaluru 

Chairperson: 

1. So Girish, you have put IFS as 3rd choice! What is the work profile of IFS officers? 

2. How they protect national interest? 

3. Is innovation possible in government? 

4. How it is possible?  
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5. How will you innovate in digital India scheme? 

6. How will you tackle the Indian Rigid Bureaucratic system? 

7. India Nepal: Do you think monarchy will return back in Nepal? 

8. What's the king of Nepal's game plan in this ongoing democratic process there? 

9. What's the connection between Yogi Aadityanath with Nepal? Does he influence the 

Nepal king and help him establish the monarchy?  

M1 (Lady Member): 

1. Tell me about your village. 

2. Tell me one beautiful experience from your village life. 

3. If I want to travel to Karnataka what places would you suggest? 

4. Are you aware of any Nomadic tribes?  

5. People always have a natural tendencies to have settled life. Why do you think that 

Nomadic tribes won't settle? 

M2: 

1. Tell me about ignited minds association (DAF related) 

2. Social Media has emerged as a great phenomenon. How it is changing our society? 

3. What are social media's contributions to economy? 

4. Virat Kohli's captainship?  Why he is so aggressive? (DAF related) 

5. Is GoI's stand on Rohingya issue correct?  

6. Does India have a policy towards Pakistan? Do you support current government's 

policy? 

7. Was GST and its  implementation good? What could have been done to improve it? 

M3: 

1. Why didn't you opt ur graduation subject? Why did you choose  PSIR? 

2. Name some of the Poverty alleviation schemes? 

3. Tell me something about MGNREGA? 

4. What are the provisions of NFSA? 

5. What do you mean by brain drain? How to tackle the reverse brain drain? 

M4: 

1. What does Communication mean? 
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2. How do you use Communication in day to today life? 

3. How will you improve the communication infrastructure? 

4. How can satellite communication can be further improved? What are India's prospects 

in global satellite market (Something regarding ISRO-ANTRIX future scope)?  

5. Tell me about interlinking of waters. 

6. With which river Cauvery to  be interlinked?  

7. Do you think interlinking of Cauvery river solves the problems? 

8. Do you know the ecological flow of any river? 

Chairperson: Okay Girish, your test is over. All the best.  

around 15-20 mins. 

Board was cordial. I could answer only around 60-65% of the questions.  

 

4. Abhishek Surana  

20/2/18 Afternoon session. First to go 

Bhonsle sir 

Ch :  

-nice haircut! How often? 

-how did you get interested in astrophysics? 

- who gave the theory of evolution and what was the name of the book 

M1: 

What did you do to get this ambsaador of change award? 

Do you think you were successful? 

Why so? 

What is needed to bring the chaneg? 

Three changes that you will like to bring on district? 

M2: 

- who said that we should leave the earth in 100 years? What could be the rationale? Do 

you subscribe to it? 

- some wise man said that Venus was like earth before? Why did he say so? 
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M3 (lady): 

-what do you like to cook? 

-how do you cook daal baati? 

-what were you doing in Chile? 

-what is last memoir you've read and what is your favorite memoir? 

-what do you like about it? 

M4: 

- is police service or force? 

- wb has WB police and WB police service? What's the difference? 

- what is the perception of people about police? 

- why is it so? 

- what are the issues being faced by police? 

- what will you do to address these? 

- three challenges facing India? 

Ch: 

- what should india do for women empowerment to bring them at the level they are in 

Singapore? 

- have you seen dabang? What's the image of police it potrays? Is it correct? 

 

5. Kavya 

Board :Bhonsle sir. 

The board was very cordial. I post below the questions I got but not in order.  

M1: I see you like reading. What can you do to get more people to read? 

And: about catching them young, focus on reading in schools, book clubs and community 

involvement, need for parents to read so their child reads. 

M2: books I've read. Book I like the most. Why this particular book. What I took away 

from this book. 

M2: question on aadhar (because issue of surveillance state was raised by me while 

talking about my favourite book)  

M2: asked about social angle of Aadhar. Didn't understand question 
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M2: management book I've read 

And: cannot recall. I generally read fiction 

M3: I see you like listening to music. What kind of music do you listen to. 

Ans: western classical, Rock from 60's to the 80's, EDM and a little bit of Carnatic. 

M3: how is Carnatic and western music different? 

Ans: could answer because I expected this and had prepared on the topic 

M3: what are the major issues India is facing today 

Ans: poverty, education and health  

M4: why did you choose pubad and not management as your optional subject 

M4: what have you been doing since graduation till now? 

M4: could you suggest a few police reforms 

Ans: (had this huge smile on my face) community policing, training and induction of 1/3 

women  

M4: why is India so corrupt  

Ans: gave answer from pubad point of view. (we had to study this for paper 2 

M4: anti corruption agencies in India 

Chairperson: can India provide quality education at affordable costs? 

Ans: (had prepared) 

M5: instances where FR can be suspended 

Ans: ( mostly mumbled my way through the answer) 

Chairperson: why do you like listening to music 

And: (prepared) 

Chairperson: Thankyou. Go listen to some music and relax. 

 

6. Unknown 

Date: 21st Feb'18. 

Forenoon session. 1st candidate to go. 

Lasted for: 35 mins. 

Optional and Graduation: Law. 
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Board: Bhosle Sir. 

CM: *So, can we call you an advocate? 

*What did PM Modi say recently about exam stress? Do you agree to what he said? 

Lady member: *What does your name mean? 

* How did you come across this hobby? (Target shooting) 

*Three things you learnt from your hobby. 

*Pcpndt act 

*Health laws in brief. 

M3: *Criminal law reforms. 

* Do you think our judicial system is tilted towards favouring the accused? 

*Prosecution and Defense system of India whether appropriate? 

*Which is the country that favours plaintiff more? 

* What is the sanskit shloka on duty/dharmas importance? 

M4: *One thing you found appreciable about Ellora caves? 

* Can it be replicated today? 

*Arya samaj and its contributions. 

M5: *Why certain words added in Preamble later? 

* Why civil services. 

*China's Pakistan policy. 

CM: *Imagine you're a diplomat, how would you have grown professionally and 

personally?  

* How would you rekindle the spirit of patriotism in a generation? 

 

7. Name- Abhishek kumar  

Philosophy, Electrical engg, Haryana / Mahendragarh  

Bhosle sir. 22/02/2018. Forenoon( last to go)  

Interview span - abt 30 mins 

Ch  Tried to break the ice by praising the dress etc.  

Said - u can talk in english or in hindi . We won't grill u we will talk. 
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Started talking abt job ex etc and forst question was from my Hobby. 

Ch- I saw a TED video.. (hobby) does education kills creativity?  

M1- Why did you choose electrical over philosophy? 

M1- Why there are so many cases of violance agaist women in Haryana even after post 

Nirbhya regulations.?  

M1- how to address the cases? 

M1-  these are long term actions, as  an administrator what u would do? 

M2- what were Gandhi's views on women? 

M2- tell me some names of western Philosphers ? 

M2- philospher on women ?  

M2- what Gandhi would have thot abt Khaps?  

M2- what would have been his approach? 

M2- what is the difference between a manager and an administrator. 

M3- what are ur views on homosexuality.? (I  mentioned the term earlier ) 

M3- what poem would recited in college - tell a few lines from that. 

M4- difference between morals and ethics ? 

M4- different between political morality and personal morality.  

M4- what is difference between GM crops and organic farming.  

M4- status of ur state in organic farming 

M4- should GM crops be taken in? 

M4- Why sex ratio in ur district is very much skewed ? 

M4- impact  of movies like Dangal in society esp in ur area. 

Ch-  who do you think was Hero of Dangal movie? 

Ans- Mahavir Phaugat 

Ch- make a case for his wife as the hero of the story.  

Ans- made a case. 

Ch added new points. 

Thank you. 

Overall review and suggestions- 
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Board was very cordial and tried to go soft. 

Almost all questions were from DAF so not much focus on current events.  

While I was answering rest of members were looking on me.  

( I was lucky that I recently  watched the movie Dangal as a part of preparation). 

 

8. Norinder Mudi: 

20-02-2018 

Forenoon 

Air Marshal Bhonsle Board 

3rd one to enter 

Ch:  What is your height? 5’10 or 5’9? 

Question on scientific design methodology behind Sun Temple of Konark. 

Load bearing structure of Sun Temple. 

M1(lady member):  

Questions on listening to podcasts 

Whether from India or from outside as well. 

Why did you choose to leave your profession and try for civil services? 

Issues regarding town planning 

Why town planning has not succeeded in India 

How to improve cities in India 

Is it a new style with youngsters to sport a stubble? 

M2: 

Why are we low in Human Development Index? 

How to improve our index. 

Whether only funds is an issue in developing health and education? 

Transparency International corruption Index.  

How to address issues of accountability. 

How did computerisation fail in PNB?( :P).(I had answered computerisation as one of the 

solution) 
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M3: 

About Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 

Were his methods correct? 

Did Netaji help us in achieving freedom? 

What are smart cities 

Whether whole city or part of it 

M4:  

What are smart villages? 

What are your priorities to make a village a smart. 

Don't you think wealth creation in village is most important component to make a village 

smart? 

Bhoodan movement by whom? 

Where has it been successful 

What is Party less democracy? 

Whether is it too ideal a concept? 

Chairperson: 

Should we involve major power such as US in resolving our disputes with China and 

Pakistan. 

Maldives crisis. Why is India concerned? 

 

9. Harshal Patil 

Assistant Commandant CRPF  

Graduation--Electronics and telecommunication engg 

Optional- Geography 

Bhosale Sir panel, 

Personality Test date 20/02/2018,  

morning session, last candidate to go 

Chairperson: very cordial and will make you feel comfortable. 

1.Your height, 5'11"? 
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2.do tall players possess any inherit advantage in football? (hobby).your position in 

team.? 

3. Attributes of good Center Back(CB) 

4.what is science behind football manufacturing? 

5.how many hexagons and pentagons on football? 

6.What is complete football? 

7. Your 5 strengths. 

M1: 

1. What is gondwana ? 

2.what is it's significance ? 

3.is there any rational behind this river linking project? 

4.tell me more about geographic angles. 

5.what do you understand by GREEN BUILDING? 

6.Tell us more about these GRIHA RATINGS. 

M2: (Lady member) 

1.what role this KUNG FU Marshal Art has played in your life?(Black Belt in Kung Fu 

Marshal Art) 

2. Any incidences in your life where you have used it for self defense? 

3.How will you design 3 or 6 month course for people who want to learn self defense 

techniques? 

4.places you visited recently.(travelling hobby) 

5.what is difference between tourist and traveller ? 

6.tell us about your experience of travelling in North East India. 

M3: 

What is difference between FORCE(CRPF) and Service(IPS)?(member gave very long 

introduction to question). 

2. Mandate of CRPF? why CRPF is called in states to manage elections and riot control?  

3. Technologies  having potential to  change the world ? 

4. Why nano technology?? 

M4: 
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1. Have you heard about Single Teacher School? 

2.what is rational behind these schools? 

3.tell us about the problems your district i.e.Ahmednagar is facing? 

4. As a DM how will you handle these problems? 

5.historical significance of Ahmednagar? 

6.tell us more about Jorwe culture? 

Chairperson: 

1.you mentioned the north south divide in Ahmednagar district?what are the possible 

reasons? 

2.cultural difference between Maharashtra and North east? 

3.tell me about position of women. 

Harshal your interview is over... Then Sir continued the discussion for next 5 minutes 

(general discussion started with my photo, smile and ended with UPSC process . 

 

10. Name -Viraj Tidke 

Interview date 22/2/2018  

Optional- geography 

Bhosale board 

Questions :- 

Chairperson: 

1.How are you feeling? 

2.Tell me some problems face in  rural areas of your district? 

3.What is feminisation of agriculture? 

4.What are reason for it? 

M1: 

5.In history and even today injustice have been done by some communities over other 

should we demand apology from such a community? 

6.Should we demand our artefacts which was stolen in the past from the countries like 

UK? 

6.Should we demand Peacock Throne from Iran? 
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7.What are issues with India and Iran? 

8.What is done in a recent visit of Iranian president? 

9.Significance of chabahar Port? 

M2: 

10.What is meaning of your name do you like your name? 

11.What are reasons for naxalism? 

12.Can naxalism be called militancy? 

 13.you still think there is a ideology left in naxalism? 

M3 

14.Which documentary you watch recently? 

15.What do you learn from it? 

16.Can chess be used to reduce social problems like addiction to alcoholism? 

M4: 

17.Even having many environmental protection laws why we are facing problem of 

pollution? 

18.Why these laws were not much effective? 

19.How will you ensure strict limitation of law ? 

CM: 

20.Suppose you are spoke person of Chinese government how will you support your 

stand on the South China Sea conflict? 

21.What is anti chess? 

Thankyou. 

 

11. Yogesh Choudhary: 

History optional 

Graduate in Mechanical Engineering from IIT delhi, Belongs to Rajasthan. 

Bhonsle Sir board.. 22nd Feb Afternoon session 

Chairperson: 

1.What were you thinking?(last one to be interviewed) 
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2.Why do we select you?  

3.Sitauational question..Should dm use his popularity to counter politicians illegitimate 

pressure/threat. 

M3: 

1. Explain that history repeats itself and some counterquestions 

1. Problem related to urbanisation in Delhi 

M4: 

1. How often do you jog? What do you do when you are free other than study or jog? 2. (I 

have answered that i listen to rajasthani songs) Ghoomar song of Padmavat, what were 

the objections and your view 

M1 

1. Why didn't you take Mechanical as optional? 

2. why do you want to become IAS.? 

3. but then why do u went to IIT? 

4. Three landmark event of Rajasthan history 

5. Explain accountability. 

M2: 

1. You must have heard the name of Arthshashtra. But what do you know about 

Neetishashtra, it's writer?? 

2. Antyodya meaning and schemes 

3. Brand Equity ?? 

Thankyou. 

 

12. Dr. Varun Shukla: 

Date of Interview - 27th Feb 2018 

Board - Air Marshal Ajit S Bhonsle Sir 

Optional - Mathematics  

Educational Qualification-M.Sc.(Mathematics), Ph.D.  

Chairman Sir: 

Mr. Varun U r from Allahabad..?  
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Tell me about Kumbh. Why & where celebrated. Difference between Kumbh, 

Mahakumbh & Singhasth Kumbh.  

Complete & explain the sloka.. Karmanvadhikarastu ma faleshu..  

Why you wish to join administrative Services..?  

4D & 3E concept in Administration.  

e-Governance. Its scope, Pillers & How Could we applicate it more effectively..?  

Member-1: 

Recent changes in India's Foreign Policy & Its challenges  

No detention Policy.  

'me too' campaign.  

Interlinking of rivers & Its ground reality & problems regarding Its Applicability.  

Wasenar arrangement /Australian Union & No. Of countries in Australian Group  

Member - 2: 

Any five salient feature of Budget 2018 

Zero based Budget..?  

GST, which Constitutional amendment, implemended from date, what challenges are still 

today..?  

PNB Scam, suggestion to prevent such scams, NPA.  

Bharatnet & Bharatmala.. ? 

One Nation One Election, Simultaneous Election.  

Judicial Intervention vs. Social Media  

Member - 3 (Lady)  

Educational sector reforms..  

View regarding proposal of reduction of syllabus.  

Major problems of Rural Areas, Schemes of woman empowernment, why farmars r 

suiciding..?  

Last read book (Dr. Joseph Murphy's Power of Subconscious Mind), Its theme, other 

compositions of Joseph Murphy  

Difference between game & sport 

Why Chess Board have 64 square Blocks,  
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What is zugzwang.  

Member - 4: 

ISRO' Achievement, First & recent launch.., APPLE full form 

Agni-V, Stealth Technology Kryptography  

Cyborg vs Artificial Intelligence, Possibilities & Challenges 

ODF - Ground Reality  

& Again Chairman Sir : 

Can you tell about Any recent event concerned with bureaucracy. Your opinion regarding 

Delhi secretriate Issue.  

How will you applicate your Knowledge & Experience in Civil Services. 

 

13. Gunjan Sunil Kolhe 

IIT kanpur M.Sc. Chemistry 

Hobby and interests - Dance, fitness and nutrition 

Ch- Bhosale sir 

Ch 

How did you feel entering upsc building for the first time? 

What has dance taught you? 

M1 

Give me numeric of your weight loss 

What is your fitness regime 

What kind of dances have you performed? 

Difference between kathak and bharatnatyam 

M2 

What do you expect from this interview and IAS ? 

What is good governance? 

Why did you go to kota were there no good schools in sangli? 

Why did you go to IIT, was it the institution or chemistry that attracted you? 

How will you greet someone in the night? 
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M3 

What is solid waste management? 

ARC1 AND ARC 2 what recommendations were implemented? 

M4  

What are aromatic compounds? Why are they called aromatic compounds? Name few. 

If you get a letter saying you are IAS with Mizoram cadre and another letter making you 

head of a big Dance academy which will you choose and why? 

Tell me something about Mizoram. 

What are negative aspects of RTI? 

Ch 

What is demographic dividend? 

How will you use the older generation? 

You are SP with all women police stations but still women aren't reporting crimes what 

will you do? 

How will you change the judgemental attitude of police personnel? 

 

14. LeoMessi10 

Board: Air Marshal Ajit Bhonsle 

Duration: 30-35 min 

This was my 5th Attempt, 2nd interview.  

Work-Ex: 1 year in software, currently in services 

Optional: Anthropology 

Chairman: 

1. (Chairman smiling) So tell me, are you happy to be here? 

2. I see that you are a sharpshooter. (Gestures a gun with his right hand). What are the 

qualities of a good shooter?  

[There are a couple more questions which I'm unable to recall] 

Member 1:  

1. Can you tell me about the origin of people in India? 

2. Is the debate about Aryan migration settled? 
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3. Have you heard about yellow peoples and their entry into India?  

4. I see that you are already in services. So why IAS? 

5. Have you heard about hate crimes? What do you understand by it? 

6. So do you think we are witnessing an increase in hate crimes, across the world? What 

are the reasons? 

7. If you are Deputy Commissioner, how would you prevent them? 

Member 2: 

1. Since you are a student of Anthropology, tell me what do you know about race theory. 

2. Of late, scientists have been demolishing the race theory. It is being proven that there 

are no major differences between races, and there's just one human race. What's your 

take? 

3. What social barriers do we see in our country? 

4. How should we bridge these barriers? 

5. At what level of education should we introduce this teaching of oneness? Be specific. 

Primary, secondary or higher education? 

6. In your opinion, what are the 3 things youth of our country are looking for? 

Member 3: 

1. What is mindfulness meditation? (Hobby) 

2. How did it help you in becoming a better person? 

3. Okay so you have mentioned 'deadlines'. But isn't effective work just a matter of 

sticking to tasks and ensuring that the work gets done? How does meditation come into 

the picture? 

4. (There was a long monologue that went on for 30 odd seconds. He spoke about Swachh 

Bharat, Mahatma Gandhi, Cleanliness, Toilets, Behavioral change etc etc..) And then 

asked the question: How should we inculcate change? 

5. So are incentives our only option to promote change? 

Lady Member 4 (cheerful, smiling, most affable among them all) 

1. You said a little while ago that your father inspires you. Can you elaborate? 

2. You were working at a very good company. Why did you quit it and join the civil 

service? 

3. Artificial Intelligence. Why are you interested in it? (Hobby) 
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4. Do you think that sometime in the future it will overtake human intelligence? Is that 

even desirable? 

5. Have you thought about the prospect of intelligent life elsewhere in the universe? 

6. Should we try to contact them? Stephen Hawking thinks we shouldn't. What is your 

take?  

Observations:  

The difference in quality between mock interviews and the UPSC interview is immense. 

It reflects in the quality of questions you face. 

All the members in my board were extremely cordial, incredibly patient. They never cut 

me short, listened to everything I said and only then asked the next question.  

Chairman was continuously scribbling as I spoke. Except the lady, all members were 

mostly expressionless. From their visual cues, you will not be able to discern whether 

they are perceiving your answers as unquestionable truth or absolute nonsense. 

 

15. Shriraj wani 

background- btech polymers 

hobby- watching stand up comedy 

optional- history 

bhosale sir board 

chairman 

relaxed me. told me to take my own time. we are not in hurry. 

1)why should we select you? this may not be exact question but something of that sort. 

2)what new you will bring to the system 

3)why don't you perform stand up? (watching stand up is my hobby) 

M1 

1) half a minute speech. actual question was about the perception that there is mediocrity 

and not meritocracy in system. my view was asked 

3) do you support subsidies 

4)what should be done to reduce leakages in system. 

5)how will aadhar change the scenario( I had mentioned DBT in previous answer) 

M2 
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1) 3 good qualities of an administrator 

4) is integrity not required ( I hadn't mentioned it) 

5) how Will you like the decision making process to be? I had mentioned decision 

making ability as a quality. he gave 2 options whether well thought out or quick 

3) what's the most compelling reason to visit jalgaon 

4)I said ajanta caves. he asked importance of ajanta 

5) isnt it part of our cultural heritage?  

6) should humanities/social science subjects be introduced in technical course ( I am from 

technology background) 

7)what should be those subjects?  

M3 

1) interesting question-  

there was a photoframe of gandhi on wall. So he asked me which other persons photo you 

would like to hang besides gandhi? I said nehru. then he asked me any non indian 

personality. I said abraham Lincoln. He said' that's what I wanted' 

2) he asked me whether I had studied history of Kashmir. I answered yes.  

so, he gave a situation. 

if I am asked to choose two people who will solve or be on the negotiating table for 

solving this problem.He actually asked about professional background of those people 

whether they will be journalist, diplomat etc 

m4 (lady member) 

1) she made me governor of Maharashtra and asked me how Will you develop backward 

regions of Maharashtra as a governor 

chairman again 

again situation based 

he made me chief of a task force created to solve the problem of education of children 

from nomadic tribes. he asked me to give a roadmap. 

after my answer, seemed pleased and said that you covered it very well. 

then asked me that how Will I incentives the children to remain in school. 

after my answer, added some points. to it. 

towards the end commented that I am from a very good institute. (udct Mumbai) 
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16. Murali 

M.Sc Physics, Sociology optional 

06|March Morning| last member 

Air Marshall Bhonsle 

Hobbies: Tennis, Box-office, Local politics. 

He told me that they had enough time to interview, they are not in hurry to go to lunch so 

asked me to relax and wished me all the best. 

Chairman: 

You might have faced some difficulties growing up. Tell me 3 such issues and how you 

overcame? 

M1 

So you like tennis, tell me your favourite player? And why? And in women's tennis? 

Economy is growing very good. But is everything alright? What is this unemployment 

then? How to deal with it? 

Recently there is a controversy around Pakoda, what is your take on it? 

M2 

PM visited Israel. Do you think there is divergence in our approach? 

What does this mean for our foreign policy? 

Recently Iran is also in news in India. Why? What are the projects that are taken up by 

both the countries? 

What is one amendment you want to make constitution? Do you think everything is 

alright? 

M3 

You're from Andhra. Tell me what is your take on bifurcation? Whether it benefitted or 

not? 

M4 lady 

You're interested in box office trends. Tell me what benefits the cinema have other than 

earning foreign exchange to India? 

Kashmir has been very troubled. Aspirants before you told that economic development 

would solve the issue. Do you agree? If so, what programs would solve it? 

Recently there is a viral video featuring a girl named Varrier winking to a boy. Why do 

you think it got viral? 
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Chairman 

Taking up Pakoda, we have a huge unemployment issue. How do you think we should 

deal with it? What are your priorities? 

He said ‘All the best, thank you’. I thanked everyone and returned. 

 

17. Maverick33: 

Air Marshal Bhonsle sir Board. 

CSE grad, Geo optional, 3yrs work exp., Eastern UP 

7th March. 

Started with sir's usual comforting lines..relax urself, sit more comfortably, pull chair 

forward etc etc. Think before speaking, there is pencil paper too, use that if feel like. 

Chairman sir:  

Started with please Introduce yourself.  

[ told about hometown, schools, graduation, work and then reason for leaving job and 

also included a line about why civil services]  

What difference did you observe  about womenfolk of ur hometown and clg town, 

emphasised rural areas? [ I started with urban difference that visibility of womenfolk in 

public space in hometown is relatively less; in rural areas women participation in 

agriculture is restricted in my hometown although lower caste/landless women do work, 

but in clg town rural side I saw more women in agriculture fields; women are constrained 

in decision-making in hometown and didn't see it in clg town; difference in 

progressiveness ] 

M1 :  

Why is your hometown poor? [High population and pop density so landholding is low; 

return on agri is not good, and 95% have agri occupation; coming generation youths don't 

get much opportunity due to lack of industries and service sector opportunity]  

How to increase productivity of small land holdings like of one acre? [ Focus on 

diversification, dairying, horticulture, food processing,  aqua culture, contract farming 

etc] 

Then asked, what is white revolution [ couldn't phrase properly, but talked about - drastic 

increase in milk production, based on cooperative model, whole value-chain got 

cooperatised and it helped in increasing income] 

India-nepal relation, is it going in positive direction. [ Said it is not upto the potential, 

there have been ebb and flow in the relation; currently Nepal has started using China card, 

China is making highways/Rail and dry port in Nepal; their political establishment uses 
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anti-india card for vote bank politics; India should focus more on strengthing the 

relationship] 

What advantage can India have/use for strengthening this? [ sir, 1st geographic proximity, 

for eg  in case of disasters like EQ it is India which can help better, people-people 

realtions, ethnicity, kinship relation  of Madeshi and east up//Bihar,  employment 

opportunity to Nepalese etc] 

Should we close the open border between India and Nepal? [I straightway said NO, it will 

affect their economy etc, but said if instances like drug-human trafficking/smuggling etc 

get start due to this then we should definitely look into it otherwise open border is very 

important] 

M2  

Basketball : who is your favourite player?  

Can India adopt college-basketball model - like Stanford and Harvard, where they even 

get Olympic medal [ a bit rhetoric answer, including basketball has less popularity in 

indian clg youth, court is not available is most clgs(only in big ones), and suggested if it 

gets popularized like hockey/kabaddi LEAGUE i.e. broadcasted events then we can 

definitely adopt that model] 

My job related : why India doesn't have big chip-manufacturing sector. [ Couldn't answer 

well, started with Taiwan, SK, Japan etc have already captured most export market; India 

doesn't have raw material/semiconductors; also lack of "skilled labour" --- here I did 

wrong!! He cross questioned this.. ] 

If Intel opens chip-manufacturing here, would it count as Make in India, as technology 

and capital will be theirs? [ Yes sir; land, labour would be ours, employees would get 

income/job, govt will get taxes, export will increase, would increase interest of other 

competitor and thus more FDI, employees would learn technology — and thus as happens 

in many cases, startup etc will grow for niche areas to cater Intel like units] 

Why India doesn't have as much patent as US etc, even though when same type of India-

migrant employees go there they get more patent. [ Talked about - here graduates do not 

prefer RnD/PhD and mostly focus on big paying placements after bachelor degree, and 

industry-academia collaboration is less; secondly as in my company for patent work one 

needs to devote extra time and it sometime affects normal work output, and not thus not 

much encouraging among employees ] 

M3 : 

What is the difference between jugaad and innovation? [ Jugaad is frugal Innovation 

which mostly focuses on short-term improvisation, whereas Innovation focuses on 

making it more commerically viable, scalable etc ] 

How to tap up this potential of Indian jugaad to create innovation? [ More collaboration 

with industry-academia-government , more funding and other support ] 

What is the meaning of your middle name? 
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So, you are a student of geography, tell me 3 importance of Africa to India. [ I said, it is 

important source of material resources including copper; oil in sudan/Nigeria etc,. Then 

said Africa has about 53 countries and their help is important for reforming multilateral 

institutions like UN reform where 2/3rd majority of UNGA is needed, also said it is 

important for maritime security.] 

He asked one more? [ Sir, Africa is going to be a very big market, and India can increase  

trade and export to it just like China has alread started]. He said "yes,i wanted to hear 

this" 

A big case study,. Tldr;  situation is , My car -- A bus -- next car with wobbling tire. You 

overtook the bus from wrong side, went to wobbling car, fixed the issue, came back. Then 

when the bus reaches to you, the driver and conductor came out shouting and about to hit 

you for overtaking from wrong side. How will you Protect yourself? [ Sir since they are 

two and I'm one, I'll use emotional argument and will shout "yeah, go on hit me once or 

twice, but do you know why I did this? I saved someone's life. Do you know that 

wobbling tyre can also happen to your bus, and you are traveling with 50passengers, I 

hope you realise the importance of saving life!! Etc etc.."] 

M4 : 

Should the  process patent be allowed, like product patent? I asked whether I have to 

answer for pharmaceutical or in general... 

[ Definitely mam, process is as important as product, if we don't appreciate process 

innovation and give royalty to the creator then it will lead to loss of innovation and 

creativity. We can take help of evergreening prohibition and compulsory licencing 

sections for frivolous patent.. //although these two are about product patent imo// :/ ] 

Algorithm! How will you use it for preventing/catching bank fraud [ I gave big answer, 

about how we can now have algorithms which can exactly copy human intelligence in the 

form of AI, I said we humans as an Auditor, regulator, supervisor use steps like data 

analysis, pattern finding, balance sheet analysis etc; algorithms can do this in much larger 

scale, more efficiently. So by using big data algorithm, finding credit/earning mismatch, 

patterns etc we can analyse it better.. ] she was visibly satisfied, as mam repeated "yes by 

pattern finding!" 

Chairman sir again  -  

India - SL relation :  big intro, like this Prez vs previous Prez and their relation with India, 

and  since China got the strategic Hambantota project, what lever does India have? [ After 

FTA,. SL trade with India has increased, and by increasing this and supplementing it with 

next level of SERVICES/professionals Liberalization we can help SL. They need 

doctors/engineers and we have plenty of it.  When their trade with India as a percent of 

their GDP rises they will have more interest in this relationship.  

By providing scholarships to their graduates in important educational institutions like IITs 

nits etc. 

By leveraging cultural aspect, Tamil, Buddhism etc. ] 
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After demise of last CM of TamilNadu, do you think now Tamil issue can be solved 

easily? [ I didn't know exactly, but said Jayalalitha's demand and SL civil war and its 

repercussions coincidenced; but now there is normal situation in N and East SL so 

anyway it now won't affect much. Plus our demand of constitutional amendment and 

more devolution of power to local provincial bodies has been accepted ] 

Is India doing anything for this in SL? [ Yes sir, don't know exactly but Affordable 

housing scheme, and other social infrastructures are being build by Indian assistance] 

 

18. Bhaskar Jyoti: 

My interview Experience  

Brief Introduction about myself- I am Bhaskar Jyoti, a doctoral research fellow at 

Jawaharlal Nehru University. Prior to doing PhD I did Bsc (H) Chemistry from ARSD 

College, University of Delhi and MA in Political Science from IGNOU. Originally 

hailing from Saharsa, Bihar but had my senior secondary education in Bokaro Steel City, 

Jharkhand.  

My interview was on 05/03/2018 in the afternoon session. I was really very frightened 

about facing the interview because in last 2-3 mock interviews the experts had advised me 

to look calm and stress free and keep smiling all through my interview, which according 

to them I was not doing during my mock interviews. The stress of good presentation was 

augmented by the apprehension of getting so called unfavorable boards. However, when 

the attendant announced that we were allocated Bhonsale Sir’s board, I took a deep breath 

and thanked Mahadev for being kind to me because he was known to be soft spoken and 

kind to candidates. I was the second person to go for interview. The first person who went 

inside took fairly enough time, so, my anxiety level was increasing with every passing 

minute. I was in apprehension that since the first guy had already spent significant time, 

so I might see a reduction in my allocated time. While waiting outside the interview 

room, the guard told me that since you are from Bihar and Bhonsale sir had recently been 

to Gaya for offering Pind dan to his parents so he might ask you questions from Gaya. 

Then he told me there is a lady member inside the room who was an IAS officer and she 

is very strict. His words were compounding my anxiety level, I told him okay leave about 

the board, tell me where are you from and how do you see election results of north east, 

then he went on explaining how the lotus had bloomed in Tripura and I got chance to 

smile as well as relax.  

Finally the bell rang and I was asked to go inside and my ordeal had begun. Contrary to 

the mock interview settings, the chairman was sitting in front of me and two members 

were sitting on both the lateral side of king size table. After wishing the members, 

Chairman asked me to sit in the chair. I was smiling in between. He asked me to sit 

comfortably and stick my back to the chair. He specifically asked me to sit deep into the 

chair and then pull the chair little forward, I did as instructed by him. Then the 

conversation began, the account of which is described below in the conversation format. 

Chairman (Ch)- Bhaskar, you are a suitable candidate for this service, we want you to be 

here. We will have interaction with you and will try to know your opinion on various 
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subjects in next few minutes. You can speak in Hindi as well English, you can even mix 

the two languages, there is no problem, feel comfortable. There is a page and pencil in the 

bag, take it out and you can use it in framing your answer. 

Me- Ok sir, I took out the paper and pencil from the bag, kept smiling. 

Chairman- Bhaskar you are a smiling personality, is it natural or you are intentionally 

smiling? 

Me- Sir its natural. Lady member, yes it seems to be natural. 

Ch- Bhaskar we were seeing your DAF, you did BSc and then moved to some other 

subject, its interesting, could you explain the transition? 

Me- gave the answer 

Ch- you have the hobby of creative writing? When did you develop this hobby? 

Me- Sir, during college days used to participate in creative writing competitions and from 

there I developed the hobby of writing poems. 

Ch- asked few more questions, I am unable to recall now, then he asked the lady member 

to continue. 

M1 (Lady member)- Bhaskar, do you know there is a finance commission in our country 

which is appointed every 5 years 

Me- yes Mam 

M1- Is there any constitutional provision for its establishment? 

Me- yes mam, article 280 of our constitution mandates the formation of planning 

commission. 

M1- Yes, good. There has been an important change after the recommendation of last 

finance commission, do you have any idea? 

Me- Yes mam, the process of devolution of fund to the states has cha nged after the 

recommendation of finance commission and it has increased from 32% to 42% 

M1- yes, there has been a significant change after this, can you say what it is? 

Me- Mam, earlier the devolution of funds to the states were partly under the control of 

planning commission and states always had dissatisfaction towards the disbursement of 

fund, now the finance commission fixed some criteria like forest cover, population 

(intervention of M1)… 

M1- These were there earlier also..what new has happened.. 

Me- I tried to say something again, but she herself explained that now the centre’s control 

over devolution of fund has ended. (she wanted to hear these words) 

M1- Okay, now I will ask you some question from political science. 
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Me- Thought in my mind that now the bad time starts…was really afraid which theory or 

thinker will she ask about.. 

M1- The government has done lot of thing to improve the economy in last year, among 

them GST was one important thing, do you think is it going to benefit the economy.. 

Me- (I was so happy from within I cannot explain you because I was expecting some core 

political science question and she ended with a normal GS question. I felt relaxed and 

then answered.). Yes mam, GST will benefit our economy on three fronts a) benefit to the 

consumers b) benefit to the business entities c) benefit to the government and explained 

few points under each heading. 

M1- ok and then she indicated towards member 2. 

M2- He asked me few questions but I am not able to recall but one question that I recall 

was- Bhaskar, can you name some neighbours with whom we have very good relation 

and other neighbours with whom we have bad relation? 

Me- Sir we have exemplary relation with one of the Himalayan kingdom, Bhutan but our 

relation with other Himalayan Kingdom Nepal has deteriorated in recent times, besides 

Nepal we have tensed relation with Maldives also. 

M2- and not with Pakistan? 

Me- Yes sir, sorry I forgot to take the name of Pakistan. 

M2-Bhaskar, if one is posted as an IAS what characteristics or traits should he have and 

do you think you have those traits? 

Me- Sir one should have the leadership quality, team work spirit, empathy, honesty etc 

and I have developed these traits over the years. 

M2- Oh you have already developed these traits… 

Me- Sir, I mean I have tried to develop these traits …. 

M2- Okay, where do you think you have shown your leadership skill? 

Me- I am the president of JNU mithila manch and JNU creative writing club, both these 

bodies hold regular meetings which are attended by 200-300 members. Being the 

President of these clubs I have led them….(interruption) 

M2 asked me some more questions but I don’t know why I have forgotten those 

questions.. 

M3- Bhaskar, farmers are in distress in our country, do you agree and why are they in 

distress? 

Me- Yes sir, farmers are in distress but the reason of distress is different in different 

regions of India. We had two subsequent years of draught because of el nino so because 

of draught situation farmers were in distress in Marathawada and Vidarbh region in 

regions like Bihar, there is issue of perennial flood…(interruption) 
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M3- ok, so have we done anything for perennial flood? 

Me- Sir, the government has started the river linking scheme but I don’t think river 

linking will help control flood situation in Bihar, flood can be controlled in Bihar by 

making dams….(interruption)  

M3- But Nepal has objections towards building of dams? What is the problem in building 

dams? 

Me- Sir, a large is submerged under dams, so Nepal has reservations against building 

dam. 

M3- then what alternative is there? 

Me- Sir, other than building dams, diversion of river water into irrigation canal can be 

done, and Indian government and Nepal govt has reached upon the MOU to divert the 

water of Son Kosi river to Kamla Balan. Sir embankments should be made all across the 

length of the river. It is necessary to reduce the vulnerability of flood, to do that people 

living in embankment area should be evacuated and there should be proper coordination 

between NDRF and SDRF. 

M4- Bhaskar, you 

 

Interview Transcripts 2018, [07.03.18 20:25] 

have studied in European Studies. 

Me- yes sir, I will ask you some question from Europe. There have been referendums and 

elections in west European countries recently. What impact do they have on Europe? 

Me- Sir, the referendum in Catalonia was for secession from Spain and the 2014 

referendum in Scotland was for the independence of Scotland from the UK. However at 

that time UK was part of EU, so the majority voted for being the part of UK but after 

Brexit the scenario has changed and the second referendum in Scotland being planned is 

for independence. As far as elections are concerned, there were elections in Germany, 

France and Italy and in all these countries there has been an emergence of far right parties 

and euroskeptic parties. German parliament is running in hung condition for last 5 months 

because Angela Merkel was not able to find a coalition partner. There has been an 

increasing hate sentiment towards immigration… 

M4 asked some follow up question on France and Germany,   I am not able to recall 

precisely. 

M4- Bhaskar, you play badminton? 

Me- Yes Sir 

M4- Why has badminton grown very rapidly in recent years? 

Me- Sir, Badminton is a fitness game. India has grown from generation X to generation Y 

and the next generation is looking beyond studies. Since badminton does not require 10-
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12 players it can been played between as less as 2 players so it has developed as a popular 

game among housing societies. Government is also incentivizing this game. Medals in 

Olympic are motivating youths especially the girls to take this game as a career 

opportunity. States like Haryana are running schemes like “Padak lao pad pao”, so all 

these together has helped this game to become popular. 

M4- ok, there is a UK based model of education and another is US based. In first model 

elementary education is imparted free of cost while in the other upto phd education is 

free, do you think India should also adopt such model? 

Me – Sir, the preamble of our constitution says India is a sovereign socialist democratic 

republic, in a socialist country welfare is the prime objective of a government. India has 

huge demographic dividend, 60% of our population is young. If we want to reap the 

benefit of this demography then we need to skill and educate our youth. Article 21a of 

constitution already has elementary education as fundamental right, only the elementary 

education would not help this country grow, so we should move ahead and avail cheap 

education at higher level, then only youth would write the epoch of country’s 

development. 

M4- ok, should there be vocational education? 

Me- yes sir 

Chairman – Bhaskar you must be a debator.. 

Me- Yes sir, I used to debate during my college days. 

Ch- do you think our education system promotes creativity? 

Me- Sir earlier the focus was on rot learning but the scenario has changed now, both 

public and govt schools are taking initiative to develop creativity. Students from Kendriya 

Vidayalaya and Navodaya go for exchange program from one zone to another and 

participate in debate, painting competitions etc. Recently I saw a video on social media 

where students were learning tables of 2/3 by singing it in chorus and dancing on its tune, 

thus new ideas are being developed. 

Ch- you were talking about demographic dividend, do you think commercialization of 

education should be there? 

Me- yes sir, there is nothing wrong in commercialization of education however it should 

be regulated, so that masses can afford the education. 

Ch- How will you promote vocational education? 

Me- sir the government should…(interruption) 

Ch- Bhaskar, government should have done many things in last 70 years but it has not 

done, what you will do tell us..think and then speak  

Me- Sir, I will allow private players to invest in education sector, spending under 

corporate social responsibility should be obligated and some foreign universities are 
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trying to open their branches in India but the govt is not allowing them to open, they 

should come and open their branches. 

Ch- so do you think, a university of Finland will open a branch in your Saharsa? 

Me 

- sir, Bihar has huge rate of migration for education, if they could open a branch it would 

be so good, even if not in Saharsa atleast in the capital city Patna. 

Ch- Ok Bhaskar your interview is over. 

 

19. Tom Billa: 

Name:  what's there in that? 

MA economics, worked in analytics, currently teaching in a college 

Maharashtra 

Board: Bhosale Sir 

Last to go in morning session 

Duration: 40 minutes  

CM:welcome to the interview. 

U have done this ...then this...and now doing the most noble work that is teaching....u 

have studied from Gokhale institute...which is a highly prestigious.... U r from 

economics, that is humanities....these day wen we see mostly engineers around it's good 

to see a humanities background Candidate... 

So prima facie we find you suitable for this job.... So let's begin 

Be comfortable. U can use the paper and the pencil to jot down the points before 

answering. And believe me those who did this, have performed better. 

Tell me how your work experience at xxxx analytics and at xxx college will help you as 

an administrator. 

What do you do to make students speak up? 

(Picked from my answer) 

M3: states competing to attract fdi. Good or bad 

Competition or collaboration. What is needed. 

Dealing with terminally ill patients. What are the issues involved. 

M2: have you seen antarjali yatra 
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( This bong uncle was weird) 

I said no....then he told me...it's a movie starring Shatrughan Sinha... Who is a 

Chandal....u r posted as a sdm in a very remote and backward dist ....there is a block with 

high concentration of chandals...the DM has given u the task of mainstreaming the 

chandals...tell me the three things u will do 

Tell me about educational institutions in Pune. 

There's no IIT IIM in Pune. Isn't it  injustice 

No IIM in entire maharashtra. Which is industrially developed. Isn't it injuatice 

Doesn't maharashtra always get step motherly treatment from centre 

Rank in descending order the three most powerful heads of state/govt in the world right 

now. 

( I replied mr. Trump, mr. Namo , mr. Xi jinping) 

Trump is fine, why modi at no 2 ... Why not xi 

M1 (she looked exactly like Indira Gandhi jee ) 

Pune is blah blah blah. 

Tell me some concepts of economics which can be applied to town planning and how. 

(Only one question... She asked followups on my points) 

M4: 

Why farmers in Maharashtra commit suicide? 

GM crops , what should be done? 

Problems with Bt. Cotton. 

Is sugarcane suitable for maharashtra? 

What needs to be done? 

Farm loan waiver. Your views? 

Chairman: so we come to the end of the interview. You are from xxx district. Tell me 

about tribals in your district. 

Have you visited a tribal hamlet? 

Do you know any tribal personally? 

What are the different tribes? 

Imr is high in tribals of your district. As a DM what all will you do? 
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Ok. Hope you enjoyed . Thank you 

Me: Thank you sir. Should I keep this paper here or take it along with me? 

Thank you sirs. Mam 

Note: 

Bhosale sir has honey on his tongue and so do all his panelists. 

It seems the strategy is to make candidate super comfortable so that he reveals his true 

self/biases/ etc 

 

20. Dhruv 

Interview date - 8th March 

Air marshal Ajit Bhosle sir board 

Sociology optional 

Hobbies - football and amateur astronomy 

First to go(morning session) 

Ch - Dhruv you are suitable candidate for the services, well built well dressed and with 

qualification, now with a line of questions we'll affirm our faith so be comfortable and 

take out the pencil and paper. 

Ch - today is a important day, what day is celebrated today internationally? 

Why is it celebrated? 

What do you mean by empowerment? 

Indian cricket team is on a winning spree and people say it's because of the captain, What 

do you think? (Not my hobby) 

So you say team is important too? 

M1 : what are the security challenges for India as nation? 

Interrupted in between- what are non state actors? 

Don't you think Pakistan uses the excuse of non state actors to perpetuate terrorism and 

achieve its own agenda? 

If you are the DM of a district facing high incidence of stone pelting what would you do 

to reduce such instances within 6 months? 

What's AFSPA? What do mean by extraordinary situation? 
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There is lot of migration to cities like Delhi which leads to huge pressure on 

infrastructure, what do you say is the right approach to solve this problem? 

M2 - did you watch the yesterday's match ( referring to Juventus vs Tottenham)( I hadn't 

so I said no , he told me the score then) 

Tell me Dhruv, the role of psu in India after independence. 

Don't you think they outlived their utility in today's world? 

But these organisations have mandate to serve the poor man and operate in remote 

location where private sectors don't naturally operate so won't it be unfair to just compare 

private and public sector on the scale of balance sheet? 

So AIIMS and Apolo hospital should seen through same parameters? 

M3 - so Dhruv, talking about empowerment, we often say empowerment is coequivalent 

to access to information, do you agree? 

I see that you did your 12th in 2009 and graduated in 2014, was there a year gap and 

why? 

M4- how old is women's day? 

What was USA's role in International women's day? 

Tell me three things you didn't like about the budget? 

You have to build a reservoir in a area where a very ancient temple stands which is dear 

to the residents of the area, how will you proceed? 

Ch- why don't you write Sharma after your name? Why is it just dhruv?  

Why is pole star called pole star? 

Oh, so after some time the current pole star won't be the one above north pole? 

So right now it's exactly above north pole? 

Dhruv you are the goalie and penalty shootout is going on, with score of 4-4, it's the last 

penalty and you are defending,the shooter can shoot with both legs, what would be your 

approach? 

Thank you, your interview is over. All the best and have a good day!! 

This is all I can remember, the board of Bhosle sir is I think one of the most cordial one, 

they make you completely comfortable and all the panelist are responsive to your answers 

and are looking at you when you answer. 

Had a few laughs with the board members in there too. 

So all in all a very good experience. 

All the best to the candidates going for the interview. 
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21. BullsEye: 

(Loosely worded): 

Board: Air Marshall Ajit Bhonsale 

Optional : Law 

(friendly conversation for few seconds followed by questions) 

1. Chairman: 

President of India had in his republic day referred to two aspects in law. He had said 

about rule of law and the rule by law." 

What do you understand by these two terms. 

M1: 

2. What is 3 C? Do you think they are a hindrance to the efficient functioning of the 

system? 

3. You must have read todays newspaper report on Aaarushi Talwar Case and CBIs 

decision to go for appeal.? What do you think about it? Do you think they should go for 

appeal?.  

M2: 

4. With just a chicken neck insufficient to deploy armed forces, and looming threat of 

China at Arunachal Pradesh, its likely tomorrow China will take over Nagaland, Manipur 

and whole of NE. Our Armed forces have very limited access to these areas due to high 

challenges. How do you think India would address these situations ? 

M3:  

5. I have an idea regarding huge pendency in Supreme Court. Lets distribute the cases 5 

each among the law students, teachers, interns, young lawyers and ask them to resolve the 

situation and then hand over cases to Supreme Court. We would be able to close cases in 

a matter of few days. What do you think about it? 

6.  Can you name some of the women leaders in south Asia? 

Follow up- Why despite political leadership, women hasnt been empowered? Why does 

this situation exist? 

M4: 

7. Assuming you are a head of Municipal Corporation, how will you promote Urban 

farming? 

8. Can you tell us why IBC has come into place? How is its functioning? 

Chairman: (Last Q): 
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9. As we started with President quote, lets end with President quote itself. "I have always 

found that mercy bears richer fruits than strict justice as said by Abraham Lincoln. What 

do you think about it? Can you suggest something from your own personal experience 

about this situation? 

 

22. Ajay: 

12th march: 

Bhosle sir board 

First to go in morning  

Ch: what's your height? 

2. Headlines of today? 

3. Reasons for PM's preference for younger ias officers at backword districts? 

4. Why not state civil servants? 

M1: 

1. Favourate pub ad topics? 

2. How will you handle mobs? 

3. Curfew?  

4. Long question on padmavat, something related to literature was also invoved, asked me 

to establish link between 3 things?( couldn't understand,  said sorry sir) 

M2: 

1. Bcci issues,  cricket reforms disussion and issues, spot fixing 

2. How is eligible for aadhar enrolment?  Only indian ? 

3. Criteria for foreigners?  

M3: 

1. Issues with backward and tribal districts and your strategy to resolve? 

2. What about education in those areas? 

M4: 

1. Tell about famous Gandhis?(daf) 

2. Ideals usefull in civil services of Gandhi ji? 

3. How will you handle violent protests?  
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4. What will you do if your subordinates are not listening to you in case of violent 

protest? 

Ch: 

Suppose you are advisor of North korean head of state, how will you brief him for 

meeting with usa president?  

M1: 

Role of china, iran, saudi etc in above meeting?  

Few questions i might have missed! 

Board was expression less and cordial  

 

23. UNKNOWN 

Board- Bhosale sir 

Time- 25-30 min 

Optional- PSIR 

Work- Assistant PF Commissioner 

Hobbies- Teaching and Wathching Films 

CP- So Aniket in next 25-30 min we will try to check ur suitability for the civil services. 

However u already look suitable from ur DAF. Graduation from Fergusson working as 

Assistant PF Commissioner. But we would like to know ur personality and u have to help 

us in tht. Use pen and paper, think ur answer and then tell us.  

CP- U r intrested in teaching. Then he explained about coaching classe and their 

disadvantage. Then he said as Secretary of Education Dept in Maharashtra wht will u do 

to address the issue.  

M1-  

U play cricket. Tell me whether batsman can be stumed out on no ball? 

How many no balls are allowed in the over? ( I said no such limit he said only one no ball 

is allowed.I didn't argue) 

How will u rate our relation with neighbouring countries and then follow up question on 

why such rating?  

China is building roads in our neighbouring countries then why not India? What is the use 

of buying defence equipment if we can not use it? 

Do u know a govt scheme announced by PM regarding the same? 
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M2- 

What is EPF,PPF and GPF? And the difference? 

How the fund is managed in EPFO?  

Whta is the investment pattern? 

M3-  Lady Member 

What are the member's grievances regarding PF? 

What is the biggest one? 

Suppose u r posted in parent ministry what change u will make to bring down the 

grievances? Tell me two changes 

Where will u like to work apart from Banglore? I said anywhere mam. Then she asked 

tell me one place then i said i will like to go to Pune.The she smiled. 

M4-  

What are the two oldest scripts and two oldest languages in the world? 

Regarding EPFO what are the ways to know the balances? 

How ur website is working? 

Tell me about Nehru's foreign policy? Ur comment on the same 

CP- Suppose ur posted as Collector of Raigad district(my home disrtict) what changes u 

will like to bring? Just tell the areas. 

Which movies u have watched and liked? 

U said newton? What is the biggest flaw in that character? 

What is ur plan now? 

I said i will have lunch now. 

He asked what will u have in lunch? 

I said i have not decided yet i will go and decide. 

Ok what u prefer veg or non veg? So tht we can suggest. 

i said non veg? He asked u r very hungry or u can travel? I said i cam travel not much 

hungry.Then he said go to the pundakar road. Thr r some restaurants where u can get 

good nonveg.He also guided me how to go thr. 

 

24. Anuj: 
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Board : Bhosale Sir 

Mech engg, Maharashtra, IPS, history optional 

Ch : get comfy, you already are in IPS, so your mettle has already been proven, we just 

want to see your functional suitability. 

History, make case that marathas did not lose in battle of panipat 

M1 : difference between quality control and quality assurance 

Ashok, akbar, british india, and post independent India, tell me how India got eroded 

(didn't understand the question fully) how Eastern part of the country was lost 

M2 : public outburst of 4 senior SC judges, right or wrong? 

Lawyers go on strike often and are violent, what do they achieve (again vaguely worded) 

Cases transferred from state police to CBI, why? And yet investigation by CBI continues 

to be poor. 

M3 : Make in India - why? What steps are taken by the government to attract foreign and 

domestic investors? 

World economic forum - what is it? What parameters do they use for bringing out 

reports? 

M4 : why IAS? IN CG, what steps would you take to bring about holistic development of 

health, edu and finances of your district in first 5 years? Ground reality is that people 

want to leave and just go to Raipur. 

What do you think of this panel?  

Ch : what is responsibility? What is your plan for the day? 

I said I'll go and meet a few friends to which M2 asked about routine in NPA, which 

Cadre I got. Chairman interrupted and said "Interview is over". 

P.S. very cordial board, no grilling whatsoever. Seems their thrust is on DAF. 

 

25. Ashis Mittal 

Hobbies – Carrom, Cricket and Mythology – Indian.  

Educational background – CA, CS, B.com 

Currently – Manager at RBI 

Bhonsle Sir Board 
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Started with his usual calming speech. You are suitable – and in the next 30 mins we 

would like to know your personality. U can sit with your back resting on the chair, that 

way you will be more comfortable. U can write on the paper to organise ur thoughts. 

Chairman –  

Q) So if I give you 1% wealth of Arcelor Mittal, would you take it? 

Q) Has NABARD achieved its objectives? 

Q) How long did Swami Vivekananda stayed at Belurmath? (Daf Based – in Address) 

M1 

Q) Role of RBI in PNB scam 

Q) Role of CAs, especially in corruption 

Q) You have done so may things and then are preparing for civil services. Wouldn’t 

graduation have -not sufficed? 

Q) Sterlite Industries involved in a scam. (DAF – holding company of Vedanta) – Was 

not aware of such a scam. 

M2 (This part was very bad) 

Q) What is Nation Building? 

Q) Difference between Nation Building and Nation Development? 

Q) GST – How will you establish accountability? (Did not understand what he wanted) 

Q) What will u do as a Civil Servant? Told him about IAS – Education.  

Q) Some innovative thing which you would adopt to improve education? 

M3 

Q) Where would you like to be posted? Told Home state 

Q) District? Told Home District 

Q) What is the one problem there? How will you solve it? Cross questions on this.  

Q) RBI’s decision on LoU banning. Is it a kneejerk reaction? 

M4 

Q) Role of overseas branch in PNB case. 

Q) RBI as a banker’s bank. What is the role? 

Q) After FRDI Bill, wont it get diluted?  

Q) RBI’s inspection in PNB scam? Issues. Told them that I was not aware. 
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Chairman 

Q) What is the purpose of education? Told him intellectual development for social 

upliftment 

Q) Swami Vivekanada said that the purpose of education is to bring out the good already 

there in u? What did he mean by this? 

Thank You. 

 

26. Karthik R 

Bhonsle board 

Optional- Geography 

Graduation- Electronics and communication engg 

Don't know how useful this can be because most of them were based on my DAF... 

Chairman- 

-How close are education and creativity in the schools? Are they going together? If not 

what is to be done? 

Member 1- 

-Do you know reliance fresh? How is its business model? 

-What is a microwave? What is its frequency range? 

-Is the frequency range fixed or variable for various purposes and also according to the 

countries? 

-Can we use radar in space? 

Member 2- 

-Why is Kerala forward in many indices compared to other states? 

-Make a short film on an issue concerning both Kerala and other states. 

-Make a short film on any parameter wrt human development index, the issue should be a 

concern to both Kerala and other states. 

-What is your opinion regarding the recent death of the person in attapady? 

-What is the tribal to non tribal ratio at attapady? 

-Has the harmony of Kerala society been affected by the recent death? 

Member 3- 
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-Some very long question on some incident in Kerala which I didn't understand, so said 

I'm not aware of that incident 

- What is crafting counterfeit foliage? 

-How do you lay optic fibre - underground or with the help of poles? Which is better if 

we want to lay it up to Leh? 

-What is Kumarakom famous for? What is responsible tourism? 

Member 4- 

-What does Karthik mean? 

-What is the other name by which Kerala is known? And why so? 

-Why Alleppey called Venice of the East? 

-How is the condition of the backwaters there? 

-How houseboats cause pollution? 

-Is corruption less in Kerala? 

Chairman- 

-U had missed a point when u said about Alleppey, the food there... 

-Why is Karimeen (pearl spot) so special compared to other fish in India? 

Your interview is over. 

 

27. Ash Singh: 

Date  : 14th march, afternoon session 

Board :Ajit Bhosale sir  

Bihar 

Btech : CSE, NIT Durgapur 

Hobbies : chess, warfare stories,weapons, pranayam 

Entered the room , wished everyone. 

Chairman Sir :  

Please come in , sit comfortably like you sit while doing pranayam and if you want you 

can keep hands on table as well. ( :).. Sir was most cordial through out) 

— We have a "shanka" regarding your name. PLease remove our shanka.(I explained the 

meaning). 
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— what news chanels do you watch ?  

— Do you get sleep at night if you donot watch news debates ? :D (answered that I donot 

have any obsession but I watch for both entertainment and knowledge) 

— what was the last book you read on modern warfare? 

M1:  

1. how do you define modern warfare? 

2. what should India not import all the defense equipments from abroad? 

3. what transfer of technology? 

4. Tell about Ruy Lopez opening. If it is penetrative enough?(answered) 

5. Tell about evolution of digital.  (told about representation in 0s and 1s) 

 counter question : digital vs binary (GOt confused and horror story began) 

6. digital vs analog. (Most horrible part of interview) 

  — went blank for few seconds and could not answer even after a hint. 

7. what is e-governance? how will you implement it? (was prepared and answered is 

satisfactorily) 

M2: 

1. Dont you think with e-governance there would be risks of theft and cyberfrauds? 

2. Is pub culture degrading culture of bengaluru? 

3. of late accidents are increasing. reasons? 

  — I asked for clarification if it is about bengaluru? 

  — answered about increasing vehicles , but insufficeint improvement in road designs 

and capacity. 

  — again I asked if he was referring to any recent hike? (I felt bad about asking for 

clarification again) 

4. If road rage is also one cause? 

  — again got confused with exact meaning and told road rage occurs after accidents. 

  — then it triggered to me that its about aggressive driving on roads. Then I corrected it 

and gave one more reason. 

  — He was not very convinced with my answering approach. 

M3.  
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1. what is the business model of Paytm? 

2. what symbols of security are available on an internet browser? (Could tell only one) 

  — He kept saying, you are a computer science engineer, that is why I am asking. 

3. Number of steel plants in Durgapur(Again could tell about only one, though there are 

2) 

  — He said: you have lived for 4 years in Durgapur , you must know. 

M4 

1. Most dominant community in Silvassa?(answered)--> Current residence. 

2. Situational question : How would you implement adhaar linkage in your district? cost-

benefit analysis. While answering she kept changing her question in round about manner 

and was trying to put me under pressure. (She didnot look satisfied) 

Chairman Sir: 

Gave a big smile again. I smiled back. 

1. Mauritius has raised the stakes high, an official has compared the internal emergency 

situation to J&K issue. As foreign secy what would you advise? 

  — I corrected him that the statement has been from Maldives and not MAuritius.  

  — I said I would not advise direct intervention. 

2. why should we not choke Maldives like we did to Nepal?(answered) 

— He looked satisfied and said Good. 

After saying Thank you , he said ki "tum bach gaye" —-> Dont know what he meant. 

Next he asked what are your plans for the Day? 

— answered will watch the movie "Aiyarri". 

— He asked the meaning of the word and actors.(could not answer ).. but other members 

pitched in to explain him and it appeared that it was a casual conversation ..but dont 

know. 

Comments : THe board was cordial, but I feel I put myself under pressure and messed up 

in a couple of questions. 

 

28. Sachin H: 

March 16 afternoon 

Air Marshal Bhonsle Sir, 

Karnataka 

Mech engineer 
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Optional Literature 

1 year Job  

1st one to go. 

 

Chairman 

Makes you comfortable by asking you to be calm,to take time before speaking and use 

paper if need be(Calm your nerves in time slot) 

1. There's talk on inclusiveness everywhere. What according to you is inclusiveness(Long 

question) 

2. why should we even worry about it 

3. what fraternity has anything to do with Fraternity 

(he himself tells what's the relationship after my answer and passes Baton) 

 

M1 

1.When did this idea to join civil service came to you? 

2.Have you heard of Stealth mode. what mechanism? 

3. explain your engineering project 

4. what is MPFI(Multi point Fuel Injection) system 

5. Your academics is so good, why don't you join as faculty?(Unsatisfied with reason) 

6. what emission standard Euro has now 

7. whats India standard in it? What pollutanats do we target 

 

M2(Lady) 

1. What is special about your place(It's in western Ghats) 

2. which Hydropower project is near your place? 

3. So tell me there's always a friction about building dam and lose of livelihood and 

forest. What you think? 

4. (as I started with thers a conflict between development and environment she cut me 

short) don't give me theory. Tell me ther are people who loose livelihood and people who 

loose land. Don't they? 

5. (Yes ma'am. The dam issue was taken up by two committee as well...cut me short) I 

know the committee, But my question is they have marked some areas as sensitive..what's 

it called? 

6. yes, that's what. So they say not build anything here. Is it a good policy or bad 

policy(Not good) 

7. why a bad policy? 

8. tell me how may people were rehabilitated? How much area was submerged, what 

percentage of reforestation has happened? (Didn't know- 60 year old project) 

 

M3(Smiling mostly) 

1. So u said your town is famous of rafting? So there were case of people falling and 

never rescued(Said- Not the case- I have fallen and I'm alive - All laughs) 
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2. Okay. Then I'll ask about other question. Engineering project based. 

3. whats a sonnet(DAF) 

Follow ups on it 

4. Should we electrify our trains or not? And why(yes to reduce emission, but in revenue 

generation lines only) 

5. But electrification source is again coal..how will we be solving it 

6. whats the diesel produced to consumed ratio of India  

 

M4 

1.What's Guntur famous for?(DAF) 

2.Heard the movie amazing China? What's it about 

3. A talk on creating Revoking passports of wilful defaulter is on cards. What's your 

views 

4. whats WTO case of USA on India that was in news today 

5. on which Rule of WTO? What's the conditions for applying that rule? 

6. blood donation , organiser or Donor 

7. how many times blood donated 

8. whats the gap between two donation 

9. the CoA has ordered something to BCCI today..what's it? WhY? 

 

C 

1. I'll ask about IR. Which country u want(no preference) 

2. no tell me? (Indo China) the two countries should work together..Wht they keep 

fighting between themselves( out of many reason mentioned China Pak axis) 

3. Why should we worry about China - Pak. Let them have any relation 

4. China can use Pak as tool. Is it?Are there any other way China will be interested in 

Pakistan? 

5. (situation) You are a DM of Arid region of Karnataka and drought has hit - ordered to 

auction a poor man's land- he says he'll self-immolate himself if auctioned- what will you 

do? 

6. Higher authority says, Auction it. Now tell me what will u do? 

 

Thank you, interview is over. 

Observation: If you are the first one, the chair in bhonsle Sir cabin is heavy. Pull lightly ot 

lift it up. 

 

 

29. Unknown 

Background - dual degree IIT Kgp civil engineering + environmental engineering 

hobbies - dramatics, astronomy 

Anthro 

Bhonsale sir board 
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15.03.18 

 

Started out with a lecture on how I will know the answer to the questions I am being 

asked, I just have to give the appropriate answer  

Ch - why civil services after doing so many things? What motivates you? 

 

M1 - what do you mean by public service? 

M1 - (follow up) what you said is an advert for IAS what about other services are they all 

consolation prizes? 

M1 - aren't all citizens serving the country in one form or the other? 

M1 - when people blame the civil services for all their problems are they right? 

M1 - if there is a traffic jam and you have a meeting with the pm would you use your 

siren to by pass it? ( Long winded question but this was the gist as I understood it ) 

M1 - should citizens give up some rights for country? 

 

M2 - what is RERA and it's aims? 

M2 - which states haven't implemented RERA? What about west Bengal? 

M2 - coal mines and pros and cons of open cast and underground mines? 

M2 - the name of the lamp to detect methane in coal mines 

M2 - what all did you study under Anthropology? 

M2 - urban planning and cities (can't remember exactly) 

 

M3 - the Delhi masterplan and what the issues? 

M3 - should rules be changed to accommodate the demand? 

M3 - what to do about unauthorised colonies and the master plan? 

 

M2 - if a building is built 100 years ago flouting the masterplan of that time, would you 

seal it ? 

 

M2 - some joke/story of lamb and wolf and water and something and my opinion on it 

 

M3 - the RBI has banned the letters of credit, what impact will it have on traders? 

M3 - there are other sources of getting credit why not utilise them? 

 

M4 - where to put pressure on egg and not to break it at same time? Draw diagram 

M4 - where is this applied in civil engineering 

M4 - what is iso 14000  

M4 - do you know about A, B, C? ( Names of people I can't remember and I have never 

heard of) 

 

Ch - what foreign affairs topic should I ask? 

Ch - India Bangladesh recent agreement? 

Ch - why can't there be a land swap with China? 

 

Ch - what will you do when you go from here? Interview ends. 

 

I might have missed a question or two. 
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30. Mithun H N 

Electronics and Communications engg. 

Optional: Sociology 

Board: B S Bassi sir 

Date: 16/03/18 - Forenoon session 

 

Chairman: so you worked as an instructor in an education center now if you are asked to 

design a curriculum from 1st to 8th standard how would it be? 

( Some related questions) 

 

M1: Have you read the book by Stephen Hawkings called "A Brief History of Time"? 

        What do you mean by hacking? 

       What is ethical hacking? 

        What are Cyber crimes and what are its types? 

       Which act deals with  such crimes? 

        Is IT Act sufficient to deal with these? What are the shortcomings of IT Act? 

(Chairman asked about phishing and spamming) 

There is an ongoing cultural and societal interaction between the east and the west, 

explain. 

 

M2: What is an UMPP? 

        Do you know about PTC(Power Trading corporation)? 

What are power grids? 

You must have heard about MoEFCC (some related questions) 

Which deal did the world negotiate to combat climate change? What is India's share in 

total GHG emissions? Who are the major emitters in the world? 

What are ESZs? 

Are you aware of the latest National Forest Policy ? 

 

M3: what is the better method to ensure that farmers get remunerative price for their 

produce? 

What exactly is price deficiency payment mechanism? Which state introduced it first? 

Are you aware of Telangana model? 

What is the ongoing issue between UK and Russia? (Some related questions) 

 

M4: So you have directed 2 dramas... So tell me who said " All the World's a stage..."? 

Roof top gardening is one of your hobbies, tell me what are the differences between 

normal gardening and the rooftop gardening? 

You must have heard about Lord Macaulay , what are his contributions? 

Do you think Macaulay is one of the most misrepresented figure in the modern Indian 

history? Why do you think so? 

Let's talk about Indian Civil service, who was the first Indian Civil Servant? Which 
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Governor general introduced Indian Civil Services? 

What is EIA? What is its significance? 

 

Chairman: Now let us go to Pakistan. Tell me something about Pakistani elections. 

How does peaceful and stable Afghanistan help serve Indian interests? What are the 

sectors in which we have greater scope for investment? 

 

Your interview is over. Thank you 

 

 

31. puran 3/20/18  

Air marshal bhonsle board. 

Last candidate to enter 

 

Nothing from daf more situation based . Missed few questions here 

1. You have shaved in the morning ? 

2. Who invented razor ? 

3. Brand abassador of gillete . 

4. Explain the day i stop improving i will stop manufecturing razor 

5. What is kaizen 

6. You are dm of abc district how will you encourage team participation 

7. Every peace treaty has seed of next war explain after ww1 

8 after ww2 

9 after russian disintegration 

10 what is crytocurrency 

11. Currency of venezuela 

12. Advantage disadvantage 

13. Digital divide in india 

14. You are dm of xyz how will you help a victim of sexual harrasment 

15. What is composite 

16. Recently ultratech in news. Why 

17. What is insolvency code 

 

 

32. S Kumar 

3/20/18 

Bhonsle Sir's Board.  

19th March. 

4th to go in the afternoon session.  

Background: 

Law graduate, law optional, hobbies-tennis, watching documentaries.  

 

CM: 

1. You have a CGPA of 9.28. Why couldn't you score a 9.8 instead?  

2. Tell me the difference between Rule of Law and Rule by Law. 

Member1(Lady): 

3. Amendment to Juvenile Justice Act post Nirbhaya verdict- But if the juvenile is shifted 
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to mainstream jails with adult criminals, then won't they get hardened in nature and the 

scope for reformative justice would reduce?  

-Was it a progressive move?  

 

Member2: 

4. Tell me the salient features of the Draft National Forest Policy. (From that morning's 

newspaper) 

5. What in your opinion would become India's next new state after Telangana? More 

questions on merits and demerits. 

 

Member 3: 

6. What is the provision in Indian Evidence Act regarding admissibility of evidence of lie 

detector tests and brain mapping results?  

7. What is brain mapping? 

8. What is the significance of Indian PM visiting Palestine? More related questions. 

 

Member 4: 

9. What is the meaning of your name? 

10. Why did you shift from Welham Girls School after 10th...didn't they have +2?  

11. What is a foot fault? (From hobby-Tennis) 

-What are the names of the different types of lines on a tennis court? 

12. What are the different types of contracts under Indian Contract Act? -What are 

voidable contracts?  

13. What age does the PCMA prescribe for child marriages for male and female?  

-Is there any special provision for child brides regarding annulling of marriage?  

-How much time are they given to make that choice? 

 

Chairperson: 

14. Have you watched the movie Dangal?  

-Who do you think is the real hero in the movie? I said the father of the two girls.  

-Asked to justify it.  

-Don't you think the girls were the real hero? 

-Don't you think the father did everything for his personal ambition? 

-Make a case for the mother being the real hero in the movie.  

15. What plans do you have for the evening today? 

 

 

33. Abu_Bakr_Al_Baghdadi 3/22/18 

Board : Air Marshal Bhonsale Sir 

Date : 21st March, 2018 Afternoon 

Profile : B.com CA 

Hobbies / extracurricular activities : Photography, Text Formatting, Student 

counseling and motivation. 

 

C : You have graduated from a prominent institute (BMCC, Pune) and also a professional 

(CA). It's good not to have a B.Tech or Engineering candidate . (Sir literally said so) 

Be comfortable, we just want to check your suitability for the civil services. Use the 

pencil and paper before you to list out the points and take a 10-15 seconds time to think 
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and answer the questions. 

 

C: Have you heard about "कममणे्यिाजधकारसे्त मा फलेशु कदाचन | 

मा कममफलहेतुभुममाम ते सगोसत्वकममनी || ? 

 

C : what is nishkama karma yoga ? 

C: Isn't there a contradiction between Nishkama Kama Yoga and Management by 

Objectives ? 

 

M1 : PM addressed CA community last year. 

Did you watch the speech ? 

 

What did the PM convey through his speech? 

 

Whose signature carries higher weight, CA or PM ? 

State funding of elections, should it be done ? What all hurdles are there ? 

 

M2 (Lady member) : I will ask about foreign affairs . 

Implications of Brexit on EU ? 

How is it impacting other countries such as Italy? 

Do you see EU falling 10 years down the line ? What need to be done ? 

Impact of EU on Britain ? 

 

M3 : Tell me some thing about National Family Health Survey . 

How frequently is it done ? 

How can we improve these indicators when the budget for Min of Women and Child, 

ICDS schemes are reduced? 

 

Why have we moved towards IFRS? 

 

M4: Few questions on my hobby (Text Formatting) 

 

Tell me about current ratio and acid test ratio. 

How to calculate it in MS Excel ? 

Any specific tool ? 

 

(Now comes the most critical part, don't know how did I perform) 

 

C : Are you satisfied with interview? 

(Was not satisfied because only 18-20 mins had passed and I thought it was too short . 

Also no. of questions were less) 

 

Ans:. (looked at all the members and then said to chairman sir) No sir, I am not yet 

satisfied (All the members had a good laugh) 

 

C: What do you wish us to ask you ? 
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Me: Sir a few things from photography will do. 

 

Chairman sir asked M2 (lady member) to ask the question 

 

M2: What is difference between film photography and digital photography? 

 

What are the changes in images / pictures due to digital photography? 

 

C: Are you happy atleast now ? 

 

Me: (the questions related to photography were confusing and was not sure if I had 

answered them well ) 

No sir, I am not yet fully satisfied. 

 

All members laughed like anything. 

 

C : ok Pranay. We have 1 min and answer my question in brief and no explanation. 

 

Me: ok sir. 

 

C : What are the 3 qualities that a leader should not compromise with ? 

 

C Are you happy now ? 

 

Me: Yes sir.  

 

C : Thank you. Your interview is over.  

Have a nice day. 

 

 

34. Ashish Singh 3/21/18 

Chemical engineering 

Worked in JSW steels 

Hobbies: movies, web series 

Optional: anthropology 

March 20, 2018 

Bhonsle sir board 

 

Chairman:  

What all movies have you seen recently? 

Who is the actor in Tumhari Sulu? 

In this movie Newton, tell me negative trait of Newton? 

He changed his name to Newton don' t you think he is malleable? 

Ok tell me 4 of his positive traits? 

Would you like to inculcate his traits? 

 

Member 1  

Why you chose anthropology as optional? 
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Have you heard of Verrier Elwin what was his theory of tribal development? 

Tribal are saying that we have treated them as show piece, kept them secluded are they 

justified? 

What is the sex ratio among tribals? 

Why is it high? 

Do you think having caste system have impacted the way we see tribals? 

 

Member 2 

There are various theories of origin of universe which appeals to you? 

What is big bang theory? 

What are composites? 

Is Indian constitution dynamic? 

Can we change everything? 

What all can we change? What is the principle behind it? 

Was basic structure there since starting? 

After which amendment was it brought in? 

 

Member 3 

Top down and bottom up approach? 

Connect it to chemical engineering? 

If I cut down gold to smaller pieces what changes would be there? 

What is web series? 

How to check its authenticity? 

What is copy righted and copy lefted? 

 

Member 4  

In Homo Sapiens yuval noah harari says that plant domesticated humans not other way 

around. Do you agree? 

There is another book raag darbaari have you heard of it? 

Have you cleared any other exam? Did you join?  

Why did not you join? 

Tell me what is Ballia famous for? 

How is SAARC doing now? 

Recent developments in SAARC? 

 

Chairman: 

Women role in nation development? 

What is it that women have and men lag which would make a difference in decision 

making? 

What all we need apart from leadership to have a muscular foreign policy? 

 

Board was cordial I was not able to answer a few technical one on composites, chemical 

engineering. 

[21/03, 18:54] Ashish Singh: Member 3 also asked on graphene and graphite 

 

 

35. Madhusree 3/22/18 
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Date: 22.03.2018, Forenoon 

Board: Ajith Bhonsle 

Time : 20-25 min ( last candidate) 

 

Ch: long intro.. Though am last candidate ,they will take enough time...Read out my DAF 

Ch: you listen to Bhagavad-Gita , recite two core slokas and it's meaning..Asked meaning 

of each line ( knew only the overall meaning) 

M1: recited a sloka and asked which chapter of Bhagavad-Gita  

M1: critically analyse national health protection scheme, how much is the budget for it 

M1: if pm sets a earlier deadline for PMAY, as a civil engineer how can you expedite the 

execution 

M2: India participating in lhc and ligo...What are the expected outcomes of this projects 

M2: very recently we lost a gem of cosmology,who is he, what's is his contributions 

M2: opinion on interlinking of rivers, ecological and environmental effects 

M3: what is sea breeze, how is it caused, day or night 

M3: what is swiss challenge 

M3: what is TB, medicine used, what is the govt target, will we achieve, what is mdrtb 

M4: interactions bw state and society , what you understand by it 

M4: law and society interaction 

M4: is there any improvement for BIMARU states 

Ch: take paper and pencil write India's neighbours and rank them in descending order of 

friendliness 

 

 

36. WunWun 3/22/18 

 

Chairman 

Tell me what characteristics you have to be a civil servant ( I counted three.. integrity, 

honesty, empathy...he stopped me there and asked to wrote these on paper) 

Asked me to give an example of all three from your life...( I gave..He seemed visibly 

satisfied with the answers ) 

 

He switched to the lady member.. 

LM1: 

1. Do you know Bob Dylan 

2. He was given Nobel prize for literature, was it right to give him. 

3. Should musicians be given Nobel prize 

Lady member.qns.. 

 

Bob Dylan.. 

Should be given Nobel prize 

Musicians.. 

Urban renewal 

Migration issue in cities 

 

M1: Agraian distress, loan waiver, farmers suicide, repeatitive loan waivers 

 

M2: mining impact... livelihood, ecology.. 
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What is superbug, ebola, .. don't know 

 

M3: factual questions, underground mining and open cast mining, dbt in Fertiliser 

 

Chairman again in last... maritime security..tell me 4-5 dimensions. 

 

Tell me ur best poem 

 

 

37. Nikhil 3/26/18 

23 March, AN session, Anthropology Optional.  

Board - Air Marshal Ajit Bhosale.  

 

C - 1. Why Manhole covers are round in shape? 

2. Tell me 3 things which India needs to do immediately within 1 years i.e. short term 

interventions. 

 

LM - 1. What is Photosynthesis? What are the raw materials required for the process? 

2. How do non chlorophyll plants make food? 

3. What is the status of tribes in India? How are they rated in the indian society?  

4. What is FRA, 2006? What are the challenges in it? 

5. Are tribals genetically pure?  

 

M2 - 1. What is Game theory?  

2. In physics, what is this laminar flow? 

3. What are different calendars, name some of them? 

4. Are they lunar or solar based?  

5. Number of months in Saka Samvat and their names.  

6. Different seasons(Ritu) in hindi calendar.  

7. Artificial Intelligence in India is leading to data mining and security issues, how to deal 

with it?  

 

M3 - 1. What is the difference between Efficiency and Effectiveness?  

2. Doing the things right and Doing the right things, which one is efficiency and 

effectiveness?  

3. What are Invasive Alien Species?  

4. How are these threat to the surrounding?  

5. We are trying to bring tribals into mainstream society, how will they adjust to the new 

surrounding? 

6. Recent study on Aryan Migration theory based on DNA analysis? What's the truth?  

 

M4 - 1. Recently Binani cement is in news, why?  

2. What should be the approach for Water Management in India?  

3. What is micro irrigation? How to apply micro irrigation method in a field which is 

nearby to a canal? What do we need for this?  

4. We say that it's Government of the People or people's government, what is your 

opinion on it?  
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C - One final question, situation based. Suppose you are posted in a district where there 

are no school buildings, no teachers, children engaged in child labor and other family help 

work. Also the children have no identity or birth certificates. What will be your approach 

for promoting education that too when you are posted only for a short period of time, say 

3 months.  

 

Thank you, the Interview is over. 

 

 

38. Name:Akshay Kumar 

Optional:PSIR 

Board:Ajit bhosle sir 

Hobbies:Watching seminars and interviews of eminent people + Wildlife 

From:Warangal,Telangana. 

 

CP 

1)How did Warangal district tackle the problem of naxalism? 

2)What's happening in srilanka? 

3)Talk about cheque book diplomacy of China 

M1 

1)Issues around surrogacy 

2)Harsh mander and Ramachandra guha debate recently 

M2 

1)UDAN scheme 

2)Development in North east 

M3 

1)Colonialism effects on India both positive and negative 

2)Racialism in USA 

M4 

1)About olive Ridley turtles 

2)About Northern White Rhino 

3)About former IAS officer JP Narayana 

 

 

39. Amando 4/1/18 

Interview test date: March 21 2018 Forenoon; first one to go 

Board CP: Air Marshal (Retd.) Ajit Bhosale 

Candidate's details:  

Home state - Punjab; Mechanical Engineering; 2 year's work experience; Third 

attempt at CSE 

 

CP:  

Q. Have you been here before? 

Q. Have you had tea in the morning?  
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Q. Who made it? (Tea-making as an interest)  

Q. You were the Vice Chair for the Women Initiative Network (at work). What was it 

about?  

Q. What did these women seek the most?  

Q. What was their major concern?  

 

M1 (lady member): 

Q. Suppose that you are the incharge of a team and you receive a sexual harassment 

complaint from a female employee. What will be your course of action?  

Q. But, in such cases, there is no witness but only victim and accused. How would 

conduct the enquiry or reach at a conclusion?  

Q. You have photography as an interest. Do you know what is depth of field? How do 

you control it?  

Q. What do you like to click? 

Q. What's the depth of field you use?  

 

M2: 

Q. Name all the Northeast states, along with capitals.  

Q. What is the important feature of Dhola Sadiya Bridge? 

Q. Do you think it has strategic importance?  

Q. We hear two viewpoints often. One is - means should not be compromised for the 

ends. And the other is - ends should be given precedence over means. Which view do you 

support?  

Q. Give an example of the latter.  

Q. Continuing on photography, what do you think had been the watershed development in 

this field?  

Q. Portable cameras are okay, but don't you think digital technology is a breakthrough?  

 

M3:  

Q. You have studied mechanical engineering. You must be knowing what is a robotic 

arm. What is it?  

Q. What is the difference between humanoid and robot? 

Q. Why is energy security crucial for India?  

Q. When Russia and China also seek resources in Middle East, don't you think that's a 

threat for us?  

Q. Where is the largest solar plant of India, that was recently inaugurated?  

Q. That was done in the presence of a foreign signatory, French President.  

 

M4:  

Q. Are you aware of Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act? Do you know it's 

provisions?  

Q. What are the issues of agriculture in Punjab?  

Q. How is cropping pattern a problem?  

Q. So you suggest that we substitute rice with pulses in our diet?  

Q. I have heard this term 'via Bathinda' somewhere. I have heard it quite a many times. 

What does it mean?  

 

CP:  
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Q. Yesterday, our PM had a conversation with the Chinese President. The focus of this 

conversation was Asian Century. What do you understand by Asian Century?  

Q. How do you think this will come about when India, China and Japan look in different 

ways? Do you think terrorism is a common issue that concerns them?  

Q. List the bodies that help towards the cause of Asian Century.  

Thank you. Good luck. Go make tea for your mother. 

 

 

40. Interview Transcripts 2018  

23 March, AN session, Anthropology Optional.  

Board - Air Marshal Ajit Bhosale.  

 

C - 1. Why Manhole covers are round in shape? 

2. Tell me 3 things which India needs to do immediately within 1 years i.e. short term 

interventions. 

 

LM - 1. What is Photosynthesis? What are the raw materials required for the process? 

2. How do non chlorophyll plants make food? 

3. What is the status of tribes in India? How are they rated in the indian society?  

4. What is FRA, 2006? What are the challenges in it? 

5. Are tribals genetically pure?  

 

M2 - 1. What is Game theory?  

2. In physics, what is this laminar flow? 

3. What are different calendars, name some of them? 

4. Are they lunar or solar based?  

5. Number of months in Saka Samvat and their names.  

6. Different seasons(Ritu) in hindi calendar.  

7. Artificial Intelligence in India is leading to data mining and security issues, how to deal 

with it?  

 

M3 - 1. What is the difference between Efficiency and Effectiveness?  

2. Doing the things right and Doing the right things, which one is efficiency and 

effectiveness?  

3. What are Invasive Alien Species?  

4. How are these threat to the surrounding?  

5. We are trying to bring tribals into mainstream society, how will they adjust to the new 

surrounding? 

6. Recent study on Aryan Migration theory based on DNA analysis? What's the truth?  

 

M4 - 1. Recently Binani cement is in news, why?  

2. What should be the approach for Water Management in India?  

3. What is micro irrigation? How to apply micro irrigation method in a field which is 

nearby to a canal? What do we need for this?  

4. We say that it's Government of the People or people's government, what is your 

opinion on it?  

 

C - One final question, situation based. Suppose you are posted in a district where there 
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are no school buildings, no teachers, children engaged in child labor and other family help 

work. Also the children have no identity or birth certificates. What will be your approach 

for promoting education that too when you are posted only for a short period of time, say 

3 months.  

 

Thank you, the Interview is over. 

 

 

41. Inquisitive Mind 4/3/18  

Bhosle Sir Board 

21 March morning  

 

Ch- started with long monologue 

So you have been selected in CAPF AC also? 

Have you joined the services? 

Than why have you appeared in the exam? 

why we have to be more careful while talking to police person.? 

There is lot of gap and mistrust between police and citizen? 

What should be done to bridge the gap? 

Don’t you think that police person do lot of hardwork and respectable job? 

 

M1- 

do you know LTCG tax ? 

State the reason of imposition now ? 

It has been imposed and abolished earlier, when ? Tell me about OBOR ? 

Why India is not joining the OBOR ? 

But the road is already been build in gilgit-Baltistan region, so India not joining it what 

purpose will it service? 

How to resolve this ? 

What is food security? 

How government is ensuring food security? 

What changes government have made in NFSM ? 

What are the extent of provision for pregnant women? 

 

M2( Lady member)— 

Tell me about the Israel Palestine issue ? 

What are the implication of Israel and Palestine issue ? 

What is the solution of the conflict ? 

So you think US could exercise influence over Israel considering that it has recently 

shifted it embassy to Jerusalem? 

Do you think two state solution is still possible ? 

What is demographic dividend ? 

What are the challenges of demographic dividend ? 

 

M3— 

What is the issue in healthcare sector in India and how could the IT provide solution to 

this ? 

What is the trusteeship theory of Gandhiji? 
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Is it relevant in the today times ? 

Could it be implemented in modern capitalist economy ? What are the misuse and danger 

of IT? 

Do you know what is NOFAN project ? 

What is the present status of NOFAN project ? 

How many gram panchayat are there in India? 

 

M4— 

What is the difference between data compression and data encryption ? What is the 

purpose of the data encryption? 

What are the issue in encryption? 

If the algorithm is so strong and than why the are failing ? 

Tell me some other reason for weak security? What is quantum communication ? 

How it is different from today communication? How the today communication is done ? 

 

How the photon transfer the data ? 

What are the advantage of quantum computing? 

Tell me about IT act ? 

OHH Is it enacted in 2000? 

What are the recent amendment in the act ? 

Tell me what happened in Shreya Singhal case ? 

What has government done after that ? 

What are the recommendation of TK Vishwanathan committee? 

 

 

42. Interview Transcripts 2018  

Background: Petroleum Engineering, ISM Dhanbad, Writing Poems as hobby 

Interview date: 22nd March, AN, Bhonsale Sir board, lasted around 20 minutes 

 

Ch: reads DAF and then says..you are a poet...we will listen to your poem in the end but 

for time being tell me what characteristics do you have to be a civil servant ( I had 

counted three.. integrity, honesty, empathy...when he stopped me there and asked me to 

write these on paper) and then asked me to give an example of all three from your 

life...Answered using events from my college NGOs (for empathy), current work 

experience (integrity) and semeseter assignments(honesty) ( this must have lasted for 

around 3-4 minutes overall and probably was the best part of interview as I was not able 

to satisfactorily answer many questions from the board members) 

 

He switched to the lady member.. 

 

LM1: 

1. Do you know Bob Dylan 

2. He was given Nobel prize for literature, was it right to give him. 

3. Should musicians be given Nobel prize 

4. Migration issue in cities, how to handle, what long term planning (Questions were not 

very clear to me and what she was expecting; couldn't give very satsifactory answers) 

 

M2:  
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1.Agrarian distress and loan waiver..a long discussion and then question..is it right? 

2. But other states also doing that? 

3. Maharashtra did it twice..what do you think..Doesn't it discourage honest farmers who 

are paying taxes? ( I don't think he was very satisfied with my answers, my line of 

answering was that loan waiver is an immediate respite and not a long term solution, and 

it would be administratively difficult to go for selective loan waiver only for few farmers, 

hence a general loan waiver is done once, but yes it should not be repeated too often) 

 

M3: 

1. Do you know about Superbug? 

2. Mining impact on ecology 

3. Alternative to Sand as construction material 

some more factual qns 

 

M4: 

1. Who is science minister of India? 

2. Why open cast mining is done more, what are the risks? Which law governs it? it 

comes under which ministry? (At one point of time, I had to say Sorry sir, I am not very 

much aware of the mining aspect as I did my graduation in petoleum engineering :(  

3. DBT in fertilser; if it has to be done in rural areas,what are the challanges.. 

 

Chairman in the end: 

1. maritime security of India..Think over this for 10 seonds and tell me 4-5 dimensions 

2. Tell me your best poem? 

 

(Have already recited this poem many times, so was able to recite easily.. 

 

pathik hu mai, dig-bhramit nahi, 

 

Suksham awakash me Hu, Sthaayi viraam me nahi, 

 

Ye Jo Chand lamhe Mai Roya, ise Mera ant na samajh, 

 

Jaguga Mai, Uthuga mai, dauduga Mai aur cheer Kar ke ye kshinit tam, pahuchuga Mai 

us manzil Tak. 

 

Kyuki pathik hu mai, dig-bhramit nahi, kshanik avakash me hu, sthayi viraam me nahi.) 

 

The interview ended here.. 

 

Overall cordial borad, was able to answer chairman questions in good way, but not that 

satisfactorily of other members question. 

 

Fingers crossed now. 
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1. Neha 

Random topics.. nothing fron daf much. 

UNKNOWN BOARD 

Chairperson 

1. Why graduation and optional subject different? 

2. Surge pricing 

3. Psychological warfare 

4. Street vendors  

5. Manual scavenging 

6. China assertiveness 

7. What is stress.. stress during exam 

8. Canker 

9. Political dysnaty 

10. Book u read last year.. topic it was about 

11. Water managment 

12. Demographic dividend 

13. Swachh bharat abhiyan 

14. Any questions for us. 

15. How will you inculcate honesty, empathy and compassion in youth. 

16. Newspaper reading hobby ->  which page is your favorite.. sports front editorial or 

any other? 

Thankyou ! 

 

2. Keerthishri IRS CCE: 

UNKNOWN BOARD 

Chairman read out my daf before me. Clarified some details. 

1. Questions on urban development and state of planning in india 

2. Hall of nations demolition ... Pragati maindan.. 

                                          UNKNOWN BOARD TRANSCRIPTS 
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These are related to my daf. 

What are u comfortable in ? Ir economy or sports 

I chose IR. 

1. What do u think about the diplomatic isolation of pakistan. 

My answer was on the lines that we have been engaging with pakistan diplomatically. 

Gave ajit doval bangkok meet and kabul meet 

Do u watch tv debates discussions about pakistan.. i said i have no access to tv. He said u 

must be reading newspapers... Pakistan has been shown in negative light . Have you come 

across any positive report .. tell about it 

Chairman also asked about rain water logging and floods... ways to deal , 

Member 1 

I guess it was based on hobby 

Tourism in india... Which places attract people the most. 

How do we diversify 

Other than economic benifits what do we get from tourism.. i said national integration and 

he said what from foreign tourists. 

I said forex. People ties.. helps in future diplomatic engagement as people are familiar 

with other nationals... 

Member 2 

Difference between architecture and civil engineering. 

Is an architect necessary or sufficient condition.  

Opinion polls and exit polls.. science behind exit polls(dint answer this science). Are 

these authentic. 

Member 3  

Service related. 

1. Tax reforms i can suggest 

2. Good smuggling 

3. Norms for gold entering india 

4. Golden triangle 

Member 5. 

Bangalore women safety 
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Bangalore averse to outsiders 

Women and pub future 

[28/02, 15:21] Keerthi: Member 2 

What do you think about education of lawmakers? Which organisations are working on 

these lines. 

 

3. Lavanya: 

Unknown Board  

M2 

Are you good in banking.? 

what are the criteria you consider before giving a loan.? 

what kind of democracy is India.? 

what is a parliament.? 

what are the functions of parliament.? 

how is it constituted.? 

what are the 2 houses.? 

what are the other names of lower house and upper house.? 

what is numerical strength of both houses.? 

what kind of government is state government.? 

what are the names of legislative bodies in state.? 

Is government of state government formed from both houses.? are you sure.? 

what is NSS.? 

what did you do as an NSS coordinator.? 

M3  

what is your way of pet caring.? 

you just take care of your domestic dogs and that's it.? 

what did you do as a part of nature club.? 

do you think your activities as a part of nature club.? had any impact.? 

why do we need afforestation.? 
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what are benefits of having a good forest cover? 

what is the percentage of forest cover in India.?whether it increased or not.? 

M4 

why should we be ethical to animals.what is the need for that? 

why did you join banking after chemical engineering.? 

what are emerging fields in material science research of chemical engineering.? 

is'nt Nano technology one among them.? 

 

4. Aj: 

Background : computer engineering 

UNKNOWN BOARD 

Work ex 10months 

Philosophy optional 

C: three strength and three weakness  

Q. when do you get angry 

Q. what is national income 

How is gross national happiness index calculated 

Q. how will you compare two states economically  

Q. how is hdi calculated 

Q. a situation q 

M1  

what is ppp 

Q. what type of projects come under ppp 

More follow up q on ppp 

Q. a situational q 

M2  

definition of computer 

Q. up is heartland of hindi 
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So tell me what is persistence in hindi (i had said persistence was my strength)  

Is jiddi a good trait and a long discussion on it 

Q. how have u come here  

Did u get stuck in jam 

M3: tell me about up culture  

Famous women from up 

Were u part of ur school basketball team?  

And some discussion on it 

M4: up summit and law and order problem of up 

 

5. Zaid Ansari: 

Chess 

Gujarati Literature  

Chairman 

1) Spell your name. 

2) Questions on Pune. 

3) How chess can help you in life? 

4) Famous Gujarati poets 

5) Success story of Nirma as a venture 

M1 

1) Gave crime seen and asked me to get criminal convicted. 

2) Is our criminal justice system really helping us? Follow up questions. 

 M2 

1) How much time you take to make move? 

2) How many languages do you know? 

3) Meaning of 'Ranj' and 'Sat' 

4) What is bearing? Follow up questions 

5) What is Nirma University? 
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6) Suppose you are DM of District what will be your priority? 

M3 

1) Best things about Gujarat 

2) Cooperative movements 

3) What is SHG? 

4) Famous places in Gujarat? 

5) Famous personalities from Gujarat? 

M4 

1) Renewable Energy solutions 

2) National solar mission 

3) Why Nirma as a product was successful? 

4) My stand on triple talaq 

5) Bill has no meaning then we must take it back-your views 

 

6. Shashank Shekhar Singh: 

Optional: Geography 

Hobby: Watching Movies 

Chairman:   

 1. meaning of name  

 2. Errors related to 3D projection of Glob on 2D map  

 3. Tapi Pipeline  

 4. Indias stand on Taliban  

 5. Maldives Issue  

M1  

 1. History of your district  

 2. Why IAS after graduation from IIT  

 3. Declining textile in traditional regions; Ways to revive  

M2  
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 1. Have you read 'around the world in 80 days'  

 2. International Date line  

 3. GM crop issue and Cotton in particular  

 4. Reason for decline of Textile In Kanpur  

M3  

 1. Intern Company  

 2. Qualities in me according to your superior  

 3. Qualities in you according to yourself  

 4. Qualities of good administrators  

M4  

 1. Cross question on your good qualities  

 2. Work done in NSS  

 3. Significance of NSS  

 4. Significance of Black Panther 

 

7. Sunshine: 

Ques they asked 

1.Stubble burning 

2.Yamuna and Sri Ravishankar event 

3.How India can be super power 

4.Importance of logistics 

5.Cryptocurrency 

6.Blockchain technology 

7.Shud banks be privatised 

8.how to create awareness in women about her rights 

9.Commerce based question 

a. Single entry n double entry 

b. cost accounting n financial accounting 
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c.Challenges in my job 

10.Last Book I read 

11.Which model India can adopt from America for development 

Thanks.  

 

8. Interview Snips 3/13/18 

 

Why aeronautical 

Why ias  

Why drdo  

Why civil services 

Self made plane 

Would you go in that plane 

 

Nrega  

Aims and limitations 

As a DM what would you do to ensure effective NREGA imp  

Why pubad  

What model of Parliament 

Why is it diff from us  

Presidential election. 

 

Uttiramerur Inscription 

Qualification and disqualification system of ERs 

Kallanai dam  

Different from Brihadeeshwarar temple 

Pudukottai. Compare the town with other parts of town 

 

Admin law 

Del leg 

Common law 

Natural justice 

 

RTI 

What way it empowers people 

 

 

9. Mohit Sharma 3/23/18 

 

1. Chairman: you come from najafgarh? can you tell me why najafgarh is named so? 

2. C: whose invasion 

3. C: tell me some inspirational biographies that you have read 

4. C: what have you learnt from these biographies 

5. C: how will courage help you in civil services? it is very rule bound and there is no 
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scope of any innovation? 

6. C: do you mean to say that all civil servants are lacking in courage? 

7. C: are there some officers or there are many or there are most of them who are 

courageous? 

8. C: you have mentioned an example. but what will be its use. next day everyone will go 

back to their own offices in AC and things will be as they were before? 

9. C: do you know about Guru Nanak Ji? 

10. C: do you know the meaning of the quote "Nanak Dukhiya sab sansar" 

11. M1: you do jogging, trekking, fitness. What do you understand by health? 

12. M1: what do you think is the health condition in India? 

13. M1: do you know th number of children who are malnurished? 

14. M1: you have worked in ONGC? Do you know how off shore work is done? how oil 

is drilled? how do they know where is the oil and where to drill? 

15. M1: Can anyone drill in any part of the ocean? What is the condition for drilling? 

16. M1: on whose behalf is ONGC videsh limited drilling in Vietman? 

17. M1: what is south china sea dispute? which are the islands that are claimed to be 

disputed? how is china claiming those islands 

18. M1: China is also building artificial island? why is it building those islands? 

19. M1: how can china build those islands? 

20. M2: you are a student of physics. do you know who has won nobel prize for India? 

21. M2: what is raman effect? 

22. M2: why do we not see 7 colors in rainbow? light is made up 7 colors but we see only 

2-3, why? 

23. M2: have you done any social service? 

24. M2: but there are a lot of organizations where you can serve? you should also have 

some social impact 

25. M3: India is federal with a unitary bias. What are the features which make india into a 

federal country? 

26. M3: other than written constitution, state list. What other things?  

27. M3: what is your present job in skill development ministry? 

28. M3: what is lacking in the skill development efforts in India? why have we not 

achieved the targets? 

29. M3: what are you doing to maintain the quality of the skilling? 

30. M3: what is CRR? 

31. M3: is it kept with the bank or with the RBI? does it receive any interest? is it in 

current account? 

32. M3: why is there a CRR kept with the RBI? 

33. M4: what is the meaning of federal?  

34. M4: there are state governments. Is there a limit on the size of the state government? 

If the size of the LA is 60 then how many COM can there be? 

35. M4: no the limit is not 15% but 20%? 

36. M4: you have worked in ONGC? what changes in ONGC policy were made in 1991? 

37. M4: what is this liberalization? why private sector was allowed to come in the 

market? 

38. M4: you have mentioned many points but the motive of bringing investment in you 

did not mention? 

39. M4: Ok. from skill development. where do you think will be maximum jobs created 

in the country? 
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40. M4: India had many skill development programs even before 2014? what changes are 

made now?? 

41. M4: that is ok. But what is new thing being done. It was being done before also? 

42. M4: you have said this earlies aslo. but it is not a new thing. what is the improvement 

in present skill development system? 

43. M4: no no I am not asking that. what is the role of private players in skill 

development activities. where will the skilled manpower go after getting skilled? 

44. M4: Not NSDC, what do you know about Sector Skill Council? What are they? how 

many of them are there? 

45. M4: so you should have mentioned this part.. 

46. M4: what is the full name of your ministry? What is the meaning of entrepreneurship? 

47. M4: you are from IITK, B.Tech-M.Tech. Why did you not go for entrepreneurship? 
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